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Subspace Identification for Linear Parameter-Varying Systems?
P. B. Cox, R. To´th, and P. M. J. Van den Hof
Control Systems Group
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
p.b.cox@tue.nl
1 Introduction
In recent years, the linear parameter-varying (LPV) mod-
elling paradigm has been applied to many practical appli-
cations to synthesise controllers with performance guaran-
tees even under nonlinear or temporal variations of the un-
derlying system [1]. In the majority of these methods, an
LPV state-space (SS) model of the system at hand is re-
quired, particularly with static and affine dependence on the
scheduling signal. However, identification of such a repre-
sentation based on observations of the plant is not straight-
forward and converting other representation based models
– that might be easier to identify – into an SS form suffer
from several disadvantages. Popular subspace identification
(SID) schemes used for SS model estimation start by identi-
fying a specific input-output (IO) structure using convex op-
timisation, wherefrom an SS model is constructed by matrix
decomposition techniques. Current LPV subspace schemes
depend on over-restrictive assumptions and/or the number of
the to-be-estimated variables grows exponentially, leading
to ill-conditioned IO estimation problems with high compu-
tational demand. Therefore, it is currently infeasible to iden-
tify moderate to large scale systems with LPV SID schemes.
To lower the computational load and ease certain assump-
tions, we analyse state-of-the-art SID schemes combined
with an in-depth examination of LPV IO to SS realisation
theory to be able to formulate a unified LPV subspace iden-
tification framework and tackle the bottlenecks.
2 Deriving the data-equations
Subspace schemes are based on various forms of so-called
data-equations, surrogate IO models to represent the under-
lying system. We will derive such open-loop and closed-
loop data-equations given that the data-generating system is
in the following innovation form (similar to, e.g., [2, 3]):
xˇt+1 =A(pt)xˇt +B(pt)ut +K(pt)ξt , (1a)
yt = C(pt) xˇt +D(pt)ut +ξt , (1b)
where subscript t is the discrete time, x is the state variable,
y is the measured output signal, u denotes the input signal, ξ
is a zero-mean white noise process satisfying ξt ∼ N (0,Q)
with covariance matrix Q, and A, . . . ,K are affine functions
? This work has received funding from the European Research Council
(ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme (grant agreement No 714663).
in the scheduling signal, i.e,A(pt)=A0+∑npi=1 Ai p[i]t with p[i]t
the i-th element in pt . The to-be-estimated coefficients are
{Ai, . . . ,Ki}npi=1. The innovation representation (1) can arbi-
trarily well approximate a representation with independent
parameter-varying noise sources on both the state and output
equations. The difficulty in applying subspace identification
on the derived open-loop and closed-loop data-equations us-
ing (1) is that the realization is need to be accomplished un-
der a time-varying observability matrix.
3 Parametric subspace identification
To obtain an SS realisation from either the open-loop or
closed-loop data-equation, we derive a uniform projection
based formulation for the LPV realisation problem estab-
lished on a maximum-likelihood and stochastic realisation
based argument; therefore, extending various well-known
linear time-invariant SID schemes to the LPV setting. Fur-
thermore, we show that applying the moving average with
exogenous inputs (MAX) IO model set in the LPV open-
loop identification setting can significantly decrease the
complexity of the IO estimation problem for SIDs. In ad-
dition, we introduce a basis reduced formulation that can
lower the computational complexity significantly in the IO
to SS model realisation step. These two new developments
lead to better scalable SID schemes. Concluding, we will
discuss a unified understanding of LPV subspace identifica-
tion including LPV IO to SS realisation theory with compu-
tationally efficient methods leading to competitive schemes
to estimate LPV-SS models.
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Identification of LTI models from concatenated data sets
Sandra Va´squez1,2, Michel Kinnaert1 and Rik Pintelon2
1Deparment SAAS (ULB), 2Department ELEC (VUB)
Email: savasque@ulb.ac.be
1 Introduction
For some industrial applications, experimental data is avail-
able in the form of several data sets corresponding to the
operation of the plant under the same conditions. An exam-
ple of such an application is the condition monitoring of a
wind turbine based on SCADA data. Here, one is interested
in the identification of a turbine’ subsystem for a specific
wind condition. However, long records of a given operating
condition might be difficult to obtain. Hence, one needs to
select multiple short data-records from the operational data
to identify the system. In this case, identification approaches
where missing data are treated as unknown parameters [1, 2]
are not feasible due to the large amount of lost data. Then,
the best option is to concatenate the data sets, and introduce
additional parameters to handle the transient effects [3]. Our
aim is to verify the consistency of the estimates when con-
sidering this last approach. To this end, we performed a
Montecarlo simulation to prove consistency when dealing
with AR and ARX model structures.
2 Results
The concatenation of M data sets is done as follows
xc (tTs) =

x1 (tTs) t = 0, . . . ,N1 −1
x2 (tTs) t = N1, . . . ,N1 +N2 −1
...
...
xM (tTs) t = (N1 + ...+NM−1), . . . ,N















































the plant and noise rational transfer




the transient terms. For













. In addition, B = 0 for
the AR case.
To verify the consistency on the parameter estimation for
both AR and ARX cases, a Montecarlo simulation is per-
formed to compare two situations: the concatenation of data
from M experiments (with record length of Nm), and one
single experiment (with N = NmM samples). A first order
system and transient term are considered (A = 1 + a1 z−1k ,

































Figure 1: Normalized Mean Square Error MSEr for AR and
ARX: concatenated data sets (−), one data record
(−−)
white noise with zero mean and unit variance. We tested
Nm = 2, which corresponds to the extreme case where the
data records are just large enough to estimate the parame-
ters.
Figure 1 presents the mean square error (MSE) on the esti-
mation of a1 for different values of M. These results show
that for both AR and ARX, the parameter estimation de-
parting from concatenated data is consistent, since the MSE
decreases with M at the same rate as the case of one data
record. The observed difference on the MSE corresponds
to the information loss for the concatenated case. Indeed,
for this case one sample out Nm is used to estimate the
transient coefficient (il). Hence, the theoretical difference
is db(MSEconc/MSEonerec) = db(
√
Nm/(Nm−1)). The re-
sults for the simulation of both AR and ARX follow well
this theoretical difference (3 db, see Fig. 1).
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1 Background
Frequency Response Function (FRF) identification is fast,
inexpensive and accurate, and often used in applications.
These FRFs are used either directly, e.g., for controller tun-
ing or stability analysis, or as a basis for parametric iden-
tification. Identification of FRFs has been substantially ad-
vanced over recent years, particularly by explicitly address-
ing transients errors. The Local Polynomial Method (LPM)
[1] exploits the assumed smoothness of the transient re-
sponse and approximates locally the transfer function by a
polynomial such that the transient can be removed.
2 Problem
Consider the output of a LTI system in the frequency domain
Y (k) = G(eiωk)U(k)+T (eiωk)+V (k) (1)
where G(eiωk) is the frequency response function of the dy-
namic system, Y (k),U(k),V (k) are the output, input and
noise terms and k denotes the k-th frequency bin. Where
T (eiωk) accounts for the transients of both the system re-
sponse and the noise. An extension of the LPM, the Lo-
cal Rational Method (LRM) [2, 3] approximates the terms
G(eiωk) and T (eiωk) in (1) such that in the local window






+V (k+ r) (2)
As a consequence of the rational parameterization, the lo-
cal estimation problem is no longer linear in the parameters
which poses additional challenges. The aim of the present
paper is to investigate alternative parametrizations, which
are also recovered as a special case of the LRM, yet are lin-
ear in the parameters while exploiting the advantages of ra-
tionally parametrized model structures.
3 Approach
Enabling a convex optimization while maintaining the ratio-
nal parameterization is done by pre-specifying the system
poles based on prior knowledge. Consider again a local win-




























Figure 1: Estimation error of the Local Rational Method with
Prior knowledge (LRMP) versus the LPM and classical
method (ETFE). G0 denotes the true system.
with basis functions Bb(eiωk+r) and parameters θGb ,θTb . If
the basis functions Bb contain the true system dynamics of
G(wk+r) and T (eiωk+r), then the basis in (3) can approximate
the system in the local window arbitrarily well.
4 Result
A resonant system with two resonance modes is used for
simulation. The discrete system has two sets of complex
conjugated poles at z1 = 0.8359± 0.4540i,z2 = 0.0673+
±0.8581i. An orthonormal basis is composed of single com-
plex poles, e.g., ζ = [0.8359+ 0.4540i,0.0673+ 0.8581i]
where ζ are a subset of the poles of the true system. The
result in Fig. 1 shows an improved estimation accuracy for
both resonance modes. Extensive simulations reveal that the
method is robust for inaccurate ζ and for real poles occur-
ring in thermal systems.
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1 Introduction
This presentation introduces a data-driven method for de-
termining the order of the transfer function representation
of a multidimensional (nD) linear system. A Hankel matrix
(referred to as recursive Hankel matrix) is constructed from
the available multidimensional data in a recursive way. This
work extends the concept of past and future data to nD sys-
tems and introduces the concept of mode−k left and right
data. The intersection between two mode−k left and right
matrices reveals the order of the system in dimension k.
2 Problem statement
In this work the class of nD models is restricted to linear
difference equations [1], referred to as PdEs. All equations
are defined on a rectangular domain in n−dimensions. For a














αi, ju[k1+ i,k2+ j], (1)
where k1 and k2 are two independent variables. u[·, ·] and
y[·, ·] are the input and output variables respectively, βi, j and
αi, j are the coefficients of the PdE and N1 and N2 determine
the order of the PdE. Note that the order of the PdE is a
tuple: for every dimension the order of the PdE is equal to
the highest order of the shift operator.
At the basis of the identification algorithm presented in this
work lies the concept of the recursive Hankel matrix. This
matrix is a block Hankel matrix where all the blocks are
Hankel themselves.
3 Intersections between past, future, left and right.
The intersection algorithm presented in [2] calculates the in-
tersection between past and future Hankel matrices. For a
two-dimensional dataset, past and future is extended with
left and right. Graphically the concept of past and future,
left and right is shown in Fig. 1. The data matrix is first
Hankelized, and afterwards split up in four matrices, past,
future, left and right. The intersections between these matri-




Fig. 1: Multidimensional transfer functions can graphically be
represented by stencils. The dots in this figure represent data points
distributed in two dimensions. The solid and dashed lines con-
necting two points represent linear relations between adjacent data
points. By splitting up the data in left-right, past-future some rela-
tions are removed, these linear relations are denoted by the dashed
lines.
4 Results
The main result of this presentation is an algorithm to esti-
mate the order of a PdE on a rectangular grid with a uniform
sampling time/distance. The data is Hankelized and split
up in different Hankel matrices. Based on the rank of these
matrices the order of the PdE is estimated. The presented
method for estimating the order of a PdE is demonstrated on
a numerical simulation example.
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1 Introduction
Optimal input design (OID) is one of the most challenging
problems in the field of system identification. In this work,
OID for linear systems in the presence of prior knowledge
is studied. Information related to exponential decay and
smoothness is incorporated in the OID problem by making
use of the Bayes rule of information. Three different cases
of modeling the linear dynamics are considered, namely Fi-
nite Impulse Response (FIR) model with and without prior
knowledge, as well as the rational transfer function case. It
is shown that the prior information affects the spectrum of
the minimum power optimal input. The input with the least
power is obtained for the transfer function model case.
2 The OID problem
A stable linear time-invariant system S0 is considered in
an output error framework such that y = G0 u+ e where
y is the measured output, u denotes the input to the sys-
tem, G0 is a rational transfer function and e is i.i.d. noise
(e∼N (0,σ2e )). The OID problem is defined as:
Φu,opt(ωn) = arg min
Φu(ωn)
pu(Φu(ωn))
s.t. Mtotal > Radm(ω), ∀ω
Φu(ωn)≥ 0 ∀ωn
(1)
where the power spectrum Φu of the multisine input u is
the design variable of the OID problem which is affine in
Φu(ωn). The first constraint sets a bound on the informa-
tion matrix Mtotal. It is shown in [1] that accuracy con-
straints on the identified model can be transformed into a
constraint in the form Mtotal > Radm where Radm is in this
case a frequency-dependent constraint on the model error
achieved at transfer function level of the identified model.
In case of prior information available, the total information
matrix is given by Mtotal = M+P−1 where M denotes the
Fisher matrix representing the information linked to the new
experiment and P−1 represents prior information about the
identified model. The second constraint is necessary for the
signal to be realizable. The optimal design problem (1) is
convex in the design variables, therefore there is no risk of
resulting in a local minimum.
Figure 1: The optimal input for a linear system in three differ-
ent cases of model structures. Left: Optimized input
spectra for the different model structures. Right: Total
power of the optimal input signals.
3 Results
The result of the OID problem (1) is depicted in Fig. 1. The
optimal input spectrum in case of FIR modeling approaches
the one of a white noise signal, as expected. However, when
prior knowledge about smoothness of the impulse response
is considered, it will suppress the power of the estimated
transfer function in the high frequency region. Under this
condition, the more relaxed the constraint on the modulus of
the transfer function, the more is the prior information able
to deliver a model inside the allowable model error bounds.
Therefore, the power of the optimal input signal decreases
in the high frequency region as the constraint on the transfer
function modulus relaxes.
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1 Introduction
System identification is a fundamental step in model-based
control. Most identification based controller tuning meth-
ods use test signals during the identification test. However,
test signals disturb process operation, which is a cost in pro-
duction unit. To reduce the cost of identification, it would
be ideal to use no test signal during the identification test.
For closed-loop identification, when there is no external ex-
citation, the informative condition must be fulfilled to en-
sure that the identification criterion has a unique minimum
and the parameter estimation is consistent. In this work, the
informative conditions are firstly introduced and developed.
Then, a method of closed-loop test without using test signals
is proposed to achieve the informative condition. Finally, a
model error bound is adopted to do the model validation.
2 Informative condition
Informativity is a concept that central in identification prob-
lems. Loosely speaking, the problem is whether the dataset
z(t) allows us to distinguish between different models in
model set M(θ). The necessary and sufficient conditions
for single-input single-output (SISO) closed-loop systems to
produce informative data are discussed by Gevers et al. [1].
In this work, we extend their results to multi-input single-
output (MISO) closed-loop systems. Note that the multi-
input multi-output (MIMO) systems are typically identified
as a series of MISO systems. Here, we briefly introduce one






with na, nb and nc are the degrees of corresponding poly-
nomials, and the controller K(q−1) =
[
S1(q−1)





with ns and nr are the degrees of the controller. Then, un-
der some reasonable assumptions, the informative condition
for data set z(t) generated by the MISO closed-loop system
without external excitation is as follows:
max(ns−na,nr−nb)≥ (m−1)nb (2)
In summary, for linear time-invariant controller, the infor-
mative conditions indicate that the orders of the regulator




Figure 1: Closed-loop system under shifting controller
3 Method to achieve informativity
According to Ljung[2], using nonlinear controllers can
make closed-loop systems produce informative data. In this
work, the nonlinearity of controller is obtained by using a
linear regulator that shifts between different settings, which
is shown in Fig. 1. For identification-based control, this
method is very useful. Additionally, by developing some
proper shifting rules, the control performance of closed-loop
system could be improved during identification test.
4 Model validation
For a model based control method, model validation is re-
quired to check whether the identified model is suitable for
control. In [3], a stochastic model error bound is derived
based on the asymptotic properties. The model error bound
∆(ω) is given as:∣∣G0(e jω)− Gˆ(e jω)∣∣≤ ∆(ω) ∆= 3√ nhN Φv(ω)σ2eΦu(ω)σ2e−|Φue(ω)|2
(3)
To use the error bound, an engineering solution is adopted.
This is done by comparing the relative size of the bound
with the model over the low and middle frequencies. When
the size of bound is smaller than half that of the model, the
model can be accepted as a ”good” model.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the distributed linear quadratic
optimal control problem for multi-agent networks [1], [2].
In this problem, we are given a number of identical agents
represented by a finite dimensional linear input-state sys-
tem, and an undirected graph representing the communica-
tion between these agents. Given is also a quadratic cost
functional that penalizes the differences between the states
of neighbouring agents and the size of the local control in-
puts. The distributed linear quadratic problem is then to find
a distributed diffusive control law that, for given initial states
of the agents, minimizes the cost functional, while achiev-
ing consensus for the controlled network. This problem is
non-convex and difficult to solve, and it is unclear whether
in general a solution exists. Therefore, in this work, instead
of addressing the version formulated above, we will study a
suboptimal version of the distributed optimal control prob-
lem. Our aim is to design suboptimal distributed diffusive
control laws that guarantee the controlled network to reach
consensus and the associated cost to be smaller than an a
priori given upper bound.
2 Problem Formulation
In this work, we consider a multi-agent system consisting of
N identical agents. The underlying graph is assumed to be
undirected and connected, and the corresponding Laplacian
matrix is denoted by L. The dynamics of the identical agents
is given by
x˙i(t) = Axi(t)+Bui(t), xi(0) = xi0, i= 1,2, . . . ,N (1)
where A∈Rn×n, B∈Rn×m, and xi ∈Rn,ui ∈Rm are the state
and input of the i-th agent, respectively. We assume that
the pair (A,B) is stabilizable. Furthermore, we can rewrite
multi-agent system (1) in compact form as
x˙= (IN⊗A)x+(IN⊗B)u, x(0) = x0 (2)
with x=
(
x>1 , . . . ,x
>
N
)>, u= (u>1 , . . . ,u>N)>, where x ∈RnN ,
u ∈ RmN contain the states and inputs of all agents, respec-
tively. Moreover, we consider the cost functional that inte-
grates the weighted quadratic difference of states between
every agent and its neighbors, and also penalizes the inputs





where Q≥ 0 and R> 0 are given real weighting matrices.
Our aim is to design a class of suboptimal distributed diffu-
sive control law of the form u= (L⊗K)x, where K ∈ Rm×n
is an identical feedback gain for all agents, such that the
overall network dynamics
x˙= (IN⊗A+L⊗BK)x (4)









is smaller than an a priori given upper bound. More con-
cretely, we consider the following problem:
Problem 1. Consider multi-agent system (2) with associ-
ated cost functional (3). Assume the network graph is a
connected undirected graph with Laplacian L. Let γ > 0
be an a priori given upper bound for the cost to be achieved.
The problem is to find a distributed controller L⊗K so that
the controlled network (4) reaches consensus and the cost
(5) associated with this controller is smaller than the given
upper bound, i.e., J(K)< γ .
3 Main Results
We present two design methods for computing suboptimal
distributed diffusive control laws, both based on comput-
ing a positive semi-definite solution of a single Riccati in-
equality of dimension equal to the dimension of single agent
dynamics. Furthermore, we relax the requirement of exact
knowledge of the smallest nonzero and largest eigenvalue of
the graph Laplacian by using only lower and upper bounds
on these eigenvalues.
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1 Introduction
Energy consumption of the vehicle is optimized by control-
ling the power flow between energy storage (e.g. fuel tank
and battery), the consumers (e.g. wheels, HVAC, etc) and
converters (e.g. internal combustion engine and electric mo-
tor). However, in these Vehicle Energy Management (VEM)
problems, the vehicle speed is assumed to be given, while
most of the power generated by the powertrain is used for
propelling the vehicle. Therefore, optimizing the speed of
a vehicle over a certain trajectory, thereby allowing for an
optimal conversion of potential energy from the road profile
into kinetic energy of the vehicle, can lead to a consider-
able energy consumption reduction. We refer to this latter
problem as the ecodriving problem.
2 Energy Management with Ecodriving
The ecodriving problem is defined as minimizing traction
power Ptrac over a certain trajectory, subject to the longitu-










v(t)≤ v(t)≤ v(t), u(t)≤ u(t)≤ u(t), (1c)
with v(0), s(0), v(t f ), s(t f ) known, and where σr, σu, σv, g
are some vehicle dynamics related parameters, s is the dis-
tance traveled and α is the road slope. To arrive at a finite
dimensional optimization problem, we can discretize (1) us-
ing a forward Euler discretization, and arrive discrete-time
nonlinear optimal control problem. With the problem in this
form, it can solved using Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (SQP), in which we form a convex SQP subproblem
by using linearizing the objective function of the discrete-
time problem and adding Thikhonov regularization, as well
as linearizing the state dynamics. The ecodriving problem
can be integrated into the VEM problem, of which an SQP
formulation can be made and be decentralized using dual
decomposition [1]. This distributed approach is presented
in [2] to solve a Complete Vehicle Energy Management
(CVEM) problem, in which auxiliary components (e.g. a re-























































Figure 1: Backward vs forward optimization. The dotted
lines represent minimum and maximum state constraints.
problem [2]. Hence, the SQP and dual decomposition ap-
proach presented here lay a foundation to solve the CVEM
with ecodriving problem.
3 Results
A simulation study for the energy management with eco-
driving problem for a series-hybrid electric vehicle is done,
and the results are shown in Fig. 1. Here, ’backward’ and
’forward refer to solving the energy management problem
with and without ecodriving respectively. We can observe
that the amount of braking power is reduced significantly
overall, and furthermore, the vehicle speed is now used as a
buffer (along side the battery), e.g., the speed is on the lower
bound at 4 km, so that the potential energy that is available
from 4 km on, is maximally converted to kinetic energy.
This allows the fuel consumption to be reduced from 23.41
l/100 km to 22.31 l/100 km, which is a decrease of 4,7%, by
including the ecodriving into the VEM problem.
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Abstract
The increasing use of electrical energy influences the quality
of the mains voltage and current, which can cause problems.
The quality of the energy supply falls worldwide under the
name power quality. A high-quality energy supply can be
characterized by the ability to supply a clean and stable grid
voltage. A perfect Power Quality ideally ensures low trans-
port losses and a mains voltage that is always available,
noise-free and pure sinusoidal, and always within the level
and frequency tolerances.
Problems with the quality of power have become important
for electricity users at all usage levels. The use of non-linear
loads and sensitive electronic equipment in both the indus-
trial and commercial sectors and the domestic environment
has increased considerably in recent decades. Unfortunately,
the same type of equipment often generates disturbances in
the energy supply, which in turn affect other devices nega-
tively.
In addition to annoying phenomena such as flicker (blinking
of light), dips, swells, interruptions, and harmonics in the
mains voltage cause machines and other devices to show dis-
ruptions, overheat or work inefficiently. Harmonic currents
and large asymmetrical loads cause unnecessary capacity and
energy losses. The lifespan of machines and other devices is
considerably shortened if there is too much fluctuation in the
quality of the voltage. In the worst case, entire production
lines can fall out, lives in hospitals are at risk, data process-
ing in real time such as the processing of bank transactions
can be lost, etc..
According to the Leonardo Power Quality Initiative (LPQI),
Power Quality problems in Europe costs a total of 150 billion
euros annually and according to research by the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) the US sees losses of 119
to 188 billion dollars a year.
Contribution
In this talk, Iwill discuss howpower quality problems present
important opportunities and interesting challenges for the
systems and control community. To this effect, I will give a
brief overview of the most significant power quality issues
today and motivate the need for new tools to tackle them.
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1 Introduction
In the modern manufacturing industry, Computerized Nu-
merical Control (CNC) machines are commonly used for the
production of workpieces. Generally, the workpiece geom-
etry is described as a connection of GCode segments, build-
ing its contour. In order to create the workpiece, the machine
tool needs to track this contour, requiring a set of trajectories
for its axes. Various strategies exist to compute trajectories
that let the tool center point trace the contour within the de-
sired accuracy. A popular strategy is to first re-shape the
contour, by e.g. rounding sharp corners. Afterwards, the
feed rate of the tool along the re-shaped contour is planned,
where the rounded shape allows for a higher average veloc-
ity [1]. However, this so-called decoupled approach leads to
suboptimal results, since the complete problem is not solved
in a single step.
This abstract presents a novel spline-based trajectory gener-
ation method for CNC machines that simultaneously opti-
mizes the workpiece geometry and the tool feed rate. This
coupled approach uses an optimal control problem (OCP)
formulation to immediately take into account the machine
limits like velocity, acceleration and jerk bounds and process
limits like the maximum feed rate. In addition, the method
directly includes the provided workpiece tolerance by con-
verting it into a tube inside which the machine tool has to
stay. Since a lower tolerance inevitably leads to a higher ma-
chining time, the method allows making a trade-off between
accuracy and productivity, while returning near-optimal tra-
jectories.
2 Methodology
The proposed approach computes machine tool trajectories
by assigning a separate spline to each GCode segment. This
leads to easy contouring constraints that keep the tool in-
side the tolerance tube. However, when optimizing only one
trajectory in each OCP, the tool must come to standstill at
the end of each segment, in order to connect any subse-
quent segment in a smooth way. These decoupled trajec-
tories are suboptimal, except for the case of exact contour
tracking (tolerance zero). To avoid decoupling, the pro-
posed method simultaneously optimizes a sequence of N
segments by solving a single OCP. Connection constraints
impose continuity up to acceleration level at the spline inter-
connections. In combination with the tolerance tube around
each segment, which creates an overlap region between sub-
sequent segments, this allows connecting subsequent seg-
ments smoothly (see Figure 1). In addition, the trajectories
can exploit the tolerance band, increasing productivity.
In order to limit the amount of splines that are optimized
simultaneously (N), which reduces the complexity of the
OCP, the proposed trajectory generator uses a moving hori-
zon approach. From the computed trajectories for the first
N segments, only the one for the first segment is saved. Af-
terwards, the horizon is shifted, removing segment one from
the OCP and adding segment N+1.
The receding horizon approach allows making a good initial
guess for all segments. In addition, the presented method
exploits spline properties to obtain an efficient problem for-
mulation [2]. Together, this leads to OCP’s that require a
low solving time.
3 Results
Figure 1 shows the computed machine tool trajectories for
an anchor-shaped workpiece with a tolerance of 0.5mm.










Figure 1: Anchor-shaped workpiece - machine tool trajectories
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1 Abstract
Recent years have seen a huge increase in online data traffic.
Nowadays everything is computed and stored in the cloud.
Web giants as Google and Facebook process huge amounts
of data on a daily basis. All this processing and storing is
done in data centers, halls with thousands of servers. The
size of these data centers have increased to the point where
they consume megawatts of energy on a yearly basis. With
this increase of energy consumption has come a correspond-
ing drive to optimize the control and cooling of a data center
such that the operational costs can be kept as low as possi-
ble.
Major challenges in controlling data centers lie in provid-
ing adequate cooling and preventing thermal hot spots from
occurring, and optimizing the number of servers which are
on at any given time [1, 2, 3]. In an attempt to reduce
power consumption, thermal-aware control strategies have
been studied and analyzed. The main control objective for
a thermal-aware workload scheduler is to keep the temper-
ature of all data processing units below a certain threshold
while at the same time maximizing energy efficiency of the
system.
2 Thermodynamical Model
To address this problem a thermodynamical model of the
data center is derived[4]. Following this model, the change
of temperature of a part of the data center can then be given
by:
mcpT˙ (t) = Qin(t)−Qout(t)+P(t)
where m is the mass of the air, cp is the heat capacity, Qin(t)
is the heat entering the unit, Qout(t) is the heat exiting the
unit, and P(t) is the power consumed by the unit. The
thermal model directly links the power consumption of the
server infrastructure to the temperature changes of the indi-
vidual components. In the previous work, this model was
used to solve an optimization problem that minimizes the
energy consumption of the cooling equipment in the data
center. Furthermore controllers were designed which steer
the data center to this optimal operating point.
3 Project goals
1. A key part in the thermodynamical model are the air
flows in the data center. These air flows are chaotic
and data-center-dependent, and furthermore difficult
to determine. In order to provide a method for finding
these parameters, the field of system identification is
explored to find proper algorithms to tackle this chal-
lenge.
2. The current controllers only work in the interior of
the constraint set of the optimization problem. Efforts
to extend the controller to operate on the constraint
boundaries are done.
3. The theoretical models are integrated into an exten-
sive simulation framework, where the interaction with
more heuristic approaches is studied. This is an
important stepping stone towards understanding the
interaction between different control algorithms and
studying the theory behind the combination of these
algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Improving energy efficiency of vehicles is an important
topic of research for the automotive industries. The prob-
lem of reducing the energy consumption of a vehicle over
a certain drive cycle can be formulated as an optimal con-
trol problem and its solution is often referred to as an en-
ergy management strategy. These strategies are traditionally
focused on controlling the power split between the energy
buffers and consumers in the vehicle. However, a recent
trend is to extend this energy management system to incor-
porate the vehicle velocity (and thereby the power needed
to propel the vehicle) in the optimal control problem; this
approach is known as the eco-driving problem.
2 Eco-driving Problem
Eco-driving is a driving strategy that aims to increase the
energy efficiency of a vehicle. This strategy is the solution
to an optimal control problem that aims at obtaining an op-
timal traction force u(t) and velocity profile v(t) that mini-
mizes the total power P(v,u) consumed by a vehicle while
travelling during a given time interval [to, t f ] over a given
trajectory s(t) ∈ [so,s f ] with known geographical character-
istics; while being subject to longitudinal vehicle dynamics
(1b), non-negative velocity bounds v(t) ∈ [
¯
v, v¯], and bound-
ary conditions on position and velocity. This can be stated






subject to m dvdt = u− f (v,s), (1b)
ds
dt = v, (1c)
s(to) = so, s(t f ) = s f (1d)
v(to) = vo, v(t f ) = v f (1e)
¯
v≤ v≤ v¯, (1f)
The consumed power P(v,u) can be obtained from different
modeling approaches that capture the energy consumption
in the powertrain.
In general, (1) is a non-linear optimal control problem that
might be nonconvex due to specific features of the vehicle
model and road profile. This implies that direct optimization
methods or methods based on PMP only provide candidate
minima, which might not correspond to the global solution
to problem (1).
3 Convexity of the Eco-driving Problem
Several methods have been already proposed to solve (1),
see, e.g., [1]. However, the literature related to the convex-
ity of the eco-driving problem is scarce. For this reason the
work presented in [2] aims to expose a detailed view of the
convexity issues of the eco-driving optimal control problem.
These results are used to warrant the global optimality of the
solution for equivalent convex optimization problems. The
main contributions of this research are three fold: First, a
method to reformulate and discretize the problem preserv-
ing its convexity is presented; second, a set of physically re-
alistic conditions that guarantee a convex (discretized) eco-
driving problem are given (see Fig 1; and finally, a sequen-
tial quadratic programming method with a convex quadratic
programming sub-problem is proposed in order to efficiently
solve the eco-driving problem (see Fig. 2).







Figure 1: Certification of convexity (γ ≥ φ ).






























Figure 2: Conventional vs. eco-driving profiles.
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Figure 1: Quadcopter coordinate system.
1 Abstract
Quadcopter (Fig. 1), is one of the most used UAVs in both
military and commercial in and out-door applications. The
stabilisation and the guidance of the quadcopter have been
widely study by researchers as they represent a complex
problem because of the non linearity of the model and the
four control inputs used to control the 6 degrees of freedom
of the copter.
In this study, a cascade control strategy with PD and PI
loop is presented (Fig. 2) to achieve a multirotor stabiliza-
tion when the electrical actuators have discrepancies in their
characteristics. The external disturbance created by the ac-
tuator asymmetry is compensated by the PI loop, while the
PD loop ensures closed-loop stabilization. The robustness
of the control strategy is tested in simulation (Fig. 3) as well
as in real-life experiments.
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Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are typically designed to
be statically stable, resulting in systems that are easy to fly
remotely. Inherent aircraft stability however significantly
reduces the maneuverability. In order to cope with this, the
authors are designing a Forward Swept Wing (FSW) UAV
which shows great maneuverability but is inherently highly
unstable around the pitch axis. In order to facilitate the
remote piloting of this aircraft, a Stability Augmentation
System (SAS) in pitch is hence required. This paper presents
the design of the longitudinal SAS, based on the linearized
state space model. It will be shown that it is required to
incorporate a neutral canard angle in the model in order to
meet the targeted response requirements.
Setup Description
The conceptual design of the forward swept wing UAV is
presented in Figure 1. Sweeping the wing forward leads to a
span wise lift distribution with more lift closer to the wing
root, which reduces the wing bending moment, resulting in a
lowered structural weight of the wing. Also, a FSW inherently
starts to stall at the wing root. This enhances the low speed
handling capabilities of the UAV since the ailerons are not
stalled, greatly reducing the risk of entering a spin when the
UAV starts to stall.
Figure 1: (left) Conceptual design of the FSW UAV. The canard is
indicated in orange. (right) Neutral canard angle
Since the UAV will be used for high angle of attack flight,
the canard offers some advantages. Since it is in front the
wing, the canard always experiences ‘clean’ air and so the
UAV does not have the risk of pitch-up tendencies from the
blanketing of a conventional tail. Also the canard vortex
interacts with the wing, potentially leading to a delay in wing
stall and higher lift at and beyond stall.
Approach
The presented research first focuses on the stabilization of
the UAV in the longitudinal direction (pitch); (later adding
roll and yaw and the coupling). The goal of the SAS is to
stabilize the pitch rate of the FSW UAV while a desired pitch
rate can be commanded through the pilot stick.
Stabilization is taken care of by a full state feedback con-
troller, which will receive its input from a state observer,
since natural responses of an inherent stable UAV are typi-
cally specified in open loop pole locations. These open loop
pole locations are then considered as the target pole locations
of the closed loop stabilized SAS. Tracking of the desired
pitch rate will be taken care of by a PI controller. The longitu-
dinal system dynamics are linearized around trim conditions
and aerodynamic parameters are estimated from the initial
UAV geometry. The state is composed of forward speed, an-
gle of attack, pitch rate and pitch angle, while the input is the
canard deflection angle.
It was observed that stabilization of the longitudinal dynam-
ics is infeasible with a full state feedback controller for the
targeted pole locations obtained for the short period and
phugoid modes. Since the UAV is designed to be neutrally
stable with the canard removed, the canard should always be
more or less parallel to the airflow in order to be able to sta-
bilize the longitudinal dynamics (see Figure 1 (right)). This
is referred to as the neutral canard angle. The canard con-
trol signal is hence the neutral angle added with the control
signal for stabilization and tracking. The authors proposed
to embed this neutral canard angle in the system state space
equations. The system remains highly unstable but it is now
feasible to derive a full state feedback controller which meets
the targeted requirements.
Results and future work
Flight tests were performed with the full non-linear model in
Matlab and Simulink. Future work will include identified
aerodynamic parameters from wind tunnel tests. Further-
more, since the system is highly nonlinear in the angle of
attack a gain scheduling controller will be implemented. Spe-
cial care will be taken beyond the stall area since then it
is possible to exploit the full capabilities of the FSW UAV
manoeuvrability. Actuator dynamics will also be considered
since now it is assumed that the canard actuator can track the
neutral angle and control angle infinitely fast.
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This abstract addresses the control problem of quadrotors
physically connected to the ground by means of tether ca-
bles. The control problem is to stabilize the UAV to a de-
sired position while ensuring that the cable remains taut at
all times (see Figure 1). Under the assumption of a massless
Figure 1: Quadrotor tethered to the ground.
and inextensible cable and assuming that the cable can be
kept taut at all times, the dynamics of the system is the usual
model of a UAV [1] subject to a holonomic constraint

mp¨=TRzˆ−mgzˆ











where m ∈ R+0 is the mass of the UAV, p ∈ R3 the position
of the UAV, T ∈ R+ the UAV thrust, R ∈ SO(3) the UAV
attitude, zˆ := [0,0,1]T the vertical component of the inertial
frame, g ∈ R+0 the gravity acceleration, J ∈ R+,3×30 the
moment of inertia of the UAV, ω := [ωx,ωy,ωz]T ∈ R3 the
angular velocity of the UAV, τ ∈ R the resultant torque of
the UAV, L ∈ R+0 the length of the cable, and q ∈ H the
quaternion associated to R. We also consider the saturations
of the actuators
0≤ T ≤ Tmax, Tmax ∈ R+0 . (5)
The strategy is to use a cascade control approach where the
inner loop controls the attitude of the UAV, whereas the outer
loop controls its position. More specifically, the outer loop
is designed so that the control law:
• compensates the natural gravity force of the system;
• ensures that the cable is taut at all times;
• uses the path of the great-circle navigation called the
”geodesic path”.
In order to prove asymptotic stability of the overall con-
trol scheme, Small Gain arguments are used. The control
scheme is augmented with a nonlinear Reference Governor
to enforce constraints satisfaction.
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This paper focuses on the constrained attitude control of a
fully actuated rigid body. The dynamics considered is the
second order system [1]
R˙= Rωˆ, (1)
Jω˙ = (Jω)∧ω+ τ, (2)
where R ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix, ω ∈ R3 the angular
velocity, J ∈ R3×3 the inertia matrix and τ ∈ R3 the control
torque. Furthermore we define the operator ∧ : R3 → so(3)
such that x∧y = x× y,x,y ∈ R3 and the inverse operator of
∧ as ∨ such that (x∧)∨ = x, where so(3) is the set of R3×3
skew-symmetric matrices. We assume that conic constraints
are considered [2, 3]
aTciRabi ≤ cosθci,aci,abi ∈ S2,0< θci < pi, i= {1, . . .nc}
(3)
where S2 is the set of the unit sphere on R3 i.e. S2 ⊂ R3 =
{a ∈ R3 | ∥a∥ = 1}, aci the center of the constraint and
Rabi ∈ S2 the direction attached to the body frame Σb whose
configuration is R (see Fig. 1). These constraints repre-
sent the restrictions of the pointing directions attached to
the rigid body. One of the applications is to avoid damaging
sensitive devices e.g. pointing exclusion of cameras towards
the sun.
The control objective is to design τ in Eq. (2) such that: (i)
limt→∞ sk(RTRd)∨ = 0,sk(A) = 12 (A−AT); (ii) for any ref-
erence attitude Rd(t) ∈ SO(3), constraints (3) are satisfied.
The proposed control scheme (see Fig. 2) consists of the
cascade of two control laws, the first which is tasked with the
stabilization of the system (Attitude Control) and the second
which takes care of modifying the reference to the attitude
control to take into account the constraints. The stabiliza-
tion control is based on a SO(3) Lyapunov approach based
on geodesic arguments. For the constraints satisfaction, we
design an Explicit Reference Governor [4] to suitably mod-
ify the reference such that constraints are enforced during
the transient. All the proposed control laws are defined in
terms of rotation matrices in SO(3) and do not make use of
any parameterization.
Figure 1: Coordinate Frames
Figure 2: Control scheme
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Figure 1: The fully actuated hexarotor with the reference frames
defined.
1 Introduction
Most multi-rotor UAVs currently used, such as quadrotors
or hexarotors, are designed and optimized for flying with-
out physical interaction with the environment. This lim-
its the ability to perform complex physical interaction tasks
with the environment as it cannot reject arbitrary reaction
wrenches from the environment. In this paper, we intro-
duce the design, modeling and control of a fully-actuated
omnidirectional hexarotor. The proposed hexarotor has pro-
pellers pointing in dissimilar directions optimized by maxi-
mizing the generated wrench of the UAV. In addition to the
optimization-based design, we also approach the modeling
and control design of the proposed UAV in a geometric ap-
proach by exploiting the configuration space SE(3) of the
UAV.
2 UAV Design
In this work, each rotor’s orientation is fixed and
parametrized by two fixed angles designed to maximize
the static generated wrench of the propellers on the UAV’s
body. Consequently, this maximizes the UAV’s agility, pay-
load, and interaction wrench with the environment. Another
requirement for an omnidirectional vehicle with fixedly-
oriented propellers, is the ability of the rotors to produce
thrust bi-directionally. In practice, this can be achieved by
variable pitch propellers as in [1] or reversible electronic
speed controllers as in [2]. The optimization problem for-
mulation is based on the framework introduced in [3].
3 Geometric Tracking Controller Design
The control problem for the class of UAVs under study is to
design a control law for the propellers’ thrusts that enables
the tracking of arbitrary trajectories for the UAV’s configu-
ration. In order for the controller design methodology to be
generic, it will be assumed that the desired control wrench
on the vehicle’s body results from the control law. Then,
in a model-based manner, the desired propellers’ thrust are
computed by the inverse of the mapping between the pro-
pellers’ thrusts and the wrench. This mapping is ensured to
be always invertible by the design of the hexarotor.
The methodology used in this work for the control sys-
tem design is based on the framework introduced by Bullo
and Murray [4] for geometric tracking on SE(3). A mea-
sure of the configuration error between the UAV’s config-
uration and the desired configuration is by an error func-
tion, which denotes a positive definite map on the Lie group
φ : SE(3)→ R. The choice for the error function made in
this paper yields a coordinate-free controller that is invariant
under a change of inertial frame [4]. The designed geomet-
ric controller has been simulated on the fully actuated UAV
to track a desired position and orientation trajectory from a
non-hovering initial configuration.
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1 Introduction
The worldwide demand for diesel in the transportation sec-
tor is projected to continue to grow until 2040 [1]. Further-
more, the energy usage of freight trucks is projected to in-
crease with 50% in 2040 compared to 2012. It is therefore
important to keep on improving the fuel consumption and
emissions of internal combustion engines.
Whilst in conventional Diesel engines there exists a trade-
off between fuel economy and emissions, advanced com-
bustion concepts allow for a simultaneous improvement of
these two aspects. These concepts rely on the spontaneous
auto-ignition of a relative homogeneous air-fuel mixture.
The control objective is to condition the mixture such that
the ignition is well timed. Figure 1 shows a widely used
combustion control scheme. Using the first law of thermo-
dynamics for closed systems, the combustion heat release is
inferred from an in-cylinder pressure measurement. Com-
bustion metrics are extracted from the heat release profile














Figure 1: Advanced combustion concept control scheme.
2 Current Combustion Metrics
Figure 2 (top) shows commonly used combustion metrics.
These metrics, θ10, θ50 and θ90, point out the crankshaft an-
gles at which 10%, 50% and 90% of the total heat is re-
leased. These comply closely with the start, the weight and
the end of combustion. However, they do not fully define
the actual shape of the heat release, which varies greatly in
advanced combustion concepts. Shaping this heat release is
crucial in optimizing the thermal efficiency of the engine.
The current understanding, originating from fundamental
combustion research, divides the combustion process in a
premixed, rate-controlled and late combustion phase. Dif-
ferent emission formation and reduction mechanisms are as-
signed to these three phases.
3 Proposed Characterization
In this study, a new characterization for the heat release pro-
file is proposed. This characterization consists of a super-
position of three Gaussian curves, complying with the three







where θ ∈ [−360,360) [◦] is the crankshaft angle and
ai, bi, ci ∈ R, i = 1,2,3, the proposed combustion met-
rics. Figure 2 (bottom) shows this characterization (red) for
a measured heat release signal (blue) and the remaining sig-
nals are the components of the fit.
In the accompanying presentation, a wide range of operating
conditions are analyzed using the proposed metrics. Further-
more, the role of these metrics in control oriented models is
examined. Finally, an outlook is given to the design of the
controller.
Figure 2: Current and proposed combustion metrics.
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1 Particle exhaust in tokamaks
One of the open issues on the road to viable and clean en-
ergy production via nuclear fusion is the heat and particle
load on the inner wall of the device. In a tokamak, magnetic
fields are used to confine the hot plasma in which hydro-
gen atoms are fusing to form helium and great amounts of
energy. The bottom part of the reactor, called the divertor,
acts as a helium exhaust. Plasma from the hot core drifts
radially outwards, entering a thin region called the scrape-
off-layer (SOL). Here, the plasma rapidly flows towards the
divertor target plates. Without precaution, the resulting heat
load can be up to 150 MWm−3, greatly exceeding the engi-
neering limit of 10 MWm−3 [1]. A promising but challeng-
ing solution is to increase the plasma density in the divertor
via neutral (impurity) gas puffing. This leads to stagnation
of the plasma flow, and high power and momentum losses,
causing the temperature to drop significantly along the field
line. As such, the plasma extinguishes near the divertor tar-
get, leading to so-called divertor detachment. Even though
the precise physics of detachment are not yet fully under-
stood, different loss mechanisms such as impurity radiation,
ionization, and recombination dominate at different temper-
atures, causing various fronts to arise. These fronts are indi-
cated by different colors in Figure 1).
Figure 1: Schematic view of the divertor plasma, including de-
tachment fronts.
2 Controlling plasma detachment
While plasma detachment evidently leads to significantly
lower target temperatures and particle fluxes, experiments
on machines existing today show that it is difficult to con-
trol the location of the detachment front [2]. Depending
on the divertor geometry and other machine characteris-
tics, the front is often observed to move inside the confined
plasma region, affecting the plasma stability and fusion per-
formance. Hence, the challenge is to measure the front loca-
tion and control the uncertain dynamics of detached plasmas
using slow actuators (gas puffing). In this work, we focus on
a carbon machine in operation today called MAST-U.
3 Diagnostic development for MAST-U
A promising solution to locate the detachment front is multi-
spectral imaging, where multiple cameras equipped with
spectral filters observe the same portion of the divertor
plasma [3]. Carbon will be the prominent radiating species
in a carbon machine, such that a high intensity region in a
CIII-filtered image is likely to be an excellent estimate of
the radiation front. At the same time, other spectral lines
provide information on recombination and ionization [4].
In this work, we apply standard multiscale edge detection
based on wavelets [5] to first detect the plasma edge in real-
time. Then, along this edge, another wavelet-based detector
is employed to locate the radiation front. Finally, using a co-
ordinate transform [6], we can map this front location to the
poloidal plane, yielding our to-be controlled variable. The
next step involves a set of dedicated system identification
experiments on the MAST-U tokamak in the UK. This data
will provide a basis for simple controller design, and possi-
ble benchmark of control-oriented models.
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Introduction
Passivity-based control is a well-established method for con-
trolling fully-actuated mechanical systems such as robotic
manipulators. Relying on concepts such as energy storage,
routing, and dissipation, many design procedures exist to
achieve a control goal with guaranteed stability properties.
Using similar passivity arguments, several distributed con-
trol strategies have been developed to cooperatively control
networks of such systems, in order to achieve control goals
such as state synchronization or formation forming [1–4].
While these distributed control methods are derived from
similar passivity principles, the control laws differ depend-
ing on the desired group behaviors (synchronization or for-
mation), the information exchange (positions and/or veloci-
ties), the method of energy dissipation (by the network, the
agents, or both), and the presence of a group reference.
We present a unified control scheme that encompasses the
methods [1–4] for fully-actuated mechanical systems in a
connected, undirected network without time delays (Fig. 1).
Unified Control Scheme
As common in robotics literature, a fully-actuated agent i
with coordinates qi ∈ Rn is assumed to have the dynamics
Mi(qi)q¨i+Ci(qi, q˙i)q˙i+Gi(qi) = τi (1)
with a control input τi ∈ Rm and an output yi ∈ Rm given by
yi = x˙i−v with x˙i = q˙i+Λqi, v= q˙d(t)+Λqd(t) (2)
where Λ ≥ 0. The reference signals qd and q˙d are either
given as functions of time or set to zero, depending on the
group objective. Each agent uses a control law of the form
τi = Gi+Mi (v˙−Λq˙i)+Ci (v−Λqi)−κyi+ui (3)
to render the system passive from the new input ui to output
yi. It is lossless if κ = 0 or strictly output passive if κ > 0.
The difference variable zk = xi−x j associated with the bidi-
rectional edge k is a measure of distance between agent i and
j. The distributed control goal is to ensure that either all zk
converge to specified target sets, or that all yi converge to
one another. This is accomplished by using the control law
u=−(D⊗ Im)(ψ(z)+φ(z˙)) (4)
where D is the incidence matrix of the network. The func-
tions ψ(·) and φ(·) are cf. [1] and [2], and can be conceptu-

















i= 1, . . . ,N
yi ELi Gi+Mi (v˙−Λq˙i)
+Ci (v−Λqi)+ui
κ Λ qd q˙d φ ψ Storage Dissip. Exch.
[1] > 0 = 0 n/a q˙d = 0 6= 0 both agents qi
[2] = 0 > 0 0 0 6= 0 = 0 agents network qi, q˙i
[3] > 0 > 0 qd q˙d 6= 0 = 0 agents both qi, q˙i
[4] > 0 = 0 0 0 6= 0 6= 0 both both qi, q˙i
Fig. 1: Unified control scheme extended from [1], and the
specializations to obtain the control laws ui of [1–4].
Energy Storage and Dissipation
The unified scheme facilitates a comparison of the methods,
as done here for energy storage and dissipation. In [1, 4],
coupling between the coordinates qi and q j is achieved by
virtual spring forces ψk(zk) generated as gradients of the en-
ergy stored in the network, whereas in [2, 3] it is accom-
plished due to Λ > 0, which implies synchronization of all
qi if all yi synchronize. Likewise, energy can be dissipated
by the agents when choosing κ > 0 as in [1, 3, 4] or by the
network when choosing z˙>k φk(z˙k)≥ 0 as in [2, 3, 4].
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1 Introduction
For the Euclidean space well-established convergence re-
sults are available for consensus systems dating back more
than a decade. There is a collection of such results stating
that if individual agents in the system are moving into the
convex hulls of their neighbors’ positions, the states will ag-
gregate over time and finally all converge to a fixed point,
i.e., the consensus point or the synchronization point. Those
results hold under weak connectivity assumptions for possi-
ble time-varying interaction network.
For multi-agent systems evolving in other spaces than the
Euclidean, the equivalent convergence result does not hold
in general. Examples of such non-Euclidean spaces are the
unit sphere, the Stiefel, and the special orthogonal group.
Those are all interesting from application perspectives. Con-
sensus on the unit sphere can be seen as equivalent to
heading-alignment of multi-robot systems as well as sys-
tems in nature. Also the problem of synchronization of
phase oscillators is closely related to that of consensus on
the unit circle. Consensus of orthogonal matrices is an ac-
tive research topic, also referred to as attitude synchroniza-
tion within the application of rigid bodies in space. Consen-
sus on the Stiefel manifold can be seen as a problem residing
between the other two, i.e., with the unit sphere and the spe-
cial orthogonal group as extremes.
2 New convergence results
We aim to bring two recent papers to the forefront [1, 2] as
well as discuss possible generalizations thereof. They pro-
vide new controllers and convergence results to the afore-
mentioned consensus control problems.
It used to be a held belief that a globally convergent con-
sensus controller on the unit sphere could not be based on
purely relative and local (and intrinsic) information. Previ-
ous works have shown that classical geodesic control laws
on the unit circle fail to achieve almost global convergence.
Various approaches have been suggested to overcome this.
Examples of such include so-called shaping functions or the
introduction of estimation variables.
However, as shown in [1], the unit circle comprises an odd
exception to the rule. In fact for all unit spheres of dimen-
sions larger than or equal to 2, classical geodesic control
laws using only relative and local information achieves con-
sensus almost globally for undirected graph topologies and
symmetric weights. Furthermore, these weights do not need
to be constant, but can be chosen as a non-negative nonlin-
ear functions of the relative distance between agents. The
result in [1] are perhaps non-intuitive based on what was
previously known about the convergence on the circle.
In [2] we provide a collection of synchronization controllers
for all the three manifolds mentioned in the introduction.
The interaction graph of the multi-agent system is assumed
to be quasi-strongly connected. We show that the closed
loop systems under the controllers achieve almost global
convergence to the consensus set. However, the convergence
results come at price. Even though only relative informa-
tion is used in terms of the states, we introduce additional
estimation variables that are communicated between neigh-
boring agents. This approach is all but new, however here
we do it in a way that makes the same approach applica-
ble for the unit sphere and the special orthogonal group as
well as all the Stiefel manifolds in between; we use the QR-
decomposition of a matrix. This allows to obtain a closed
loop dynamics that is on strict feedback form, where the dy-
namics of the k first columns are decoupled from the remain-
ing ones.
With these results as a starting point, we also aim to investi-
gate further generalizations such as extensions of the results
in [1] to the Stiefel manifold.
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Abstract
In the last decades, due to economic, technological and en-
vironmental aspects, the main trends in power systems fo-
cused on the modification of the traditional power genera-
tion and transmission systems towards incorporating smaller
Distributed Generation units (DGus). Moreover, the ever-
increasing energy demand and the concern about the climate
change have encouraged the wide diffusion of Renewable
Energy Sources (RES). The so-called microgrids have been
proposed as conceptual solutions to integrate different types
of RES and to electrify remote areas. Two main control ob-
jectives in DC microgrids are voltage regulation and current
sharing (or, equivalently, load sharing) [1].
This work proposes a novel robust control algorithm to
obtain simultaneously proportional current sharing among
the DGus and a form of voltage regulation in a resistive-
inductive DC power network, independently of the initial
voltage conditions, facilitating Plug-and-Play capabilities.
In order to achieve current sharing, a communication net-
work is exploited where each DGu communicates in real-
time the value of its generated current to its neighbouring
DGus. The overall network is represented by a connected
and undirected graph G = (V,E), where the nodes, V =
{1, ...,n}, represent the DGus and the edges, E = {1, ...,m},
represent the distribution lines interconnecting the DGus.
The network topology is represented by its corresponding
incidence matrix B ∈ Rn×m. Consequently, the DC micro-
grid system can be written compactly for all nodes i ∈ V as
Lt I˙t =−Rt It −V +u
CtV˙ = It +BI− IL
LI˙ =−BTV −RI,
(1)
where It ,V, IL,u ∈ Rn, I ∈ Rm, while Ct ,Lt ,Rt ∈ Rn×n and
R,L ∈ Rm×m are positive definite diagonal matrices. The
meaning of the symbols used in (1) follows straightfor-
wardly from Fig. 1. Now, we make the considered control
objectives explicit:
Objective 1 (Proportional Current sharing)
lim











Ri j Li j
DGu i Line i j
Figure 1: The considered DC microgrid electrical scheme.
where i∗t = 1Tn IL/(1TnW−11n) ∈ R, W = diag{w1, . . . ,wn},
wi > 0, for all i ∈ V , and 1n ∈ Rn is the vector consisting of
all ones.





−1V (t) = 1TnW
−1V = 1TnW
−1V ?, (3)
where V ? ∈ Rn is the voltage reference. In order to achieve
Objectives 1 and 2 simultaneously, we constrain the state of
system (1) on the following desired manifold:
{(It ,V, I,θ) :W−1(V −V ?)−θ = 0}, (4)
where θ ∈ Rn is an additional state variable (distributed in-
tegrators), with dynamics given by
θ˙ =−LcWIt , 1Tn θ(0) = 0 (5)
Lc denoting the weighted Laplacian matrix associated
with the (undirected and connected) communication graph,
which can be different from the topology of the microgrid.
To constrain the state of the system (1) to the designed man-
ifold (4) in a finite time, we propose robust controllers of
Sliding Mode type [2].
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1 Introduction
In order to significantly improve operational efficiency, re-
duce costs and increase the degree of operational redun-
dancy. Hence, multi-agent systems (MAS) are widely used
in the construction of complex systems. Therefore, they are
being widely recognized as new technologies for the next
generation of distributed and intelligent industrial automa-
tion systems [1]. The distributed control systems approach
is preferable for the development of applications that in-
volve multiple autonomous units, which have to communi-
cate with each other to achieve the common goal through
their coordinated actions.
2 Control Strategies
A novel fractional order PI autotuner based on KC method
[2] is applied to the multi-agent systems. This method con-
sists in defining a forbidden region in the Nyquist plane
based on user-defined specs, which will guarantee the sys-
tem margin requirements. Its performance is compared
with two other fractional order controllers based on PI gain-
crossover autotuning method [3] and Internal Model Control
(IMC) present in [4]. A numerical example considered is de-
scribed by the following transfer function G(s) mimicking a







 ;Λ= [ −0.49 1.491.49 −0.49
]
(1)
Checking input-output pairings, with a RGA (Relative Gain
Array) analysis of the multivariable process. Its matrix Λ
suggest that the pairing 1-2/2-1 is suitable, since the main
diagonal has negative values
3 Results and Conclusions
According to results shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the KC
method produces fractional order PI controllers that achieve
excellent load disturbance rejection, while maintaining a
good reference tracking performance. It is important to note
that the proposed method does not use the full knowledge of
the system model. However, this shows that the KC method
could obtain similar or better results than other controllers,
which use the full knowledge of the system.



























Figure 1: Comparative setpoint tracking test




























Figure 2: Comparative disturbance rejection test
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1 Introduction
The need to find a mapping that transforms non-convex sets
into convex ones appears in a wide variety of settings: from
the path planning for robotic systems, to the calculation of
the desired steady-state trajectory of a system subject to non-
convex constraints. In this talk we present an approach to
this problem. To this end, we define the normal form as a
way of defining a set. Every time that a set can be expressed
in this form, it can be easily morphed into a convex set by
means of a normalization.
2 Results
Our objective is to find a continuous, preferably bijective
mapping between an original non-convex set into a convex
one. The main result we will present is the definition of a
form that may be used to represent a wide class of common
non-convex sets. We have called this the normal form, and
defined it as follows:
Definition 1. Let x ∈ Rn be a set of coordinates describing
an n-dimensional non-convex set Ω. We say that x is in nor-
mal form if the first n−1 coordinates, xc, belong to a convex
set ΩC and the last variable xn is lower and upper bounded














f (x1, . . . ,xn−1)≤ xn ≤ f (x1, . . . ,xn−1)
By expressing a domain in this way, we isolate the non-
convexities in xn. If we then normalize xn in the following
way:
x˜n =
xn− f (x1, . . . ,xn−1)
f (x1, . . . ,xn−1)− f (x1, . . . ,xn−1)
x˜n ∈ [0,1]
We map the lower and upper bound of xn to 0 and 1, respec-
tively. This way, we stretch the set in the direction of xn,
turning it into a convex set.
A few classes of sets that can be expressed in this way such
as, for example, star-shaped sets and projectable sets (i.e:
sets whose boundary can be described as viewed from a seg-
ment within it). Below, we show an example and an appli-
cation: tracing a path between two points of a non-convex
polygon.
Original domain





























Figure 1: Star-shaped set (top left), projectable set (top right),
path in a non-convex domain (bottom left) and path in
the transformed domain (bottom right)
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1 Abstract
Model Order Reduction (MOR) of systems of non-linear
parameterized Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations
(PDEs) is a challenging research topic. Poor regularity
of the solution map is a major hindrance to obtain a
reduced-order model representation. This work focuses
on developing a framework for multi-phase hydraulic
modelling and model complexity reduction for Managed
Pressure Drilling (MPD) operations to explore oil, gas,
minerals and geo-thermal energy. Considering the safety
critical aspect of MPD, the primary focus is to enable an
accurate and precise control of the down-hole pressure
while performing various transient operational scenarios.
We aim to develop models that uniquely combine high
predictive capacity and low complexity, and thus enable
their usage in virtual drilling scenario testing and in drilling
automation strategies for down-hole pressure management.
In view of virtual drilling scenario testing for MPD
operations, current hydraulic models have significantly
reduced accuracy in obtaining an accurate prediction and
maintaining a real-time and robust control of transient
down-hole effects in case of gas-influx into the well.
The Drift Flux Model (DFM) [1], a system of multiscale
non-linear Hyperbolic PDEs, is hydraulic model typically
used to capture wave propagation phenomena. Classical
numerical discretization techniques are not suitable for
real-time estimation and control or multi-query simulations
due to the high computational time and data storage
required. Moreover, the high fidelity model is highly
non-linear due to the model based and discretization based
non-local non-linearities. The development of non-linear
MOR techniques is hence an indispensable step.
Both Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and
Reduced Basis Method (RBM), in conjunction with
(Discrete) Empirical Interpolation Method ((D)EIM) are
well known reduced order modelling techniques to deal
with non-linear and non-affine nature of the problem [2].
This work begins with the application of POD and RBM
in conjunction with (D)EIM to obtain a reduced-order
representation of the DFM for a representative multi-phase
shock tube test case. We observe that POD/RBM-(D)EIM
capture the dynamics dictated by the DFM in an essentially
non-oscillatory manner and help to reduce the dimension-
ality of the problem. However, the reduced-order model
still does not fit our requirements for real-time estimation
and control or multi-query simulations. This occurs as
the solutions of convection dominated problems show a
diagonal structure in space-time diagram and demonstrate
high variability during time evolution. Hence, a very large
number of basis functions is required to construct a reduced
subspace. This observation motivates us to investigate and
propose efficient and automated reduction approaches.
Stationary or moving discontinuous features are repre-
sentative characteristics of wave propagation phenomena.
These localized discontinuous features affect the perfor-
mance of global approximations. Moreover, the location
of discontinuous fronts and the speed of propagation
varies for different parameters of interest. The inherent
travelling dynamics need to be factored out before making
an effort to obtain reduced-order model representations. We
use the Method of Freezing/ Symmetry Reduction [3] to
pre-process a solution manifold and separate the dynamics
in the group direction from the dynamics in the remaining
directions of the phase space. This approach is envisioned
to deal with wavefront movement, wave interaction induced
topological changes and provide transformed variables,
which possess better regularity characteristics. We use [4]
to implement this Method of Freezing in conjunction with
standard model reduction approaches and then demonstrate
the efficacy of such strategy in dealing with the challenges
faced in the model reduction of the DFM.
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1 Introduction
For dynamic stability studies, a transmission system oper-
ator1 (TSO) relies on a dynamic power system model that
includes its own network (study area), the influential neigh-
boring networks (buffer area), and the remaining remote
networks (external area) [1]. By simulating disturbances
within the study area, a TSO is able to evaluate the stabil-
ity of its network. The latter two areas are modeled to take
account of their reaction on the study area.
As modern power systems grow in size and in complex-
ity, running stability analyses is becoming problematic on a
fully detailed model. The construction of the model requires
the collective effort of many utilities, and the resultant simu-
lations are computationally demanding. To ease the burden,
one solution is to derive a linear reduced-order model for the
less significant external area [2]. The goal of this contribu-
tion is to develop a new reduction method, which is suitable
for large-scale power systems.
2 Problem Statement
Let B(s) and G(s) denote the linearized buffer and exter-
nal area systems respectively. They are interconnected as in
Fig. 1. The stated objective is to reduce G(s) while preserv-
ing the input-output behavior (uB1 ,y
B
1 ) of the interconnected
system at the interface with the study area.
This type of problem is typically solved with a structured
model reduction approach such as the interconnected system
balanced truncation (ISBT) method [2]. However, the ISBT
method requiresO(n3) operations for an interconnected sys-
tem of order n and is impractical on a real power system
model. The new proposal consists in partitioning the in-
terconnected system into a set of coherent clusters denoted
G•(s) and reducing the clusters G•(s) individually.
Similarly to the initial problem, the reduction of the clusters
G•(s) must be performed while accounting for the rest of the
1A TSO is an actor in the electricity market which is responsible for
operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
transmission system in a given area.













Figure 1: Partitioning of the linearized buffer B(s) and external
G(s) area systems into coherent clusters.
interconnected system. The efficiency of the new proposal
depends on the ability to reproduce the remaining system
in an inexpensive way. Such a feat is namely achieved by
building equivalent systems that contain the adjacent clus-
ters, consider the coherent nature of the neglected clusters,
and recognize the prominent role of voltage phase angle in-
puts after an electrical fault.
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1 Introduction
Featured by high energy density, lithium-ion (Li-ion) batter-
ies are used in various applications. In order to efficiently
analyse and control the batteries, models of Li-ion batteries
are essential. The Doyle-Fuller-Newman (DFN) model is a
popular electrochemistry-based Li-ion model, which allows
high-rate discharge and describes the inherent phenomena
of the lithium cells during charging, discharging or relax-
ation using a set of nonlinear partial differential equations.
However, implementation of the full DFN model requires
significant computation time.
2 Model implementation
In this paper, we propose to apply model order reduction
(MOR) technique to simplify the full DFN model, combin-
ing with our previously proposed numerical scheme [1]. In-
stead of applying MOR to the whole DFN model, MOR has
been independently applied to each governing equation, us-
ing the combination of the discrete empirical implementa-
tion method (DEIM) and proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) method [1]. POD is a data-based MOR technique
used to find a low-dimensional approximation of large-scale
systems. However, it usually causes large computational
complexities while dealing with nonlinear models. DEIM
is an effective way to solve this problem. It approximates
the nonlinear parts of the POD-based reduced-order model
(P-ROM) by projecting the nonlinearities onto a subspace
spanned by a basis determined by some selected interpola-
tion indices. As such, the order of P-ROM becomes propor-
tional to the small selected number of interpolation indices.
3 Simulation Result
Computational performance and accuracy of the POD-
DEIM-based reduced-order model (PD-ROM) have been
studied using a simulation study of a 6 (Ah) Li-ion Hybrid
Electric Vehicle cell [1].
Fig. 1 illustrates a comparison of the full order model (FOM)
and the PD-ROMs with snapshots constructed at different
numbers of reduced basis in terms of the battery voltage and
their absolute errors. It can be observed that changing the
number of reduced basis of ce, φe and φs does not make a re-
markable influence on accuracy, while changing the number
of basis of cs does play a significant role in accuracy. One























































































Figure 1: Comparison of the FOM and the PD-ROMs with snap-
shots constructed at different numbers of reduced basis
in terms of battery voltage and absolute errors between
the FOM and the PD-ROMs.
Table 1: Computation time of the FOM and the PD-ROM
Drive cycle FOM PD-ROM
5C-rate discharge for 600 (s) 168 (s) 138 (s)
Hybrid (dis)charge for 1200 (s) 279 (s) 157 (s)
Pulse (dis)charge for 3000 (s) 1805 (s) 85 (s)
can easily choose the number of reduced basis by striking
a balance between accuracy and computation time, e.g., set-
ting the accuracy criterion, where the absolute errors are less
than 5×10−3 (V).
Table 1 states the computation time of the FOM (1832nd)
and the PD-ROM (100th) during a constant discharge, dy-
namic (dis)charge and pulse (dis)charge profile. In fact, the
PD-ROM implementation can achieve a computation time
that is 4-35 times faster than real-time while maintaining the
same accuracy as the FOM implementation. In addition, the
model order has been significantly reduced by a factor 18.
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This paper considers a model order reduction problem that
reduces the complexity of interconnected Lur’e-type sub-
systems while simultaneously preserving the synchroniza-
tion property of the network, relevant results can be found
in e.g., [1, 2, 3]. The system consists of multiple identical
Lur’e systems that evolve on a connected undirected graph.
The dynamics of nodes are described by identical nonlinear
dynamical systems as follows.
Σi :
 x˙i = Axi+Bui+Eziyi =Cxizi =−φ(yi, t) , i = 1,2, · · · ,N, (1)
where xi ∈ Rn, ui,yi,zi ∈ R. We assume that the uncertain
feedback nonlinearity φ(·) in (1) is slope-restricted as
0≤ φ(ya)−φ(yb)
ya− yb ≤ µ, (2)
for all ya,yb ∈ R and ya 6= yb, where µ > 0 and φ(0) = 0.
Furthermore, the Lur’e dynamics Σi is assumed to be abso-
lutely stable.
All the subsystems on the network are interconnected ac-





wi j(yi− y j), i = 1,2, · · · ,N, (3)
where wi j ∈ R ≥ 0 is the (i, j)-th entry of weighted adja-
cency matrix of the underlying graph and stands for the in-
tensity of the coupling between subsystem i and j. Then,




x˙ = (IN⊗A−L⊗BC)x− (IN⊗E)Φ(y),
y = (IN⊗C)x, (4)





2 , · · · ,xTN
]T , y := [y1,y2, · · · ,yN ]T are the
collections of the states and outputs of the N subsystems.
The vector d := [d1,d2, · · · ,dN ]T are external disturbances,
and the matrix L is the graph Laplacian of underlying
network.
The following lemma relates the synchronization of Σ with
the largest eigenvalue of L.
Lemma 1 If there exists a positive definite matrix Q such
thatATQ+QA+CTC λNQB QE−CTλNBTQ −I 0
ETQ−C 0 0
≺ 0, (5)
with λN is the largest eigenvalue of L in (4), then the Lur’e
network Σ robustly synchronizes.
Using the maximum and minimal solutions of (5), we can




˙ˆxi = Aˆxˆi+ Bˆui+ Eˆzˆi
yˆi = Cˆxˆi
zˆi =−φ(yˆi)
, i = 1,2, · · · ,N, (6)
with xˆi ∈ Rk, and zˆi, yˆi ∈ R. Consequently, it leads to
reduced-order Lur’e network dynamics as
Σˆ :
{ ˙ˆx = (IN⊗ Aˆ−L⊗ BˆCˆ)xˆ− (IN⊗ Eˆ)Φ(yˆ),
yˆ = (IN⊗Cˆ)xˆ, (7)
comparing to (4).
The following theorem shows that the synchronization prop-
erty is preserved after the reduction.
Theorem 1 Consider the full-order Lur’e network Σ in (4)
and its reduced-order model Σˆ in (7). If Σ robustly synchro-
nizes due to Lemma 1, then Σˆ also robustly synchronizes.
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1 Abstract
Over the past 50 years, many techniques for model based
control have been developed. These techniques are typi-
cally applied to small-scale systems with up to ∼ 10 states.
From industry there is an increasing interest in applying
model based control techniques to large-scale models that
contain over 1,000 states. These models typically show up
for systems that are described by partial differential equa-
tions, which are spatially discretized using finite elements
or finite volume methods.
Due to computational limitations, it is in practice required
to determine a controller that contains at most ∼ 100 states.
Therefore the problem of designing of a reduced order con-
troller for a full order system is of great interest. For the
design of a reduced order controller, typically 3 approaches
as depicted in fig. 1 are considered:
1. First the full order system Σ is reduced in state dimen-
sion, which leads to a reduced order system Σˆ. For Σˆ
an optimal controller ΣˆC is created.
2. First an optimal full order controller ΣC is created
for system Σ. ΣC is then reduced in state dimension,
which leads to a reduced order controller ΣˆC.
3. The reduced order controller ΣˆC is created directly for
the full order system Σ.
Approaches 1 and 2 could be applied in practice, while ap-
proach 3 is viewed as an open problem. As a model or-
der reduction procedure for approaches 1 and 2, standard
model order reduction techniques like balanced truncation
and moment matching are considered. There exist con-
trol relevant model order reduction techniques as described
in [1][2][3][4][5], where typically standard state-space sys-
tems are considered and optimality of ΣˆC is not always guar-
anteed for Σ. Therefore, the design of an optimal reduced or-
der controller ΣˆC for a full order system Σ that is described
by a generalized plant model is, to the knowledge of the au-
thors, an open problem.
In this presentation we consider the problem to directly de-
rive (if it exists) a low complexity controller that achieves
exact decoupling of disturbances for a given dynamical sys-
tem from its to-be-controlled outputs. Disturbance decou-
pling problems and the conditions that determine whether
these problems can be solved, are well understood in terms
of concepts from geometric control theory. It will be shown
how this understanding leads to novel insights into the syn-
thesis of a reduced order controller, which will achieve exact












Figure 1: Reduced order controller design approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Parametric model order reduction (pMOR) aims to reduce
the computational complexity while preserving the parameter-
dependency. When the task is to optimize the design or
to estimate crucial parameters of complex systems, pMOR
techniques become an indispensable tool, because the finite
element method (FEM) commonly yields large-scale models
for such systems. Since creating a new reduced model for
every new design or every parameter value is inefficient and
computationally costly. In our previous work, the proposed
method[1] does not require to repeat the reduction procedure
for any change in parameters, but simply the evaluation of the
parametric model. The simulation results showed good match
between the reduced model and original model at expansion
points, it leads to a challenging topic which has been left
without attention, how to choose the optimal expansion points
with or without prior knowledge.
Unfortunately, an effective error estimation for Krylov-
subspace methods is still an open research open. Single-
frequency error estimations were proposed in [2]. A posteriori
error estimation was presented in [3] that evaluates the error
after the reduction procedure, however, the computation of the
original model is inevitable.
In this work, we present an upper bound of the approxima-
tion error between the reduced model and the original model,
which allows prior estimating the misfit without calculating
the exact reduced model. In particular, we derive an explicit
prior error bound in frequency domain for Krylov-subspace
method.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this presentation we shall consider a linear parameter-
varying model with p(t) = [p1(t), · · · , p`(t)]T ∈ R`
Σ(p) :=
{
E(p)x˙(t) = A(p)x(t) +B(p)u(t)
y(t) = C(p)x(t)
(1)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm and y(t) ∈ Rq denote, respec-
tively, the state vector, the input and the output. Here n is the
cardinality of the mesh of a spatially distributed configuration
space Ω (usually of dimension 3). The state-space matrices
are functions A : R` → Rn×n, E : R` → Rn×n etc. With
the time-invariant p, the general transfer function of (1) is
meaningful.
Multi-parameter and multi-frequency moment-matching
was introduced in [1] to provide an approximation to the
LPV systems in a form that the Taylor series of the general
transfer function expands at desired expansion points with
finite derivative. This yields a reduced order model whose
transfer function
Gr(s, p) = Cr(p)[sE(r,0) + Σ
`
i=1sE(r,i)pi −Ar(p)]−1Br(p)
coincides in as many coefficients of the Taylor series of the
original model about (s, p) as possible for a given order of
the reduced model.
III. ERROR ESTIMATION
In this section we will present an error estimate between
G(s, p) and Gn(s, p) which provides local accuracy at points
(s0, p0) ∈ S × P and their neighbourhood. That is, the error
estimate of G(s, p) − Gn(s, p) will have local validity in
(s0, p0) and is based on the truncation order of the Taylor
series.
We define ∀(s0, p0) ∈ I(s,p) and there exits



















is the suprema induced norm of the tensor [D|n+1|H] over
I(s,p). [D|k|f ]k can be interpreted as the coefficients of a order
|k| tensor (i.e. multi-linear functional)
[D|k|f ] : C` × C` × · · · × C`︸ ︷︷ ︸
|k| copies
→ C (3)
Here k = (k1, · · · , k`) is defined as a multi-index with ki
positive integers, and let |k| = ∑`i ki be its cardinality.
A prior upper bound on the reduction error using multi-
parameter and multi-frequency moment matching method is
derived. Furthermore, this error bound allows for finding the
optimal expansion points and truncated order.
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1 Introduction
In this note a systematic approach to the robust stabiliza-
tion of a class of feedback linearizable systems is proposed.
As an example, the longitudinal dynamics of a general avi-
ation aircraft, having parametric uncertainties, is investi-
gated. The Lyapunov redesign methodology together with
the proposition of sufficient LMI conditions for the system
in new coordinates is suggested to tackle zero steady-state
robust stability.
2 Preliminaries and System Definition
Consider the class of non-minimum phase feedback lin-
earized rational system in the quasi-canonical form [1]:
z˙(t) = Acz(t)+bcv(t)+W (z,ζ ,u,δ p), (1)
where ζ ∈ Rn−r is the vector of internal dynamics states,
z(t) ∈ Z ⊂ Rr , in which Z = {z | akz ≤ 1,k = 1, ...,ne},
δ p∈ ∆ is the vector of parametric uncertainties belonging to
the polytope ∆, v(t)∈Rm is the new input control vector and
W =W1(z,ζ ,v,δ p)+W2(ζ ,δ p) is the vector of remaining
nonlinearities after approximate linearization attempt such
that the above system with W1 can be recast as [2]:
z˙(t) = A1(z,ζ ,δ p)z+A2(z,ζ ,δ p)pi+A3(z,ζ ,δ p)v, (2)
0 =Π1(z,ζ ,δ p)z+Π2(z,ζ ,δ p)pi+Π3(z,ζ ,δ p)v,
with pi the vector of dumped nonlinearities, A1-A3 and Π1-
Π3 being affine matrix functions and Π2 a full rank matrix.
3 Stability Analysis
For subsystem (2) the following theorem is recalled from
[1].
Theorem 1 For system (2) with v = Kz. Let ∆ be a set of
admissible uncertainties and suppose there exist matrices












≥ 0, k = 1, ...,ne,
Figure 1: Schematic of the longitudinal dynamics of an aircraft.
are feasible in all vertices of ∆×Z. Then there exists the
Lyapunov function V = z>Pz, P > 0, in Z, and the control
gain K = YQ−1 such that for all δ p ∈ ∆ the trajectory of
z(t) is locally asymptotically stable.
In order to tackle the zero steady-state stability one has to
incorporate the effect of W2 in the analysis. Therefore, the
designed controller v= Kz is replaced by v+ν such that
ν =

−λ AT3 β||βTA3||2 i f λ ||β
TA3||2 ≥ ε,
−λ 2 AT3 βε i f λ ||βTA3||2 < ε.
(3)
where β = Pz and λ ,ε are properly chosen positive scalars.
4 Results and Conclusion
The proposed approach has been implemented on the longi-
tudinal dynamics of a general aviation aircraft. Schematic of
the system’s dynamics is depicted in Figure 1. The simula-
tions showed that the velocity and altitude tracking problem
is well addressed. More details on the simulation results can
be found in [1].
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1 Introduction
In recent years, port-Hamiltonian (pH) modeling of physical
systems has gained extensive attention. pH systems theory
provides a systematic framework for modeling and analysis
of physical systems and processes. Conventionally, the ex-
ternal inputs (controls or disturbances) in pH systems act on
the flow variables—that is on the derivative of the energy
storing coordinates. However, in some cases of practical
interest, these external inputs act on the systems power, ei-
ther as the control variable, or as a power that is extracted
from (or injected to) the system. We refer to this kind of
systems as Power-controlled Hamiltonian (PwH) systems.
Since PwH systems cannot be modeled with constant control
input matrices, showing passivity or stability of the system
is nontrivial.
An example of PwH systems is electrical systems with in-
stantaneous constant-power loads (CPLs), which model the
behavior of some point-of-load converters that are widely
used in modern electrical systems. It is well-known that
CPLs introduce a destabilizing effect that gives rise to sig-
nificant oscillations or to network collapse, and hence they
are the most challenging component of the standard load
model—refered to as ZIP model. Therefore, the study of
stability of the equilibria of the systems with CPL is a topic
of utmost importance.
Notation— For a given vector a ∈ Rn, the diagonal matrix
diag{a1,a2, · · · ,an} is denoted in short by 〈a〉.
2 Problem Formulation
The dynamics of the pH system investigated here is given by
x˙= (J−R)∇H (x)+G(x)u , x ∈Ω+ , (1)
with Ω+ := {x ∈ Rn : 〈∇H (x)〉 > 0}, where x is the sys-
tem state, u ∈ Rn is an external signal that represents, either
a control input or a constant disturbance, H is the systems
Hamiltonian (energy) function, G ∈ Rn×n is the input ma-
trix, while J = −J> ∈ Rn×n and R ≥ 0 ∈ Rn×n, both being
constant, are the structure and the dissipation matrices re-
spectively. The rate of change of the Hamiltonian of the
system (1) reads as
H˙ =−∇H >(x)R∇H (x)+ ∇H >(x)G(x)u .
Note that the control input is not directly applied to the power
of the system. We assume that G may be written in the form
G(x) = 〈∇H (x)〉−1 . (2)
Now, we have
H˙ =−∇H >(x)R∇H (x)+ 1>u ,
implying that, in the proposed model, the external input acts
directly on the power (rate of change of the Hamiltonian) of
the system. Here, we aim at deriving conditions for shifted
passivity and stability of the system (1), (2).
3 Main Result
Define the steady-state relation
E := {(x,u) ∈ Rn×Rm | (J−R)G(x)u= 0}.
Fix (x¯, u¯)∈ E , and let Z(x) :=G(x¯)〈u¯〉G(x). The main result
is formalized as the following theorem.
Theorem 1 For all trajectories x ∈ Ωp of the system (1),
(2), with
Ωp := {x ∈Ω+ : R+Z(x)≥ 0} ,
we have that
S˙ ≤ (y− y¯)>(u− u¯) ,
whereS is the shifted Hamiltonian [1]
S (x) :=H (x)− (x− x¯)>∇H (x¯)−H (x¯) ,
and
y= G>(x)∇S (x) .
Moreover, if the HamiltonianH is convex, this implies that
the mapping (u− u¯) 7→ (y− y¯) is passive.
Using Theorem 1, conditions for asymptotic stability of
equilibria can also be derived. Furthermore, we show that
under the condition that the Hamiltonian is quadratic, a pre-
cise estimate of the region of attraction can be provided. For
the proof and more details see [2].
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1 Introduction
Due to rapid penetration of renewable energy sources in mi-
crogrids, new modeling and control techniques are needed
to guarantee reliable operation of electrical power systems.
Based on a generic mathematical model of a microgrid, pri-
mary droop controllers are employed to stabilize the sys-
tem and achieve power sharing [1]. However, droop control
results in the deviations of the voltage and frequency from
their nominal values according to the load demand.
We approach the problem of regulating the voltages in a
microgrid to a desired value by developing a secondary
controller from a port-Hamiltonian perspective. The port-
Hamiltonian approach provides a systematic and structured
framework for modeling and stability analysis of a wide
range of multi-physical systems and it also provides a natu-
ral starting point for control design [2].
The basis of our design is the well-known energy shap-
ing methodology, which is the essence of passivity-based
control (PBC). The idea is to design the control input
which results in a closed-loop system that is again a port-
Hamiltonian system with the total energy being the sum of
the plant and the controller’s energy functions. Thereafter,
we end up obtaining the closed-loop plant dynamics with
a modified (shaped) Hamiltonian. The energy shaping ap-
proach modifies the potential energy of the system such that
the new potential energy function has a strict local minimum
in the desired equilibrium point. Furthermore, we analysis
the stability of the overall system considering the Hamilto-
nian as the candidate Lyapunov function.
2 Methodology
The microgrid system dynamics can be represented in the
port-Hamiltonian form
x˙= (J−R(x))∇xH(x)+gu(x), (1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, J ∈ Rn×n and R(x) ∈
Rn×n are interconnection and dissipation matrices respec-
tively, ∇xH(x)∈Rn is the vector of partial derivatives of the
Hamiltonian H(x) with respect to the state x, g∈Rn×n is the
coefficient vector and u(x) ∈ Rn is the (secondary) control
input.
We propose a new energy function Hc(x) supplied by the
controller and an energy shaping control input u(x) such that




Figure 1: The secondary controller is switched on at t = 10s, (a) Dis-
tributed generation units output voltage amplitudes: V d = 1
p.u., (b) Relative frequencies: ∆ fi = (ωi−ωd)/(2pi), (c) Ac-
tive power outputs normalized by the source ratings: Pi/SNi .
with Hd(x) = H(x)+Hc(x) is stabilized at the desired equi-
librium point. Moreover, we derive a condition on the gains
of the proposed controller u(x). Satisfying this condition,
the stability of the system is guaranteed.
3 Results and Conclusions
Fig. 1 shows the effectiveness of the proposed secondary
voltage controller for part of a benchmark microgrid that
consists of 2 loads (i = 1,5) and 3 generation sources (i =
2,3,4). V d andωd are the nominal values for the voltage and
frequency respectively. As seen in Fig. 1 (a), while the pri-
mary control keeps the voltage amplitudes in a stable range
but with a steady state offset (t < 10), the secondary control
returns all terminal voltage amplitudes to the pre-specified
reference value V d = 1 p.u. (t > 10). Furthermore, the sec-
ondary voltage controller does not cause instability in the
operating frequency of the microgrid Fig. 1 (b). Moreover,
the active power is shared by the generating sources propor-
tional to their ratings in the steady state, while the batteries
are charged in proportion to their ratings (Fig. 1 (c)).
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1 Motivation
Generation planning has been traditionally done hierarchi-
cally. Broadly, at the top layer cost efficiency is ensured via
market clearing and at the bottom layer, frequency control
and regulation is ensured via primary and secondary con-
trollers. For the most part, research on improving the per-
formance of these two layers has developed independently.
The reasons for this include the difference in time-scales
at which they operate (market clearing happens at the or-
der of minutes/hours/days and frequency control at the or-
der of seconds/milliseconds) and the objectives they intend
to meet (minimizing cost versus achieving stability). With
the goal of integrating renewable generation and other dis-
tributed energy resources into the grid, there is an increasing
body of research that seeks to merge the operation of these
layers, see e.g., [2], and synthesize procedures that simulta-
neously tackle market clearing and frequency stabilization,
see e.g., [3]. This merging is envisioned to provide better
flexibility, reliability, and cost efficiency when faced with
the uncertain behavior of distributed energy resources. Our
work is motivated by these considerations. We study the sta-
bility of the interconnection of the market and the frequency
dynamics. While previous work studying this interconnec-
tion assumes generators to be price-takers, we consider a
more realistic scenario where they bid in the market (and
hence are price-setters).
2 Problem statement
We consider an electrical power network consisting of the
independent system operator (ISO) and a group of genera-
tors. Given a power demand, the ISO runs a market where
generators can bid to provide power. The ISO’s goal is to en-
sure that the generation meets the load with minimum pos-
sible cost and frequency is regulated to the nominal value.
Each generator is strategic, aims to maximize its individual
profit and does not share its true cost with the ISO. Instead,
it submits a bid consisting of the price per unit of electric-
ity at which it is willing to provide power. In our previous
work [1], we have exclusively considered the market dynam-
ics, we have shown that iterative bidding with appropriate
bid adjustment schemes for the generators leads to bids that
are at a Nash equilibrium (that is, generators are not willing
1T. W. Stegink and C. De Persis and A. J. van der Schaft are
affiliated with the Jan C. Willems Center for Systems and Con-
trol, University of Groningen, the Netherlands. {t.w.stegink,
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2A. Cherukuri is with the Automatic Control Laboratory, ETH Zu¨rich.
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3J. Corte´s is with the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engi-
neering, University of California, San Diego. cortes@ucsd.edu
to deviate from their bid) and generation levels that mini-
mize the total cost. Given the motivation outlined above,
our goal is to investigate the stability properties of the inter-
connection of an iterative bidding dynamics as in [1] with
the frequency dynamics modeled by the second-order swing
equations.
3 Main results
Our overall algorithm design couples the market and the fre-
quency evolution. On the market side, we consider an iter-
ative bidding scheme that converges to the efficient Nash
equilibrium (the point where the generation levels minimize
the total cost and each generator does not want to deviate
from its bid). The rationale behind the bid adjustment by
the generators in this iterative bidding strategy is simple:
at any instance, if the ISO demands more generation than
what the generator is willing to produce, then the generator
increases its bid; similarly, if the demand is less than the de-
sired generation, then the generator decreases its bid. Hav-
ing established the convergence of the bidding dynamics,
we interconnect it with the frequency dynamics as follows:
the generators inject into the grid the setpoints that the iter-
ative bidding dynamics provide and change their bid in with
the rationale explained above; the ISO tries to find the opti-
mal generation given the bids to minimize the cost but also
uses the frequency as a feedback signal in the negotiation
process. Hence, the frequency from the physics is injected
into the bidding dynamics and the power generation from
the bidding dynamics is injected into the physics. By ex-
ploiting the ISS property of the system, we prove that under
suitable triggering conditions the resulting closed-loop sys-
tem converges to the efficient Nash equilibrium and a state
of frequency regulation, showing that the proposed market
mechanism results in stable grid operation.
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1 Introduction
To meet future performance specifications, the product
roadmap of high-precision mechatronic systems is typically
translated toward servo-control in the direction of increased
controller bandwidths. However, using linear control ele-
ments, the associated bandwidth is often limited by Bode’s
gain-phase relationship. In order to possibly surpass this
fundamental limitation, recently in [1] a hybrid integrator-
gain element (HIGS) has been introduced. Depending on
specific switching conditions, this element switches between
an integrator and gain mode in such a manner that the output
is continuous, confined to a sector, and always of equal sign
to the input. As such, the corresponding describing func-
tionD( jω) demonstrates first-order low-pass characteristics
with a phase lag of only 38.15 degrees. Driven by the appar-
ent phase advantage, in this abstract the idea of HIGS-based
controller elements for bandwidth improvements of essen-
tially linear systems is discussed.
2 HIGS-Based Controller Elements
A HIGS-based controller element is proposed as the se-
ries interconnection of the HIGS and a linear filter N (s).
Through specific design of this filter, the element’s describ-
ing function
DNL( jω) =D( jω)N ( jω), (1)
can be shaped in such a manner that it has desirable magni-
tude characteristics with reduced phase lag. For the purpose
of example, consider the HIGS in series with a filterN (s),







s2 +2βωl ps+ω2l p
, (2)
with corner frequencies ωi, i ∈ {1,2}, ωl p, and dimension-
less damping coefficient β . It follows from the first-order
low-pass characteristics of the HIGS, that by appropriate
tuning of ω2 in (2), the describing function (1) has similar
magnitude characteristics as a classical linear second-order
low-pass filter with complex poles, however, with signifi-
cantly reduced phase lag. From a linear point-of-view, el-
ements with such apparent properties could potentially aid
the loopshaping design, and give rise to increased band-
widths.
3 Wafer Stage Measurement Results
To illustrate the potential of a HIGS-based controller, the
nonlinear second-order low-pass filter is experimentally em-
bedded in the motion control context of Fig. 1. Here, C is
some base-linear controller (e.g. PID and notch filters) and
P represents a scanning stage of an industrial wafer scan-
ner. Using a quasi-linear loopshaping procedure, eval-
HIGS N ·C Pr e u
y
−
Figure 1: Feedback control structure.
uated through describing functions, the controller is struc-
turally tuned and shows a bandwidth improvement of around
11% compared to an optimal linear controller design. Time-
domain measurement results of several experiments are pre-
sented in Fig.2 in terms of the moving average MA and the
moving standard deviation MSD. These performance mea-
sures reflect the low-and high-frequency content of the mea-
sured data-sampled error e(t), respectively. The results of
the nonlinear controller (red) are compared to those of an












Figure 2: Moving average MA(e) and moving standard devia-
tion MSD(e) for the linear (black) and nonlinear (red)
closed-loop system.
provement in low-frequency disturbance suppression can be
observed, without deterioration of the MSD. Although no
rigorous stability criteria for the true nonlinear system are
specified, this real-world closed-loop example shows con-
vincingly robustly stable behavior.
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1 Introduction
Correct-by-design controller synthesis for safety and
reachability specifications traditionally involves abstraction
through discretization or synthesis of (control) Lyapunov
Barrier functions (LBFs) using sum of squares approaches,
restricting the class of systems and solutions to polynomi-
als. We propose a framework that is capable of automatic
synthesis of both analytic controllers and LBFs, without the
need for discretization or limiting to polynomial systems
and solutions.
Consider the class of nonlinear dynamical systems described
by {
x˙(t) = f (x(t),u(t))
x(0) ∈ I (1)
where the variables x(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ Rm denote the
state and input respectively and I is an initial set. The de-
sired closed loop specification involves reaching a goal set G
(reachability) and/or staying in a safety set S (safety). These
conditions can be implicitly proven by means of a Lyapunov
and/or barrier function.
2 The Framework
We propose a framework which uses genetic programming
(GP) in combination with a Satisfiability Modulo Theories
(SMT) solver to synthesize and verify a controller and LBF.
GP is an evolutionary algorithm which evolves encoded rep-
resentations of candidate solutions to improve their perfor-
mance over multiple iterations [1]. As opposed to other op-
timization methods, it is capable of synthesizing analytic
expressions, rather than optimizing over parameters, and
thus does not impose a fixed structure on the solution. An
SMT solver is a tool which determines whether a first-order
logic formula can be satisfied [2]. This framework allows
to search and verify controllers and Lyapunov-like func-
tions that include non-polynomial functions. The proposed
methodology sets itself apart from previous work using GP-
based controller synthesis in that it can provide formal guar-
antees on the behavior of the system, as opposed to test-
based approaches using samples or simulations.
The framework is illustrated in Figure 2. GP is used to si-
multaneously propose and evolve a population of pairs of
candidate controllers and LBFs. In the fitness assessment,

















Figure 1: Schematic overview of the framework
of checking if the proposed controller and Lyaponov-like
function satisfies a number of nonlinear inequalities w.r.t.
the closed-loop system. An initial verification check is done
by checking the inequalities over a finite number of states
and ultimately the inequalities are formally verified using an
SMT solver. Based on this, solutions are scored, which dic-
tates their chance to be selected and modified using genetic
operators in order to create a new population. This cycle of
proposing and verifying solutions is repeated until a solution
is found or a maximum number of generations in met.
3 Results
Given a specification to reach a goal set, while always stay-
ing in a safe set, the framework has been proven effective
for synthesizing controllers for nonlinear systems with up to
3 states.
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1 Abstract
The class of stochastic port-Hamiltonian systems (SPHSs)
was introduced in [3] on finite-dimensional spaces and re-
cently generalized by the authors on infinite-dimensional
spaces with boundary control and observation in [1]. This
class is the stochastic extension of deterministic first or-
der port-Hamiltonian systems, see [2]. From a practical
perspective, it represents mechanical, electronical and elec-
tromechanical systems subject to uncertainties such as mod-
eling inaccuracies, external environment disturbances and
measurement noises depending on the quality of the sensors.
The stochastic modeling helps to improve the quality of the
model by considering these neglected effects.
Let us consider a Hilbert space Z and let us denote by L(Z)
the space of all bounded linear operators from Z into Z,
equipped with the usual operator norm. Here, we consider
this class of infinite-dimensional SPHSs with bounded con-
trol and observation operators governed by the following
stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE):
∂X
∂ t
(ζ , t) = P1
∂
∂ζ
(H (ζ )X(ζ , t))+P0H (ζ )X(ζ , t)
+Bu(t)+(Hη(t))(ζ ),
(1)
where P1 = PT1 is invertible, P0 = −PT0 and H (ζ ) ∈
L∞([a,b];Rn×n) is symmetric and mI ≤ H (ζ ) ≤ MI for
a.e. ζ ∈ [a,b] for some constants m,M > 0. η(t) stands for
a Z-valued Gaussian white noise process defined on a com-
plete probability space (Ω,F ,F,P), wherein F := (Ft)t≥0
is a filtration. The operators B ∈ L(Rm,L2([a,b];Rn)) and
H ∈ L(Z,L2([a,b];Rn)) represent the control and the noise
ports.
To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has already
been made to develop an adapted approach in order to study
and solve the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG for short)
control problem for this class of stochastic port-Hamiltonian
systems on infinite-dimensional spaces.






‖B∗H X(t)‖2Rm +‖R˜1/2u(t)‖2Rmdt, (2)
over the admissible class of mean-square integrable controls
u and subject to (1) and the observation model given by
dZ(t) = B∗H X(t)dt+Fdv(t), (3)
where v(t) is a Rm-valued Wiener process with invertible
incremental covariance matrix V and intensity F ∈ Rm×m.
The weight matrix R˜ is assumed to be symmetric and
positive definite and H BB∗H is assumed to be positive
definite.
In this study the class of stochastic port-Hamiltonian
systems is presented as in [1] except for the fact that
the control and observation operators are bounded. The
LQG control problem is addressed for this specific class
of systems and solved by using the separation principle.
Furthermore, conditions are derived to keep the stochastic
port-Hamiltonian structure of the LQG controller and thus
the closed-loop dynamic can be interpreted as the intercon-
nection of infinite-dimensional stochastic port-Hamiltonian
systems. Eventually, the theory is illustrated by an example
of an inhomegenous vibrating string subject to a space and
time dependent Gaussian white noise process. This study
is meant to be a first attempt to address the LQG control
problem for infinite-dimensional SPHSs in a stochastic
context.
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Repetitive controllers are applied to reject periodic dis-
turbances with a known time period and their effective-
ness relies on the Internal Model Principle so the main
issue is to prove stability of the overall scheme. A port-
Hamiltonian approach proposed in the linear case [1] is
non trivially extended to the nonlinear case by exploit-
ing novel results dealing with stability of closed-loop
systems merging from the interconnection of bound-
ary control systems and particular classes of nonlinear
systems [2]. The obtained results are used to present
a new class of nonlinear control systems for which a
RC scheme is first well-posed, and then asymptoti-
cally/exponentially stable.





Figure 1: The repetitive compensator
From a system theoretical point of view, the dynam-
ics associated to the internal model based controller
present in RC schemes and shown in Fig. 1 can be de-
scribed by means of the PDE representing a pure time
delay of T seconds
∂x
∂t
(t, z) = −∂x
∂z
(t, z)
where the spatial domain is [0, T ]. By choosing prop-
erly the input and the output as combinations of the
state variables on the boundary of the spatial domain
it turns out that the controller can be described by an
infinite-dimensional boundary control system in port-
Hamiltonian form. With this new perspective a new set
of tools developed in this framework for well-posedeness
and stabilization of distributed parameter systems can
be exploited to study stability of RC schemes.
3 Nonlinear Interconnection
The feedback interconnection of the port-Hamiltonian
system in Fig.1 and a finite-dimensional system is an
equivalent way to look at classical RC scheme. The
case of the system being a linear time-invariant sys-
tem has been studied in [1] leading to stability condi-
tions for the closed-loop system which are expressed in
state-space form and are consistent with classical re-
sults. Very recently [2] tools for handling the nonlinear
case have been developed. It is possible to non triv-
ially reformulate them in this framework to introduce
a class of nonlinear systems which result in a stable
closed-loop system. In this way a characterization of
nonlinear systems for which repetitive control laws can
be successfully applied is determined.
4 Conclusion
A characterization of a class of nonlinear control sys-
tems that results first in a well-posed and then in an
asymptotically/exponentially RC scheme is presented.
The problem has been tackled by decomposing the
closed-loop system in the interconnection of a port-
Hamiltonian boundary control system and of a finite-
dimensional nonlinear system. Future activities are de-
voted to extend the class of nonlinear systems that re-
sult in a stable RC scheme.
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The physics at micro- and nano-scale is fundamentally dif-
ferent from that at macro-scale. Whereas on a macro scale
it is normally assumed that there is a local stress strain re-
lation, in nanorods this is no longer the case, and we find





with µ ≥ 0. Using this, the model for a one-dimensional
















where w is the displacement in the x-direction, ρ the mass
density, and E the elastic modulus. For µ = 0 this is a
standard wave equation. Like the standard wave equation,
the above partial differential equation can be written as a
port-Hamiltonian system. However, the standard formu-
lation cannot be used for this. We show that for zT =(
w ρ ∂w∂ t Qw
)
the above partial differential equation
can be written as
z˙(t) = P1,QH z(t)+P0H z(t),
with
P1,Q =
 0 0 00 0 −Q′
0 Q 0
 , P0 =





 a2 0 00 ρ−1 0
0 0 E
 .










Here the formulation resembles that of standard Hamilto-
nian systems as can be found in [1] and [2], but is different,
since it does not use the standard derivative. Nevertheless,
similarly as in the above mentioned papers we can also char-
acterise all boundary conditions such the semigroup associ-
ated to the above partial differential equation is a contrac-
tion semigroup. We remark that for µ > 0 the infinitesimal
generator is bounded, which in particular implies that the
eigenvalues/poles lie in a bounded region.
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1 Introduction
In many multi-physics phenomenon, the mutual effects of
thermal energy on fluids and vice-versa play a key role when
their physical interaction is allowed. Such coupled phe-
nomena are typically called thermo-fluidic processes. These
thermo-fluidic processes can be observed in numerous en-
gineering applications. For example, in the commercial
printing and packaging industries, the drying of paper, card-
board, wood, etc.typically involve heat and moisture diffu-
sion through composite materials [1]. There are two salient
features in all these applications, namely, a) coupled inter-
action of multiple quantities and b) simultaneous interaction
of various components in a spatially distributed structure.
In order to predict, optimize and control these the thermo-
fluidic processes, in this presentation, we develop a generic
mathematical framework which can describe such infinite
dimensional continuum dynamics with mathematical mod-
els of lower complexity. Moreover, we propose an open loop
control strategy to steer such thermo-fluidic processes from
arbitrary state to a desired state within a finite time.
2 Modeling Framework
We consider the spatial interconnection of multiple thermo-
fluidic processes as a network of systems under a topological
structure. A finite graph G describes such network with a set
of nodesN and edges E
G = (N ,E ). (1)
Each element in N = {N1, . . . ,NM} describes a specific
thermo-fluidic processes. The elements in E = {Ei, j} de-
scribes the interconnection between two adjacent nodes (Ni
andN j) defined on the their common boundary. Figure 1 il-
lustrates an example topology of a set of thermo-fluidic pro-
cesses in spatially interconnected structure. At each node
Ni we describe the continuum processes in terms of spatio-








The interaction with the external environment is modeled by
mixed non-homogeneous boundary conditions with external
boundary input qexti :












Figure 1: Topological schematic of thermo-fluidic processes in
cascade structure.
We artificially impose boundary conditions to preserve the







3 Model Order Reduction
The approximated solution of zi in the above network can
be given as a partial sum zi(s, t) ≈ ∑Rm=1Φi,m(s)Θi,m(t) for
a particular truncated order R. In this presentation, we com-
pare and demonstrate the approximation results of such low
order models that are inferred from different choices of basis
functions {Φi,m(s)} and {Θi,m(t)}.
4 Open-loop Trajectory Planning
Apart from computationally fast model, the problem of tra-
jectory planning, i.e., the design of an open-loop control
in order to realize a finite time transition between an ini-
tial and a final state along a prescribed trajectory is cru-
cial for numerous application. In this presentation we also
provide a systematic parametrization of input that explicitly
provides regular open-loop controls achieving these desired
trajectories[2].
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Populations of living cells commonly display phenotypic
cell-to-cell variability. This heterogeneity is presumed to
cause reduced product yields and process instabilities in
biomanufacturing [1]. Monitoring and controlling the het-



















Experimental data of heterogeneous cell populations is
available through high-throughput single cell measurements
(e.g. flow cytometry) in the form of population snapshot
data [2]. This experimental setup does not provide single
cell time series data but information on a representative sam-
ple from the population at discrete time points, which can
be represented by density distributions with respect to the
measured cellular properties. Moreover, technical and finan-
cial restrictions prevent the measurement of all intracellular
states. For example, the cell size might be available through
measurements, while the growth rate is not. To reconstruct
the full heterogeneity, model-based online state estimation
methods are required. These methods continuously combine
measurements and model predictions (see Figure).
Population balance modeling [4] describes cell heterogene-
ity through a time-dependent cell number density function
n(t,x) (NDF) over the internal cell states x. In basic cases




Here, the single cell model f(x) is a vector field describing
the dynamics of the individual cellular properties. In this
work we only consider short time horizons and therefore ne-
glect population dynamics such as cell division and death.
Taking these phenomena into account results in a non-zero
right hand side.
In past studies, the implementation of state estimation tech-
niques like Kalman or particle filters [5] for population bal-
ance models has been done with large dimensional sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations resulting from the
discretization of the PBEs [3]. In that approach, the com-
putational load increases exponentially with the model di-
mension, rendering it infeasible for high-dimensional PBEs,
which often result from cell population modeling. Mo-
tivated by this, we introduce a so-called characteristics-
based observer that uses sample-based approximations of
the NDF, compared to the finite-dimensional approxima-
tions used in the discretization-based designs. Sample cells
are propagated with the easy to handle single cell model
f(x). To give an estimate for the NDF, we employ a Gaussian
mixture distribution to approximate the sample distribution.
Measured and estimated distribution are combined through
regularized resampling of a new set of samples.
For a one and two-dimensional benchmark problem, we
compared a discretization-based particle filter and our pro-
posed characteristics-based observer. We were able to
show that our approach is more accurate in reconstruct-
ing the NDF and less computational demanding, especially
for the two-dimensional PBE. For a three-dimensional PBE
describing gene expression, we demonstrated that our ap-
proach is able to reconstruct the full three-dimensional NDF
from two-dimensional measurements.
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We consider multi-physics systems, a class of systems
described by conservation laws where the state depends
on both time and space [1]. Modeling for this class
of distributed parameter systems is based on classical
irreversible thermodynamics [2]. Recent developments
extended classical modeling formulation of multi-physics to
non-equilibrium thermodynamic systems, using geometric
representations aiming at improving modeling, analysis,
and (feedback) control design methods for multi-physics
systems [1, 3]. Conservative phenomena dynamics are
generated by the gradient of an energy functional, through
Poisson brackets or Stokes–Dirac structures. Dissipative
phenomena dynamics are generated by the gradient of a po-
tential, typically the entropy functional for non-equilibrium
thermodynamic systems, through dissipative structures.
As the representation for a given multi-physics system is
not unique, an entropy functional can be formulated by
characterizing a measure of dissipation along the system
evolution with respect to time. An entropy balance equation
can be derived for multi-physics systems within the above
framework using the Gibbs relation [2]. The second law
of thermodynamics constrains the irreversible entropy
production to be positive along the evolution of the system.
The entropy production term is usually used to define
the phenomenological relations characterizing transport
phenomena within the system. This is achieved, classically,
using Onsager’s linear transport theory, where the transport
matrix, relating forces and fluxes, is positive semi-definite.
The irreversible entropy source term coupled with Onsager
linear transport theory can be used as a Lyapunov functional
candidate to prove stability of closed non-equilibrium sys-
tems [2]. This approach is investigated in this contribution.
In this presentation, we study stability and passivity
conditions for closed and open multi-physics systems.
Following the application of classical results on stability
of irreversible thermodynamics applied to multi-physics
closed systems, the approach is extended to passivity of
multi-physics open systems by introducing time-varying
boundary variables. The stability and passivity proofs are
constructed by considering geometric properties of both the
model and Onsager linear transport theory [4].
The proposed method is successfully applied to burning
plasmas in Tokamak in a recent contribution [5]. For clarity
of this presentation, heat diffusion in 1D is first considered.
Then, a system of coupled conservation laws is investigated:
the Saint-Venant equations describing the propagation of
water in open channels.
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Linear dynamic networks are typically described in either
a state-space form or a module representation. The ques-
tion arises under which conditions these representations are
equivalent and can be transformed into one another. To be
able to appropriately compare the network representations,
both descriptions are reformulated in the same framework:
the module dynamic network.
2 Module dynamic network
A module dynamic network is a network consisting of inter-
connections of nodes and excitations through transfer func-
tion matrices (or modules). Module dynamic networks al-
low for self-loops and MIMO modules and hence, they
are a generalisation of the module representation in [1].
State-space forms can be formulated as special module dy-
namic networks, referred to as state-space dynamic net-
works, where every state variable is a node signal and every
module is of the form q−1A( j, i) or q−1B( j,k).
3 Zooming out
Module dynamic networks allow to zoom out on the network
to exclude more detailed structural information. Zooming
out takes place via immersion [1], where node signals are
removed from the network by lifting the paths through the
nodes. This process can be performed in two ways: in
single-path immersion each path is lifted individually result-
ing in a new module for each path, while in multi-path im-
mersion all paths are lifted together and combined to create
a single (multi-variate) module.
As a result, a state-space dynamic network with minimal
state-space dimension n can be transformed by immer-
sion into a general module dynamic network with generic
McMillan degree2 ≥ n. Equality holds if and only if the
modules in the resulting network have no shared states.
1This project has received funding from the European Research Coun-
cil (ERC), Advanced Research Grant SYSDYNET, under the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agree-
ment No 694504).
Zooming out is equivalent to viewing the network as the
interconnection of sub-networks, where each sub-network
consists of several modules. A network can be partitioned
into sub-networks by removing all nodes in a certain (boxed)
area from the network. Figure 1 shows a module dynamic
network with sub-networks G132 and G45. To represent the
network in terms of these sub-networks, the red nodes are









Figure 1: Left: a module dynamic network with modules (blocks)
and nodes (circles). Right: the resulting network after
removing the red nodes by immersion (of either type).
4 Zooming in
Module dynamic networks allow to zoom in on the network
to include more detailed structural information. Zooming in
takes place via realisation, where nodes (measured states)
are added to the network by finding state-space realisations
of the modules. Due to the freedom in creating (minimal) re-
alisations of single modules, the resulting module dynamic
network is not unique. However, the already existing node
signals remain invariant.
As a result, a module dynamic network with generic McMil-
lan degree2 n can be transformed by realisation into a state-
space dynamic network with state-space dimension n.
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Large-scale systems (LSSs) have received an increasing
amount of attention in the recent years. Examples of LSSs
are water networks, traffic networks, and power networks.
Due to the number of elements in LSSs and to their size,
LSSs are usually difficult to control. Centralized control
strategies are either computationally inefficient or even im-
possible to implement. Therefore, a common approach is to
partition LSSs into several, smaller subsystems, such that a
non-centralized control approach can be applied. Partitions
are usually aimed at reducing coupling and at balancing the
number of elements per subsystem. However, no attention
has been devoted to partitioning of time-varying systems,
whose structure can change in time. An example of this kind
of systems is a power network with electric vehicles, which
are elements that move around in the network from one point
to another. Because of these changes in the system, it might
be necessary to repartition the system when it is subject to
a change in its structure. We propose a new partitioning ap-
proach for partitioning a specific class of time-varying LSSs.
Once the partitioning approach has been applied, a stability
analysis is required to guarantee that the system will be sta-
ble even when the system and the partition will change in
time. We propose a stability analysis based on results from
switching systems [1].
2 Partitioning approach
We consider linear time-varying systems of the kind
x(k+1) = A(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k), where x represents the
state vector, u the input vector, and A and B are the state ma-
trix and the input matrix, respectively. Note that these two
matrices depend on k because they are time-varying. In-
deed, we consider a system in which the matrices A and B
can change in time, but they take values from a set of already
known matrices. For each (A,B) pair we propose a different
partition, so that to each configuration of the system we as-
sociate a different partition.
Our partitioning approach is inspired by [2, 3], which
present two graph-based multi-step partitioning algorithms.
Such a method consists in performing first a global partition-
ing, which results in an initial partition that is then refined
in the second step, called refining step. Differently from [3],
we predefine the number of subsystems and like in [2] we
implement a negotiation-based iterative refining step.
3 Decentralized control scheme and stability
Once each (A,B) pair has been partitioned, we apply to each
subsystem a decentralized state feedback control law of the
form u(k) =−Kx(k), where K is a gain matrix. Our goal is
that each subsystem and the centralized system are asymp-
totically stable, for each possible (A,B) pair and thus each
partition. We achieve this by solving an LMI problem and
we obtain a block-diagonal centralized K matrix, i.e. a lo-
cal controller is implemented in each subsystem. We then
obtain the closed-loop equation for the centralized system
x(k+1)= (A(k)−B(k)K(k))x(k), where A(k)−B(k)K(k) is
the asymptotically stable time-varying closed-loop matrix.
After we have found a K matrix that stabilizes each possible
(A,B) pair of the system, we consider an average dwell-time
stability scheme [1]. Indeed, due to the time-varying nature
of the system under control, guaranteeing stability of each
single centralized system is not enough for guaranteeing sta-
bility of the overall system. By modeling the centralized
system as a switching system and adapting the proof pro-
vided in [1], we are able to guarantee exponential stability
both of the centralized system and of each single subsystem.
We obtain this result under the condition that the average
dwell time is higher than a certain lower bound.
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1 Introduction
The study of controllability of networked systems has at-
tracted a lot of attentions in recent years. Most of the re-
search has focused on weak structural controllability and
strong structural controllability. A basic assumption in the
study of (strong) structural controllability is the indepen-
dence of the nonzero parameters in the patterned matrices
in the qualitative class, i.e., the choice of the interconnec-
tion weights is completely free. However, in many real-
world networks, this assumption is not satisfied, and some
links may have identical weights (for example, in undirected
graph), or some interconnection weights may be already
fixed.
In this presentation, we consider linear time-invariant dy-
namical networked systems where the interconnections can
have identical weights. We consider leader-follower net-
works, where a subset of the node set is chosen as the set
of leaders to which external inputs are applied, and the re-
maining nodes are called followers. To describe the property
that arcs are allowed to have identical weights, we develop
a definition of ‘colored graph’. Then the system is called
‘colored strongly structurally controlable’ if the system is
controllable for every choice of arc weights in the colored
graph. Our aim is to provide graph-theoretic conditions un-
der which the networked system is ‘colored strongly struc-
turally controlable’.
2 Problem Formulation
Let G = (V,E) be a digraph in which each arc has a
color. Arcs having the same color means that their weights
are identical. More concretly, we have a partition piE =
{E1,E2, · · · ,Ek} of the edge set E and all arcs in Ei are as-
sumed to have the same color. We then denote the corre-
sponding ‘colored digraph’ as Gpi = (V (G ),E(G ),piE). To
describe the family of system matrices associated with Gpi ,
we define the ‘colored qualitative class’ as the set of all
A ∈ Cn×n with the properties that for all i 6= j we have
Ai j 6= 0 if and only if ( j, i) ∈ E and Ai j = Akl if there ex-
ists r such that ( j, i),(l,k) ∈ Er. Associated with the colored
digraph Gpi and leader setVL ⊂V , we then consider the class
of systems
x˙= Ax+Bu, (1)
where A ∈Qpi(G ) is the system matrix, and B encodes the
leader vertices VL. The networked system is called ‘colored
strongly structurally controllable’ if (A,B) is controlable for
all A ∈Qpi(G ). For example, the system with graph in Fig-
ure 1 is ’colored strongly structurally controllable’. The goal
of this work is to estabilish graph-theoretic conditions un-
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Figure 1: A colored digraph with leader set {1,2,3}.
3 Results and Current Work
In this presentation we will present two main results. On the
one hand, we will provide a sufficient graph-theoretic condi-
tion in terms of the concept ‘colored zero forcing set’. More
specifically, we first develop a ‘colored color change rule’,
and then define the notion of colored zero forcing set based
on that rule. In order to obtain this colored color change
rule, we study ‘colored bipartitie graphs’. In fact, for col-
ored bipartite graphs, we estabilish a necessary and suffi-
cient graph-theoretic condition for the nonsingularity of its
associated pattern class. On the other hand, we establish an
algebraic condition in terms of ‘generalized balancing set’.
We show that every colored zero forcing set is also a gen-
eralized balancing set, which means that latter condition is
more general.
As our final goal is to establish graph-theoretic conditions,
we are currently seeking for a graph-theoretic representa-
tion of the latter sufficient condition. Besides, we are also
working on developing a necessary and sufficient graph-
theoretic condition under which a networked system is col-
ored strongly structurally controllable.
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1 Introduction
The study of large oscillatory networks of identical non-
linear systems is challenging due to the large number of
systems and the many possible network structures. Cou-
pling several even globally asymptotical stable systems into
a network can result in emergent behavior among which
co-existing oscillatory patterns that may be multi-stable. It
makes the application of common methods such as the direct
Lyapunov method to analyze these phenomena nontrivial.
Our goal is to develop a numerically efficient method to ana-
lyze the oscillatory behavior occurring in networks. The os-
cillations appear via a Hopf bifurcation and show sinusoidal-
like behavior around a bifurcation point. That allows us to
use the describing function method to replace nonlinearities
by their linear approximation and then to analyze the system
of linear equations by means of the multivariable harmonic
balance (MHB) method. The MHB method for networks of
specific structure was described by Iwasaki in [1] and here
we present an extension of the MHB method to networks
with a more general structure and dynamic.
2 Problem statement
The idea is to turn the problem of determining an oscilla-
tion profile (frequency ω , amplitudes αi, phases φi) into an
easily solvable eigenvalue problem rather than doing a dy-
namical analysis. The network of identical interconnected
(sub)system can be described by a dynamical mapping from
the input u to the output of interest q:




µim( jω)vm, vi = ψi(qi),
where i= 1, ...,n is a number of subsystems, j is the imagi-
nary unit, f ( jω) ∈ C1 is a frequency response which repre-
sents the linear time-invariant part of each subsystem, ψ(qi)
is the static nonlinear function, q ∈ Cn is the output and
µim( jω) is a frequency response of connection from mth
system to ith system. In a vector form, the dynamic can be
written
q=M ( jω)v, M ( jω) = F( jω)M( jω), v=Ψ(q),
F( jω) := f ( jω)In, Ψ := ψ(qi)In,
where M( jω) is the frequency response matrix of the cou-
pling whose (i,m) entry is µim( jω). We use the describing
function method to replace the nonlinearities by their linear
approximations. With these approximations, the dynamical
equations reduce to the MHB equations
(M ( jω)K (α)− In)g= 0, gi := αie jφi , g ∈ Cn, (1)
whereK (α) := k(αi)In is a diagonal matrix of the describ-
ing functions. We consider the uniform amplitude case and
we are thus looking for αi = α0 ∀i.
3 Oscillation profile
As an example we studied a ring network of diffusively cou-
pled identical systems whose dynamic is described in [2].
After some transformations, we arrive at the condition that
some matrix of a relatively low order only has imaginary
eigenvalues for ± jω , where ω stands for frequency of the
oscillations. In other words, k(α0), and consequently the
amplitude α0 and ω can be derived from the Hopf bifurca-
tion condition. The last component of the oscillation profile
can be determined from some matrix which represents the
topology of the network. The phases φi are encoded in an
eigenvector that corresponds to a maximal eigenvalue of the
topology matrix. The maximal eigenvalue is defined to be
the eigenvalue with the largest real part. We now have all
components of the oscillation profile and can construct the
approximation of the output of the network using
qi(t)∼= α0 sin(ωt+φi). (2)
The uniform amplitude case is fully investigated and the os-
cillation profile is determined. The MHB method provides
a very good approximation of the oscillations around the bi-
furcation point.
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In recent years, vibration analysis of nanorod has been con-
sidered by many researchers since its wide applications in
nano-electro mechanical system (NEMS) [1]. In this pa-
per, stability and controllability of vibration of a nonorod
embedded in an elastic medium are investigated using semi-
group theory.
2 Problem Formulation
Consider a nanorod in the physical domain determined by
thin elastic rod with length `. Let Ω = (0, `) be a bounded
open set in R, T > 0 and D =Ω× (0,T ). The PDE describ-
ing the longtinudal vibration of a nanorod which embedded















u = b(x) f (x, t), (x, t) ∈ D (1)
where u(x, t) is axial displacements, E is the modulus of
elasticity, A is the cross-sectional area of the nanorods, K is
stiffness of elastic medium, m is the mass per unit length, a
is an internal characteristic length, e0 is a constant, b(x) rep-
resents the shaping function around the control point x0 and
f (t) axially distributed external control force. The clamped-
clamped boundary conditions are considered as follows
u(0, t) = u(`, t) = 0. (2)


























z1w1 + J(z2)J(w2)dx, (4)
where J = 1− (e0a)2 ∂ 2∂x2 .
It can be proved that the operator J is invertible in the space
H = H2(Ω)
⋂
H10 (Ω). Therefore, the abstract form of Eq.
(1) is as follows

















Lemma 2.1. The set of eigenvalues of matrix A and its cor-
respond eigenfunctions are as follows respectively:























) ) |n ∈ N} (7)
Theorem 2.2. The normalize eigenfunctions of operator A
form Riesz basis inH .
Theorem 2.3. The operator A is infinitesimal generator of
a C0-semigroup.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the function b(x) is defined as
Ref. [1]. Consider the system (1) with given initial and
boundary conditions defined in (2). The system is approx-










6= 0, ∀n ∈ N. (8)
A comparison between this presentation and [1] concludes
that the controllability condition of an axially vibrating
nanorod which is embedded in an elastic medium is as same
as a nanorod that is not embedded in an elastic medium.
Therefore, this physical change of system does not affect
the controllability property.
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1 Introduction
The (power) cepstrum of a signal is a technique stemming
from the field of homomorphic signal processing [2]. It has
several applications, most notably in human speech recogni-
tion. The power cepstrum was defined for univariate signals
coming from stochastic systems. In this presentation, we
will discuss a method to extend the notion of scalar power
cepstrum coefficients to signals coming from Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) systems.
2 SISO cepstrum
The power cepstrum coefficients of a univariate signal y(k),
with k denoting time, are defined as [2]
cy(k) =F−1(logΦy(eiω)), (1)
with Φy(eiω) =
∣∣Y (eiω)∣∣2 the power spectrum of the signal
(and Y (eiω) the Fourier transform of the signal), and F−1
denoting the inverse Fourier transform operator.





with U(z) describing white noise, a(z) the pole polynomial
with the poles αi as roots and b(z) the pole polynomial with











|k| , ∀k 6= 0. (3)
In this sense, the cepstrum is as much a characteristic of the
system generating the signal as of the signal itself. Any ex-
tension of the cepstrum to MIMO-systems should thus retain
this property: it should be interpretable in terms of poles and
zeros of the underlying MIMO system.
3 MIMO cepstrum
Traditionally, for MIMO systems, a cepstrum coefficient
matrix is constructed, naively following Equation (1). In
this presentation, we will follow an alternative route, and
construct scalar cepstrum coefficients, which we will show
to be interpretable in terms of poles and transmission zeros
of the system.
Writing the transfer function of the MIMO system (assumed
square to keep notation simple, but an extension to rectan-
gular systems is possible) in its Smith-McMillanform,




0 · · · 0





0 0 · · · br(z)ar(z)
V (z),
(4)
with U(z) and V (z) unimodular matrices, we can derive
an expression that resembles the pole/zero-structure of the
SISO cepstrum coefficients. Here the ai(z) and bi(z) are
polynomials with poles and zeros as roots respectively, with
{bi(z),ai(z)} coprime, bi(z)|bi+1(z) and ai+1(z)|ai(z).
The determinant of this matrix gives the full zero/pole poly-
nomials, allowing us to construct scalar cepstrum coeffi-
cients, interpretable in terms of poles and zeros.
4 Applications
We look at different applications, and investigate for which
applications our generalization of the cepstrum works. We
will focus on cepstrum-based distance measures [1], but
will briefly discuss traditional signal processing applica-
tions, stemming from homomorphic signal processing [2].
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A well known problem of many civil engineering applica-
tions are the forces which arise when fluids and structures
interact. Of particular interest are the forces related to vortex
shedding on bluff bodies. Modelling the displacement-force
relationship has proven to be challenging, mainly due to the
highly nonlinear nature of the system. In this work the prob-
lem is tackled using the polynomial nonlinear state-space
model (PNLSS) class. As a result, an accurate simulation
model is obtained.
2 Approach
PNLSS (Eq. (1)) is a data driven modelling approach that
identifies a parametric nonlinear state-space model [1]:




with ζ and η containing monomial cross products between
the states and the input raised to user defined powers. The
input corresponds to the displacement y(t) while the output
is the transverse force coefficient cy(t). The procedure can
be summarised in the following four steps.
1. Acquiring data: The necessary data were obtained
using CFD simulations of a 2-dimensional cylinder at
Re = 100. An imposed motion, transverse to the on-
coming flow was applied as input.
2. Initialise the model: As initialisation the best linear
approximation of the system is used [2].
3. Tuning of the model: The model is tuned to the data
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, minimis-

























































Figure 1: Single sine validation for various frequencies and am-
plitudes of imposed motion (root-mean-square error).
3 Results
The first results were already published in [3]. Using
the FAST nonparametric distortion analysis method [2],
the nonlinear behaviour was characterised as being odd-
nonlinear. This insight was translated in using only odd
monomial basis functions of order 3 and 5. As training
data a concatenation of swept sine signals, of various am-
plitude levels, were used. A good fit to the training data is
obtained (root-mean-square error of 4%). Validation results
are shown in Fig. 1. A mean rms error of 12% was obtained.
4 Conclusion
Using the PNLSS model class we constructed a nonlinear
model, able to accurately simulate the forces on an oscillat-
ing cylinder in a fluid flow. The model covers a wide range
of frequency and amplitude of oscillation.
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Figure 1: The nonlinear LFR structure: a two-input two-output
LTI block G(q) and a static nonlinear block f (z(t)).
Introduction: Linear parameter-varying (LPV) models
form a powerful model class to analyze and control non-
linear systems [3]. Identifying an LPV model of a nonlinear
system can be challenging due to the difficulty of selecting
the scheduling variable(s) a priori, especially in case a first
principles based understanding of the system is unavailable.
This abstract presents a systematic LPV embedding ap-
proach based on SISO nonlinear fractional representation
models [2]. The proposed approach is illustrated on two
well-established nonlinear modeling benchmark examples:
the Silverbox [4] and the Wiener-Hammerstein [1] bench-
mark, available through www.nonlinearbenchmark.org.
Approach: A nonlinear system is identified first using
a nonlinear block-oriented linear fractional representation
(LFR) model [2], see Figure 1. This nonlinear LFR model
class is embedded into the LPV model class by a specific
factorization approach of the static nonlinear block present
in the model. As a result of the factorization an LPV-LFR or
an LPV state-space model with an affine dependency results.
This approach also facilitates the selection of the scheduling
variable from a data-driven perspective. The estimation is
not affected by measurement noise on the scheduling vari-
ables, which is often left untreated by LPV model identifi-
cation methods.
Results: The result obtained on the two considered bench-
mark cases are shown in Figures 2 and 3. A large improve-
ment can be observed by using the embedded LPV model
compared to an LTI model, for both cases.
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Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 re-
search and innovation programme (grant agreement nr. 714663).
Figure 2: Output response of the Silverbox data-generating sys-
tem validation and estimation dataset (blue). The simu-
lation error obtained using the LTI approximation (red),
and the LPV model (orange).
Figure 3: Output response of the Wiener-Hammerstein data-
generating system validation dataset (blue). The simu-
lation error obtained using the LTI approximation (red),
and the LPV model (orange).
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1 Introduction
In the field of systems and control, a large number of data-
driven modelling tools have been proposed. These tools
differ not only in the numerical methods used, but also in
the structure they impose on the underlying physical phe-
nomena. In fact, very often, the choice of dynamical struc-
ture imposed on the physical process governs the numerical
methods that can be applied within these tools. Due to the
inter-dependence of the dynamical structure of the model
to-be-estimate and the numerical methods that are viable in
that setting, the idea of a unified framework for dynamical
system identification has proved to be elusive. In this sub-
mission, a method for encoding well-posed model structures
in a tree-based format is proposed. The tree-based encoding
method is intended to represent models belonging to a broad
range of model classes. It must be stressed that the present
submission discusses only the method for encoding model-
structures and not the optimization tools can be applied on
the tree-based encodings. The latter remains a subject of
future research.
2 Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG)
TAG is tree generating system that was developed for lin-
guistic applications [1]. Although developed for modelling
of natural languages, TAG has also been used to express sta-
tic mathematical models, for example in [2]. Already in the
case of static models, one can observe that several classes
of mathematical models conform to an underlying syntax.
TAGs can be used to capture such a syntax using simple tree
structures.
TAGs use two sets of trees - initial trees (I) and auxiliary
trees (A) that capture the basic sysntax of a well-posed mo-
del structure. The trees in sets I and A can be combined
using two operations - substitution and adjunction. As an
example, consider the case of encoding the structure of Out-
put Error (OE) model class, described by the equation
y(k) = G(q−1)u(k)+ e(k). (1)
Figure 1 shows the sets of initial trees (I) and auxiliary trees
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Figure 2: Illustration of the adjunction operation.
any OE model. Figure 2 illustrates the use of the adjunction
operator in order to construct OE models in an equivalent
tree representation.
3 Remarks
It can be shown that a wide range of functional classes,
ranging from FIRs to NARMAX models, can be expressed
using TAG, making it a powerful tool to express dynamical
models. Future research will be focused on developing nu-
merical tools that can optimize in the space of TAG based
trees.
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1 Introduction
The paper deals with the time variations of mechanical and
civil structures described by the nonparametric Operational
Modal Analysis (OMA) framework. OMA is a special iden-
tification technique for estimating the modal properties (e.g.
resonance frequencies, damping, mode shapes) of structures
based on vibration data collected when the structures are
under real operating conditions without having access to
the excitation signals. Modelling time-varying (TV) be-
haviour is important because the unmodelled time variations
might lead to instability and structural failures. Contrary to
the classical identification frameworks, a further challenge
with the OMA framework is that the excitation signal is not
known exactly, but it is assumed to be white noise. In this
work a nonparametric regularization method [1] is provided
to estimate the time-varying output autocorrelation function
of vibrating structures and applied to a measurement of wind
tunnel testing of an airplane [2].
2 An example
This section presents an industrial example of the in-line
flutter assessment of the wind tunnel testing of a scaled air-
plane model. The measurement time is 424 sec , the sam-
pling frequency is 500 Hz, the number of data samples is
212000. The segmented window size is 500 samples (which
corresponds to 1 sec, 1 Hz resolution). The Mach number is
varying between 0.07 and 0.79. An illustration of the mea-
surement setup is given in Fig 1. In this paper, wind tunnel
data at various flow conditions are used to validate the ap-
proach for tracking the evolution of the resonance frequen-
cies, damping ratios.
The results for the classical Short-time Fourier transform
(SFT) and the proposed approach are shown in Fig 2. Ob-
serve that the proposed method gives a smooth estimate with
better SNR. Further details on the measurement procedure
can be found in [2]. Exact specifications on the airplane are
omitted due to the confidentiality of the industrial project.
3 Summary
In this work a powerful time domain estimation method is
developed for LTV systems in OMA setup. This technique
is illustrative, flexible, user friendly.
With respect to the system dynamics using the proposed
method, it is possible 1) to to decrease the effect of the dis-
turbing noise 2) eliminate the transient.
Figure 1: The measurement setup is shown. The airflow (wind
speed) is varying while the airplanes acceleration is
measured in the wind tunnel.
Figure 2: The time-varying output power spectrum estimate of
observed system is shown when shown when a) the
classical SFT method is considered b) the proposed
method is considered.
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1 Introduction
Prediction-error identification methods provide a powerful
tool for obtaining consistent system parameter estimates
[1]. However, when dealing with large scale interconnected
systems, such as the ones arising from biology or power
grids, the identification problem becomes more challenging.
Given a structure of a network of linear dynamical systems,
various prediction error methods are readily operational for
identifying these systems, while imposing certain conditions
on the network [2].
Among the prediction error methods for computing consis-
tent network modules, we single out the direct and two-stage
method for a general network topology [2]. Utilizing one
of these methods for the identification of a local transfer
function module in the network, typically yields a multiple-
input-single-output (MISO) identification problem. More
precisely, the singled-out prediction error methods rely on
the identification of a MISO network building block, on the
basis of measurements of multiple inputs and one, possi-
bly disturbed, output. An example of such a MISO building
block with three inputs is shown in Figure 1(a).
Although the prediction error methods for dynamical net-
works can consistently identify network modules, they re-
quire the output signal and all input signals of a MISO iden-
tification problem to be available centrally. Central data col-
lection and computation of the network module estimates
may not always be desirable due to computational con-
straints or desired flexibility, analogously to the control of
interconnected systems, where distributed or decentralized
controllers can be preferable over centralized ones.
Therefore, in this work, we develop a distributed solution
for the MISO prediction error identification problem. Due
to the simplifying property of yielding output predictors that
are linear in the parameters, ARX and FIR model structures
serve as a basis for the developed distributed identification
method. We distinguish two features in the considered dis-
tributed identification method. First, we utilize a so-called
recursive least squares (RLS) estimator for the system pa-
rameters, i.e., we process the data recursively in time rather
1This project has received funding from the European Research Coun-
cil (ERC), Advanced Research Grant SYSDYNET, under the European













(a) Example of a MISO structure
with three subsystems.




(b) Evolution of the estimator error
‖θˆ(k) − θ‖ for the distributed-red
and central-blue method.
Figure 1: MISO system structure and simulation results.
than collecting all data and subsequently computing a batch
estimator. Second, we distribute the computation of the RLS
estimator among the individual systems within the MISO
system. Each subsystem computes an estimate of the local
parameter vector, which is an appropriate subvector of the
full parameter vector, in contrast to the consensus-based dis-
tributed RLS estimator [3], wherein one common parameter
vector is estimated in each subsystem. Computation of the
local RLS estimator is performed via local input and output
signal measurements, while communication with other esti-
mators is maintained via scalar-valued signals. The commu-
nication yields limited information exchange and a degree
of flexibility in case of subsystem dropout.
Simulation results for the system in Figure 1(a), with three
third-order FIR subsystems, reveal convergence of the dis-
tributed RLS estimator to the same value as its central coun-
terpart, but at a slower rate. Figure 1(b) shows the estima-
tion error of the parameter vector for both the distributed and
central RLS method.
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1 Introduction
How well we can confine the heat in a nuclear fusion reactor
largely determines its efficiency. Hence, it is important to
identify the different transport mechanisms that determine
the heat transport including how local heating affects the
heat transport.
2 Problem of estimating the heat flux
The (electron) heat transport in fusion devices is generally
described by the heat equation in one-dimensional
∂
∂ t
(neTe (ρ, t)) = ∇ρ (−qe (ρ, t))+ p(ρ, t) , (1)
where Te (ρ, t) is the electron temperature, ρ the normalized
radius, ne the electron density, and p(ρ, t) the heating power
density.
The heat flux is crucial in understanding what drives trans-
port. However, as the heat flux cannot be directly measured
and it is a time and space dependent quantity, we have to
identify it implicitly. The standard approach in identifica-
tion, inverse problems, and fusion is to pre-define the heat
flux dependencies [1]. The two standard forms are
qe =−neχe∇ρTe, (2)
where χe is the diffusion coefficient. This law is known as
Fourier’s law. Alternatively, we can also include convection
Ve (flow) as an additional transport mechanism
qe =−neχe∇ρTe−neVeTe. (3)
Casting the heat flux in a specific dependence allows the es-
timation of the time invariant quantities χe andVe. However,
it also poses a danger as we made an assumption of the heat
flux structure in (2) and (3).
3 Heat flux reconstruction
We propose an alternative approach by combining the heat
flux reconstruction in [2] and advanced frequency domain
signal processing techniques used in system identification
to directly estimate the heat flux qe [3]. The experimental
result is shown in Fig. 1.






















Fig. 1: Experimentally determined relative heat flux qe as a
consequence of a symmetric block-wave power modulation.
Based on Fig. 1 we can identify different transport
properties, e.g., the slope can represent the diffusion
coefficient χe, see (2) [3].
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1 Introduction
Applications of autonomous motion systems are arising
more and more in industry. Examples are driverless cars,
fruit-picking robots and automated guided vehicles in an
automated warehouse. Computation of a collision free
trajectory is essential in such applications. Various tech-
niques to compute motion trajectories that satisfy collision-
avoidance constraints have been proposed, including graph-
search methods, virtual potential field methods and meth-
ods using the concept of velocity obstacles. Recently,
optimization-based strategies are becoming more popular.
In such strategies, the search for a time, energy... optimal
trajectory is formulated as an optimization problem. In or-
der to take into account disturbances and uncertainty in the
environment, this optimization problem needs to be solved
in real time.
This abstract presents a penalty method algorithm to cal-
culate a trajectory while satisfying collision-avoidance con-
straints. Through the introduction of penalty parameters, a
trade-off is possible between the optimality of the trajec-
tory and the extent to which the obstacle constraints are vio-
lated. The resulting optimization problems are solved using
a proximal averaged Newton-type method for optimal con-
trol (PANOC), as proposed in [1]. In addition, some heuris-
tics are developed for dealing with local optima when the
obstacles are non-convex.
2 Methodology
The trajectory computation is formulated as an optimal con-
trol problem. Nonlinear vehicle dynamics can be accounted
for, and the problem is transformed into a small-scale non-
linear program using single shooting. Box constraints on the
inputs can directly be accounted for by PANOC, whereas
state constraints can only be included through a penalty.
Hence, for our application, the objective of the control prob-
lem comprises two parts: a least squares objective in terms
of the states and inputs, and a penalty that represents the
violation of the obstacle boundaries. This second term is di-
rectly related to our formulation of an obstacle as the inter-
section of a finite number of m strict nonlinear inequalities:
O= {z ∈ IRnd : hi(z)> 0, i ∈ IN[1,m]}.








This equality constraint is relaxed into a penalty term in the
objective function for every obstacle, µOψO(z), where µO
is the penalty factor. The penalty method consists of solv-
ing the problem with higher and higher penalties, until the
obstacles are avoided.
3 Results
The effectiveness of this algorithm has been tested for vari-
ous obstacle configurations and multiple vehicle models us-
ing numerical simulations, benchmarking it against state-of-
the-art interior point and SQP solvers. Figure 1 shows for
example a vehicle with a trailer moving from different start-
ing points to a destination while avoiding a crescent-shaped
obstacle.
x (m)












Figure 1: Obstacle avoidance of a non-convex obstacle, depicted
by the thick green line. The enlarged obstacle (in dotted line) is
defined by O= {(x,y) : y− x2 > 0,1+0.5 · x2− y> 0}.
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1 Introduction
Since the past few years, there has been an increased inter-
est in using first-order methods for model predictive control
(MPC). In contrast to active-set or interior-point schemes,
first-order methods do not require the solution of a linear
system at every iteration which makes them the ultimate
choice to obtain fast MPC on resource-constrained embed-
ded computing hardware [1]. This work focuses on the prox-
imal gradient method (PGM) and proposes a PGM-based
real-time iteration scheme for linear MPC.
2 Linear model predictive control
This work addresses the control of a discrete-time linear
time-invariant (LTI) system of the form xk+1 = Axk+Buk.
Given an estimate of the current state xk, a lin-
ear MPC controller will compute an input trajectory
q= {q(0), . . . ,q(N−1)} over a time horizon of N samples











where Q(xk) represents the set of feasible trajectories, in-
cluding input limitations. An optimal MPC approach would
then apply the first sample of the optimal solution q∗(xk) to
the system, i.e. uk = q∗(xk,0).
3 Real-time proximal gradient method
The proximal gradient method (PGM) is an extension of
the (projected) gradient method and a popular first-order
method for linear MPC with simple input constraints. Ap-
plied to the OCP (1), the PGM iteratively updates the esti-
mate for q as
q+k =ΠQ(xk)(qk− γ∇qVN(xk,qk)) , (2)
with γ the step size and ΠQ(xk)(·) the projection onQ(xk).
This work proposes an MPC scheme that implements a real-
time version of the PGM to solve OCP (1) in receding hori-
zon. This means that only one PGM step (2) is performed
per control update in stead of solving (1) to the desired ac-
curacy. The first sample of the resulting input trajectory is
applied to the system, i.e. uk = q+k (0), and a warm-start for




















Figure 1: Bump response on a controlled quarter-car system. The black
lines indicate the response using the real-time PGM while the dash red
lines indicate the response using an optimal MPC approach.
When applying the real-time PGM scheme to LTI systems
with simple input constraints, the resulting control law con-
sists of simple steps involving matrix-vector multiplication,
addition and saturation and offers possibilities to obtain fast
control rates even on resource-constrained hardware such as
PLCs or FPGAs. Closed-loop stability is proven for both the
system’s state and the input trajectory, i.e. over the control
updates the system’s state is attracted to a stable equilibrium
while the suboptimal input trajectory is converging towards
its optimal value.
4 Numerical example
The closed-loop performance of the real-time PGM is vali-
dated on a simulation example considering the control of an
active vehicle suspension system based on a 2-DOF quarter-
car model. The control objective is chosen to minimize the
RMS acceleration of the car body. The resulting body accel-
eration z¨s and constrained control signal u are represented
in Figure 1 when a bump road disturbance zo is applied to
the quarter-car system. The red dashed lines indicate the
response using an optimal MPC approach. While the opti-
mal MPC executes on average 100 PGM iterations during
a control cycle, the real-time PGM only executes one itera-
tion while the relative deviation in RMS body acceleration
is limited to 0.04. One could thus conclude that the real-
time PGM forms a computational cheap alternative for an
optimal MPC approach with little loss in performance.
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1 Introduction
There are many industries that have to deal with multivari-
able systems that show complex dynamic behaviour. H∞
control design is able to deal with such systems, but there
is often a need to determine the optimal set of sensors and
actuators. It is clear that the best closed-loop performance
is achieved by using all the possible available sensors and
actuators. However, economically, it may be beneficial to
install only a subset of sensors and actuators provided that
the reduction of performance is acceptable.
The optimal selection of sensors and actuators is a combina-
torial problem that requires a broad search which becomes
complex if the problem is combined with H∞ control de-
sign. In this work, we present a branch and bound (BNB)
approach to solve this optimization problem.
2 Problem Formulation
Here, we want to select k sensors out of the available ns
sensors and l actuators out of the available na actuators. In
order to define whether the respective sensor or actuator is
selected or not, boolean decision variables si,ai ∈ {0,1} are
assigned to each possible sensor and actuator respectively,
with i= {1...ns} and j= {1...na}. With these decision vari-
ables, the H∞ control design problem combined with the
optimal selection of k sensors and l actuators can be trans-
formed into the following Mixed Boolean Semi-Definite
Programming (MBSDP) problem
minimize: γ
subject to: LMIs < 0,1T s= k,1Ta= l, (1)
where ‖T ‖∞ < γ , T is the closed-loop transfer function in
the H∞ control design, LMIs represents the Linear Matrix
Inequalities (LMI) of this control design and 1 is the vector
with all entries one.
Optimizing the column sparsity of the controller input ma-
trix optimizes the number of sensors while optimizing the
row sparsity of the controller output matrix optimizes the
number of actuators. The sparsity of a matrix can be im-
posed by using Big-M reformulations of these matrices with
suitable bounds [1] and introducing them in the MBSDP
problem. The algorithm used to solve this problem is the
BNB algorithm from YALMIP [2] for MATLAB.
3 Case Study
The case study that is considered here to validate this ap-
proach is a linearized 8th order model with 4 actuators and 7
sensors of a multi-purpose helicopter from [3]. Here, we fo-
cus on optimal selection of sensors 5 to 7, that is, the first 4
sensors and the 4 actuators are considered in all control de-
signs. The first 4 sensors are used to track given references.
Table 1 summarizes the achieved results.
Sensors Actuators γ γ0
all all - 2.421877
{5,6} all 2.435514 2.435487
{6} all 2.454425 2.454632
Table 1: Achieved performance with the desired optimal number
of sensors for the helicopter model
With k = 2, the approach suggests to select the 5th and 6th
sensors with γ = 2.435514 as seen in Table 1. Here, γ0 rep-
resents the closed-loop performance if the H∞ control de-
sign is solved without the last sensor. It is observed that the
developed approach provides the global solution. Similarly,
with k = 1, the approach suggests to select the 6th sensor.
A full search confirms that these optimal selections provide
the minimum performance.
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1 Introduction
The optimal location and orientation of different sensors in a
target environment is an important design problem as it im-
pacts the performance and cost of the network. For collision
avoidance in dynamic environments, sensor planning needs
to account for uncertain, dynamic occlusions to efficiently
detect potential collision scenarios. Dynamic occlusions,
caused by mobile objects such as humans or other robots,
cause random loss of object capture and are problematic since
their inherent nature is unpredictable [1].
The majority of existing research employs a probabilistic
framework to deal with dynamic occlusions [2], where the
probability distribution function (PDF) of positions of dy-
namic occluders around the workspace becomes the defining
factor in sensor placement. Previous works either assume
that PDF is known apriori or is approximated from mea-
sured historical data. These assumptions prove to be highly
detrimental in critical applications like collision avoidance.
2 Proposed Solution
The present work proposes a worst-case optimization ap-
proach (Minimax) for determining optimal sensor config-
urations. Minimax optimization presents the advantage of
being independent of a PDF [3]. Moreover, a bound on the
performance of the sensor configuration is obtained. The
optimal configuration guarantees a certain visibility of the
robotic workspace regardless of occluder locations.
Given a robotic workspace W, an optimal sensor config-
uration (S∗minimax) is determined by considering occluder
positions (O) that potentially try to maximize the occluded
robotic workspace (NV ), i.e, worst-case occluder scenarios.
S∗minimax = argminS maxO NV (O,S) (1)
Table 1: Optimal Sensor Configuration (Sˆ∗)
Sensor x [m] y [m] z [m] θ [◦]
S1 0 2.729 2.983 0
S2 3.408 0 0.241 0
S3 8 1.502 1.269 0
S4 7 5 2 0
3 Evaluation and Results
The optimization problem (1) is evaluated for ns = 4 sensors























Figure 1: Worst Case Optimal Placement
dynamic occluders (Figure 1). The occluders O1 and O2
form different occluder configurations O depending on their
locations. The non-visible volume (NV ) related to the op-
timal solution Sˆ∗ (Table 1) is 5.1245% (blue) of the total
workspace and is associated with the occluder locations pre-
sented in the figure. The occluded volume for any other
configuration is guaranteed to be less than 5.1245%.
4 Conclusions
A worst case optimization (Minimax) approach is proposed
which generates sensor configurations based on occluder
scenarios that cause maximum obstruction of the robotic
workspace. The optimal solution is deterministic and pro-
vides a guaranteed level of workspace visibility for the sensor
configuration. Evaluation of the approach shows the solution
to be robust to the impact of dynamic occlusions while pro-
viding a guarantee on workspace visibility. Additionally, the
results also provides insights to the user on the impact of the
worst case situation on workspace visibility.
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1 Abstract
The theory of risk measures, branching out primarily from
the field of stochastic finance and operations research, has
gained a lot of attention in the last decade [1]. Roughly
speaking, risk measures quantify the right tail of a distribu-
tion of a cost, accounting for high effect events that happen
with low probability. The average value-at-risk (AV@R) is
perhaps the most popular risk measure because of its intu-
itive interpretation and because of the fact that it is a tight
convex approximation of the quantile function.
There exist two widely known approaches to deal with mul-
tistage decision making under uncertainty. In the stochastic
approach we minimize the expectation of the uncertain cost
with respect to a reference probability measure, whereas, in
the worst-case approach we minimize the maximum (worst-
case) cost. The first approach is naive in assuming a perfect
knowledge of the underlying distribution, while the second
one is pessimistic and disregards any probabilistic informa-
tion which is typically available. The risk-averse approach
seeks to remedy the shortcomings of the two conventional
approaches by using risk measures. These allow to inter-
polate between these two optimal control paradigms. The
resulting optimal control problems are termed “risk averse”
because they lead to decisions which are less sensitive to
high-effect low-probability events. Additional constraints
on the risk of a random function may also be imposed, often
as surrogates of intractable probabilistic constraints. Over-
all, in multistage risk-averse formulations, the cost function
is the composition of several (typically nonsmooth) map-
pings, yielding numerically challenging optimization prob-
lems.
In our previous work [2] we showed how to decompose
problems involving nested risk mappings of the AV@R type
by exploiting their special structure. However, this approach
1The work of D. Herceg and A. Bemporad was supported by the EU-
funded H2020 research project DISIRE, grant agreement no. 636834. The
work of P. Patrinos was supported by the KU Leuven Research Council
under BOF/STG-15-043.
does not extend directly to other risk measures. Here we pro-
pose appropriate decompositions for multistage risk-averse
risk-constrained optimal control problems with general risk
measures (such as general polytopic risk measures, the en-
tropic value-at-risk and more).
In this work we formulate the risk constraints as feasibility
problems by means of the epigraph of the underlying risk
measure. The same idea naturally extends to the decom-
position of nested conditional risk mappings. We demon-
strate that this approach is computationally tractable and the
resulting problems can be solved efficiently in the convex
case, typically leading to well-structured conic optimization
problems. The proposed scheme allows the efficient solu-
tion of large-scale risk-averse risk-constrained optimal prob-
lems.
Moreover, we discuss different types or risk constraints. The
most straightforward one is to have stage-wise constraints
on the risk of a random function at each time instant. An-
other very interesting possibility is to have nested risk con-
straints, which take into the account the temporal dimen-
sion of the problem, i.e., how the probability distribution at
a certain time instant is produced and how uncertainty prop-
agates in time. This new approach is more conservative, yet
more suitable for multistage optimal control problems as we
demonstrate with a few examples. The above reformulations
apply in all these cases deeming risk-averse problems suit-
able for control applications.
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Introduction
The study of optimal control of constrained linear systems is
one with a large number of differing approaches and meth-
ods. Most of these are either specific to a given application
or use iterative methods to solve the problem. This allows
computers to solve the problems, but usually gives little in-
sight onto the mathematical structures involved. Similar to
the differences between geometric control theory and the
(sometimes) ad-hoc or situational feedback design, the aim
is to construct theory for solving optimal control problems
over classes of differential inclusions. These can be speci-
fied to solve constrained linear problems.
The problem















where Q is positive definite, making the integrand strictly
convex, and where x(t) is an absolutely continuou arc, with
x˙ ∈ L2, subject to:
x(0) = x0, x˙(t) ∈ H(x(t)) for almost all t. (2)
Where H is some set-valued map: A map between Rn and
its power set. Informally, G maps a point to a set of possible
derivatives. We will assume that the graph of H, the set
{(x,y) | y ∈ H(x)}, is closed and convex.
In fact, this forms a direct generalization of constrained op-
timal control, the problem of minimizing 1 subject to dy-
namics given by:
x(0) = x0, x˙= Ax+Bu, y=Cx+Du ∈ Y .
Where Y is a closed convex set. This framework admits
input, output and state constraints, and can be shown to take
the form of our considered problem by taking:
H(x) = {Ax+Bu | Cx+Du ∈ Y }
which is closed and convex but not necessarily non-empty
for each x. Therefore our problem generalizes this more fa-
miliar problem.
Methods
We use the framework of generalized problems of Bolza, in-
troduced by R.T. Rockafellar [1], to give a duality result con-
necting the optimality of this problem to that of a dual prob-
lem. This dual problem is not necessarily a simpler problem,
but is given in terms of convex conjugates. This allows us
to use Fenchel’s inequality to prove that the optimal values
of the primal and dual problems sum to 0. Furthermore this
gives generalized Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian condi-
tions to prove optimality of a pair of primal-dual arcs.
In addition, Rockafellar’s extension [2] of the theory allows
us to prove existence of optimal solutions in the case that
H is strict, where strictness is the property that H(x) 6= /0
for all x ∈ Rn. However this still gives only proves exis-
tence of optimal arcs: These do not necessarily have finite
cost. If however the dynamics (2) admit any trajectory for
which the minimand (1) is finite, this found optimal value
is as well. The strictness assumption helps for these proofs,
but in practise this is very restrictive. For example, it stops
state constraints from being considered, and thus we are in-
terested in non-strict dynamics.
Using the Moreau-Yosida approximation [3] (or most books
on differential inclusions, e.g. [4]) we can approximate, or
regularize, our problem to one that does satisfy the condi-
tions of [2]. This means that the regularized problems at-
tain their respective optimal values. Furthermore, the differ-
entiability of the approximations simplifies the generalized
Euler-Lagrange conditions.
What rests is proving that the limit of the solutions of the
regularized problems exists, is absolutely continuous and is
the optimal value for the primal problem.
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1 Introduction
The current trend in autonomous driving makes driver in-
tervention detection of significant importance. With driv-
ing automation level 3 (in agreement with the SAE J3036
standard [1]), projected to be realized in 2018, the driver
is considered as a fall-back for the vehicle control sys-
tems, making driver intervention detection a relevant re-
search topic. Numerous studies investigate driver take-over
[2, 5]. However, most of these studies only consider emer-
gency/hazardous situations or vehicle initiated take-over re-
quests. Moreover, the majority of the proposed solutions re-
quire additional hardware, e. g. cameras, capacitive sensors
on the steering wheel or wearable devices. In this presenta-
tion we focus on the detection of driver initiated take-over
requests by comparing the plant dynamics with reference
dynamics. A driver intervention detection method is pre-
sented which does not require additional hardware. Here it
is assumed that the vehicle is equipped with both electric
power steering and a steering column angle sensor. The de-
tection logic is considered to be the main contribution of this
work. The study is limited to autonomous driving, where
initially the vehicle is not controlled by the driver.
2 Vehicle model
For this study a single-track vehicle model is used, which is
extended with a lumped mass 2-degree of freedom steering
system model as used in [3]. The model is parametrized with
frequency response measurements covering a frequency
range from 1 to 30 Hz. A relevant aspect of the steering sys-
tem model is that it accounts for driver hands-on/off. More
details on the vehicle model, including the differences for
driver hands-on/off, are included in the presentation.
3 Detection logic
The detection logic is primarily based on the effect of driver
hands-on/off on the steering system dynamics. Such meth-
ods are gaining more interest in recent years, e. g. [4]. The
main difference between a driver (not) holding the steering
wheel is a shift in the anti-resonance frequency (considering
the transfer function from the electric power steering mo-
tor to the steering column angle). By comparing the steer-












Figure 1: Schematic overview of detection logic
a reference model, driver hands-on/off can be detected. A
schematic representation of such a method is shown in Fig.
1, where d is a disturbance and Tr the reference torque of
the electric power steering unit. Information from the detec-
tion logic is sent to the controller, such that in the event of a
take-over the control over the vehicle can be shifted back to
the driver. Specific details regarding the detection logic are
included in the presentation.
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1 Introduction
Research in vehicle automation aims to solve road conges-
tion issues and mitigate the risk of accidents. Generally
speaking we can make the distinction between two classes
of automated vehicles. The first being cooperative vehicles,
which aim to improve traffic flow by means of communica-
tion, and the second being fully autonomous vehicles. These
autonomous vehicles typically make use of a trajectory plan-
ner, which provides a reference for the vehicle’s trajectory
control system. In this work we attempt to include commu-
nication of cooperative vehicles into the framework of the
trajectory planner of the autonomous vehicle.
2 Path Planner
We adopt the planner framework presented in [1], in which
in frenet frame, ~e 22 , (Figure 1) is defined along a reference
spatial path. The planning problem then reduces to finding
trajectories {s(t),d(s(t))} with respect to a reference trajec-
tory, where s is the curvilinear distance along the reference
path, and d, the lateral offset. To minimize jerk, a set of fifth
order polynomials, trajectories is generated with discritized
terminal conditions at terminal time, τ , for both coordinates,
which are tested for feasibility and collisions. A cost func-



















Figure 1: Reference path described by X(s), and trajectory coor-
dinates s(t) and d(s(t)).
3 Communication
We focus on generating the path progression trajectory s(t).
In cooperative vehicles, typically a constant time gap spac-
ing policy is used for the purpose of string stability [2].
This can be used to formulate a terminal constraint for the
planned trajectory of s(t),
si(τ) = si−1(τ)− c−hs˙i(τ), (1)
where si−1(τ) and si(τ) denote the curvilinear position of




























Figure 2: Trajectories s(t), markers indicate planner update
cluding vehicle length and h the time gap. Including V2V
communication allows access to the planned trajectories of
preceding vehicle si−1(τ). Minimum jerk trajectories for
s(t), t ∈ [0,τ] are then generated such that s(τ) = si(τ),
s˙(τ) = s˙i(τ) = s˙i−1(τ)
This algorithm is implemented in a simulation environment
in which the planner runs online at a frequency of 1Hz. The
results for s(t) are shown in Figure 2. The leading vehi-
cle makes a change in forward velocity using a minimum
jerk maneuver. The follower vehicles use spacing policy
(1) with the described planning algorithm to generate trajec-
tories. The minimum jerk nature of the trajectories results
in an initial deceleration, which amplifies rearward in the
string. This result demonstrates that the minimum jerk tra-
jectories cannot be applied directly in the trajectory planner
framework of the autonomous vehicle. Instead, the criteria
for string stability should be explicitly included in formulat-
ing the functions for the longitudinal trajectory s(t).
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Background
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) aims to lon-
gitudinally control a following vehicle to obtain a certain
desired inter-vehicle distance. CACC is known as a pos-
sible solution to problems such as increasing pollution and
traffic congestion. To enable small inter-vehicle distances,
vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) is used. More-
over, string stability is a property which ensures no ampli-
fication of disturbances in upstream direction, which is es-
sential for guaranteeing safety. However, V2V is subject to
packet losses, which might degrade the string stability prop-
erties of a CACC system. To increase robustness against
limited packet loss, Model Predictive Control (MPC) is con-
sidered as a promising solution, since an obtained prediction
can be applied in case a package is lost [1]. However, vehi-
cle platoons are typically heterogeneous, with vehicles hav-
ing different dynamic properties, which makes employing
a model-based control approach, such as MPC, challeng-
ing. This work presents an MPC-based control strategy for
heterogeneous platoons, that guarantees string stability and
warrants confidentiality of the vehicle characteristics.
MPC control approach
Since the states of a vehicle (e.g., distance error) depend on
the predecessor’s behavior (e.g., acceleration), the predicted
behavior of the predecessor is included in the linear predic-
tion model of the MPC controller. This information is ob-
tained through V2V between successive vehicles. A cost
function with the goals of vehicle following, minimizing
fuel consumption and ensuring string stability is designed.
Furthermore, state constraints are added to this optimization
to ensure vehicle constraints and to ensure safety.
Discrete-time string stability
String stability has been studied for continuous-time models
of platooning systems [2]. When using MPC control, one
typically has a discrete-time controller and plant/prediction
model. Therefore, discrete-time string stability properties
for the CACC-MPC system have been proposed. Using the
assumption that the obtained prediction vector of the prede-
cessor is the same as the actual future behavior of the pre-
decessor, a string stability analysis is conducted. An advan-
tage of this analysis is that it is independent of the predeces-
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Figure 1: String stability properties for different weighting of the
input (R) and time gaps (h).
sors (often unknown) system parameters. Therefore, this ap-
proach is particularly suitable for heterogeneous platooning.
Figure 1 visualizes the string stability properties of a certain
vehicle for different time gaps h and weighting on the con-
trol input in the objective function. This figure shows that
the minimal time gap to ensure string stability is strongly
decreased compared to traditional linear control [2], which
ensuresL∞ string stability at a minimal time gap of 0.5 s.
Simulation and experimental results
Simulations and experiments are performed to examine the
properties of the obtained controller in practice. In simula-
tion, the newly proposed MPC approach showed significant
improvements over existing controllers, in terms of vehicle
following and string stability properties. In experiments,
it was found that the developed MPC approach improves
string stability. However, the existing controllers show bet-
ter performance in terms of error rejection, comfort and fuel
efficiency. As such, further research is needed to obtain an
optimal balance between these performance criteria for pla-
tooning.
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A Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) is a type of
transmission system that provides smooth shifting and con-
tinuous gear ratio values within a certain range. Besides the
better driving comfort that it provides, a CVT is also able
to operate the engine at its Optimal Operation Line (OOL),
therefore increasing the overall energy efficiency of a con-
ventional vehicle [1]. However, there is a tradeoff between
tracking the desired gear ratio values and the actuation sys-
tem losses. Therefore, in the design of a CVT system, both
plant and control design parameters must be considered in
order to obtain the optimal value between minimizing the
losses and maximizing the tracking performance. This re-
search proposed plant and control parameters design strat-
egy of a CVT based on co-design method.
2 Co-design of a CVT System
Co-design is a term that describes a multi-objective opti-
mization method to eventually obtain the optimal design of a
system where the control and plant parameters are coupled.




J = f (xp,xc, t) (1)
s.t. g(xp)≤ 0 (2)
h(xp) = 0 (3)
where xp and xc are the plant and control parameters. J is
the cost function to be minimized throughout the process
subject to a set of design constraints g and h. The general
scheme of a Co-design process is depicted in Figure 1.
The goal of this research project is to implement a co-design
method in order to achieve the optimal design of CVT sys-
tem. However, a CVT is a non-linear and dynamic system,
which can lead to large computation time during the process
of design optimization. One of the methods to reduce the
computation time in many optimization problem is by us-
ing a surrogate model, which can be created using input and
output datasets from simulation.
A surrogate model can be used in place of the mathemat-
ical model as a function of only the relevant parameters,
therefore reducing the complexity of the optimization and











xc∗initial values optimal values
Figure 1: Proposed scheme of Co-design of CVT System
gate model, first the relevant design parameters of the plant
for the complete co-design formulation must be determined.
Using an appropriate input-output mapping function, a gen-
eralized function of the design parameters can be obtained.
Finally, a suitable optimization framework is performed on
the system, which now consists of a controller and a sur-
rogate model that replaces the complex plant mathematical
formulation. The main challenge of this approach in co-
design formulation is the accuracy of the surrogate model
used throughout the optimization process, as it can have an
impact on how the final design results are achieved.
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1 Introduction
Most of the research related to powertrain design focuses on
finding the optimal design under given conditions. However,
only limited research is focused on the design space around
this optimum, which would be interesting in order to deter-
mine the robustness of the optimum found. This creates in-
sight into the sensitivity of the optimal performance to vari-
ations in the design and/or conditions of the vehicle. This is
crucial for research into the design of ’modular’ powertrain
components, components designed for multiple vehicle seg-
ments.
2 Sensitivity studies
Multiple types of sensitivity studies are available, ranging
from one-factor-at-a-time (OAT) to variance based meth-
ods. Since the purpose of the use of sensitivity studies here
is in the first phase of vehicle design, high computational
expenses should be avoided. Therefore, computational in-
expensive, but still accurate enough, sensitivity studies are
preferred. In this work, discussed in more detail in [1], a
sensitivity study based on a two-level factorial design is per-















Figure 1: Topology of the vehicle studied [1].
3 Two-level factorial design
The vehicle studied is a parallel hybrid plug-in heavy-duty
truck. The vehicles topology is shown in Figure 1. The
factors studied are indicated in blue, which are: sizing of the
internal combustion engine (X1), electric machine (X2), and
battery (X3), and the presence of a WHR system (X4). The
objectives studied are: ( f1) the fuel savings, ( f2) powertrain
efficiency, ( f3) energy generated by the WHR system, ( f4)
reduction in total cost of ownership, and ( f5) the average
torque split.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Community’s Horizon 2020 Programme under grant agreement
No. 653468 (ECOCHAMPS).
Figure 2: Plots of significant regression model parameters for
each of the six objectives studied [1].
The method is based on a two-level factorial design, where
for each factor studied two levels are simulated. For each of
the objectives a linear regression model is fitted w.r.t to the
four factors. A more detailed description of the method can
be found in [1]. The significant regression model parameters
are plotted in Figure 2.
4 Conclusions
The main conclusions that could be drawn for the vehicle
studied using this method, and visible in Figure 2, are:
• Non-optimal vehicle design w.r.t. cost and fuel
• Cost effective WHR system
• Significant coupling between ICE and WHR
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1 Introduction
Traffic congestion on freeways causes many social and eco-
nomic problems like waste of time and fuel, a greater acci-
dent risk, and an increase in pollution. In many cases, the
use of dynamic control signals such as ramp metering may
be an economical and effective solution.
This paper proposes a new ramp metering control algorithm,
Feed-Foward ALINEA (FF-ALINEA), for bottlenecks lo-
cated both nearby on an on-ramp and further away from it
(i.e. more than just a few hundred meters). The formula-
tion of the controller is based on a feed-forward modifica-
tion of the well-known control algorithm for ramp metering,
ALINEA [1]. The feed-forward structure allows to antici-
pate the future evolution of the bottleneck density in order
to avoid or reduce traffic breakdowns.
2 FF-ALINEA
For a given on-ramp, the control law for the implementation
of FF-ALINEA is:
r(k+1) = r(k)+KFF(ρˆ(k)−ρb(k)) (1)
where r(k) is the ramp metering rate, ρb(k) is the density
measurement collected at a bottleneck downstream of the
controlled on-ramp and KFF is a positive parameter. Unlike









where Lb, LA, and λb are parameters that are based on the
network topology, ρb,c andCb are the critical density and the
capacity of the bottleneck, and Qib(k) and vˆA(k) are the flow
entering the bottleneck and the mean speed upstream the
bottleneck during during a considered period TA. Note that
Qib(k) and vˆA(k) have to be estimated on-line using mea-
surements available from detectors located upstream of the
bottleneck.
The main advantage of FF-ALINEA, compared with pre-
viously proposed controllers such as ALINEA and PI-
ALINEA [2], is that the proposed controller is able to ac-
tivate ramp metering before the bottleneck is congested in
case the flow arriving to the bottleneck is higher than its ca-
pacity.
3 Case study
The proposed controller is tested, for a simple network
that includes one on-ramp located upstream (7 kms) of a
bottleneck and using the macroscopic traffic flow model
METANET [3], for 9 scenarios and the results are compared
with the ones obtained with ALINEA, PI-ALINEA, and
with an optimal controller. The simulations show that FF-
ALINEA is able to approach the optimal behavior, thereby
outperforming ALINEA and PI-ALINEA. Moreover, the re-
sults indicate that FF-ALINEA is quite robust in cases where
different demands are considered, there is a limited number
of available detectors, or there are errors in the estimation of
the capacity and/or the critical density of the bottleneck.
Table 1: Average Total Time Spent (TTS) reduction for the 9 sim-
ulated scenarios
Uncontrolled Optimal ALINEA PI-ALINEA FF-ALINEA
0% -31.8 % -10.3 % -19.4 % -30.6 %
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1 Introduction
During the voyage of the ship, disturbance from the sea is
changeable and frequent, and the ship operation mode is
also changeable. So it is needed to have good controlle for
steam/water loop in large scale ships [1]. Due to the strong
interaction and complexity existing in the steam/water loop
in large scale ships, there is few study about the control for
whole system, and most study is about the control for single
sub-loop in this system. In this paper, a robust proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) autotuning method [2] is presented
and applied to the system. Based on single sine tests for
every sub-loop in the steam/water loop, the controller is
obtained during which the user-defined robustness margins
guaranteed. Its performance is compared against to other
PID autotuners, and results show its superiority.
2 System Description and Methodology
The steam/water loop works as follows. Firstly, the feed wa-
ter is supplied into the boiler after heated in the economizer.
Secondly, due to the higher density of the feed water, it will
flow into the mud drum. Then, after heated in risers under
the burning of the fuel, the feed water turn into saturated
mixture of water and steam. Thirdly, the steam is separated
from the mixture and used in steam turbine. Finally, the used
steam will be condensed, deoxygenated and pumped to the
boiler once again [3]. The main control problems existing
in this system include the following aspects, i) drum water
level control; ii) condensate and deaerator water level con-
trol loop; iii) deaerator and exhaust pipe pressure control.
The purpose of KC autotuner is to move a point B on the
Nyquist curve of process P(jω) to another point A on the
Nyquist curve of the loop L(jω))=P(jω))C(jω)) through the
PID controller indicated by C(jω)). Hence, the system can
have a good dynamic characteristic. The tuning procedure is
summarized as follows. i) Select a frequency ϖ ; ii) Perform
sine tests at frequency on the steam/water sub-loops; iii) De-
fine a forbidden region for robustness in the Nyquist plane
according to the loop modulus margin; iv) For each point on
the region border, calculate PID controller; v) Find the point
where the loop L(jω) is tangent to the forbidden region; vi)
The PID controller from step v) are final.
3 Results and Conclusions
In order to validate the performance of the proposed
method, other PID autotuners such as A˚stro¨m-Ha¨gglund
(AH), Phase Margin (PM) and Kaiser-Rajka (KR) are
designed. According to the results shown in Figure 1, the
steam/water loop obtained an ideal performance in tracking
of system commands, and the proposed autotuning method
obtains better results in all sub-loops.


































































































































Figure 1: System outputs with different PID controllers
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1 Introduction
Distance-based formation control problems have been in-
vestigated in the past decade under the setup where the tar-
get formation is specified by inter-agent distances, and each
agent can measure relative positions or pure distances with
respect to its neighbors. Instead of distances, this study in-
vestigates the angle-based formation control problem which
is motivated by the fact that angle measurements are usually
cheaper, more reliable and accessible than relative position
or distance measurements. Angle information can be eas-
ily obtained by the full-range radar or vision-based camera.
In this study, for triangular formations, the formation con-
trol algorithm using only angle information is designed to
achieve the desired triangle shape.
2 Problem formulation
For a triangular formation in the plane consisting of agent 1,






, i= 1, ...,3 (1)
where pi = [xi,yi]T ∈ R2, and both vi and βi are the control
inputs to be determined. The heading βi is defined counter-
clockwise from agent i’s local xi-direction and always takes
a value from (−pi,pi].
Agent i measures only the bearing φi j ∈ (−pi,pi],∀ j ∈ Ni
counter-clockwise from its local xi-direction to agent j, in
which Ni denotes the set of the neighbors of agent i. αi is
subtended at agent i by two lines passing through respec-




θi, if θi ≤ pi
2pi−θi, otherwise
(2)
with αi ∈ [0,pi], and θi = |φi(i+1) − φi(i−1)| ∈ [0,2pi)
is the angle measured counter-clockwise from the
min(φi(i+1),φi(i−1)) to max(φi(i+1),φi(i−1)) in agent i’s
local coordinate frame.





i ) = 0,∀i= 1,2,3 (3)
where α∗i is the desired angle of agent i.
3 Main result
Note that for each agent i, the angle becomes larger when it
moves towards the inside of the triangle and smaller when
it moves towards the outside of the triangle along the bisec-
tion of ](i− 1)i(i+ 1). Thus, we can design the formation





, i= 1,2,3 (4)
βi =
{
αi/2+min(φi(i+1),φi(i−1)), if θi ≤ pi
αi/2+max(φi(i+1),φi(i−1)), if θi > pi
(5)
where ki is a positive constant.
4 Simulation example
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed formation con-
trol algorithm, we use Matlab/Simulink software to simulate
the formation system.

















Figure 1: The moving trajec-
tories of three agents.













Figure 2: The relative angle
errors of three agents
5 Conclusion
In this study, we use the inside-increasing and outside-
decreasing moving strategy for each agent to realize the tri-
angular formation control using only angle information.
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1 Introduction
In the present work, we consider the problem of moving a
group of 2-D mobile robots towards a desired position while
maintaining a 2-D formation and avoiding obstacles during
the transition period. The problem is motivated by the pos-
sible application of mobile robots in smart manufacturing
or logistic systems where low-cost mobile robots can be de-
ployed to collaboratively carrying out tasks as a group while
guaranteeing safety of the whole group. In literature, the
problem of formation control and obstacle avoidance has
been studied, among many others, in [1, 2] where a decen-
tralized controller is designed based on the use of a navi-
gation function. In this work, we propose a new decentral-
ized controller for solving reaching formation and avoiding
obstacles where we have used a separation principle, i.e.,
the formation control and the obstacle avoidance control are
designed independent of each other and they are linearly
combined. The group motion control is still centralized and
based on the centroid of the formation.
2 Systems description and problem formulation
We consider a group of mobile agents in R2 where each
agent is modeled as a single integrator, pi = ui, i =
1, . . . ,N, with pi and ui denoting respectively the position
and the controlled velocity of agent i. A global coordina-
tor is present which, based on the positions of the individ-
ual agents, can calculate the formation centroid and as such
provide to the agents instructions on how to move towards
a desired position for the centroid. Without loss of gener-
ality, we take the origin as the formation centroid’s desired
position. The agent’s interaction is modeled as a connected
undirected graph. The neighbors of agent i are the agents j
with whom agent i has a direct link with. We consider static
circular obstacles with center pobs and radius Robs. The ob-
stacles are fixed regions in the plane.
3 The safe formation-motion control design
For each of the subtasks for the group and agents (maintain-
ing formation, obstacle avoidance and group motion con-
trol), the control law for each agent i will be of the follow-
ing form ui = uiform + uigroup + uiobs , where uiform is the stan-
dard relative-position based formation control law given by






, where k f is the for-





desired relative displacement between agent i and its neigh-
bor j. The centralized motion controller is a proportional-
integral controller given by
ugroup =−kgroupP pcen− kgroupI γ, γ˙ = pcen (1)
where kgroupP > 0 and kgroupI > 0 are the proportional and
integral gain, respectively, pcen is the formation centroid and
γ is the integrator state. For the obstacle avoidance control,
we introduce a virtual state ζi for each agent which satisfies










0 if ‖pi− p∗‖> Rsafe + ε
−kvirζi if Rsafe < ‖pi− p∗‖< Rsafe + ε
−kvir pi− p∗‖pi− p∗‖4
if ‖pi− p∗‖< Rsafe
.
(2)
The idea for the state variable ζi is to allow the diffusion
of the obstacle control action from the agent i, which is in
close vicinity to the obstacle boundary (given by the term
‖pi− p∗‖), to the other agents. The constants Rsafe and ε
are distances added to the boundary of the circular obstacle.
4 Simulation results
Figure 1 shows the simulation results of a group of three
agents whose centroid has to go to the origin while the group
has to maintain a formation and avoid obstacle that is given
by a circle.

















Figure 1: Simulation result of 3 agent formation transitioning
from initial position to the final desired position.
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A wide range of real world problems can be modeled as
Multi Agent Systems (MAS): scheduling problems [1], mo-
bile sensor team cooperation [2], coordination of emergency
responders and robots such as RoboCup Rescue. The main
challenge of MAS is to coordinate their actions by a dis-
tributed process, since centralized coordination would be-
come intractable for large number of agents or variables.
In this paper a Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem
(DCOP) framework is proposed to represent variables with
continuous domains. Additionally, an iterative any-time al-
gorithm based on Distributed Pseudo tree Optimization Pro-
cedure (DPOP) is presented.
2 Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems for
continuous domains
A DCOP is typically represented as a constraint graph,
where nodes represent the variables of the problem, and
edges represent a constraint or utility relation between the
variables. The agents coordinate their actions by exchang-
ing utility messages between neighbors. Neighbors are de-
fined as agents connected by edges. The utility values rep-
resent the difference in cost and benefits of the actions for
the individual agents. DCOP defines control variables with
finite discrete domains, which limits the use for problems
with continuous variables. The continuous domains can be
transformed into discrete domains by sampling the domains
of the continuous variables with a desired resolution. How-
ever, this would result in a rapid growth in the computational
complexity to solve the DCOP. The complexity growth is
due to the exponentially growth of the size of the search
space with respect to the size of the domains and induced
width the graph (number of edges of the nodes). Complex-
ity reduction is done by three predominant methods: reduc-
ing the induced width of the graph, restricting the number of
variables in the messages, limit the growth of the messages
by pruning. In this paper a fourth option is explored that
restricts the number of samples of the continuous domains.
An iterative algorithm (C-DPOP) is developed to sample the
search space effectively based on local optima. After every
iteration all agents have determined their actions, which re-
sults in an any-time property. The proposed restriction strat-
egy is based on the annealing schedule of simulated anneal-
ing. By this, the sampling of the continuous domain is fo-
cused around the optimal value (an area with high utility),
while the compression of the domain iteratively reduces the
exploration (of the area around the found optimum). The
compression of the domain is a key part of the algorithm,
since it refines the solution after every compression step.
3 Sensor coordination problem
A mobile sensor coordination problem is used to explore
the performance and computational requirements of the C-
DPOP algorithm in comparison with DPOP. The problem is
adapted from [2] where a team of mobile sensors with lim-
ited sensing range need to coordinate their positions (start-
ing from random initial positions) in order to minimize the
number of unobserved targets in an area. The problem is ex-
tended for resource constraint (limited memory and limited
computation time) agents that are able to select positions
over continuous domains within a two-dimensional plane.
Here it was found that C-DPOP achieves a higher utility
compared to DPOP with uniform domain sampling. Equal
utility could be achieved while using less resources (time,
memory) by sampling the parts of the domains more thor-
oughly in areas of higher utility.
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In many applications of cyber-physical systems (CPS), con-
trol loops are closed over shared communication networks.
Designing the controller and the communication protocol
separately typically results in a conservative design in terms
of closed-loop specifications and in an inefficiency use of
communication resources. However, the performance of the
control loop is highly affected by the communication qual-
ity and the transmission rate of the feedback data. There-
fore, a resource-aware design approach should be pursued in
order to maximize control performance with respect to the
communication resource constraints. Moreover, bandwidth
limitations and network deficiencies, such as data drop-out
and collision, are some of the main constraints in the exist-
ing communication channels. Therefore, designing control
and scheduling strategies by taking these constraints into ac-
count can highly enhance the control performance.
One of the promising directions to tackle the bandwidth
limitation is to replace the time-triggered transmission
paradigm with the event-triggered transmission paradigm.
In the event-triggering strategy, every network user trans-
mits only when there is a significant change in the value
of its data. Moreover, it is fairly well-known that there are
some event-triggered strategies which can outperform time-
triggered strategies. On the other hand, when applied in the
context of shared networks, event-triggered control is more
prone to data collisions, as opposed to time-triggered (peri-
odic) strategies, associated with protocols such as time divi-
sion multiplexing (TDMA). Motivated by this, in this work
we consider the effects of data collision on the stability and
the performance of the event-triggered controllers. In par-
ticular we are interested in understanding if in this setting
these can still outperform periodic control.
II. Problem definition
We consider several LTI systems which are physically de-
coupled. They utilize a shared communication channel to
have a sensor-controller communication. This structure is
shown in Fig. 1 for illustration. The arbitration mechanism
of the communication channel is assumed to be random and
based on the slotted ALOHA protocol in which every trans-
mission duration is equal to one slot size. In case two or
Figure 1: Decentralized Event-triggering control loops with
the shared communication channel
more schedulers try to transmit in one transmission slot, a
collision will occur and none of the colliding data is received
successfully which will degrade the performance of the con-
trol loops. In this work the goal is to compare the control
performance of the decentralized stochastic based trigger-
ing policies. More specifically, we want to compare the
control performance of the purely stochastic and the state-
based stochastic triggering policies as we take into account
the effect of the data collision.
Our analysis shows the better control performance of the
state-based stochastic triggering policy compared with the
one for the purely stochastic triggering policy with the same
transmission rate. However, for running the state-based
stochastic triggering policy, the scheduler is in need of an
acknowledgment from the controller when the data is re-
ceived successfully. This condition is necessary for keeping
the separation property of the controller and the estimator
which will result in an optimal LQG controller to be a linear
function of the estimated state [1]. Moreover, we come up
with the stability criteria for the stochastic based triggering
policies when they are sharing a common communication
channel operating based on the slotted ALOHA protocol.
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The issue of formation control for mobile vehi-
cles/robots has become a popular topic in the con-
trol community due its wide applications. There
are many tasks that a vehicle can not accomplish
alone due to limitations in sensors, actuators,
costs, etc, thus cooperating as a team enhances the
system’s performance. One of the basic missions
assigned to mobile vehicles is following a given
trajectory [1], [2]. Inspired from the nature, other
cooperative activities such as rendezvous and for-
mation can be assigned for multi vehicle systems,
MVSs. One of the common activities done by
groups in nature is swarming, which is the gather-
ing/traveling of animals in large numbers such as
flocking birds or schooling fishes. Swarming can
be defined as the coordination of MVSs where
interaction between the robots and environment
takes place in order to obtain a desired collective
behaviour [3], and a specific type of swarming
named as formation is defined when the vehicles
endeavour to keep a geometric pattern, which
is usually defined in advanced. In order for the
vehicles to be able to keep the pattern, each agent
should have access to its neighbours information.
Since MVSs are physical entities with commu-
nication and computation capabilities, they are
considered as a class of cyber physical systems,
hence the possibility of cyber attacks should be
considered, which is the issue addressed here.
In this work a group of vehicles with iden-
tical dynamics are considered. The vehicles are
assumed to have a second order model and the






Fig. 1: Leader- follower structure
vehicles are required to accomplish a given mis-
sion, such as following a trajectory, while keeping
a desired inter-vehicle formation pattern. A leader
follower formation structure is an example for this
where one of the vehicles is the leader and the rest
are followers and the vehicles are required to keep
a V formation where the leader is considered to be
the front vehicle at the peak of the V and each fol-
lower can only communicate with its front vehicle,
as shown in Figure.1. The MVS considered in this
work is subjected to communication attacks and
the aim is to design a detection scheme in such
way that the system is able to keep the desired
formation despite the occurrence of the attacks.
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1 Abstract
A wave energy converter (WEC) is a device that converts
(oceanic) wave energy into other types of energy, such as,
electrical energy as in most WEC systems or potential en-
ergy as in the Ocean Grazer (OG) WEC. This particular
WEC consists of an array of floating elements attached
to individual pumping systems that in turn circulate fluid
from a lower to an upper reservoir. In our previous work
in [Barradas, et.al.(2017)], the OG-WEC was described as
a single floater-piston-pump in the port-Hamiltonian (pH)
framework [Maschke & van der Schaft(1992)] by consider-
ing a mechanical system representing the wave-structure,
coupled to a hydraulic system representing the reservoirs.
However, the hydrodynamic couplings were not included,
which are important elements when considering an array of
floater-piston-pump systems as in the OG-WEC.
This work casts the well-known Cummins’ equation
[Cummins(1962)] for the single floater case in the pH frame-
work together with a simplified pumping force, i.e., corre-
sponding to a linear power take off (PTO) system. Subse-
quently, the pH Cummins’ equation is extended to the multi-
floater case, providing some insights on the passivity and
radiation energy properties of the system. Accordingly, the
Cummins’ equation for a single floating element with a sim-






ϕ(t− τ)q˙(τ)dτ+ fpto(t)+ fb(t)= fex(t),
(1)
where m is the mass of the floating body, fex(t) is the exci-
tation force, fb is the restoring (or buoyancy) force, fpto =
kptoq(t)+bptoq˙(t) corresponds to the (linear) PTO force, and
the radiation terms (in the radiation force fr) are character-
ized by the added mass m∞ and the convolution kernel ϕ .
f 
r
mq+ f + f   = f  + f
b       pto       ex       r
..
f =-m   u -     u
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Figure 1: Single floater interconnection with the radiation force.
The system in (1) can be regarded as the negative intercon-
nection of a passive mechanical system Σ1 and a radiation
system Σ2 as shown in Figure 1 with ur = q˙ and yr = fr.
One can show that Σ2 is also passive and thus, the whole
wave-structure system for a single floater is passive with re-
spect to the supply rate q˙ fex.
In order to extend (1) to the multi-floater case, the radiation
interactions between floaters need to be considered (in the
heaving direction here); this is sketched in Figure 2. More
concisely, we show the passivity of each individual radiation
system does not guarantee passivity of the complete system,
i.e., the passivity of each radiation system does not guaran-
tee passivity of the complete system. In this work we pro-
vide: i) the formulation of a WEC array in the pH framework
for the heaving direction, ii) the energy interpretation of the
body-to-body radiation terms, and iii) the validation against






























Figure 2: Multi-floater system diagram (the aggregated radiation
forces on each floater are given by Fri for i= 1, . . . ,n).
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Figure 1: Measured steady-state input-output maps of the system
Σ in Figure 2, for constant engine speed and load.
The objective in control of Diesel engines is to deliver
power, while satisfying emission (in particular NOx) con-
straints set by legislation, with a minimal brake specific fuel
consumption (BSFC). However, there exists a NOx-BSFC
trade-off. The considered engine has a control system which
enables tracking of four reference signals: rIMEPn and rNOx ,
related to power and NOx emission, respectively, and rCA50
and rdp, which influence the NOx-BSFC trade-off. CA50 is
a combustion phasing parameter and dp is the pressure dif-
ference between the engine intake and exhaust manifolds.
Approach
Due to production tolerances, fouling, aging or changing
ambient conditions, the optimal values of rCA50 and rdp
are unknown. Therefore, we apply extremum-seeking (ES)
(adaptive optimization) to optimize BSFC, by adjusting
rCA50 and rdp with a delta: ∆ = [∆rCA50 ∆rdp ]
>. In Figure 1,
measured steady-state maps are depicted of an online im-
plementable BSFC-equivalent cost function output J, NOx
tracking constraint hNOx ≤ 0, and exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR) actuator constraint hEGR ≤ 0, as a function of ∆. The
optimization input ∆ is perturbed with a (sinusoidal) dither
signal d ∈ R2×1, see Figure 2, such that the gradients of J,
hEGR, and hNOx can be estimated. Gradient g˜ is a weighted
combination of the gradient estimates g˜J , g˜hEGR , and g˜hNOx ,
obtained as a function of hEGR and hNOx . Subsequently, g˜ is
used in gradient descent optimization. This constraint han-
dling approach is adopted from [1].
−c1 1s−c2 1s
g˜ = [g˜1 g˜2]












Figure 2: Extremum-seeking (ES) schematics. Signals in R2×1
indicated by thick arrows, scalar signals by thin arrows.




















































1 BSFC, ∆0 = [−2 5]
BSFCMA, TMA = 25
Figure 3: ES inputs ∆rCA50 , ∆rdp , cost J and BSFC saving ∆BSFC,
and their moving averages JMA, ∆BSFCMA .
Results
Figure 3 depicts measurement results obtained on an Euro
VI engine, operating at the same constant speed and load
as for the results in Figure 1. To emphasize the function-
ality of the ES method, an offset initial condition is used:
∆0 = ∆(0) = [−2 5]. For this measurement, the optimum is
constrained in the ∆rdp direction. Clearly the decrease of J
corresponds to a decrease of the BSFC. In [2], the ES con-
troller is presented in more detail, and additional measure-
ment results are provided.
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1 Introduction
The use of cost-effective hardware components in high-
precision positioning systems yield economic benefits, but
induces nonlinearities such as backlash, hysteresis and fric-
tion. It is therefore essential to develop control strategies
that are able to deal with these effects. In this work, a reset
integral control technique is proposed to improve settling of
systems with friction.
A PID-controlled motion system subject to Coulomb
and viscous friction may suffer from long settling times due
to the depletion and refilling of the integrator buffer upon
overshoot, see the top and middle plot in Fig. 1 (grey, dashed
line). We propose a particular reset of the integrator to cir-
cumvent a large part of this process to significantly decrease
settling times.
2 Reset integrator




 z2−FsSign(z2)− kp(z1− r)− kdz2− kiz3
z1− r
 , (1)
with z1 the position, z2 the velocity, and z3 the state of the in-
tegrator, respectively. The constant setpoint is denoted by r,
and Sign denotes the set-valued signum function. We apply





 −ki(z1− r)−kp(z1− r)− kiz3
z2
 , (2)
such that the closed-loop dynamics in (1) can be written asσ˙φ˙
v˙
 ∈
 −kivσ − kpv
φ −FsSign(v)− kdv
 . (3)
Note that σ is a generalized position, and φ is the controller
state which contains both the proportional and the integral
control action. To reduce the length of the stick periods, see
Fig. 1, and decrease settling times accordingly, the conroller
state φ is reset when the system 1) overshoots the setpoint,
and 2) enters a stick phase, i.e.,
φ+ =−φ , when ξ ∈ {ξ ∈ R3 | φσ ≤ 0, φv≤ 0}. (4)
This particular reset of the controller state φ coincides with
a (practically implementable) reset of the integrator state z3





A formal stability analysis using a recently developed
discontinuous Lyapunov function (see [1]) is performed and
it is proven that the position z1 asymptotically converges to
the setpoint r, see [2].
3 Illustrative example
A numerical time-stepping simulation on system (1), in-
cluding reset law (4),(5), is performed to correctly deal with
the set-valued nature of the dynamics. The position response
and control effort for simulations with a classical PID con-
troller, and the proposed reset controller are presented in
Fig. 1. The reset controlled system achieves a significant re-
duction in settling time by circumventing the depletion and
refilling process of the integral buffer.












Fig. 1: Position response (top), zoomed view (middle), and corresponding
control force (bottom).
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1 Introduction
MATLAB SimScape is a popular equation-based modeling
tool, embedded in MATLAB Simulink. While the model
and its first order sensitivities can be evaluated numerically
within MATLAB or externally via an API, there is no auto-
mated way to export the resulting equations themselves.
This abstract presents an open-source tool1, that extracts
equations from SimScape models. The tool supports para-
metric, time-dependent, time-delayed, nonlinear models,
even with if-tests, but not models with a finite state-machine
involved (such as the clutch component).
The output is a set of differential algebraic equations (DAE):{
x˙(t) = f (t,x(t),z(t),u(t), p,w(t))
0 = g(t,x(t),z(t),u(t), p,w(t))
(1)
with t time, x the state vector, z the algebraic variables, u the




W (t−T,x(t−T ),u(t−T ), p) t ≥ T
0 t < T
(2)
Besides symbolic descriptions of f ,g, and W , the tool pro-
vides meta-data for the variables (names).
2 Design
The tool, still in alpha stage, involves four steps:
1. C-code generation is performed on the Simulink
model.
2. The SimScape part of the C code is parsed.
3. A MATLAB class that implements f ,g, and W using
CasADi [1] symbols is created.
4. The index of the DAE is optionally reduced with the
help of the MATLAB’s Symbolic Toolbox.
3 Example
Figure 1 provides a SimScape model view on a driveline
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Figure 3: Model error
performing motions induced by a torque source.
A numerical validity check was performed. Figure 2 shows
a forward simulation of the original SimScape model, inte-
grated with implicit Euler steps by Simulink. Figure 3 shows
the error between an evaluation of the extracted model ODE
right-hand side f on the simulation trajectory and finite dif-
ferences on the SimScape model trajectory.
Using the extracted model, dynamic optimization can read-
ily be performed efficiently using algorithmic differentia-
tion, and without the need for Simulink/SimScape.
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1 Introduction
Directional drilling allows for the drilling of boreholes with
complex shapes, which are needed to reach unconventional
reservoirs of oil, gas and mineral resources. Figure 1 shows
a sketch of a directional drilling system. The drillstring is
a hollow slender pipe with most of it is in tension under
its own weight, except for the bottom hole assembly (BHA),
which is in compression. The BHA contains several stabiliz-
ers ensuring centering of the BHA inside the borehole, a bit
penetrating the rock formation and a rotary steerable system
(RSS), being a robotic actuator, steering the BHA. In prac-
tice, directional drilling often results in spiraled boreholes,
see Figure 2 for an illustration. These are unwanted self-
excited oscillations in the borehole geometry which nega-
tively influence the drilling process and the borehole quality.
2 Problem Setting & Approach
The previously developed borehole propagation model
(BPM) in [1] describes the onset of borehole spiraling
through a local stability analysis. However, it is insufficient
to predict steady-state borehole spiraling (non-local limit-
cycling). In this work, we aim to capture and understand
the borehole spiraling phenomenon by extending the current
BPM with two essential nonlinearities and analyzing the re-
sulting global dynamics. The first nonlinearity deals with
stabilizers that are smaller in diameter than the borehole,
and therefore experience unilateral contact with the bore-
hole walls. The second nonlinearity involves a saturation
on the bit tilt, where the bit tilt is defined as the orientation
difference between the bit and the borehole at the bit.
3 Results
A BPM, incorporating the two aforementioned nonlinear-
ities, is derived for planar (two-dimensional) directional
drilling processes [2]. The model can be classified as a delay
complementarity system [3]. The delay nature of the result-
ing model stems from the delayed influence of the borehole
geometry on the deformation of the BHA. Complementarity
relations are used to describe the unilateral contact of non-
ideal stabilizers with the borehole walls and to encompass
the saturation on the bit tilt.
Analysis on this model reveals that a particular parameter
group controls both the directional capabilities as well as
the stability of the responses of directional drilling systems.
This group consists of properties of the BHA, the bit and the
rock formation. Numerical simulations show the emergence
of limit cycles under certain conditions. These limit cycles
specimen
Figure 1: Overview of a directional drilling system.
Figure 2: Illustration of borehole spiraling and borehole rippling.
represent borehole rippling, which is a planar equivalent of
borehole spiraling. The resulting model thus provides valu-
able insights in the effects causing borehole rippling.
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1 Introduction
Continuously Variable Transmissions (CVTs) are devices
that are able to provide a continuous range of gear ratios for
transmission of power in mechanical systems. Using such
a device in a vehicular driveline would enable the engine to
be operated at it’s optimal efficiency points at all times, re-
ducing fuel consumption. Among several ways of realizing
a CVT, the pushbelt and chain type CVTs have been promi-
nently used in vehicular applications due to their torque ca-
pacity.
Since pushbelt and chain type CVTs are friction-based sys-
tems, their actuation entails a trade-off: while sufficient ac-
tuation (clamping) forces are required to ensure safe opera-
tion, excess clamping forces would result in inefficient oper-
ation. Early works on CVT control employed conservative
strategies for clamping. In later works, the clamping strate-
gies have received increased attention. This paper presents
an overview of the works addressing the clamping force con-
trol objective of belt-type CVTs.
2 Clamping force control objective
The ability of a CVT to transmit torque at a certain gear ra-
tio is quantified using the traction coefficient µ . The depen-
dence of µ on the slip ν is illustrated by the traction curve
(Fig. 1) where, the slip is defined as,
ν = 1− rs
rg
(1)
where rs and rg are the speed ratio and the geometric ra-







Figure 1: Traction curve
havior and moreover, damage could be caused due to gross-
slip. Hence, the microslip region is preferred for safe opera-
tion. However, this is maintained by applying relatively high
clamping forces which would in-turn result in higher energy
losses. The clamping force control objective is to minimize
these losses while still ensuring safe functioning of the CVT.
3 Overview of proposed strategies
The minimum clamping force required at either of the pul-





where T is the torque transmitted by the pulley, β and R
are the half-wedge angle and running radius of the pul-
ley, respectively. Conventionally, the set points for applied
clamping forces are generated by adding safety-margins to
Fmin. However, this strategy is conservative since the safety-
margins were deduced accounting for worst-case situations.
To enhance efficiency, advanced clamping strategies are pro-
Clamping using safety-margins




Figure 2: Development of methods for clamping force control
posed for more optimal operation: works such as [1] pro-
pose using feedback of slip for clamping force control. This
enabled more confidence (more robustness) for operation of
the CVT at the optimum (i.e. around the boundary of the mi-
cro and macroslip region). Although such a method showed
good results, it required the use of an additional sensor (to
those present in a conventional CVT) for the measurement
of slip. This could be an infeasible in automotive applica-
tions due to cost considerations. To overcome this limita-
tion, a strategy is proposed such as in [2] which uses the ex-
tremum seeking control (ESC) method. An inherent quality
of this method allows for ”sensor-free” optimization. These
developments are presented in Fig. 2.
4 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, a broad overview of the works on the clamping
force control objective was presented.
The present ESC designs in [2] are evaluated only over the
NEDC driving cycle. For future work, performance of the
designs over more dynamic driving cycles can be analyzed.
Furthermore, advancements made in control theory on the
ESC method can be applied to improve the convergence
times of the present designs.
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1 Introduction
While iterative learning control (ILC) was intensily re-
searched for linear systems, the available approaches will
yield suboptimal performance for nonlinear systems. Cru-
cial knowledge of nonlinear effects is disregarded and non-
linearities might only be captured by an unnecessarily large
uncertainty bound, resulting in a conservative controller de-
sign. A fully generic approach for nonlinear systems was
first presented in [1], where it is shown that norm-optimal
ILC can be interpreted as a two-step procedure: At first
computing an explicit model correction and subsequently in-
verting the corrected system dynamics as shown in Fig. 1.
Within this framework, no restrictions are imposed on the
system structure or its complexity and both steps are formu-
lated as optimization problems, which additionally allows to
consider actuator limits or dynamic constraints.
Figure 1: Illustration of the optimization-based two-step iterative
learning control algorithm
2 ROFALT Sofware
Following the approach of a model-based two-step algo-
rithm, a novel MATLAB tool called ROFALT was recently
introduced [2]. It implements the optimization-based ap-
proach to nonlinear ILC and represents a universal nonlinear
ILC package that is freely available1 and open-source. The
1https://gitlab.mech.kuleuven.be/meco-software/rofalt/
main purpose of its development is to enable a controller
design with just a handful of simple commands, where the
trade-off between convergence speed and robustness can
easily be adjusted. ROFALT accepts arbitrary nonlinear
models and allows profound adaptations, such that specific
objectives and constraints can be taken into account.
3 Application
To explore the capabilities of nonlinear ILC and the ease of
use of ROFALT we consider a simulation case of an over-
head crane. Besides a classical tracking problem with a pre-
defined trajectory we also investigate the iterative learning
of an energy-optimal point-to-point motion. Both paramet-
ric and nonparametric model correction methods are com-
pared. While parametric corrections seem appealing due to
their physical interpretation and independence of the task,
it is shown that they typically result in inferior performance
compared to nonparametric corrections. These in turn rep-
resent a more generic approach and yield low converged er-
rors at the expense of convergence speed and validity only
for the considered task. Furthermore, different strategies to
increase convergence speed and robustness—e.g. unequal
weighting of objective terms, penalizing or constraining cor-
rection updates, etc.—are analysed.
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1 Introduction
Iterative learning control (ILC) for linear systems is well
elaborated by both theoretical proofs and experimental vali-
dations [1]. In case of nonlinear system dynamics, however,
the restriction to linear systems often yields a suboptimal
control performance. The expansion of the idea of ILC to
nonlinear systems was presented in [2]. Following this idea,
[3] introduces a MATLAB toolbox called ROFALT, which
stands for robust and fast learning tool. The main purpose
of this tool is to close the gap between the theory of non-
linear ILC and its application. Although the internal work-
ing of ROFALT meets the requirement of optimality also for
nonlinear systems, a number of issues are still an obstruction
for using it in practice.
1. Safety: The behaviour of learning control can be unpre-
dictable because of model-plant mismatch and nonlinear-
ity of the system. Most applications in industry need guar-
antees for not crossing boundaries, to avoid unsafe situ-
ations or damage. The lack hereof is a major cause of
distrust in learning control.
2. Learning similar tasks: A machine, even if its operation
is repetitive, is mostly intended for customized use for
different configurations or tasks. In order to minimize the
calibration time, fast re-learning or re-using of informa-
tion for similar tasks is required.
3. Computational effort: ROFALT solves non-linear opti-
mization problems, for which the required computational
effort might be too high for basic embedded hardware.
2 Paradigms for learning control in practice
Three paradigms to deal with the application of ILC in prac-
tice are developed. The algorithms are illustrated on an
experimental setup: a non-linear electromechanical slider-
crank system. The control goal is to perform one revolution
of the crank while minimizing the energy consumption. The
problem is subject to a set of constraints on the timing of the
slider displacement.
1. Safe learning offers a robust solution by starting the con-
trol actions with conservative margins, which are grad-
ually decreased as more information about the variation
of the system is learned over the iterations. The applica-
tion of safe learning leads to a balanced tradeoff between
safety (constraint satisfaction) and performance (minimal
energy consumption), when the system is subject to ex-
ogenous disturbances.
2. Shared learning can be applied to simultaneously learn
optimal control actions for a wide range of configurations,
thereby speeding up the calibration process significantly.
The key idea is to employ a multidimensional interpola-
tion algorithm. In Figure 1, it can be seen that the use
of shared learning drastically reduces the amount of itera-
tions required to converge by re-using data from previous
tasks. Every ten iterations, a new task is considered.



















Figure 1: Energy consumption with and without shared learning.
3. Simple learning is the translation of the original full opti-
mization problem into a simplified relation between input
and output parameters, which can be used in an on-line,
rule-based strategy. As such, learning control is possible,
even on lower-level controllers, and is also more in line
with control strategies that are widely used in industry.
Additionally, the use of simple learning can improve the
predictability of the online behaviour.
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1 Abstract
Since its origin more than two decades ago, Passivity-
based control (PBC) has attracted the attention of many re-
searchers and currently, it is one of the most popular con-
troller design techniques for nonlinear systems. The basic
idea of PBC is to design a controller that accomplishes the
control task by rendering the system passive with respect to
a desired energy function and by injecting damping into the
closed-loop system [1]. In general, PBC techniques can be
classified in two main groups, namely,
• The techniques that select the structure of the closed-
loop energy function a priori, and subsequently de-
sign a controller that renders this function non-
increasing with respect to the equilibrium point.
• The techniques that select a desired closed-loop,
where the family of possible energy functions is char-
acterized by a partial differential equation (PDE).
This work is devoted to the stabilization of a particular class
of systems, i.e., the so-called gradient systems, by means
of PBC techniques. These systems are not necessarily pas-
sive, therefore, a first step towards our goal is to establish the
conditions under which a gradient system has the aforemen-
tioned property, and thus explore the applicability of differ-
ent PBC techniques.
In local coordinates x for some n−dimensional state space
manifoldX , the dynamics of a gradient system is given by1
[2]
G(x)x˙=−∇P(x)+∇h(x)u, (1)
where u ∈ Rm is the input vector, the matrix G(x) = G⊤(x)
is invertible and h :X → Rm, P :X → R are the poten-
tial functions. Accordingly, in order to design a PBC that
stabilizes2 system (1), we adopt two different approaches:
• We identify under which conditions system (1) de-
fines a passive mapping from u to a passive output
y ∈ Rm. Moreover, when this passivity condition is
fulfilled, there exists a storage function S : X → R
satisfying the so-called passive inequality given by
S˙≤ u⊤y.
1where ∇P(x) = [ ∂P(x)∂x1 , · · · ,
∂P(x)
∂xn ]
⊤ and ∇h(x) denotes the Jacobian
matrix.
2at a desired equilibrium point.
Therefore, we propose a control law such that the








where the gains KI ,KD are constant, symmetric and
positive definite matrices of appropiate dimension,
κ ∈ Rm is a free constant vector and γ : X → Rm
satisfies γ˙ = y. In this case, if the desired equilibrium
is an isolated minimum of Sd(x), then we can claim
stability of the equilibrium point [3].
• We obviate the passivity condition over system (1),
but alternatively we impose a desired structure to the
closed-loop system of the form
Gd(x)x˙=−∇Pd(x)
such that Gd(x) = G⊤d (x) is invertible, Pd :X → R
is the desired potential function and there exists a
closed-loop storage function Sd :X → R satisfying
S˙d ≤ 0, argmin{Sd}= x∗,
where x∗ ∈X denotes the desired equilibrium.
In both cases, the closed-loop storage function Sd(x) qual-
ifies as a Lyapunov function and a further analysis is car-
ried out to determine asymptotic stability of the equilibrium
point.
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1 Introduction
Based on recent advances in contraction methods in sys-
tems and control, we propose the virtual differential passiv-
ity based control (v-dPBC) technique. This is a constructive
method that combines the concept of virtual systems and of
differential passivity. The method is used to solve the track-
ing problem in mechanical port-Hamiltonian systems.
2 Differential passivity and virtual systems
Let Σ be a control system with state space X of dimension
N and affine in the input u ∈ U ,
Σu ∶ { x˙ = f (x)+∑ni=1 gi(x)ui,y = h(x), y ∈Y. (1)
Definition 1 A prolonged system of (1) corresponds to the
system ΣδΣuu formed by Σu and is variational system
δΣu ∶ { δ x˙ = ∂ f∂x (x)δx+∑ni=1 ui ∂gi∂x (x)δxi+∑ni=1 gi(x)δui,δy = ∂h∂x (x)δx,
(2)
with (u,δu) ∈ TU , (x,δx) ∈ TX , and (y,δy) ∈ TY .
The standard definition of passivity of system (1) is naturally
extended to the context of differential Lyapunov framework
for contraction analysis ([2]) in the following definition.
Definition 2 ([1]) Consider system ΣδΣuu . If there exist a dif-
ferential storage function W ∶ TX →R≥0 satisfying
dW
dt
(x,δx) ≤ δy⊺δu, (3)
for all x,δx,u,δu. Then, system Σu is differentially passive.
By means of the so-called virtual control systems, the con-
cept of differential passivity can be generalized. To this end,
consider the following definitions.
Definition 3 ([3]) A virtual control system for system (1), in
the state xv ∈X and output yv ∈Y , is defined as the system
x˙v = Γv(xv,x,u),
yv = hv(xv,x), (4)
parametrized by x ∈ X , with hv ∶ X ×X ×R≥0 → Y and Γ ∶X ×X ×U ×R≥0→ TX satisfying
Γ(x,x,u)v = f (x)+G(x)u,
hv(x,x) = h(x), ∀u,∀t ≥ t0. (5)
It follows that any solution x(t) of (1), for a certain input
u ∈U , generates a solution xv(t) to system (4). However. not
every solution xv(t), corresponds to a solution of the actual
system (2). Thus, for any curve x(t), we may consider the
time-varying system with state xv.
Definition 4 ([4]) If system (4) is differentially passive.
Then, system (1) is said to be virtually differentially passive.
3 Virtual differential passivity based control
We can now introduce the v-dPBC technique. The design
method is divided in three main steps:
1. Design the virtual control system (4) for system (1).
2. Design the feedback u = η(xv,x,t)+ω for (4) such
that the closed-loop virtual system is differentially
passive for the input-output pair (δyv,δω) and has
a desired trajectory xd(t) as steady-state solution.
3. Define the controller for system (1) as u = η(x,x,t).
Then all closed-loop system trajectories will converge to
xd(t), when the external input ω = 0.
4 Tracking in mechanical pH systems
With above methodology, the trajectory tracking problem is
solved as in [4] using a virtual mechanical system.
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1 Introduction
An important feature of dynamical systems is the con-
traction of the trajectories in the projective space: given a
discrete-time dynamical system x(t + 1) = f (x(t)), under
what conditions do two trajectories x(t) ∈ Rn and y(t) ∈
Rn satisfy limt→∞ ‖xˆ(t)− yˆ(t)‖ = 0, where vˆ = v/‖v‖ (pro-
jection on the unit ball)? The question of projective con-
traction of the trajectories is important for applications
where one is more interested in the orientation of x(t) al-
ong the trajectories of the systems than by the value (or the
norm) of x(t) itself: e.g., cooperative and competitive sys-
tems, attitude control systems, and modeling and control of
chemistry and biological systems (see [1], [2] and references
therein).
For LTI systems x(t+ 1) = Ax(t), projective contraction is
well understood. Geometrically speaking, projective con-
traction is a synonym of cone invariance, and conditions are
known to go from cone invariance to projective contraction.
This is the essence of Perron-Frobenius theory.
This work is a continuation of [3], where the notion of path-
complete positivity for switching systems is introduced. In
a nutshell, a switching linear system1 x(t + 1) = Aσx(t)
is path-complete positive with respect to the set of cones
{K1, . . . ,KM} if for every finite word σ1σ2 . . .σ` ∈Σ∗, there
exists a sequence i1i2 . . . i`i`+1 such that Aσk(Kik \ {0}) ⊆
intKik+1 for every 1 ≤ k ≤ ` (see Figure 1 for an illustra-
tion). It is also proved that path-complete positivity is a suf-
ficient condition for the switching system to be contracting
in the projective space.
Next to this, the authors propose an algorithm to compute
a common contracting cone K for the family {Aσ} (i.e.,
{Aσ} is path-complete positive for {K }) or conclude that
no such cone exists. The algorithm relies on two assump-
tions: the set {Aσ} must be irreducible, meaning that there
exists no non-trivial linear subspace that is invariant for each
Aσ ; and each Aσ must be invertible.
2 Our contribution
In the present work, we show how to relax the second as-
sumption (invertibility) in the algorithm of [3]. Therefore,
1A switching system is defined by a finite set of matrices {Aσ : Rn →
Rn} where the index σ belongs to the finite set Σ. At each discrete time













Figure 1: If A1 and A2 are linear operators that map the cones
K1 and K2 as shown on the figure above, then the
switching linear system defined by {A1,A2} is path-
complete positive w.r.t. the set of cones {K1,K2}.
we introduce a relaxation of the contractiveness property of
a cone: a cone is pseudocontracting for the family {Aσ} if
Aσ (K \{0})⊆ ri(K ∩Hσ ) (relative interior ofK ∩Hσ )
whereHσ = Im(Aσ ). We show that the existence of a pseu-
docontracting cone or a path-complete pseudocontracting
set of cones is sufficient to guarantee the projective con-
traction of the trajectories of the switching system. We show
how the algorithm of [3] can be modified to compute pseu-
docontracting cones (or conclude that no such cone exists),
dropping the assumption that {Aσ} contains only invertible
matrices, and thus allowing to deal with more general swit-
ching linear systems.
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1 Introduction
Trajectory tracking for nonlinear systems is one of the most
important research topics in control and system theory. Pre-
vious results mainly focus on nonlinear systems of particular
form, for example, chains of integrators, or strict-feedback
systems. In order to enrich the existing results on nonlinear
trajectory tracking, we study a class of nonlinear systems
that are not required to be in certain form, but instead, we
assume that they possess the property of incremental passiv-
ity [1]. This is an extension of the conventional passivity
concept and it describes the incremental stability of systems
with respect to its input-output relation.
In this work, the incremental passivity of the studied sys-
tem is specified by a condition given in [2]. It is shown
that for this class of nonlinear systems, the error dynamics
with respect to a desired trajectory can be obtained formulat-
ed in port-Hamiltonian form, which facilitates the tracking
control design. A tracking controller is first developed in
the case that both the desired trajectory and its velocity are
known. Next, the robust tracking problem is studied when
the velocity of the desired trajectory is unknown. An ap-
pealing feature of both methods is that they do not rely on
nonlinearity cancellation, or on high-gain feedback.
2 Problem Formulation
Consider the following nonautonomous nonlinear system
x˙= f (x, t)+Gu (1)
where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm, and n > m. The mapping f : Rn×
R+→ Rn is continuous in t and C1 in x, and G ∈ Rn×m is a
constant matrix of full rank.
Assume that xd(t) ∈ Rn is a desired trajectory for (1). As a
necessary condition, xd(t) should be a solution of (1), which
means that there exists ud(t) such that
x˙d = f (xd , t)+Gud(t). (2)
The incremental passivity of (1) is ensured by the following
assumption.
Assumption 1: For system (1), there exists a constant sym-







(x, t)≤ 0. (3)
Throughout the work, it is assumed that G and P are known.
The control objective is to design a state-feedback law for
system (1) to asymptotically track the desired trajectory
xd(t) with/without the information of ud(t). Note from (2)
that the unknown ud(t) results in the fact that x˙d is unknown,
which is usually the case in applications.
3 Main results
We present two state feedback tracking controllers (a con-
tinuous and a discontinuous one) for (1) such that a desired
trajectory xd with unknown velocity, i.e., x˙d , can be asymp-
totically tracked. The continuous controller requires extra
information of f (x, t) and utilizes a dynamic state-feedback
method which is related to an online estimation for x˙d . As
a static state-feedback law, the discontinuous controller is
based on the sliding mode method. In both cases, some mild
assumptions are made regarding the boundedness of the de-
sired trajectory. The asymptotic tracking result is guaranteed
by a zero-state detectability condition [3]. Furthermore, the
proposed methods are validated on a nonlinear spring-mass-
damper system.
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1 Background
In high-tech machinery, changes in thermoelasticity of ma-
terials and components are often an undesirable side effect
which is due to the operation of the machine. This is es-
pecially important for optical lithography equipment, where
accuracies in the order of nanometers are required to meet
customer demands. In the optical lithography process, a
wafer is exposed by a light-source that images a chip pat-
tern onto it. The light used for the exposure adds a signif-
icant thermal load to the wafer which causes it to heat up.
This effect, called wafer heating, ultimately results in de-
formations of the wafer which reduce performance of the
lithography tool in terms of properties as overlay and focus
[1][2]. With increasing source powers and performance re-
quirements for next generation lithography tools, this effect
is becoming ever more important.
2 Problem description
In this presentation we consider the modeling and control of
the thermal induced deformations of a cross-section of the
wafer, which is modeled as a beam. The control inputs are
forces, in- and out-of-plane, supplied by a high number of
actuators which are located below the beam. The complex-
ity of this problem mainly lies in the spatio-temporal nature
of the heat load and area of interest (AOI), which in this case
are equal. In the lithography process, only a small section
of the wafer is exposed at any given time and only deforma-
tions in this AOI need to be minimal. Additionally, the high
number of control inputs further increases complexity.
3 Wafer Heating Model
For prediction of the induced deformations, quasi-stationary
thermoelasticity is considered. This is a valid simplification,
as the difference in time scales of both processes, thermal










This model is then solved using the finite element method
(FEM) to give accurate temperature and deformation pro-
files.
4 Localized Feedforward Control
The control objective is to compute the optimal actuator
forces Fact(x, t), which minimize the worst case deforma-
tions of the wafer in the AOI, as a result of thermal induced
deformations dth(x, t) This is achieved by the proposed con-
troller using indicator functions to localize the problem to
the AOI and relevant actuators. The effect each actuator has
on the deformations of the beam is stored in S(x, t). Relevant
actuators are then those which have an effect in the AOI.
This way a distributed controller is created which reduces
the computational complexity of the problem significantly.




‖β (t)(dth(x, t)+S(x, t)Fact(x, t))‖∞
s.t. Fmin ≤ Fact(x, t)≤ Fmax,
pointwise in time, to determine optimal actuator forces in
x- and y-direction which are then applied in feedforward.
Solving this problem over the length of the beam, gives the
results shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Relative improvement of the ∞-norm when optimizing
deformations in x- and y-direction simultaneously.
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1 Introduction
Last year August marked the 10 year anniversary of the birth
of the control for nuclear fusion programme in the Nether-
lands. The control program was set-up as a collaboration
between the Control Systems Technology group at the Eind-
hoven University of Technology and the FOM institute for
plasma physics (now DIFFER). This presentation gives an
overview of the results achieved in the past 10 years and a
vision on the control programme for the coming years.
2 What is nuclear fusion?
In a nuclear fusion reactor (see Fig. 1) hydrogen isotopes
are fused to produce helium and a neutron. This reaction
runs at temperatures in excess of 150 million Kelvin as a
consequence of which the hydrogen atoms are ionised. The
ionised fuel is confined using magnetic fields. The mag-
netically confined fuel (a.k.a. the plasma) is unstable due
to magnetohydrodynamic instabilities and underperforming
due to turbulent transport of heat and particles.
Fig. 1: Interior of the Joint European Tokamak (JET) currently the
largest fusion device operated in the world (source: EUROfusion)
3 Control challenges
Active control is used to shape and position the plasma col-
umn, to improve the performance of the plasma (that is to
suppress the turbulent transport), and the stability of the
plasma (that is to actively reject the magnetohydrodynamic
instabilities). For this purpose a novel control system is de-
veloped known as the in-line electron cyclotron emission
system, which allows simultaneously measuring and actu-
ation of magnetohydrodynamic instabilities. This system is
shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the exhaust of heat and particles
must be controlled to a level that is tolerable for the first wall
of the reactor. In this presentation, I will first introduce nu-
clear fusion and discuss the main device for the confinement
of nuclear fusion plasmas, the tokamak. Then I will intro-
duce the MHD stability and turbulent transport of heat and
particles. Finally, I will show in some detail the design of
novel sensors, models, and actuators for these control tasks.
Fig. 2: Schematic overview of the in-line electron cyclotron
emission - electron cyclotron resonance heating control system.
The yellow beam gives the measurement signal of a few nanowatts,
whereas the red beam is the microwave heating of one megawatt.
The ’Notch filter’ blocks the stray radiation such that both the
actuation and the measurement can be performed using the same
path. In other words, microwave radiation is deposited at the same
location as it is being measured.
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1 Introduction
The use of rigorous process models for process design and
optimization in an offline way has been well established [2].
The use of such models for online model-based operation
is still very limited. Most industrial chemical processes are
operated at steady-state using a linear time-invariant (LTI)
model, linearizing it around a particular operating point.
However, this particular implementation is not flexible if
a set point change is required during the operation, and it
cannot handle changes in the chemical kinetics nonlinear
behavior. This paper addresses the transformation of the
general nonlinear model of a continuous stirred-tank reac-
tor (CSTR) to a linear parameter-varying (LPV) representa-
tion, and presents a brief example using a linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) to control concentrations of the species and
process temperature.
2 Approach
Consider the mole and energy balance equations for a homo-
geneous reactive system with S species, R independent re-








V (t)N⊤r(t) +XinFin(t)− θ(t)n(t)
Fin(t)α(t) − θ(t)T (t)− β(t)V (t)r(t) + γ(t)Qin
]
(1)










and initial conditions n(0) = n0 and T (0) =
T0
where Tin and T are the inlet and mixture temperature,
∆H◦f is the vector of standard heat of formation; Qin is the
heat duty, Cpin and Cpmix are the inlet and mixture heat
capacity, respectively; n is the vector of moles, V is the re-
action mixture volume; r is the reaction kinetics vector; Fin
and Fout are the inlet and outlet mass flows; m is the react-
ing mixture mass;N is the stoichiometric coefficient matrix
andXin is the inlet composition matrix.
We can apply a linear diffeomorphism T (see [1] for details)
 xrxin
λ
 = T n⇒

x˙r(t) = V r(t)− θ(t)xr(t), xr(0) = 0
x˙in(t) = Fin(t)− θ(t)xin(t), xin(0) = 0
λ˙(t) = −θ(t)λ(t), λ(0) = 1
(2)
The research leading to these results has been done in a cooperation
with the Institute for Sustainable Process Technology (ISPT) within the
scope of the INSPEC project.
where xr is the extent of reaction , xin is the extent of inlet
and inlet invariants and λ is the initial conditions discounting
factor.
Let us define a new variable xT and its x˙T 1 as:
xT (t) = βxr + T (3a)
x˙T (t) = βx˙r + T˙ (3b)
Substituting the expressions of x˙r, T˙ and xT in (3b)
x˙T (t) = −θ(t)xT + α(t)Fin(t) + γ(t)Qin, xT (0) = xT0 (4)
Using (2) and (4) a linear parame-
ter varying model can be developed
ξ˙ = A(θ)ξ + B(α, γ)u
y = Cξ (5)
where ξ⊤ = [x⊤in λ
⊤ x⊤T ], and u
⊤ = [F⊤in Q
⊤
in]
3 Linear Quadratic Regulator
Assuming the reactionA+B −−⇀↽− C+D, and for fixed initial
conditions n0 and T0, we want to steer the concentrations of
reactants A and B to different set points and regulate the
reactor temperature. Selecting appropriate weighting ma-
trices Q = diag(102 · Iι+2, 2 × 103 · Iι 7.5 × 102) and
R = diag(15, 15, 1.95× 10−3)
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Figure 1: Controlled variables and control actions
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Figure 2: The simplified thermal system, a 1-D slice of wafer.
1 Introduction
In immersion lithography, a thin layer of water is held in
between the wafer being illuminated and the so-called im-
mersion hood (IH) (Figure 1). During the exposure cycle the
IH moves over the wafer according to a pattern, and a local
cooling effect occurs leading to a non-uniform temperature
distribution in the wafer. To minimize unwanted mechanical
deformations at the wafer surface, it is desired to keep the
temperature as uniform as possible by using heaters.
To study how these heaters should be controlled, the follow-
ing simplified model is considered. A “slice” of the wafer is
modeled as a one-dimensional beam. The beam is split into
M identical elements (Figure 2), and the temperature within
each element is assumed to be uniform. Each element obeys
a differential equation of the form
CT˙i = ce (Ti+1 + Ti−1 − 2Ti)− ciTi + ui, (1)
except for the first and last element, where there is no Ti−1
(resp., Ti+1) and ceTi appears only once. In Equation (1),
C [J/K] is the heat capacity of a single element, ce [W/K]
is the thermal conductance between two elements, ci [W/K]
is the thermal conductance between the i-th element and the
environment, and ui [W] is an external heat flow produced
by a heater located at element i. It is assumed that the water
layer is of the ambient temperature. The movement of the IH
over the wafer is modeled by choosing the conductances ci
time-varying: when the IH is in contact with element i, the
conductance ci is much higher than when there is no contact.
2 LPV modeling and MPC
After temporal discretization of (1), the thermal system can
be modeled by the LPV representation
x(k + 1) = A(θ(k))x(k) +Bu(k) (2)
where the M -dimensional state variable x corresponds to
the temperatures Ti and theM -dimensional scheduling vari-
able θ corresponds to the thermal conductances ci, which
are varying as a function of the IH position. To control (2),
it is proposed to use an “anticipative” tube-based LPV MPC
approach [1]. The system is highly constrained because the
actuators can heat up, but not actively cool down, motivating
the use of MPC. Further, in the considered application, the
IH (and hence, the scheduling variables) follow a trajectory
that is approximately known in advance. An “anticipative”
controller can exploit this future information to possibly im-
prove performance.
3 Outlook
The purpose of this work is to discover if [1] is a viable
control approach for the considered thermal system.
Although the model (1) looks simple, applying LPV MPC
appears to be challenging. A central issue is that [1] requires
an invariant set for the system (2). The state dimension is
equal to M , which must be large in order to obtain an ac-
curate model. Based on physics, it can be deduced that the
M -dimensional hypercube is an invariant set, however its
representation complexity in terms of vertices scales expo-
nentially as 2M . Another challenge arises from the dimen-
sion of the scheduling variable, which also equalsM .
Important questions to be answered are (i) what is the maxi-
malM that can be handled by the proposed control approach,
and (ii) if and how use of the “anticipative” feature can lead
to increased control performance. Obtained results will be
discussed in the presentation.
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1 Introduction
ASML’s photolithography machines project a pattern of
electronic connections onto a silicon wafer. The light used
to project the pattern causes the wafer to heat up and ex-
pand, which leads to a degraded image quality. This thermal
expansion can be reduced by thermal actuators in the sup-
porting structure below the wafer. Since the location where
the pattern is projected moves over the surface of the wa-
fer and actuators are fixed in the supporting structure (see
Figure 1), designing the most effective actuator shapes to
reject the effect of the moving disturbance is not trivial.
moving expose heat load (disturbance)




Figure 1: Fixed thermal actuators in the supporting structure are
used to reduce the effect of the moving expose heat load
2 Thermomechanical model
A Finite Element (FE) model for the temperature field in the
wafer is of the form
Ex˙(t) = Ax(t)+Bd(t)d¯+Bu(t), (1)
where x(t) ∈ Rn is the vector of nodal temperatures, E is
the heat capacity matrix, A is the heat conduction matrix,
Bd(t) describes the moving location of the expose light with
constant intensity d¯ ∈ R, the columns of B describe the lo-
cation of the (fixed) thermal actuators, and u(t) ∈ Rm is the
vector of heat loads applied by each actuator. The displace-
ments resulting from this temperature field are computed by
solving
Kq(t) = Lx(t), (2)
where q(t) is the vector of nodal displacements, K is the
stiffness matrix, and L is the thermal load matrix. The qua-
lity of the projected image is only determined by the defor-
mation in the exposed area. The performance variable z(t)
is therefore defined as
z(t) = S(t)q(t), (3)
where S(t) selects the entries of q(t) corresponding to nodes
in the (moving) exposed area.
3 Actuator layout design
Note that the actuator shapes are described by the columns
of the input matrix B. Actuator placement strategies typi-
cally use a binary formulation (Bi j ∈ {0,1}) that leads to a
combinatorial growth in the number of possible configura-
tions [1], making these approaches computationally intrac-
table for the large FE models considered in this application.
We therefore propose an actuator placement strategy without
this binary requirement (Bi j ∈ R). Instead, we require that
the columns of B are orthogonal, i.e.
B>B= Im. (4)
We determine the optimal columns of B, i.e. the optimal ac-
tuator shapes, and the corresponding optimal actuator heat










subject to (1)–(4), where Q≥ 0 and R> 0 are weights. In the
considered non-binary formulation, both the optimal cont-
rol input u(t) as well as the input matrix B can be efficiently
computed by a gradient-based method, see e.g. [2]. The met-
hod can therefore be applied to large FE models.
For proof of principle, the proposed method is applied to
a representative one-dimensional thermomechanical system
of the form (1)–(3). The optimized B reduces the cost
function by 30% compared to the minimal cost achieved for
a uniform actuator shape. The designed actuator shapes,
as well as the corresponding u(t), have a clear physical
interpretation.
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One of the major techniques for depositing thin films is vac-
uum evaporation. This is mainly due to its simplicity and
its potential to deposit films of extremely high purity. Vac-
uum deposition is typically referred to as a physical vapor
deposition (PVD) technique, as the evaporated vapors will
have a strong tendency to bind to the first available surface
through physisorption. Accordingly, such a process typi-
cally evaporates the precursor materials in line-of-sight of
the deposition target (the substrate). The process are fur-
thermore typically cold-wall processes, meaning that the
surfaces in the reactor are not heated. This causes vapor
pressures to become very small and fluxes to the substrate
are then almost fully determined by the evaporation pro-
cess. In a related process, namely ultra-high vacuum chemi-
cal vapor deposition (UHVCVD), migration is promoted by
heating the reactor surfaces (e.g. it is a hot-wall process).
This allows for building sufficient background pressures in
the reactor for depositions, and therefore allows evapora-
tion sources to be placed out of the line-of-sight of the sub-
strate. When the physisorptions no longer facilitate binding
to the surfaces (which includes the substrate), an additional
binding mechanism becomes necessary. This then occurs
through chemisorption, which can either cause the precur-
sors to chemically bind to the substrate or cause the precur-
sors to form new molecules that have a lower vapor pres-
sure. Hence, UHVCVD is a chemical vapor deposition pro-
cess. The indirect migration in a UHVCVD process offers
three advantages: (i) evaporated contaminants with lower
vapor pressures than the precursors become trapped on reac-
tor surfaces other than the substrate, (ii) the precursor partial
pressures can be stabilized with time, while direct fluxes de-
posit instantaneously and (iii) the indirect migration causes
incident angles to the substrate to be more uniform than for
line-of-sight evaporation, in turn allowing for more uniform
depositions.
Let us shortly discuss some of the challenges associated with
UHVCVD. Desirably, the process allows for deposition of
thin films with arbitrary material properties like composi-
tion and crystal structure. The occurring reactions are prin-
cipally a result of reactant availability and temperature, in
accordance with the law of mass action. Accordingly, for
any specific reaction to occur, desired amounts of reactants
and reaction temperatures can be attained such that (epitax-
ial) growth of the desired compound is maximized. How-
ever, desired amounts of reactants and reaction temperatures
are often unknown because the vacuum conditions and high
operating temperatures restrict placement of in-situ sensors.
Furthermore, knowledge on the fundamental processing dy-
namics is often lacking, causing operating recipes to be de-
termined empirically with the limited data available. This
is further complicated by run-to-run variations of the sub-
strate surface geometry, precursor material purity and reac-
tor conditions, in turn causing major variations in the chem-
istry occurring at nanoscale. These effects result in fluctu-
ations in end-product quality between runs while applying
the same operation recipe. Reproducibility and process op-
timization are therefore difficult. Such observations are in
line with a more general evaluation of semiconductor and
thin film processes by [1]. As emphasized by [1], a way
to deal with these challenges is by implementation of both
real-time and run-to-run controllers. To develop these con-
trollers, a starting point has to be made with enabling real-
time measurements of relevant reactor states. The relevant
reactor states for a UHVCVD process are accordingly the
background pressures (or magnitude of the fluxes directed at
the substrate), the substrate temperature and the layer char-
acteristics. These measurements subsequently need to be
connected to the reactor inputs or actuators through models
suitable for controller design.
With this research, we contribute to the development of a
the controlled UHVCVD process by providing a UHVCVD
reactor design that implements atomic absorption spec-
troscopy (AAS) [2] measurements. We furthermore con-
nect the measured outputs (precursor partial pressures and
relevant temperatures) to the input through dynamic math-
ematical models suitable for controller design. Lastly, we
compare obtained measurements with simulated results.
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1 Introduction
It has been found that neuronal ensembles in the human
brain have the intrinsic property to behave as oscilla-
tors, which are also connected by chemical and electri-
cal couplings [1]. The pattern of synchronization (or
phase cohesiveness), which has been seen across region-
s of human brain, is believed to facilitate communi-
cation among neuronal ensembles [2]. However, abnor-
mal patterns of synchronization can trigger neurological
disorder, which is regarded as the cause of some seri-
ous diseases. It suggests that a non-pathological brain
has powerful regulation mechanisms not only to ren-
der synchronization, but also to prevent unnecessary
synchronization among the neuronal ensembles that do
not need communication. Motivated by these phenom-
ena observed in the human brain, we study community-
driven partial phase cohesiveness in networks of com-
munitinized Kuramoto oscillators, where each commu-
nity consists of all-to-all coupled oscillators.
2 Problem Formulation and Results
To the best of our knowledge, all the results for mod-
eling dynamics in the human brain rely on the sim-
plifying treatment that the dynamics of the neuronal
ensemble in an anatomical region of the brain is mod-
eled as a single oscillator. In fact, anatomical regions
of the brain often exhibit a network-of- networks topol-
ogy. Each anatomical region can consist of heteroge-
neous neuronal ensembles, which can interact not only
within a region but also with neurons from other re-
gions. This motivates us to analyze a more challenging















sin(θln − θpi ),
i = 1, 2, . . . , N ; p = 1, 2, . . . ,M,
where θpi ∈ S1 and ωpi ≥ 0 denote the phase and nat-
ural frequency of the ith oscillator in the pth com-
munity (anatomical region). The second term on the
right-hand side represents the interconnection within
community p, which is all-to-all. The interconnection-
s among communities are described by an undirected,
and weighted graph G(V, E ,A) with adjacency matrix




















(a) The inter-community network: driving commu-





Figure 1: A network of networks.
The problem of interest is to seek conditions such that
target communities (see the green ones in Fig.1) can
reach phase cohesiveness caused by the driven commu-
nity (see the red one in Fig.1). The result we obtained
is as follows.
Result 1 Assume that the algebraic connectivity λ2(L)
of GR is larger than a critical value (R is the target
communities), the oscillators in R can reach partial
phase cohesiveness.
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1 Introduction
The production of products of interest in batch bioreactors is
becoming a real opportunity for more and more industries.
In batch operating mode, the culture medium is defined at
the beginning of the experiment and cannot be changed over
time. As a consequence, in order to optimize the process, it
is necessary to focus on cell modification and strain design.
To do so, it is important to develop a model with more infor-
mation than Monod model or other macroscopic models.
Constraint based models are good candidates for modelling
intracellular processes. Actually, the predictability of these
methods relies on mass conservation and optimal resource
allocation principle in cell in general. As an example, Re-
source Balance Analysis (RBA) method developed in [1] is
an intracellular process description relying on: (i) mass con-
servation, (ii) ribosome capacity limitation to produce pro-
teins, (iii) constant total protein concentration, (iv) maxi-
mization of growth rate. The constraints are centred on pro-
teins as it is known to be the main cell’s resources allocation.
Coupling constraint-based models to production optimiza-
tion has already been done, notably in [2]. The optimal strat-
egy is divided into two steps. In the first phase, the goal is
that the cells grow as much as possible without producing.
In a second stage, growth is minimal and production is at its
maximum. The main contribution of our work compared to
[2] is the consideration of protein dynamics in the calcula-
tion of the optimum. As it is the largest spending pole of the
cell, it is relevant to take it into account.
2 Approach
In this work, an aggregated model is developed: the biore-
actor dynamics (substrate concentration, product of interest
quantity and biomass dynamics) is coupled to the intracel-
lular species dynamics which are gathered in representative
pools of components. The intracellular processes are de-
scribed with the same approach as in [1]. As an example, in
this model, the growth rate formulation results from a com-
promise between constraints (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), not from
empirical observations. The model is the same as in [3].
The problem at stake is to maximize the product quantity by
time, that is to say the yield of the process: P(t f )/t f .
The nonlinear optimization problem is discretized and
solved by the collocation approach [4].
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3 Results & Interpretation
Time (h)





























Figure 1: Optimal time evolution of three main variables
Optimal strategy is presented in Figure 1.
As in [2] and fed-batch classical strategies, the optimiza-
tion result is first to grow and then to produce the prod-
uct of interest. But, the great difference is the intermedi-
ate phase during which the growth rate gradually decreases
while the concentration of production proteins increases as
well as product quantity produced in the bioreactor. In fact,
there is a need for this intermittent phase during which the
behaviour of the cells changes: the proteins catalyzing the
production flux have to be produced and it takes time.
4 Perspectives
As an ongoing work, the methodology could be extended to
fedbatch bioreactors. In fact, the impact of protein dynamics
on the global control strategy must be taken into account and
would certainly change the optimal feeding profile.
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1 Introduction
We address the problem of variable selection in linear dy-
namical systems. More precisely, we wish to reconstruct the
zero-structure of the matrix A in the system x˙= Ax+u from
sampled measurements y j = x(t j) + v j. Here u is an un-
known noise process modelled as white noise, and v j’s are
measurement errors. The problem is motivated by the gene
regulatory network reconstruction problem, which is char-
acterized by low sampling frequency and small number of
data points in the time series data. The identification prob-
lem is underdetermined, and therefore we impose a sparsity
requirement on A, as per general knowledge on the gene ex-
pression process. However, the sparsity requirement is im-
posed on the continuous time system, and due to the low
sampling frequency, sparse matrix A does not correspond to
a sparse discrete time matrix eA∆t . Therefore the continuous
time nature of the system needs to be taken into account.
The more or less classical approach to variable selection
problems is the so-called Lasso algorithm, that is, a least
squares solution with a penalty on the 1-norm of A. In
the context of dynamical systems, the Lasso has been com-
bined with the EM method in [2]. We will introduce a
fully Bayesian method for the task, based on Markov Chain
Monte Carlo sampling of the sparsity pattern of A as well as
the trajectory x which is considered as a latent variable.
2 The method
A more detailed presentation can be found in [1]. Denote by
Y = [y0, ...,yN ] the collection of the time series data. Let us
split A into an indicator variable S controlling the sparsity
pattern of A, and a magnitude variable H, so that [A]i, j =
[S]i, j[H]i, j where [S]i, j ∈ {0,1}. In the Bayesian spirit, we
are interested in the posterior probability distribution for the














where the first equality is the marginalization integral and
the second is the Bayes’ law. The distributions on the
last line are the prior for the zero structure p(S) (prefer-
ring sparse A), the measurement noise model p(y j|x) =
N(x(t j),R), the process noise model obtained from the
Wiener measure using the Cameron–Martin theorem, and
independent normal priors for the rows of H. With this prior
for H, the latter integral above can be computed analytically.
Denote by S(l) and x(l) the current MCMC sample. The sam-
pling algorithm then proceeds as follows:
Algorithm 1
1) Sample Sˆ from S(l) by randomly picking one element and
changing it from one to zero or zero to one.
2) Sample xˆ from x(l) by Crank–Nicolson sampling [3].
3) Compute the Metropolis–Hastings acceptance probabil-
ity and with that probability, set S(l+1) = Sˆ and x(l+1) = xˆ.
Otherwise, set S(l+1) = S(l) and x(l+1) = x(l).




mates the probabilities of the corresponding elements of A
being nonzero. Some results on a test problem are shown in
Figure 1, where the presented method outperforms the EM-
Lasso.
















Figure 1: ROC curves for a 100-dimensional test problem. The
dotted line shows the results of the presented method
and the dashed line shows results of the EM-Lasso.
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1 Introduction
Escherichia coli is a popular microorganism in
biotechnology applications, and the most commonly
used host cell for the production of recombinant pro-
teins and many other bio-pharmaceutical products.
This production is mainly achieved through fed-batch
cultures.
In order to maximize the biomass production and
reach high cell densities, a substrate feeding strategy
must be considered.
Feeding the culture with a rich medium containing a
high glucose concentration might seem the ideal ap-
proach. However, it has been shown that exceeding a
critical level of concentration of glucose can lead into
acetate production, a cell growth inhibiting byprod-
uct.
To avoid this undesired behavior, and maintain the
culture in optimal operating conditions, an optimal
closed-loop regulation and feeding strategy is needed.
This feeding strategy requires the development of an
optimal closed-loop control algorithm based on the
known measured outputs, and the estimated states.
2 Modeling
A mechanistic model of E. coli growth is considered.
This model is based on Sonnleitner’s bottleneck as-
sumption (figure 2):
During a culture, the cells metabolism changes due to
their limited oxidative capacity represented by a bot-
tleneck.
When the substrate (glucose) is in excess, its concen-
tration (denoted S) exceeds a critical value (S> Scrit ),
acetate is produced by the cells, and the regime is
called respiro-fermentative regime.
Otherwise, when the substrate is low (i.e S < Scrit ),
the available glucose and/or acetate are oxidized. The
regime is called respirative regime [1–3].
3 Control strategy
An efficient control strategy of E. coli culture in
fed-batch mode aims to maximize biomass produc-
tion while maintaining acetate concentration at a low
level.
In order to achieve this objective, as a first step, an ex-
ponential feeding rate and its corresponding biomass
Figure 1: Sonnleitner’s bottleneck assumption [3]
concentration profile are considered as a reference tra-
jectory to track by the controller. The goal is to force
cells growth to a desired regime and to maintain the
culture in optimal conditions, starting from a different
initial conditions and thus different regime.
The developed controller is a nonlinear model predic-
tive controller (NMPC), minimizing a cost function
that includes the tracking error on biomass concen-
tration, and the difference between the reference and
applied control inputs.
The NMPC controller performance is then compared
to a PID controller, in order to highlight the higher
performance of the NMPC in comparison to classical
control strategies [2].
This optimizing controller depends on the knowledge
of the real time values of the different variables. How-
ever, reliable probes for online measurements with the
desired accuracy are not always available.
To tackle the issue, in future work the NMPC con-
troller will be coupled with an estimation algorithm
to reconstruct unmeasured variables. An Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) will be investigated.
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In recent years, progress in systems biology allowed to
model biological systems with more complex formalisms.
These models serve as in silico alternatives for costly and
time-consuming experiments or help to improve observer
and controller performance on an industrial scale. In this
contribution, dynamic modelling using constraint-based op-
timization network models (CBM) will be discussed by
means of a case study: the implementation of a dynamic
flux balance analysis (DFBA) model for recombinant Strep-
tomyces lividans.
In CBM models, biomass is considered to consist of multi-
ple metabolites which are converted into each other by bio-
chemical reactions. The stoichiometry of these reactions is
given by a metabolic network. To each of the reactions a
flux is attributed. The flux distribution inside a cell is deter-
mined by maximizing a predefined criterion, mostly (but not
exclusively) biomass growth. The flux distribution should
satisfy multiple biological and thermodynamic constraints,
e.g., reaction irreversibility. DFBA uses this approach to
predict concentration profiles of extracellular metabolites
(substrates and products). It has first been introduced by
Mahadevan et al. (2002) in [1].
Starting from the already known reaction stoichiometry, a
DFBA model for S. lividans is constructed. The implemen-
tation method is in accordance with the static-optimization
approach (SOA) in which three steps are iteratively exe-
cuted. First the uptake fluxes of glucose and amino acids
and the production fluxes of cellulase and organic acids are
determined based on kinetic expressions. Parameter iden-
tification happens by least-squares fitting of kinetic expres-
sions onto experimental data. The uptake and production
fluxes are used as constraints in the second step to solve an
LP-problem in order to determine the flux distribution in-
side the cells. In a third step, this flux distribution is used to
update the extracellular metabolite concentrations - glucose,
amino acids, organic acids and dissolved oxygen - by a for-
ward Euler discretization. The procedure is described by the
following equations:
max cT v (1)
s.t. Sv= 0 (2)
vmin ≤ v≤ vmax (3)
Figure 1: Glucose (G), biomass (X) and cellulase (CelA) concen-
tration estimates (full lines) and measurements (circles)
z(ti+1) = z(ti)+Sexcv(ti)zn(ti)∆t (4)
z(t)≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [t0; t f ] (5)
c is a weighting vector and v is the vector of fluxes
[mmol/gDWh]. S is the stoichiometric matrix, taking into
account the stoichiometry of the reaction network which is
assumed to be in steady-state (2). vmin and vmax impose
boundaries on the fluxes. These can be fixed values or ki-
netic expressions. z is the vector of extracellular metabolite
concentrations [mol/L] and zn is the biomass concentration
[gDW/L], which is the n-th element in z. Equation (4) de-
scribes the update of the concentrations with ∆t the length
of the time interval [h]. Sexc is a matrix describing the stoi-
chiometry of the exchange reactions.
The implemented DFBA model correctly predicts the grand
dynamics. However, the experimental results show a devia-
tion from exponential growth at the end of the growth phase.
This is not predicted by the model due to an overestima-
tion of the glucose uptake rate. A general conclusion is that
the presented DFBA model forms a good preliminary model
framework which can be extended in future studies. Figure
1 shows the glucose, biomass and cellulase predictions and
compares them to experimental measurements. Current re-
search of the author focuses on the use of CBM models for
bioprocess estimation and control.
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1 Introduction
System identification methods for complex networks com-
monly rely on the assumption that the topology of the net-
work is known [1]. Given a dataset collected from a dy-
namic network, we formulate the problem of topology iden-
tification as a structure learning problem in the context of
dynamic Bayesian networks [2]. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the reconstruction of the topology does not
require the identification of the parameters of the modules
composing the network.
2 Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN)
A static Bayesian network is defined by a pair (S,P), where
S is a directed acyclic graph and P is the joint distribution
over the random variables w1,...,wn, which constitute the
measured variables of the network. The joint distribution






where Pa(wi) denotes the set of parents of the node wi. The
DBN extends the static model to temporal data, where one
variable at one time instant is modeled as one random vari-
able. Thus, the factorization of the new joint distribution










where Pa(wi(t)) is defined by the graph structure. An ex-
ample of DBN is given in Figure 1.
3 Structure learning of DBN
There are several approaches available for structure learning
and the one used in this work is usually referred to as score-
based. In this approach, the structure learning problem is
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Figure 1: Example of DBN.
where S contains all possible structures and the number of
elements in it grows exponentially as a function of the num-
ber of variables. The score corresponds to the logarithm of
the marginal likelihood which is calculated as
Score(S) = logP(D|S) = log[
∫
P(D|S,θ)P(θ |S)dθ ],
where D denotes the data and θ denotes the parameters de-
scribing the module dynamics. It can be seen the param-
eters are integrated out and thus parameter estimation is
not needed for structure learning. To solve this optimiza-
tion problem, we apply a heuristic-based greedy search al-
gorithm.
4 Current and Future work
Some simple simulations have been conducted to show the
possibility to solve the topology identification problem us-
ing DBN model. The future extension would be to incorpo-
rate structure priors P(S) and kernel-based methods, which
are used to formulate the prior distribution P(θ |S) in order
to account for the stability of the network.
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Topology reconstruction of dynamical networks via constrained
Lyapunov equations










Networks of dynamical systems appear in many contexts,
including power networks, water distribution networks, and
biological networks. The interconnection structure of such
networks is often represented by a graph, where each vertex
(or node) of the graph corresponds with a dynamical sys-
tem, and edges represent interaction between systems. Un-
fortunately, the interconnection structure of dynamical net-
works is often unavailable. For instance, in the case of wire-
less sensor networks the locations of sensors, and hence,
communication links between sensors is not always known.
Other examples of dynamical networks with unknown net-
work topologies are encountered in biology, for instance in
neural networks. Consequently, the problem of network re-
construction is studied in the literature (see, e.g., [1], [2],
and the references therein). The aim of network reconstruc-
tion (also called topology identification) is to find the net-
work structure of a dynamical network, using measurements
obtained from the network. In this abstract, we consider net-
work reconstruction for deterministic networks of linear dy-
namical systems. In contrast to papers studying network re-
construction for specific network dynamics such as consen-
sus dynamics or adjacency dynamics, we consider network
reconstruction for general linear network dynamics. It is our
aim to infer the unknown network topology of such dynam-
ical networks, from state measurements obtained from the
network.
2 Problem formulation
Consider an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V =
{1,2, . . . ,n} is the vertex set, and E is the set of edges. As-
sociated with G, we consider the network system
x˙(t) = Xx(t) for t ∈ R≥0
x(0) = x0,
(1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state of the network, and the intercon-
nection matrix X is contained in the so-called qualitative
classQ(G) of matrices carrying the structure of the graph G.
Examples of members of the qualitative class are the Lapla-
cian and adjacency matrices associated with the graph G.
We denote the state trajectory of (1) by xx0(·). In this work,
we assume that the interconnection matrix X (and graph G)
is unknown, but the state of the network xx0(t) can be mea-
sured for t ∈ [0,T ], where T ∈ R>0. It is our goal to re-
construct X (and hence, G) using these measurements. Of
course, it is possible that multiple different network systems
of the form (1) generate the same measurements xx0(t) for
t ∈ [0,T ]. If, on the other hand, the measurements xx0(t) for
t ∈ [0,T ] correspond to a unique network system (1), we say
the network reconstruction problem is solvable (for a more
formal definition we refer to Definition 1 of [1]).
The first problem of this abstract is to find conditions under
which the network reconstruction problem is solvable. Se-
condly, we want to find a method to reconstruct the matrix
X using the measurements xx0(t) for t ∈ [0,T ].
3 Results and discussion
As our first main result, we give necessary and sufficient
conditions under which the network reconstruction problem
is solvable. These conditions are stated in terms of certain
unobservable subspaces associated with (1). Subsequently,
we show that the network reconstruction problem is solvable
if and only if there exists a unique solution (equal to the ma-
trix X) to a certain constrained Lyapunov equation. This
provides a general methodology to reconstruct the state ma-
trix X . Lyapunov equations can be solved efficiently, e.g.,
using techniques from [3].
Nonetheless, the approach has some limitations. Specifi-
cally, system (1) does not take into account possible noise
in the system dynamics and in the measurements. Future
work should hence focus on extending the results to stochas-
tic dynamical systems. Moreover, it is of interest to consider
nonlinear dynamics instead of the linear dynamics (1).
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We consider the problem of identifying a networked LTI dy-
namical system where (i) a subset of nodes are measured,
and (ii) all nodes are excited. Assuming that the closed-
loop transfer functions from excited to measured nodes have
been identified, we determine which local transfer functions
can be recovered. We show that this essentially depends on
the structure of the networked system, and derive a graph-
theoretical condition to separate the transfer functions that
can be recovered from those that cannot. An important out-
come of our research is that, under those assumptions, a net-
work can often be identified using only a small subset of
node measurements. Detailed results are available in [1, 2].
2 Problem Statement
We consider that the network is made up of L nodes, with
node signals denoted by {w1(t), . . . ,wL(t)}, evolving ac-
cording to the following network equations, in which the
matrix G0(q) is called the network matrix:
w(t) = G0(q)w(t)+ r(t)+ v(t). (1)
In (1) q−1 is the delay operator, w(t) is the vector of node
signals, r(t) is a vector of known external excitation signals
and v(t) is a vector of stochastic noise. We suppose that we
measure a subset C of the nodes. Letting C be the matrix
selecting these nodes, i.e. a matrix where each row contains
one element 1 corresponding to a distinct measured node,
and zeros everywhere else, the input-output dynamics of the
network can be rewritten as
w(t) =CT 0(q)r(t)+ v¯(t) :=C(I−G0(q))−1r(t)+ v(t)
where we assume (I−G0(q))−1 to be proper and stable. We
suppose that the closed-loop transfer functionCT 0 has been
identified. Our goal is then to determine which local transfer










Figure 1: The paths (2,5,8) and (3,6,9) are vertex-disjoint paths
from A = {1,2,3} to C = {7,8,9}. An alternative set
of such paths is (1,4,5,7) and (3,6,9). The maximal
number of vertex-disjoint paths is equal to the smallest
set disconnectingA from C . Here,B = {5,6} is such
a set because every path starting from A and arriving
in C goes through it.
3 Graph Representation
We associate to G0 a graph G˜, connecting the edge ( j, i) if
G0i j 6= 0. Similarly, we say that a network matrix G0 is con-
sistent with G˜ if G0ji 6= 0 implies the presence of an edge
(i, j) in G˜. It turns out that the possibility of recovering
G0ji uniquely from CT
0 is a generic property: for a given
graph and set of measured nodes, either G0ji can be recov-
ered uniquely from CT 0 for almost all network matrices G0
consistent with G˜, or it can never be recovered. We prove a
necessary and sufficient condition for this generic recovery,
related to the maximal number of vertex-disjoint paths be-
tween the out-neighbors of i and the set of measured nodes
C , a notion illustrated in Figure 1.
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1 Introduction
Modern engineering systems such as the smart elec-
tricity grid can be operated more efficiently and safely
when accurate models of it are available. One chal-
lenge is obtaining such a model, for example by mea-
suring and then taking a data-driven way to identify
the model. Many large-scale systems can be modeled
as a dynamic network, where dynamics of the system
as well as the internal structure are modeled.
Sensor or measurement noise is a classical problem in
system identification. Projection methods such as the
instrumental variable (IV) method are able to provide
consistent estimates of a single module, even when there
is sensor noise in the network. However the excitation
provided by process noise is not used to reduce vari-
ance of the estimated module in the IV method. It can
be shown that sensor noise can be rewritten as a cor-
related process noise. Recently it was shown that the
joint-direct method can provide consistent estimates of
a module when process noises are correlated [2]. This
means that the joint-direct method can be used to deal
with sensor noise. When using an ARMAX model stuc-
ture, an estimate with the same asymptotic properties
as the joint-direct method can be obtained by a sequen-
tial least squares (SLS) algorithm [1]. When combining
these new techniques, a natural question is whether the
SLS algorithm can outperform the instrumental vari-




















Figure 1: Closed-loop influenced by sensor noise.
1This project has received funding from the European Re-
search Council (ERC), Advanced Research Grant SYSDYNET,
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innova-
tion programme (grant agreement No 694504).
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2 Identification setup
The system under study is the closed-loop depicted in
Figure 1, where the ri are known excitation signals, the
nodes wi are unknown but measured as w˜i.
In the joint-direct method this system is modeled by a





















Minimizing ε21(t, θ) + ε
2
2(t, θ) over θ leads to consistent
estimates of G(q) and C(q) [3].
The SLS algorithm [1] operates in 3 steps. First a
MIMO ARX model is estimated in order to obtain an
estimate of the innovation sequence. This innovation is
used as a known input in an ARMAX model, making
it linear in the parameters. Then in the second step
the ARMAX model is consistently estimated. Finally
in the third step the noise model is refined, and the
estimate is improved.
Simulations on the system in Figure 1 show that the
proposed algorithm is competitive with IV.
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1 Introduction
Linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems are nonlinear sys-
tems described by a linear model with coefficients varying
as a function of one or more scheduling parameters. Deter-
mining the dependency of the linear model on the schedul-
ing parameter(s), generally described through a set of ba-
sis functions, is often challenging, especially if little or no
prior information of the nonlinear system dynamics is avail-
able. This abstract proposes an LPV identification method
that models the scheduling parameter dependency through
B-spline basis functions. B-splines are known to have bet-
ter interpolating properties than polynomials. Furthermore,
B-spline-based LPV models are the core of the recently de-
veloped LPV controller design method [1] we want to com-
ply with. This LPV identification approach combines a
quadratic fitting criterion with a basis pursuit approach to
determine the optimal B-spline knot locations.
2 B-spline-based state-space model




where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rr, y(t) ∈ Rl , and α(t) ∈ R, are re-
spectively the state vector, the input vector, the output vec-
tor, and the scheduling parameter, at time instance t. For
simplicity is here assumed that α is a scalar on a closed
and bounded interval [α,α] ⊂ R. The extension to multi-
ple scheduling parameters is trivial though.
Let ξ = (ξ0, ..., ξl+1) be a sequence of points satisfying
α = ξ0 < ξ1 < ... < ξl < ξl+1 = α. (2)
The state-space matrices of the model (1) have a piecewise






where Bi,g,λ (α) is the ith normalized B-spline basis function
of degree g for the knot sequence λ ∈ Rnλ
(ξ0, ..., ξ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
g+1
, ξ1, ..., ξ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g+1−v
, ..., ξl , ..., ξl︸ ︷︷ ︸
g+1−v
, ξl+1, ..., ξl+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g+1
), (4)
and Ci, i = 1, ..., nλ − g− 1 are matrix-valued coefficients
[1]. The B-splines Bi,g,λ (α), α ⊂ [α,α], are computed us-
ing the Cox-de Boor recursive formula [2].
3 Identification strategy
The procedure we propose starts with obtaining an initial
model estimate using the SMILE technique [3], with B-
spline basis functions of a desired degree and the knots
placed at the scheduling points of the local measurements.
After the initial estimate is determined, additional knots are
inserted into the knot sequence, which elevates the model’s
degree of freedom without changing the shape of its splines.
With this knot elevation, we augment the fitting capabili-
ties of the model, aiming to obtain an as simple as possible
scheduling parameter dependency while preserving or im-
proving the LPV model accuracy. This dual goal is pur-
sued by combining the classical weighted squared differ-
ence between the model response and corresponding mea-
sured system response focusing on the model accuracy, with
a weighted `2,1-norm regularization in charge of removing
redundant knots.
For a polynomial spline matrix S(α) of degree g with inter-
nal break points ξ1, ..., ξl and continuity condition v it holds
that in a breakpoint ξi, i∈ {1, ..., l}, S(α) and its derivatives
up to the order v are continuous [1]. The differentiation be-
tween the significant and redundant knots is based on the
differences between adjacent elements of the vth derivative
and it involves specific grouping of the model coefficients
followed by the `2,1-norm regularization.
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1 Introduction and problem setting
In recent years increasing attention has been devoted to the
identification of dynamic networks by the system identifi-
cation community. One interesting problem, first tackled in
[1], deals with the identification of one particular component
–or module– of the network.
Figure 1: Left: An example of dynamic network, where the mod-
ule of interest is G31 (in red). Right: MISO system
describing the dynamics of the output of G31.
It was shown in [1] that, in order to identify a given module
of interest, one has to set up a MISO identification problem
where the modules entering the MISO structure correspond
to the modules of the network sharing the same output with
the module of interest (see Fig. 1 for an example). This
implies that it is required to 1) identify all such modules, a
task that increases the variance of the estimates, and 2) de-
termine the model order of all the modules, a task that may
give inaccurate results.
2 Approach and results
In order to avoid the aforementioned problems, we suggest
to use regularized nonparametric kernel-based methods [2].
Considering known topology, we keep a parametric model
for the module of interest. The remaining modules con-
tributing to the output are modeled as Gaussian vectors with
covariance matrix (kernel) given by the first-order stable
spline kernel [2].
Using this approach, one obtains a Gaussian probabilistic
description of the problems that depends on a vector of pa-
rameters η containing the unknown module parameters and
the hyperparamaters characterizing the stable spline kernel.
1This project has received funding from the European Research Coun-
cil (ERC), Advanced Research Grant SYSDYNET, under the European
Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (Grant Agree-
ment No. 694504).




















FIT for estimated model in dynamic network
Figure 2: Box plot of the fit of the impulse response of a mod-
ule obtained by the Direct method [1], the Two-stage
method [1], the Simultaneous Minimization of Predic-
tion Error (SMPE) [3], and the proposed method. Num-
ber of data samples (N = 2000).
Therefore, by estimating η we can retrieve the parameters
of interest. To accomplish this task, we use an Empirical
Bayes (EB) approach, where η is estimated by maximizing
the marginal likelihood of the module output. The solution
of the problem is carried out with an iterative Expectation-
Maximization (EM) scheme.
Numerical experiments performed with a dynamic network
example illustrate the potentials of the proposed method
on comparison with the already available methods. Fig. 2
shows that a reduced variance is observed in the identified
model due to the integration of regularization approach in
the proposed method.
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The problem of computing a controlled invariant set is a
paradigmatic challenge in the broad field of systems and
control. Indeed, it is for instance crucial in safety-critical
applications, such as the control of a platoon of vehicles
or air traffic management; see for instance [5], where firm
guarantees are needed on our ability to maintain the state in
a safe region (e.g., with a certain minimal distance between
vehicles). In other situations, the dynamical system might
be too complicated to analyze exactly in every point of the
state space, but yet it can be possible to confine the state
within a guaranteed set.
A set is controlled invariant (sometimes also referred to as
viable) if, any trajectory whose initial point is in the set can
be kept inside it by means of a proper control action. Given
a system with constraint specifications on the states and/or
input, the controlled invariant set can be used to determine
initial states such that trajectories with these initial condi-
tions are guaranteed to meet the specifications. Moreover,
in some situations, a state feedback control law can be de-
rived from the knowledge of the controlled invariant set; see
[1] for a survey.
The computation of invariant sets is usually achieved us-
ing either polyhedral computations or semidefinite program-
ming. If the system contains a control input, the computa-
tional complexity of the problem becomes even more chal-
lenging. Indeed, this requires the computation of projec-
tions of polytopes (see e.g., the procedure p. 201 in [2]) or
the parametrization of a family of polytopes [4] when us-
ing polyhedral computations and semidefinite programming
techniques are not directly applicable. The problem of poly-
hedral projection is well known to severely suffer from the
curse of dimensionality.
We give a method based on semidefinite programming to
compute ellipsoidal invariant sets in [3]. A key ingredient
in our technique is that we work in the dual space of the
geometric problem. Given a discrete-time control system
xk+1 = Axk+Buk, xk ∈X
we show that an ellipsoid
EP−1 = {x ∈ Rn | x>P−1x≤ 1}
is controlled invariant if and only if EP−1 ⊆X and
EAPA>E>  EPE>
where E is a projection on Im(B)⊥.
For a system with constraints on the input:
xk+1 = Axk+Buk, xk ∈X , uk ∈U
we show that EP−1 is controlled invariant if and only if there
exists a set
EQ−1 = {y ∈ Rn | y>Q−1y≤ 1}






)>  P (I 0)Q(I 0)> .
All these constraints are LMI-representable, and this allows
us to introduce a new efficient procedure for the computation
of controlled invariant sets. Our general method is presented
in [3] and can be applied to affine hybrid control system, we
only present here the particular case of linear control sys-
tems.
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1 Introduction
Descriptions of nonlinear systems often involve a set of mul-
tivariate real functions. While very flexible, this has the
downside of having a large number of parameters which
makes gaining insight based on such models very difficult.
When decoupling a set of multivariate real functions, these
functions are expressed as a linear combination of univariate
functions - removing cross terms. Such a decoupled repre-
sentation may give more insight into the problem, reduce the
number of variables or may be useful to simplify a complex
system.
Formally, this decomposition can be written as f(x) =
Wg(VTx) with V and W being linear transformation ma-




















In order to compute this decomposition, [1] looks at the first-
order information of the function, i.e. the Jacobian which







these matrices for sampling points x(k), k = 1, . . . ,N, results
in a third order tensor J . The canonical polyadic decompo-
sition (CPD) [2, 3]
J = JW,V,G′K = r∑
i=1
wi ◦vi ◦g′i
gives us the different elements of the decoupled function




(k)) in the N sampling points.
In the exact case, we can integrate this result to retrieve the
decomposition of the function up to a constant. However,
this no longer holds in the presence of noise. Secondly, sys-
tems described by a single multivariate polynomial - related
to the Waring problem - are also no candidate for the method
in [1].
2 Methodology
In this contribution, we will directly look at the decompo-
sition of the function as well as the decomposition of the
























Next to the linear transformation matrices W (and V) being
the same for each of the three (two) decompositions there is
partial symmetry with V occurring twice in the CPD of the
Hessians. These constraints can be imposed using Tensor-
lab’s [4] structured data fusion functionality [5].
By leveraging the relationship between the decompositions
we hope to improve the decoupling method for noisy data.
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1 Introduction
Within system identification and model reduction, multivari-
ate polynomial optimization problems emerge frequently,
e.g., when determining the model parameters from input-
output data or minimizing the error of a reduced model.
In this research, we explore a new approach to solve these
optimization problems, using numerical linear algebra tech-
niques. Although many heuristic approaches exist, state-of-
the-art algorithms, mostly based on non-linear optimization,
are not guaranteed to converge to the global optimal solu-
tion. Therefore, the main goal of our research is to solve
these optimization problems exactly, i.e., to find the global
optimal solution. Some work has been done by Dreesen et
al. [2] and during this research we continue their efforts.
2 Research methodology
Polynomial optimization problems, as in Equation (1), are
optimization problems for which the objective function
J(x)∈P(R) and constraints gi(x)∈P(R) are multivariate
polynomials with real coefficients in the unknown optimiza-
tion variable x ∈ Cn. Although the restrictions, these prob-
lems arise in numerous engineering applications, e.g., sys-
tem identification, control theory, computer vision, robotics,










We tackle these optimization problems by embedding the
objective function and the constraints, using Lagrange mul-
tipliers µi ∈ R, into a Lagrangian, of which the partial
derivatives with respect to the components of x and µ lead
to a (potentially large) system of multivariate polynomi-
als [2]. This system corresponds to a set of difference
equations (see Dreesen et al. [1]). Consequently, the ker-
nel of the Macaulay matrix (constructed from the coeffi-
cients of the multivariate polynomials), which is spanned
by Vandermonde-like vectors constructed from the roots,
is a multidimensional observability matrix. Thus, we find
these roots via the construction of an autonomous multi-
dimensional (nD) linear state space model (realization the-
ory), followed by a large eigenvalue calculation.
We do not need to find all the roots (which might be many,
including at infinity), but only the optimal one. Therefore,
we use a little trick. We define M = 1J(x) ∈ R and then add
one extra equation to the system, namely MJ(x) = 1. We
can reformulate now, after some technical steps, the eigen-
value problem as to find the maximal eigenvalue M. This
implies that the power method (or more advanced iterative
eigenvalue solvers, e.g., Arnoldi, Lanczos, etc. (see [3]))
can be used to find, in an iterative way, the optimizing root
of our original polynomial optimization problem.
3 Presentation outline
In our presentation, we will elaborate on how one can set up,
from the Macaulay matrix, an eigenvalue problem, of which
one of the eigenvalues is the optimal value of the objective
function. Furthermore, we will develop two algorithms to
find this optimal solution. The first one starts from the kernel
of the Macaulay matrix, the second one (or dual approach)
works directly on the columns of the Macaulay matrix.
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The use of look-up tables is ubiquitous in industrial mod-
eling practice. Common occurrences of look-up tables are
efficiency maps of motors, and maps of aerodynamic prop-
erties. For the parties that set up the laborious measurement
campaigns to generate them, they are the prized and pro-
tected possessions that allow for accurate simulation of the
modeled process.
For engineers working on gradient-based (dynamic) opti-
mization, on the other hand, models containing look-up ta-
bles can be a nuisance because of (a) lack of support for op-
timization modeling languages, and (b) lack of smoothness
or introduction of oscillations when smoothness is enforced.
To handle problem (a), this abstract presents the addition
of a fully differentiable B-spline node into the open-source
CasADi [1] framework for algorithmic differentiation and
numerical optimization. To handle problem (b), this abstract
proposes the use of the OptiSpline1 toolbox to design B-
splines with desirable properties out of measured data.
2 B-splines in CasADi
The new look-up table node, packaged as
Function.bspline, evaluates a B-spline function
Π : Rn 7→ Rm, and possesses the following properties:
• defined on a tensor-product grid of n dimensions,
• restricted to numerical knot locations and coefficients.
CasADi computational graphs containing the node support:
• algorithmic differentiation up to the degree of the
spline,
• code-generation,
• an evaluation time independent on grid resolution2.
In addition, we provide an exact interpolation with knot-to-
knot end conditions, mirroring MATLAB’s interpn:
[X,Y] = n d g r i d ( x g r i d , y g r i d )
V = sqr t (5∗X. ˆ 2 +Y. ˆ 2 ) + 1 ;
l u t = i n t e r p o l a n t ( ’LUT ’ , ’ b s p l i n e ’ ,
{ x g r i d , y g r i d } ,V ( : ) )
l u t ( [ 0 . 5 1 ] )
i n t e r p n (X, Y, V, 0 . 5 , 1 , ’ s p l i n e ’ )
1Obtainable from github.com/meco-group/optispline



















Fig. 1. Three fitting strategies for given data
3 Fitting B-splines with OptiSpline
Consider noisy data vectors x,y∈Rn and a 1D B-spline with
coefficientsC to be optimized. Fit (a) from Figure 1, smooth
but oscillatory, is given by a least-squares formulation with
||Π(C;xi)− yi||2:
o p t i = O p t i S p l i n e ( )
b a s i s = B S p l i n e B a s i s ( [ −1 , 1 ] , 4 ,N)
F = o p t i . F u n c t i o n ( b a s i s )
e = F . l i s t e v a l ( x)−y
o p t i . min imize ( e ’∗ e )




H = F . h e s s i a n m a t r i x ( )
o p t i . s u b j e c t t o (H>=0)
Fit (c) is most desirable since its local quadratic optimization
is more constant by regularizing its variation:
r e g = i n t e g r a l (H. j a c o b i a n m a t r i x ˆ 2 )
o p t i . min imize ( e ’∗ e+1e−4∗ r e g )
The resulting spline can be optimized over in pure CasADi:
X = o p t i . v a r i a b l e ( )
F s o l = t o c a s a d i ( s o l . v a l u e ( F ) )
o p t i . min imize ( F s o l (X) )
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Many engineering and scientific applications require the so-
lution of Mixed-integer Non-Linear Problems (MINLPs).
However, efficiently solving medium-large MINLPs re-
mains a challenge.
MINLPs are harder to solve than Non-Linear Problems
(NLPs) and Mixed-Integer Linear Problems (MILPs). Con-
sequently, Duran and Grossmann in 1986 [1] proposed an
algorithm, called Outer Approximation (OA), that finds an
optimal point for a given convex MINLP via the solution of
an alternating sequence of MILPs and NLPs. After more
than thirty years, the algorithmic ideas of the original OA
method are still at the core of the most competitive MINLP
solution approaches.
1 Outer Approximation
OA is a multi-step iterative procedure that starts from an
initial set L of linearizations of the non-linear constraints of
the MINLP, and then, at each iteration:
1. L and the original objective function (that, w.l.o.g., can be
assumed linear) are used to define a MILP whose solution
x¯ yields a lower-bound on the optimal objective value of
the MINLP.
2. The value of the discrete components of x¯ is fixed in the
original MINLP, whereby, it reduces to a NLP. If the NLP
is feasible, it is solved obtaining x˜ which is a feasible
solution for the original MINLP and yields and an upper-
bound on the optimal objective value of the MINLP. If the
NLP is infeasible, x˜ is set as the minimizer of a certain
infeasibility measure.
3. If the current best upper-bound and lower-bound found
coincide, the algorithm stops. Otherwise, new lineariza-
tions around x˜ of the non-linear constraints are added to
L and the procedure restarted from step 1.
If the discrete components of x are bounded, then, OA
is guaranteed to converge to an optimal solution for the
MINLP in a finite (although often large) number of steps.
2 Our Contribution
The main criticalities regarding the OA algorithm consist of:
• Often, and especially during the earliest iterations, the
set of linearizations poorly approximates the non-linear
constraints leading to scarcely meaningful MILP optimal
points.
• In case of infeasible discrete assignments in the second
step, setting x˜ as the minimizer of an infeasibility measure
leads to linear approximations which aren’t necessarily
optimally tight.
Partially inspired by the recent developments on Feasibility
Pump like heuristics for MINLPs (ref. [2] for an overview)
we will present a new adaptive OA scheme: the Proximal
Outer Approximation (POA), where:
• The MILP objective is set as a convex combination of the
original objective and the L1 distance between the MILP
solution and the most recent NLP solution in order to in-
crease the odds of finding a feasible solution at each it-
eration. The parameters of such combination are adapted
depending on the extimated quality of the current linear
approximations set.
• The second step detects infeasibility by finding the clos-
est point xˆ to x¯ along the discrete components of x which
is feasible w.r.t. the non-linear constraints. Then, depend-
ing on the distance between xˆ and x˜ either feasibility or
infeasibility is declared. In case of feasibility, the algo-
rithm proceeds as OA, while, in case of infeasibility, xˆ is
used to obtain tighter linearizations w.r.t OA
• At each iteration, special linear cuts are added to L to
speed-up the convergence.
POA has the same optimality guarantees of OA but exhibit
better runtime performances.
3 Results
The performances of the POA algorithm are compared with
the ones of the classical OA algorithm implemented in Bon-
min [3]. The results show that the former consistently out-
performs the latter over the Bonmin test Library, despite its
not optimized python implementation. Moreover, the pro-
posed scheme finds good solutions earlier during the iter-
ations making it more suitable for real time optimization
tasks.
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1 Introduction
B-Splines relaxations have been successfully applied to
solve semi-infinite optimal control problem for flat sys-
tems [3] with guarantees for constraint satisfaction, and to
compose robust controllers [2] for linear parameter varying
systems (LPV). This abstract introduces a fresh open-source
project, OptiSpline1, that consolidates the various research
codes that have supported the above-cited research into a
general-purpose toolbox.
2 Design
The toolbox introduces the following concepts:
Basis A set of basis functions on a domain.
BSplineBasis A concrete instance of Basis, this concept
represents a set of B-Spline basis function on a 1D
domain, defined by knot locations. This set forms a
partion of unity, enjoys local support, and any linear
combination of members is guaranteed to lie inside
the control polygon.
TensorBasis The outer product of arbitrary Basis objects.
Function A linear combination of all basis functions of
a TensorBasis, with the weights collectively re-
ferred to as coefficient tensor.
These concepts give rise to (immutable) objects, with a
range of methods to derive from them or compose with them
(e.g. taking the integral, degree elevation, addition). The
code-base has been developed in C++2, with Python and
MATLAB interfaces. Some unique properties of the proposed
toolbox are:
1. Support for parametric knot locations, symbolic co-
efficients, symbolic evaluation points (CasADi [1] is
used as back-end).
2. Integrated support with optimization tools for nonlin-
ear (NLP) and convex programming.
3. Support for labels to refer to particular dimensions of
a higher-dimensional spline.
3 Examples
Figure 1 shows a B-Spline approximation to a solution
manifold F(p) = argmin(p− x)2 + 5(y− x2)2 solved with
1Obtainable from github.com/meco-group/optispline
2The choice for C++ is motivated by portability, not speed.















Fig. 2. Robust solution
the following MATLAB code:
i m p o r t s p l i n e s .∗
S = O p t i S p l i n e ( ) ;
b = B S p l i n e B a s i s ( [ 0 , 2 ] , 2 , 3 )
x = S . F u n c t i o n ( b )
y = S . F u n c t i o n ( b )
p = F u n c t i o n . l i n e a r ( [ 0 , 2 ] , [ 0 , 2 ] )
o b j = ( p−x ) ˆ 2 + 5∗ ( y−x ˆ 2 ) ˆ 2
S . min imize ( o b j . i n t e g r a l ( ) )
Figure 2 shows the robust solution to an NLP with a distur-
bance d ∈ [−1,1] in its constraint, solved with:
d = F u n c t i o n . l i n e a r ( [ −1 , 1 ] , [ −1 , 1 ] )
d = d . d e g r e e e l e v a t i o n ( 2 )
d = d . m i d p o i n t r e f i n e m e n t ( 4 )
x = S . v a r i a b l e ( )
y = S . v a r i a b l e ( )
S . min imize ( ( x−4)ˆ2+ y ˆ 2 )
S . s u b j e c t t o ( ( dˆ2−x ) ˆ 2 + ( y−d−0.5)ˆ2<=3)
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The possibility to drive autonomously (driverless) through
an urban environment has been a vision for many years. One
of the many serious challenges of an autonomous car is driv-
ing safely through urban traffic, sharing the roads with other
traffic participants, such as other cars, pedestrians and bicy-
cles [1]. Having an accurate description of the environment
is an important requirement to deal with these challenges.
In this research/project, the problem of a semantic environ-
mental description (world model) for autonomous cars in a
campus environment is investigated. We achieve this world
model for an autonomous car by using a probabilistic multi-
ple hypothesis tree that combines with Bayesian sensor fu-
sion techniques.
2 Approach
To estimate features and track objects depending on the task
and the objects that are involved (cars, pedestrians, cyclists,
etc.), an autonomous car should overcome various chal-
lenges. In the following part some of these problems, which
are solved during the current work, are mentioned.
1. In urban environment, tracking object attributes and
associating measurements are non-trivial tasks due to
the uncertainty in their states. The combination of
these two problems is called multiple target tracking
(MTT) [2]. The Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (MHT)
is a popular method to solve MTT.
2. Linking measured attributes to semantical objects is
another challenge to solve in order to have a mean-
ingful description of the environment. Creating and
maintaining this link is called anchoring [3].
Incorporation of MHT in an anchoring strategy is a solu-
tion which is applied in this world model. Applying this
algorithm, it is possible to combine different forms of evi-
dence into a common and updated world representation dy-
namically. Objects attributes, classification and prior knowl-
edge are associated in the hypotheses tree. Figure 1 gives a
schematic overview of the complete algorithm. In this Fig-
ure every hypothesis contains a list of anchors and has a
Figure 1: Schematic overview of algorithm [3].
probability of being correct. Each anchor on its turn contains
an individual symbol, a set of measurements and a proba-
bilistic signature that consists out of a mixture of probabil-
ity density functions (pdfs) generated by a set of behavior
models. The predicate attribute space represents predicate
grounding relations that link attribute values and predicate
symbols [3]. As a first proof of concept for a world model
for autonomous cars, the algorithm is applied on a stream
of images taken from TU/e campus. After cars, cyclists and
pedestrians detection, input data is fed to the world model.
A constant velocity Kalman filter and a uniform distribution
of objects movement are used as initial conditions. The re-
sults have so far shown that our world model has the ability
to perform correctly in tracking multiple attributes. This is
the same as it is being done in anchoring algorithms and us-
ing prior knowledge to prediction.
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1 Introduction
The amazing agility of insects and hummingbirds has al-
ways fascinated the humans and, over the past 40 years,
biologists have gradually uncovered the complex unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms leading to extraordinary aerody-
namic forces generated by their flapping wings. Simulta-
neously, the extreme miniaturization of avionics has made
possible to consider building robots mimicking the behavior
of insects and birds.
The project at Active Structures Laboratory (ASL) aims
at designing and controlling a MAV capable of hovering
with flight autonomy of several minutes. The weight and
wingspan are restricted to the hummingbird size. Figure 1











Figure 1: General view of the Colibri robot.
2 Gearbox design
The flapping mechanism is the mechanism responsible for
flapping the wings. The input of the mechanism is connected
to the motor by a gearbox with a gear ratio of G. Figure 2
shows the characteristics of the motor (torque versus rota-
tion speed) for various voltages and the (measured) torque
requirements versus rotation speed (flapping frequency x
gear ratio) of the flapping mechanism [2]. In order to char-
acterize the flapping mechanism load, the armature current
and the flapping frequency are monitored and recorded for
various motor voltages. Then the required torque is com-
puted using the motor torque constant; a high speed camera
is used to evaluate the flapping frequency. The crossing of
the two curves is the operating point of the mechanism, pro-
vided that the corresponding current is below the thermal
limit allowed for the motor.
Figure 2: Torque versus rotation speed of the motor, for
various voltages, and measured torque requirements of the
mechanism for a gear ratio of G= 23.1 : 1. The crossing of
the two curves is the operating point of the mechanism.
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1 Introduction
Planning of time-optimal trajectories for robots is an old
problem that is still relevant today. In many applications,
among which manufacturing, the robot is operating most
cost effectively when tasks are completed in minimum time.
Let us consider the class of tasks that can be described by
tracking a geometric curve as fast as possible, given a set of
bounds on states and inputs. The works of [1, 2], and more
recently [3], presented constructive methods to find trajec-
tories that exactly track a path in the configuration space
of a robot manipulator time optimally. In an offline opti-
mization phase reference trajectories are generated, which
are subsequently fed to the online tracking controllers for
the joint positions and velocities; traditionally cascaded PID
controllers.
The advantage of separating the optimization from refer-
ence tracking is that the burden of computing optimal tra-
jectories is entirely offline. This greatly relaxes the perfor-
mance requirements on the computational hardware on the
robot itself. However, it also implies that trajectories can-
not be updated during the execution of the reference track-
ing phase. With current computational hardware and avail-
able embedded optimization algorithms, the reference track-
ing controllers can in principle be replaced with or aug-
mented by online optimization algorithms. If such optimiza-
tions are executed periodically in a receding horizon manner
one obtains a so-called Economic Nonlinear Model Predic-
tive Control (E-NMPC) scheme [4]. The application of E-
NMPC increases the flexibility of the control task: during
operation, it can deal with temporary changes in the environ-
ment and modifications in parts of the reference path yet to
traverse. Also, due to the online optimization, the economic
performance objective can be taken into account while at-
tenuating disturbances and to, for instance, exploit tolerance
bounds for increased performance [5].
2 Main result
In line with recent developments in fast embedded optimiza-
tion software, this talk presents results from the application
of minimum-time predictive path following to an experi-
mental setup. Considered is an ABB IRB120, a six degree
of freedom robot arm, controlled at 250Hz using a Linux
workstation on a real-time kernel. The problem formulation
is based on [6] and takes two ingredients: a geometric curve
defined in the workspace of the robot manipulator, and a
tolerance bound with respect to the path. A finite horizon
optimal control problem (OCP) results, in which we wish to
optimize for minimum motion time along the curve, while
staying inside the tolerance bound, and respecting bounds
on states and inputs. This OCP is discretized using a di-
rect multiple stooting method to obtain a nonlinear program
(NLP), which is to be solved in every sampling interval.
Due to the economic nature of the objective, the im-
plemented sequential quadratic programming approach re-
quires second order sensitivities to obtain a good local
quadratic model of the NLP. This is essential to obtain fast
convergence behavior, but it also greatly increases the com-
putational complexity. Approaches to mitigate the added
computational burden in application to the case study, such
as employing inexact sensitivities [7], are investigated. The
results demonstrate that economic NMPC is a viable ap-
proach for the control of fast mechatronic systems.
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1 Introduction
Vitreoretinal surgery addresses sight-threatening conditions
on the back of the eye. Since structures on the back of
the eye are often only a few micrometers, the technical de-
mands placed on the surgeon by these procedures are very
high. Robotic systems can provide a distinct and positive
alteration in patient outcome when they can show to really
enhance the surgeon’s capability by providing both physi-
cal and mental assistance. Although the use of a stereo-
microscope provides a three dimensional image to the physi-
cian, determining the distance between instrument-tip and
retina proves to be very hard.
2 Proximity sensing
The surgical instrument, which is connected to a robotic
setup that is controlled by the surgeon, is equipped with an
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) probe. OCT [1] is
a sensor solution based on interference between two light
paths and can be used to measure a one-dimensional depth
image (A-scan). Figure 1 shows an A-scan measured from
an OCT-probe inside a porcine eye.













Figure 1: A-scan measured in an in-vivo porcine eye. The
x-axis shows the depth in mm. The retina and choroid can
be seen around 2.2 mm.
3 Retina detection and tracking
The measured A-scans are processed using template match-
ing to create a discrete probability distribution of where the
retina might be in the A-scan. Combined with the measured
robot position, a discrete Bayesian filter is then used to track
the retina in one dimension (along the axis of the measure-
ment). The robot position is here essentially used as an ini-
tial guess to where the retina might be in the A-scan. When
the robot moves towards the retina, the retina is expected to
move left in the A-scan.
This filter now provides one dimensional distance informa-
tion towards the retina. However, when moving sideways
above a curved retina, no prediction can be made on the dis-
tance, since the exact shape of the eye is unknown. There-
fore, the retinal surface is mapped by fitting a polynomial
plane through the measured distances. For this, an Extended
Kalman Filter is used, with the measured distance and the
robot encoders as input. Now, when moving sideways, the
relative displacement of the polynomial plane w.r.t. the
robot is used as input to the Bayesian filter.
4 Retina proximity feedback
The robotic system is a telemanipulation setup developed by
PRECEYES [2], consisting of a motion controller (master)
and an instrument manipulator (slave). The surgeon controls
the motion controller and the measured position of the mo-
tion controller is used as a reference to the instrument ma-
nipulator. The calculated distance to the retina is now used
to limit the reference to the instrument manipulator, thereby
decoupling the master and slave in one direction. This pro-
vides forbidden-region virtual fixtures to the surgeon.
When moving sideways, the virtual fixture not only consists
of a limit to the reference in axial direction, but also contains
a gradient. This gradient is based on the polynomial plane
that represents the retina and functions as feed-forward to
increase precision.
Next to decoupling the telemanipulation setup at a virtual
fixture, the measured distance is fed back to the surgeon us-
ing auditory cues. This greatly increases depth perception,
which, combined with the virtual fixtures, decreases stress
to the surgeon and increases safety.
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When solving a path-following problem using the guiding
vector field (GVF), a vector field is designed so that its in-
tegral curves approach the desired path, and thus guides a
robot to follow the path asymptotically. In [1], a 2D GVF
is designed for a non-holonomic wheeled robot to follow a
smooth desired path in general forms. This paper presents
some preliminary results on the extension of [1], where a 3D
desired path is considered and a corresponding 3D GVF is
designed.
1 Problem Formulation
A desired 3D path P can be described by the intersection
of two surfaces in their implicit forms:
P
∆
= {(x,y,z) : φ1(x,y,z) = 0,φ2(x,y,z) = 0} ⊂ R3, (1)
where φi ∈C2 :R3→R, i= 1,2. We only consider the case
where the intersection is composed of one smooth curve.
Given any vector r ∈ Rn, a bounded operator on r is de-
fined as r = r1+||r||2 such that the norm of r¯ is bounded. The
corresponding guiding vector field is designed as
v(ξ ) = n1(ξ )×n2(ξ )−k1e1(ξ )n1(ξ )−k2e2(ξ )n2(ξ ), (2)
on R3, where ni(ξ ) = Oφi(ξ ), ei(ξ ) = φi(ξ ) and ki > 0 are
constants, for i= 1,2. Therefore,P = {ξ ∈R3 : e(ξ ) = 0},
where e(ξ ) = [e1(ξ ) e2(ξ )]T .
We denote the distance between a point p0 ∈ R3 and a set
S ⊂ R3 by dist(p,S) = inf{||p− p0|| : p ∈ S}. In addi-
tion, the distance between two sets A,B ⊂ R3 is defined as
dist(A,B) = inf{||p1− p2|| : p1 ∈ A, p2 ∈ B}. Next, we de-
fine a setM ∆= {ξ ∈R3 :N(ξ )Ke(ξ ) = 0}. This set contains
the desired pathP . Furthermore, a critical set is defined as
C = {ξ ∈M : rank(N(ξ )) ≤ 1}. Since the set T ∆= {ξ ∈
M : rank(N(ξ ))= 2}⊂P , it follows thatP∪C =M . Let
N(ξ ) =
[
n1(ξ ) n2(ξ )
]






ing assumptions are made.
Assumption 1: For any given constant κ > 0 and p ∈R3, it
follows that inf{||e(p)|| : dist(p,P)≥ κ}> 0.
Assumption 2: dist(C ,P))> 0.
Assumption 3: For any given constant κ > 0 and p ∈R3, it
follows that inf{||N(p)Ke(p)|| : dist(p,M )≥ κ}> 0.
2 Main Results
The integral curves of (2) correspond to the trajectories of
the following autonomous ordinary differential equation:
d
dt
ξ (t) = v(ξ (t)), t ≥ 0, (3)
where ξ (t) : t 7→ (x,y,z)∈R3. Now we present the following
theorem stating that the integral curves of (3) converge to
either the desired path or the critical set.
Theorem 1 Let ξ (t) be a solution to (3). Then it will con-
verge to the setM = {ξ ∈ R3 : N(ξ )Ke(ξ ) = 0}. Particu-
larly, two outcomes are possible: (1) lim
t→∞dist(ξ (t),P) = 0,
that is, the solution converges to the desired path. (2)
lim
t→∞dist(ξ (t),C ) = 0, that is, the solution converges to the
critical set.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: An example. Trajectory (pink) converges to the critical
set (a) and to the path (b) respectively.
3 Example
Consider two surfaces in their explicit forms φ1(x,y,z) = 0
and φ2(x,y,z) = 0, where φ1(x,y,z) = (x− a)2 +(y− b)2−
r2, φ2(x,y,z) = y2+z2−R2. Note that a,b,R,r ∈R and R>
r > 0. When b ∈ (−R− r,−R+ r)∪ (R− r,R+ r), the curve
and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 1.
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1 Context: Human joint impedances
The neuromuscular system continuously regulates the prop-
erties of the human joints according to the environmental
conditions and the task to perform. The result is a change
of the joint impedance, a mechanical description of the dy-
namic behavior of the joints. When the variation of the
lower limbs’ joint impedance is abnormal, for example af-
ter a stroke, cerebral palsy or limb amputation, the execu-
tion of motor tasks is affected. Disabilities can be allevi-
ated by prostheses (in the case of amputations) or orthoses
(for external support to a limb), termed bionic devices. The
ultimate goal of bionic devices is to replicate the dynamic
behavior of the joints in concert with the human’s intention,
such that the device is perceived as a natural extension of the
human body. A model of the changes of the joint impedance
during daily tasks is required, and system identification can
be used as a tool to obtain such a model [1].
2 Time-varying joint impedance identification
The joint impedance can be represented by a linear time-
invariant (LTI) model if, in the measuring process, small
amplitude perturbations are applied around a fixed operat-
ing point [2]. However, during most motor tasks the op-
erating point continuously changes and LTI models are no
longer valid: linear time-varying (LTV) models should be
employed instead.
Joint impedance identification is currently being applied to
bionic devices; yet LTI techniques are primarily utilized,
leading to incomplete and inaccurate models of the joint dy-
namics. The objective of this research1 is to tackle the iden-
tification of the LTV joint impedance for the application to
bionic devices from both a fundamental and practical point
of view. In the fundamental approach, a method for the iden-
tification of the LTV joint impedance will be developed and
tested for different experimental conditions. In the practical
approach, the gained knowledge will be applied to monitor
the performance of orthotic rehabilitation and to refine vari-
able impedance controllers in orthoses.
1This work is sponsored by FWO-Vlaanderen and the Flemish Govern-
ment (Methusalem Fund, METH1), and by the ERC, project 4DEEG.
3 Preliminary Results
When a multisine input (a signal composed of the sum of
sinusoids with different frequencies) is applied to a time-
varying system, the output spectrum presents power at both
the excited and the non-excited frequencies. The power at
the non-excited frequencies is due to the time variation in
the system, and typically assumes the shape of Skirts. The
information on the time variation can be extracted using a
nonparametric system identification method, referred to as
Skirt Decomposition (SKD) method.
The SKD method has been applied to the identification of
the impedance of the human wrist joint [3]. An experi-
ment was performed, during which small amplitude rota-
tional perturbations were applied to the wrist of the subjects
via the handle of a robotic manipulator attached to their right
palm. The subjects were requested to vary the voluntary
torque applied to the handle to follow an onscreen sinusoidal
trajectory, ranging from 5% to 20% of the maximum volun-
tary torque. The SKD method was applied to the measured
rotation (input) and torque (output). The identification re-
sults indicate that the joint impedance varied sinusoidally,
according to the changes in the voluntary torque. The re-
sults show that the method was able to retrieve a plausible
time variation of the joint impedance, in which the voluntary
torque played the role of the changing operating point.
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1 Abstract
Security is one of the challenging issues in dealing with
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), systems that integrate
computation and communication to accomplish task in
physical world. As a matter of fact, a breach in the cyber-
domain of such systems can compromise systems in the
physical world with safety-critical components, such as
power systems and communication networks. One impor-
tant category of attack to CPSs is deceptive attack. These
attacks mainly targets the trustworthiness of data via tam-
pering with the transmitted packets [1].
The prototypical problem to study resilience in the presence
of misbehaving nodes is the so-called consensus problem
[2], which forms the foundation for distributed computing.
In resilient consensus, normal nodes reach a common value
despite the presence of misbehaving nodes. The resilient
consensus problem has a long history, and it has been in-
vestigated first by computer scientists [3], usually under the
hypothesis that the network graph is complete.
Most of the research works in this area assume that the net-
work operates in perfect synchrony, in the sense that all the
nodes, at least the normal ones, update at the same moment
in time. Since this condition might be difficult to obtain,
a parallel line of research has focused on methods for han-
dling asynchrony, which is known to render consensus much
more challenging to obtain [3]. Among many notable works,
we mention [4] which consider MSR-type algorithms sup-
porting asynchrony. In this work, asynchrony refers to the
property that the nodes are equipped with identical clocks,
operating synchronously, but can make updates at different
steps, that is at different multiples of the clock period.
The objective of this research is to address the problem of
resilient consensus in a context where the nodes have their
own clocks, possibly operating in an asynchronous way,
and can make updates at arbitrary time instants. Besides
the practical difficulties in achieving a perfect clock syn-
chronization, one main reason for considering independent
clocks is related to developments in the area of networked
control systems where, in order to enhance efficiency and
flexibility, it is more and more required to have fully au-
tonomous devices, which is the paradigm of event-triggered
and self-triggered control. In fact, our approach utilizes a
self-triggered control scheme [5]. Each node is equipped
with a clock that determines when the next update is sched-
uled. At the update instant, the node polls its neighbors, col-
lects the data and determines its controls and the next update
instant.
The main result of this research establishes approximate
consensus under certain conditions on the connectivity of
the communication graph and a maximum number of mis-
behaving nodes, conditions which can be relaxed if misbe-
havior only occurs in data acquisition or timing. While [6]
achieves perfect consensus and require milder connectivity
conditions, the present results indicate that the resilient con-
sensus problem can be approached without requiring that
the nodes are equipped with identical clocks, even when the
graph is not complete, a feature which is very appealing for
networked control applications.
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The synchronizing probability function for primitive sets of matrices
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The concept of primitivity has recently gained a lot of atten-
tion due to its application in stochastic switching systems,
consensus theory and automata theory. In particular, it con-
stitutes a promising method to tackle the Cˇerny´ conjecture,
one of the most longstanding open problems on synchroniz-
ing automata. A novelty approach to this conjecture, based
on a probabilistic game framework, has been proposed lately
in [3]. In this work, we adapt that probabilistic framework
to primitive sets introducing the synchronizing probability
function for primitive sets of matrices. Our goal is twofold:
on one hand, our formulation makes use of linear program-
ming techniques that enable us to study the primitivity phe-
nomenon, on the other hand, we hope that this approach
would help in shedding a light on the Cˇerny´ conjecture.
1 Primitive sets and synchronizing automata
A set of matrices with nonnegative entries is called primitive
if there exists a product of these matrices with all positive
entries. The length of the shortest positive product is called
the exponent (exp) of the set. A synchronizing automaton is
a set of binary row-stochastic matrices that admits a product
with a full-ones column. The length of the shortest of these
products is called the reset threshold (rt) of the automaton.
We recall the famous Cˇerny´ conjecture:
Conjecture 1 ([2]). The reset threshold of an automa-
ton with n×n matrices cannot exceed (n−1)2.
Blondel et al. [1] showed that the exponent of a prim-
itive set is tighly linked with the reset threshold of an
automaton, as illustrated in the following theorem (a matrix
is said to be NZ if it has no zero rows and no zero columns):
Theorem 1 (Theorems 16-17 in [1]). For any primi-
tive set M of NZ matrices of size n× n, there exist two
synchronizing automata A and A′ such that:
max{rt(A),rt(A′)} ≤ exp(M)≤ rt(A)+ rt(A′)+n−1.
It follows that a primitive set with exponent greater
than 2(n−1)2 +n−1 would disprove the Cˇerny´ conjecture;
this is also why methods for predicting or approximating
1R. Jungers is a FNRS Research Associate. He is supported by the
French Community of Belgium, the Walloon Region and the Innoviris
Foundation.
Figure 1: The SPF for set M (left) and for a set with n = 5 (right).
the exponent of a set are of interest.
2 The synchronizing probability function
Consider M a NZ set of n×n matrices and define M≤t as the
set of the products of length smaller than t, for a given t ∈N.
We introduce the following two-player probabilistic game:
Player 2 chooses a vector e j from the canonical basis, Player
1 chooses a product P in M≤t and then a vector ek is chosen
uniformly from the canonical basis. Player 1 wins if eTj P≥
eTk , otherwise Player 2 wins. We define the Synchronizing
Probability Function for primitive sets (SPF) kM(t) as the
probability that Player 1 wins if Player 2 plays optimally;
namely, if p is the probability distribution of Player 2 and e









The SPF is nondecreasing in t and it reaches the value 1 if
and only if M is primitive and has exponent smaller than
t. The SPF can be reformulated as a linear program; in
view of this reformulation, we provide a preliminary anal-
ysis of theoretical properties of the SPF and report promis-
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1 Introduction
Research on distributed decision making in multi-agent net-
works, populated by rational agents, is very active, thanks
to its various applications including computer networks [3],
power systems, robotic, sensor networks [2] and consumer
markets.
In this work we consider a network of noncooperative agents
seeking a global equilibrium in an unconstrained network
game, based on proximal dynamics, with convex cost func-
tions depending on the neighbor states. The communication
in the network is asynchronous, and hence the associated
communication graph is time-varying. This is the main dif-
ference from [1], where the synchronous case of this prob-
lem was introduced. The chosen tool for approaching the
problem is functional analysis applied to nonlinear opera-
tors in Banach spaces. This choice allows us to analyze the
problem under the weakest assumptions. In particular, the
property of averaged and nonexpansive nonlinear mapping
with respect to their fixed points are used.
2 Problem Formulation
The network is composed by N agents, the state of each
agent i∈ [1,N] is denoted by xi ∈X i⊆Rn. The communica-
tion is described by a directed graph with adiacency matrix
P := [ai, j] where i, j ∈ [1 · · ·N]. The matrix P is assumed to
be row stochastic (i.e. ∑Nj=1 ai, j = 1), hence the elements of
the network can update their state asynchronously.









‖ y− zi ‖2 (1)
with zi =∑Nj=1 ai, jx j and i∈ [1,N]. Every function f i :Rn→
R is assumed to be lower semi-continuous and convex.
The aim of the agents is to reach the Network Equilibrium
(NE), which is defined as a collective equilibrium state x =









ai, j x¯ j
)
∀i ∈ [1,N] (2)
3 Operator Theoretic Perspective
The minimization of Ji can be described through the proxi-
mal operator with the cost function f i and argument zi, i.e.
argminy∈X i Ji(y,zi)= prox f i(zi). Grouping togetherN prox-
imity operators leads to proxf :RnN→ (X1, · · · ,XN)⊂RnN ,
defined as proxf := diag
(
prox f i , · · · ,prox fN
)
. In order to
obtain the sought argument for each operator, proxf has to
be composed with the (nN)× (nN) matrix A := P⊗ In. The
new mapping T := proxf ◦A completely describes the prob-
lem. Indeed from the definition of NE in Eq. 2, it follows
directly that a vector x¯ is an NE if and only if it is a fixed
point of the mapping T, i.e. x¯ ∈ fix(T).
The focus of our work is studying the convergence of a se-
quence {xm}m∈N generated through the update rule x(k+
1) = Tx(k). The asynchronous nature of the communica-
tion forces the analysis into the Banach spaces, and in par-
ticular we consider finite dimensional Banach spaces, since
they provide reflexivity. The most interesting characteristics
for the convergence of T is the nonexpansivness.
The partial result obtained proves that, in the framework of
finite dimensional Banach spaces, every nonexpansive map-
ping that also has the asymptotic regularity property (i.e.
limn→∞ xn−Txn = 0) converges to one of its fixed points.
4 Further Work
In order to completely solve the problem, further studies
about the properties of the proximity map in finite dimen-
sional Banach spaces are required.
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Although Dutch drinking water is of high quality and 
only 5% of clean drinking water is lost per year [1], the 
actual behavior of flows within the distribution network 
and current state of the pipes remain largely unknown. 
Due to the unknown state and continuous degradation 
of pipes, water companies yearly spend millions in 
renewing water mains, without a detailed strategy to 
target most likely degraded pipes. 
Although increasing amount of water sensor 
placements in water mains yields big & fast data 
streams, analysis of this data is currently limited to a 
reactive approach of real-time leak detection [2]. 
However, in order to enable for robust performance, 
adequate detection of upcoming degradation or even 
failure and hence avoiding leakages, a more proactive 
approach is required. Since increased sensor placement 
and pipe inspection are costly, the abundance of 
currently collected sensor data can be deeper analyzed 
to facilitate cost-effective monitoring and management 
of the water supply grid. 
2. Technological challenges 
By processing and integrating the currently available 
sensor data, more information can be obtained 
compared to individual sensor monitoring. Data 
integration and reconciliation of these data streams with 
flow dynamics from prior (physical) knowledge, will 
facilitate improved decision support for cost-effective 
monitoring and management of the water distribution 
network. Emphasis is put the development of real-time, 
































With the help of Dutch drinking water companies, 
currently available data streams are investigated (Fig. 
1A) and integrated using data science (Fig. 1B) to 
develop early warning systems for prevention of e.g. 
leakages and pump failures. Next, the processed data 
streams are combined with GIS maps and mathematical 
models of the water distribution grids in order to 
reconcile flow dynamics with discovered data 
relationships (Fig 1C). These insights into the state of 
the network assets are used to develop real-time 
decision support (Fig 1D). In the current study only 
steps A and B will be demonstrated. 
4. Conclusions 
Currently collected sensor data can be further processed 
to predict faults and failures with corresponding 
probabilities in an early stage. Combining water flow 
models with data science allows more insight in the 
state of the water grid asset 
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1 Introduction
Recently, there have been studies on the coevolution-
ary game dynamics with environmental feedback in
a single population of players [1]. The correspond-
ing dynamics exhibit interesting oscillating behavior
when the game is characterized by the payoff matrix
of the prisoner dilemma. We further study more gen-
eral game dynamics when two populations interact,
each characterized by a different payoff structure..
This research investigates whether convergence will
take place for the coevolutionary dynamics of the two
populations of players and the environment, in partic-
ular identifying the scenarios where oscillations offer
the best predictions of long-run behavior.
2 Integrated model
The model is based on the existing replicator equation
of bimatrix game [2]:
x˙i = xi[(Ay)i− xAy], i= 1, ...,n
y˙ j = y j[(Bx) j− yBx], j = 1, ...,m,
(1)
where xi and y j are the proportions of individuals in
the corresponding population with strategy i and j,
respectively; A and B are the payoff matrices for the
first and second types of players, respectively.
In some practical situations, however, the environ-
mental factor also plays a critical role because it can
not only be affected by the behaviors of individuals
but also act back on the strategic choices of the popu-
lations by influencing the transient payoff matrix. For
this reason, the dynamic payoff matrix is utilized to
indicate the influence of the environment factor. In
addition, the state of the environment factor is modi-
fied by the actions as
r˙ = r(1− r)h(x,y). (2)
Assume the individuals have two strategies and com-
bine Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain the combined system
x˙= x(1− x) f (y,r)
y˙= y(1− y)g(x,r)
r˙ = r(1− r)[(1+θ1)x+(1+θ2)y−2],
(3)
where θ represents the ratio of the enhancement rate
over degradation rate of cooperators and defectors,
respectively.
3 Main results
Case I: When the dynamic payoff matrices lead to












the coevolutionary dynamics will con-
verge to some fixed points;












the dynamics tend to exhibit oscillating
behavior;
Case III: Theoretically more complicated dynam-
ics, e.g., chaos, can happen when the dy-
namic payoff matrices are set with specific
combinations of parameters.
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1 Abstract
In this note we reconsider the worst-case design linear
quadratic control problem if the system is disturbed by de-
terministic noise. Bas¸ar and Bernhard used in [1] the soft-
constrained linear-quadratic dynamic game framework to
solve the disturbance attenuation problem and the closely
related H∞ control problem. For that purpose one can as-
sume that the state weighing matrix in the corresponding
cost function is positive semi-definite, since the cost func-
tion models the L2-norm of the output of the system.
In this note we follow this soft-constrained approach to de-
sign a worst-case controller for the general indefinite linear-
quadratic control problem. As is well-known, these kind of
control problems are often used to model problems in, e.g.,
economic and environmental science. Both in a single and
multi-player context.
We assume that the evolution of the state, x(t), over time is
described by the differential equation
x˙(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Ew(t), x(0) = x0 ∈ IRn, (1)
where the control designer chooses u(t) = Fx(t), such that
(A+BF,E) is controllable and
F ∈F := {F | σ(A+BF)⊂ lC−},
where lC− are all complex numbers which real part is strictly
smaller than zero; and w(t) ∈ IRq is some unknown noise
with w(.) ∈ Lq2, the set of square integrable functions on
[0,∞).
It is assumed that in the noise-free case the objective of the
control designer is to determine F , such that for any initial





{xT (t)(Q+FT RF)x(t)}dt, R > 0. (2)
Note, we don’t make definiteness assumptions concerning
matrix Q.
In case noise may enter the system, we assume the above





{xT (t)(Q+FT RF)x(t)−wT (t)Vw(t)}dt.
(3)
One way to interpret this adapted cost criterion (3) is that
at any point in time disturbances have a negative impact on
the performance, measured by wT (t)Vw(t). Assuming the
control designer is risk averse, we assume that he likes to
determine F in such a way that it minimizes the worst-case
cost over all admissible F ∈ F . In this setting matrix V
may also be used as a design ”parameter”, set by the control
designer, expressing to which extent he likes to take into ac-
count potentially disrupting noise. If he is ”risk seeking” he
might choose a ¯V larger than V that seems to be the realistic
value, and vice-versa.
On the other hand this adapted criterion is closely related
to the system being internally stabilizable or, even, having
a bounded L2-gain, where the bound is implied by matrix
V . Assuming that minF∈F maxw∈Lq2 J(F,w,x0) has a solu-
tion for a given matrix V and is attained at (F∗,w∗) it fol-
lows that J(F∗,w) ≤ J(F∗,w∗) =: J∗. We will show that,
in case the problem has a solution, J∗ = xT0 Kx0 for some
matrix K that depends on V . This implies, there exists a




{x˜T (t)(Q+F∗T RF∗)x˜(t)−wT (t)V w(t)}dt ≤ J∗, or∫
∞
0




wT (t)Vw(t)dt + xT0 Kx0.
So, if Q+F∗T RF∗ > 0 it follows that in such cases with this
choice of input the system is internally stable, that is there
exists a constant β such that, ‖x‖ ≤ β max{‖x0‖,‖w‖} for
every w ∈ Lq2. In case Q+F∗
T RF∗ is not positive definite,
still this inequality can be interpreted as that there exists an
input such that the performance of the system has the prop-
erty that it degrades at most with β‖w‖, whatever w ∈ Lq2
occurs.
In this presentation we will primarily focus on the one-
player case. For the scalar case both necessary and suffi-
cient conditions are derived for solving the problem. These
results are partly extended for the multi-variable case.
Keywords: Linear quadratic differential games; linear feed-
back Nash equilibria; coupled algebraic Riccati equations,
deterministic uncertainty.
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1 Background and problem definition
In high-precision motion systems it is often not possible to
directly measure at the location where performance is re-
quired. Therefore, performance variables need to be inferred
from non-collocated sensor measurements. If flexible be-
havior is negligible, a static sensor transformation is used
to find a rigid-body (RB) approximation of the performance
variable. However, for next-generation motion systems po-
sitioning accuracy is ever-increasing, leading to a situation
where flexible dynamics are not negligible. As a result, tra-
ditional single degree-of-freedom (DOF) controllers are in-
adequate [1]. The aim of this research is to control the un-
measured performance variable while taking flexible behav-
ior into account, through 2-DOF controller structures and
disturbance observers.
2 Approach
An explicit distinction is made between measured variables,
denoted with yp, and performance variables denoted with
zp [1]. The control goal is stated as; track a reference rz
in the unmeasured performance variable zp, while taking
structural deformations into account. The structural de-
formation, possibly induced by a (quasi-static) disturbance,
causes a RB-estimation of the performance variable to be
inaccurate, as in the schematic representation in Fig. 2. The
proposed method extends the single DOF controller struc-
ture with a disturbance-based observer, as depicted in Fig.
1. The disturbance-observer estimates the disturbance and
uses it to create an improved estimate of the performance
variable denoted with zˆp [2]. A feedback controller K f b is














Figure 1: Disturbance observer-based controller structure.
based controller Kobs is given by
u= SO
[





with SO = (I+K f bO1)−1, O1(s) : u 7→ zˆp and O2(s) : yp 7→
zˆp.
3 Experimental results
The proposed observer-based method and the conventional
method, i.e., using PID controllers, are applied to a proto-
type light-weight wafer stage in Fig. 2. A force disturbance
and position reference are applied, the resulting positioning
error ez = rz− zp for both controllers are depicted in Fig.
3. It can be concluded that the proposed method eliminates
the steady-state error which is caused by the deformation,
whereas the conventional controller is not capable of deal-
ing with the deformation.
Figure 2: Prototype wafer stage and schematic representation.
Figure 3: Positioning error ez obtained with conventional con-
troller (blue) and inferential controller (red), reference
(gray) and disturbance (dashed gray).
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1 Introduction
To limit storage losses of potatoes in bulk storage, the
dynamic interaction between facility climate and product
needs to be better understood [1]. A 2D schematic overview
of a bulk storage facility is shown in Figure 1. The aim of
the study was to improve the storage process for frying pota-
toes, by making use of CFD simulations.
A CFD model was set up, and calibrated and validated on
data from a large-scale potato storage facility. The model
contains the convection, diffusion and reaction of heat and
mass. To control the climate, two actuators: a moving hatch
and a fan, were included in the CFD model. The model
supports the re-design of the climate control, preferably in
general rules of thumb.
Figure 1: 2D Large-scale bulk-storage facility configuration, with
Ωa the air domain, Ωp the porous medium domain and
Ωe the environment domain. The climate is controlled
by ventilating air into the facility. This ventilation and
air mixture is controlled by two actuators: the moving
mesh located in Ωa1 and the fan Ωa2. In practise the
fan ventilates a mixture of air into the air channel Ωa3
through the porous medium Ωp. The air can leave the
facility or can be recirculated.
After a CFD modelling procedure a calibration and valida-
tion of large-scale storage facility was performed. The work
was applied in order to a.o. answer the hypothesis that a 1D
CFD model is an appropriate approximation of a real full-
scale storage facility.
2 Material and methods
The CFD model was set up in COMSOL, using a Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) velocity model with a Al-
gebraic yPlus turbulence model. For the climate and prod-
uct aspects temperature and moisture states were defined in
terms of partial differential equations. For the calibration
of the model parameter sweeps were performed to obtain
an impression of the best fitted parameter estimates. Subse-
quently, a one point calibration was performed, followed by
a validation step using new sampling points.
3 Conclusion
The calibrated CFD model showed significant horizontal
gradients in the bulk, when changing the flow. Thus if we
want to predict the local conditions in the bulk a 2D CFD
model is needed.
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1 Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D Printing,
currently receives great interest from the manufacturing in-
dustry. AM provides for a larger freedom in product design
and enables integration of product functionalities. To pursue
this promise of AM, the current lack of consistent consistent
product quality, productivity and scalability needs to be over-
come. To this end, our vision is that AM equipment needs
to make the transition from current, mostly open-loop (see
Figure 1), control to closed-loop control schemes.
Figure 1: Open-loop control scheme typical for AM.
This work focuses on the modelling and control of a class
of AM technologies known as vat photopolymerization or
stereolithography of ceramics [1]. Ceramic vat photopoly-
merization typically consists of (1) depositing a layer of
photosensitive slurry, (2) curing the layer by selectively ir-
radiating the product’s cross-section, (3) lowering the build
platform by one layer thickness and repeating for each layer.
2 Control problem statement
The main objective for the manufacturing process controller
at hand is to maximize product quality by minimizing prod-
Figure 2: Comparison of simulated exposure for open-loop versus closed-loop control of two uneven photocurable layers.
uction variations despite material and process uncertainties.
Two metrics have been identified to be representative for
product quality: (1) layer thickness uniformity for the slurry
deposition step and (2) degree of conversion homogeneity
for the photopolymerization step.
3 First results
Modelling, sensing, actuation and control opportunities are
being explored for both the deposition and the photopolymer-
ization step. As a first result, this work presents simulation
results of a feedback control scheme that controls the local
exposure dose based on a measurement of the layer thick-
ness topography, see Figure 2. This way layer thickness
nonuniformity originating from the slurry deposition step,
can be compensated for in the photopolymerization step and
undercure can be prevented while overcure is minimized.
The physical laws of light attenuation, however, limit the
controllability of exposure dose with depth into the layer and
hence the proposed feedback scheme can only prevent over-
cure if the layers are not too thick. Future work includes the
incorporation of a kinetic model for photopolymerization and
the design of a controller that acts on degree of conversion
homogeneity rather than exposure.
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Design and operation of thermodynamic systems in chemi-
cal process engineering are challenging tasks. Particularly,
dynamic behaviour for multiphase systems is still not com-
pletely understood [1]. Looking for an alternative to tradi-
tional models, we propose a physics-based modeling frame-
work for liquid-vapor systems based on non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. As a first result, a non-linear differential-
algebraic system of equations (DAE system) is presented as
a tool to simulate open multicomponent liquid-vapor sys-
tems far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Results regard-
ing stability properties of the model are discussed through a
numerical example using Lyapunov’s first method. As a sec-
ond preliminary result, effects of irreversible phenomena in
the system are also considered. We finally discuss entropy
production for non-equilibrium models as a tool to analyze
multiphase systems within the proposed framework [2].
A liquid-vapor system can be represented as the intercon-
nection of two subsystems, as depicted in Figure 1. For
such system, the first law of thermodynamics is expressed


















0 = f (zg,zl,w), (1b)
where the holdups z= [U,K,N1, . . . ,Nc]t, sub-indexed l for
Figure 1: Open liquid-gas thermodynamic System.
the liquid and g for the gas, represent the energy and moles
contained in each subsystem; the flow terms (F) account for
the rate at which the environment exchanges mass and en-
ergy with the system; and, the non-equilibrium internal flow
terms (r) represent exchange rates between phases. The rela-
tion between the interface conditions (w) and the bulk-phase
holdups (zl,zg) is given by the algebraic constraint (1b). Nu-
merical results show that the system (1) linearized around
a stationary thermodynamic equilibrium state has unstable
eigenvalues. When an isobaric constraint Pg(zg) = Pl is con-
sidered, the system is stable. In the sequel, we would like
to understand, from a physical point of view, the stabilizing
effect of the isobaric constraint. To do so, we propose to ex-
tend the stability analysis through Lyapunov second method.




























where the FS terms represent the entropy convective flows;
TQ is the temperature at which heat transfer rate Q occurs;
and T,P and µ stand as temperature, pressure and chemical
potential of phase α ∈ {g, l} respectively. The volume is
assumed to be a known positive function V = φ(t). As a
positive definite state function, the entropy production (σ )
recovered from the coupling (1)-(2) is a Lyapunov function
candidate [2]. This open issue is to be considered next in
this project.
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Background
Feedforward can compensate for known disturbances before
these affect the system, enabling high performance. This is
typically achieved by inverting a model of the system. In
view of the achievable control performance, the quality of
the parametric inverse model is crucial. Especially for li-
ghtly damped mechatronic systems such as flatbed printers,
see Figure 2, such accurate parametric models can be diffi-
cult and expensive to obtain due to, e.g., complex dynamics,
and numerical issues. This motivates to directly estimate
the inverse model based on measured input/output data, ob-
tained in the same setting as the model is going to be used
in, i.e., a feedforward control configuration.
Data-Driven Feedforward: Non-Causal Control
In data-driven feedforward control, measured data is used to
iteratively determine a fixed-structure controller F (θ), such
that the tracking error e = 11+PC (1−PF (θ))r is minimized
when F (θ) is applied, see Fig. 1. Optimal tracking perfor-
mance, i.e., Ee = 0, ∀r, is achieved if F (z, θ) = P−1(z).
The key difficulty is to choose a compact parametrization for






Figure 1: Control configuration for data-driven feedforward: the
parameters θ are iteratively optimized based on measured data.
Crucially, if P has non-minimum phase (NMP) zeros, then
P−1 has poles outside the typical stability region. Interestin-
gly, this can effectively be dealt with in feedforward, where
non-causality can be exploited to compensate ‘unstable’ po-
les. The aim of this research is to enable non-causal control
using a suitable parametrization for F (θ).
The main contribution of the presented research is the deve-
lopment of a compact parametrization for inverse systems,
that is suited for inverse-model feedforward control. Cru-
cially, the developed parametrization builds on the use of ge-
neral non-causal rational orthonormal basis functions (RO-
BFs) in L2 [1], to compensate poles outside the usual stabi-
lity region. As special cases, causal ROBFs in H2 [2] and
finite impulse response (FIR) models are recovered.
Experimental Results: Industrial Flatbed Printer
The developed approach is applied to the Arizona flatbed
printer, shown in Fig. 2, which has 3 NMP zeros with input
FL [N ] and output xR [m]. The results in Fig. 3 show that:
• non-causality, through basis functions in L2, is crucial to
compensate poles outside the typical stability region;
• rational functions enable high performance using com-


























Figure 3: Experimental results: non-causal ROBFs ( ) ena-
ble infinitely long pre-actuation and post-actuation. Compared to
(non-causal) FIR basis functions ( ), which enable only a small
and finite amount of preview, the error e10 is significantly reduced.
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This paper presents a new modeling method for single 
node standing wave acoustophoresis. Acoustophoresis 
exploits the effect of acoustic radiation force on small 
particles. Particles are exposed to a standing acoustic wave 
field and they are forced to specific locations called 
pressure nodes or antinodes. A suspended particle in water, 
or in any other medium, will converge to such locations 
sooner or later. Particle properties determine the time 
required to reach the target location from the initial 
location, where both locations are known. Behavior of 
different particles in the same acoustic field enables those 
particles to be fractionated or separated by acoustic forces. 
2. Methodology 
Full information for particle behavior can be obtained by 




𝜋 𝑟3  𝜌) ?̈?  + (6𝜇𝜋𝑟)?̇?





) 𝛷(𝜌, 𝑐)  sin (2𝑘𝑧) = 0 
(1) 
In the above equation 𝑟 is the particle radius, 𝛷(𝜌, 𝑐) is the 
acoustic contrast factor, 𝜌0 is the density of the medium, 𝑐0 
is the speed of sound in the medium, 𝜌  is the particle 
density, 𝑐  is the speed of sound in the particle, 𝜇  is the 
viscosity of host medium and 𝑃0  is the amplitude of 
acoustic pressure. The equation is one dimensional (𝑧) and 
it is a second order nonlinear differential equation. 
Nonlinearity in the equation is due to the sinusoidal force 
profile. It is possible to obtain an analytical solution by 
ignoring the mass term and reducing the order of the 
equation by one, thus having a first order nonlinear model 
[1]. This approach assumes that the particle will 
asymptotically converge to the pressure node/antinode and 
it cannot cross the nodal position. In terms of energy, it 
assumes all the potential and kinetic energy will be 
dissipated by the viscosity of the medium. However, by 
ignoring the effect of mass and therefore kinetic energy, 
this model has no tools to check if the assumption is 
correct. 
 
Our approach is modifying the EOM by linearizing the 
acoustic radiation force term. By this method, the particle 
becomes a linear single degree of freedom (SDOF) mass-
spring-damper system. In acoustophoresis applications, the 
region of interest for a particle is between a starting and a 
target position. Thus, we only consider the motion of a 
particle between two predefined locations and linearize the 
acoustic radiation force between those locations. Details 
and methods for linearization can be found in [2]. By 
linearizing the system, the EOM becomes  
 𝑚?̈? + 𝑏?̇? + 𝛫𝑧 = 0 (2) 
In equation (2), 𝑚  is the mass of the particle, 𝑏  is the 
damping coefficient and 𝐾  is the linearized spring 
coefficient [2]. The parameter that determines whether the 
particle will cross the nodal line is the damping ratio, 
expressed as 𝜁 = 𝑏/(2√(𝛫/𝑚 ). If 𝜁 is smaller than one, it 
means all the initial total energy will not be dissipated 
before the particle crosses the nodal line; the particle will 
overshoot. This is not a desired behavior of a particle in 
such systems, and using the SDOF methodology it can 
now be calculated without solving the differential 
equation.  
Using the linear SDOF model, it is also possible to include 
the effects of initial velocity. The SDOF model can also be 
used to calculate the time required to reach the target 
location from an initial location. Such time calculations 
yield results within 6% of the nonlinear model. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1 – (a) Damping ratio as a function of acoustic pressure. 
Parameters adapted from [1]. (b) An overshoot system. For 
details of Kn.1 and Kn.4, see [2]. 
3. Conclusions 
We presented a linear SDOF model for acoustophoresis 
applications. The new model can predict the possibility of 
overshoot of the particle and can further be used to 
optimize existing or prospective systems. 
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1 Why are uniform results important?
Consider the dynamical system
x˙(t) =
{
− 1t+1 sgn(x) if |x| ≥ 1t+1





−1 if x < 0
0 if x = 0
1 if x > 0
.
Then for each r > 0 and t0 ≥ 0 there exist constants k > 0
and γ > 0 such that for all t ≥ t0 and |x(t0)|< r:
|x(t)| ≤ k|x(t0)|e−γ(t−t0) ∀t ≥ t0 ≥ 0. (2)
However, always a bounded (arbitrarily small) additive per-
turbation δ (t,x) and a constant t0 ≥ 0 exist such that the
trajectories of the perturbed system
x˙(t) = δ (t,x)+
{
− 1t+1 sgn(x) if |x| ≥ 1t+1
−x if |x| ≥ 1t+1
are unbounded, see [4].
One of the reasons for this negative result is that in (2) the
constants k and γ are allowed to depend on t0, i.e., for each
value of t0 different constants k and γ may be chosen. By re-
quiring that those constants are independent of t0, we obtain
uniform asymptotic stability. As shown in [2, Lemma 5.3]
uniform asymptotic stability gives rise to some robustness
that is not guaranteed by asymptotic stability.
2 How to obtain uniform asymptotic stability
Typically when proving stability of a nonlinear dynami-
cal system, one can find a Lyapunov function candidate
of which the time-derivative along solutions is not nega-
tive definite, but only negative semi-definite. Often, the
Lemma of Barba˘lat [1] is used to complete the proof and
show asymptotic stability.
Though this approach works to show asymptotic stability,
it does not yield uniform asymptotic stability, which from
a robustness point of view is important as mentioned in the
previous section. An alternative way to complete the proof is
by usings Matrosov’s Theorem, or one of its generalisations:
Theorem 2.1 (cf. [3, Theorem 1]) Consider the dynamical
system
x˙ = f (t,x) x(t0) = x0 (3)
with f (t,0) = 0, f :R+×Rn→Rn locally bounded, contin-
uous and locally uniformly continuous in t.
If there exist j differentiable functions Vi : R+×Rn → R,
bounded in t, and continuous functions Yi : Rn→ R for i ∈
{1,2, . . . j} such that
• V1 is positive definite,
• V˙i(t,x)≤ Yi(x), for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . , j},
• Yi(x) = 0 for i∈ {1,2, . . . ,k−1} implies Yk(x)≤ 0, for
all k ∈ {1,2, . . . , j},
• Yi(x) = 0 for all i ∈ {1,2, . . . , j} implies x = 0,
then the origin x = 0 of (3) is uniformly globally asymptoti-
cally stable (UGAS).
So in addition to the Lyapunov function V1, auxiliary func-
tions Vi need to be found to complete the proof. We will
present candidates for the functions Vi that often work to
complete a stability proof and show uniform asymptotic sta-
bility.
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Abstract
As a result of power mismatch between generation and load
demand, the frequency in a power system can deviate from
its nominal value. The frequency is controlled back to its
nominal value by the so-called ‘Automatic Generation Con-
trol’ (AGC) [1]. This work proposes a decentralized Sliding
Mode (SM) control strategy for AGC in power networks,
where frequency regulation is achieved, and power flows are
controlled towards their desired values. This work consid-
ers a power network partitioned into control areas, where
each area is modelled by an equivalent generator includ-
ing second-order turbine-governor dynamics. The network
topology is represented by a connected and undirected graph
G = (V,E), where the nodes V = {1, ...,n}, represent the
control areas and the edges E ⊂V×V = {1, ...,m}, represent
the transmission lines connecting the areas. Let B ∈ Rn×m
be the incidence matrix describing the network topology, the
power system can be written for all nodes i ∈ V as
η˙ = BT f
TpK−1p f˙ =−K−1p f +Pt −Pd−BΓsin(η)
Tt P˙t =−Pt +Pg
TgP˙g =−R−1 f −Pg+u,
(1)
where η = BTδ ∈ Rm, f ,Pt ,Pg,Pd ,u ∈ Rn, Γ =
diag{Γ1, . . . ,Γm}, with Γk = V iV j/Xi j, where line k
connects areas i and j, sin(η) = (sin(η1), . . . ,sin(ηm))T .
Matrices Tp,Tt ,Tg,Kp,R are n× n positive definite diag-
onal matrices. The meaning of the symbols used in (1)
follows straightforwardly from Fig. 1. Now, we make the




















Figure 1: Block diagram of the considered power system, where
f denotes the frequency deviation.
Objective 1 (Frequency regulation)
lim
t→∞ f (t) = 0. (2)
Objective 2 (Maintaining scheduled net power flows)
lim
t→∞BΓsin(η(t)) = BP f , (3)
where BP f is the desired net power flow. In order to achieve
Objectives 1 and 2, we first augment system (1) with an ad-
ditional state variable θ ∈ Rn, with dynamics
Tθ θ˙ =−θ +Pt . (4)
Secondly we design the sliding variables vector σ ∈ Rn as
σ =M1 f +M2Pt +M3Pg+M4θ +M5B(Γsin(η)−P f ),
where M1, . . . ,M5 are constant n×n diagonal matrices, suit-
able selected. To constrain the state of the system (1) to
the manifold σ = 0, we propose robust controllers of SM
type [2]. On the manifold σ = 0, asymptotic convergence to
the desired state is established, and relying on stability con-
siderations made on the basis of an incremental energy (stor-
age) function, the sliding function is designed by choosing
M1 > 0, M2≥ 0, M3 > 0, M4 =−(M2+M3), and M5 =M1X ,
where X is a diagonal matrix satisfying∗
0 < TpK−1p −XTpK−1p BΓ[cos(η)]BTK−1p TpX , (5)
and








(TpK−1p XBΓ[cos(η)]BT +BΓ[cos(η)]BTXK−1p Tp).
(6)
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For the last three decades, systematic design of Nonlinear
(NL) and Time-Varying (TV) controllers capable of guar-
anteeing stability and performance has been in the focus of
front-line research. The Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV)
framework has become a popular choice, since it is based on
the extension of the well-understood Linear Time-Invariant
(LTI) framework and it offers computationally efficient and
robust control-synthesis methodologies.
LPV systems are dynamical models capable of describ-
ing a NL/TV behavior in terms of a linear structure which
depends on a measurable, so-called scheduling-variable
ρ . Early LPV approaches exploited Gain-Scheduling (GS)
methods, which basically is the linearization of a NL sys-
tem model at various operating points, described by ρ , that
results in a collection of local LTI models, for which LTI
controllers are designed and interpolated to give a “global”
control solution to the entire operating region. Due to many
successful applications, GS has become part of industrial
practice, even though it does not guarantee overall stability
of the designed LPV controller, let alone performance.
Later it was realized that it is possible to embed the dynamic
behavior of a nonlinear system into a LPV model in which
ρ becomes a function of the output, input, or state through
the so-called scheduling map. Then, through powerful con-
vex optimization tools involving Linear Matrix Inequalities
(LMI) constraints, global stability and performance analy-
sis together with control synthesis is possible for this surro-
gate LPV model. Still, most of the LPV based techniques
see controller synthesis confined into the system class itself
without considering that the resulting closed-loop control
solution is inherently nonlinear and its performance depends
on the information structure hidden in ρ .
Indeed, recent studies show that customaryL2 gain charac-
terization of performance, which is a popular choice in the
linear context, fail to ensure the performance specification
on the resulting nonlinear performance [3, 4]. In fact, the
utter motivation of the LPV control design is the synthesis
of an NL/TV controller that can guarantee internal stability
and a given bound of worst-case performance on the under-
lying system compared to the objective of only stabilizing
1This work has received funding from the European Research Council
(ERC) under the European Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme (grant agreement nr. 714663).
and optimizing performance with respect to the surrogate
LPV model of the plant.
To ensure performance guarantees for the NL controlled sys-
tem a stronger concept of incremental stability and incre-
mental L2-gain performance has been proposed. A non-
linear system is said to be incrementally bounded on L2 if
there exists η ≥ 0 such that ||Σ(u1)−Σ(u2)||2 ≤ η ||(u1)−
(u2)||2 for all u1,u2 ∈ L2. Testing incremental properties
is, in general, a rather difficult task, hence a more conser-
vative but computationally more attractive notion is intro-
duced: quadratic incremental stability and performance [3].
Also, in order to analyze robust performance the weighted
incremental norm seems to be the natural framework [1].
The weighted incremental norm can be also seen as a natural
extension of the well-knownH∞ linear framework concept
to the nonlinear context.
Under this motivation, this work is intended to carry on the
studies on nonlinear controller design via the LPV frame-
work by focusing on other signal norms such as L1 and
L∞, so that in the future it will serve as basis to describe
the correlation between linear representations and stability
and performance guarantees of the NL/TV behaviors using
the Lq-norms. The understanding of this problem would
aid a potential breakthrough in understanding and applying
LPV control on real-world systems.
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1 Introduction and Problem Statement
Extremum seeking systems based on the Lie bracket for-
malism typically approximate a simple gradient descent law,
namely x˙=−ρh′(x)with ρ ∈R>0 and h(x) the cost to mini-
mize. However, the presence of dithers in extremum seeking
systems leads to oscillations on the estimated gradient. Ac-
cordingly, considering a gradient descent law in which the
gradient is low pass filtered can be a way to improve both










with x ∈ R, y ∈ R, ρ ∈ R>0 and ωL ∈ R>0.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider cost functions h(x) :
R→R of classC2 such that ∃x∗ ∈R : h′(x)(x−x∗)> 0 ,∀x∈
R\{x∗} (i.e. we optimize a single variable x and h(x) does
not have any other stationary point than its minimizer x∗).
Exploiting the Lie bracket formalism, we present four ex-
tremum seeking systems that approximate (1). The first en-
sures the boundedness of the update rates. The last three
adapt the dither amplitude to enhance the steady state accu-
racy.
2 Boundedness of the Update Rates
Motivated by [2], we propose the following system that en-





























with ε ∈ R>0 a small positive parameter adjusting the max-
imal dither amplitude and k 6= 1. In Figure 1, it can be seen
that the presence of the low-pass filter in (2) allows to reduce
the amplitude of the oscillations compared to [2].
3 Zero Minimal Cost
When the minimal cost is zero, the following extremum



























Figure 1: Simulation of (2) for h(x) = (x−2)2+100: ε = 1 (—),
ε = 0.05 (—); Simulation of the ”classical” bounded
update rate scheme [2] (—); Filtered Gradient Law (1)
(- -); ρ = 0.025rad/s, ωL = 2rad/s, k = 1.2
This system guarantees that the dither amplitude acting on
the cost input is always strictly smaller than 1 and tends to
zero as the cost approaches its minimum. The simulation re-
sult depicted in Figure 2, for h(x)=(x−2)2, suggests that (3)
even ensures an asymptotic convergence to the minimum.
Figure 2: Simulation of (3)(—), Simulation of [3] (—), Lie
bracket system (1) (- -); ρ = 0.025rad/s, ωL = 2rad/s
The two other variable dither amplitude schemes as well as
general formulas to approximate (1) can be found in [1].
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1 Introduction
Automated Managed Pressure Drilling (MPD) is a method
for fast and accurate pressure control in drilling operations.
The performance of automated MPD is limited, firstly, by
the control system and, secondly, by the hydraulics model
based on which this control system is designed. Thus, an ac-
curate model is needed that, additionally, is simple enough
to facilitate the use of high performance control design
methods. In this abstract an approach for nonlinear Model
Order Reduction (MOR) for MPD systems is presented.
2 Approach
In principle, hydraulics models for MPD systems come
in the form of high-fidelity Partial Differential Equations
(PDE). From a control perspective, these models are too
complex to be used directly for model-based control de-
sign and, thus, further simplification/reduction is needed.
Complexity-reduction approaches for these systems may be
split into three groups: 1) approximating the high-fidelity
models by low-order ODE models based on a time-scale
separation, 2) model reduction using coarse discretization
of the PDE model and 3) model reduction using a combina-
tion of a fine discretization and automatic MOR techniques.
Models obtained from the first approach have been widely
used in practice, but the controllers based on those are in-
capable of effective rejection of transient and periodic dis-
turbances, due to the fact that wave propagation phenom-
ena key in MPD models are ignored [1]. The second ap-
proach provides more effective models especially for the re-
jection of periodic disturbances, but those still do not pro-
vide a full rejection. In the last approach, pursued in this
work, the high-fidelity PDE model is discretized using semi-
discretization techniques leading to a high-order model in
terms of ODEs. This model can be cast into a Lur’e-type
form comprising a high order-linear subsystem, Σlin as in
Fig 1, with a low-dimensional nonlinear mapping h(., .) due
to the nonlinear boundary conditions at the actuator and the
bit. For this class of systems, a MOR procedure has been
developed in [3], where only the linear subsystem is re-
duced using balanced truncation techniques. This method,













Figure 1: Lur’e-type system form of semi-discretized and
reduced-order system models.








Figure 2: A comparison between the time responses of the high-
complexity model and the reduced ones.
system properties (such as stability) and provides a com-
putable bound on the reduction error y− yˆ. Here, y respre-
sents the pressure of the drilling fluid at the surface, which
is the measurement typically used for feedback control.
3 An illustrative case study
In Fig 2, a comparison is performed between the original
Lur’e-type model (M1), following from semi-discretization
of the PDE model, with the low-complexity model M2 ( ob-
tained through the proposed approach), model M3 (from ap-
proach 2) and M4 (from approach 1). Clearly, M2 gives a
far more accurate approximation.
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1 Abstract
For almost one century, the Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) controllers have been the most popular stabilizers in
engineering applications. Whilst these regulators have been
shown to be very effective to solve the regulation problem,
their construction hinges in the appropiate selection of a set
of gains, which are customarily chosen from a linearized ap-
proximation of the plant. Nonetheless, when the system is
highly nonlinear, the procedure to tuning the gains of PID
regulators might be a challenging task. A solution to this
problem arises when the system under study has passivity
properties; in such a case, the PID controller can be de-
signed considering the passive output as the feedback sig-
nal. These particular PIDs are referred as PID Passivity-
based controllers (PID-PBCs) and one appealing feature is
that—for stability purposes—the step of tuning the gains is
trivialized in this case.
The present work is focused on a particular class of passive
systems, namely, the so-called port-Hamiltonian (PH) sys-
tems, whose input-state-output representation is given by1
Σ :
{
x˙ = [J (x)−R(x)]∇H(x)+g(x)u
ywD = h(x)+ [w>(x)w(x)+D(x)]u
(1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, u,ywD ∈ Rm are the input
and output vectors, respectively, with n > m. Furthermore,
H : Rn → R is the Hamiltonian, J ,R : Rn → Rn×n, with
J (x) =−J >(x) andR(x) =R>(x)≥ 0, are the intercon-
nection and damping matrices, respectively, and g : Rn →
Rn×m is the input matrix, whose rank is equal to m. The
mappings w :Rn→Rq×m, h :Rn→Rm, φ :Rn→Rq×n and








Moreover, the energy function H(x) satisfies
H˙ =−|φ(x)∇H(x)+w(x)u|2+u>ywD.




PH systems have been proved to be suitable to represent
many physical systems [1, 3]. On the other hand, in these
models the roles of the energy, the dissipation and the inter-
connection pattern are underscored, which are fundamental
ingredients of PBC [2].
The main objectives of this work are:
• To establish the necessary conditions for the construc-
tion of a PID-PBC of the form
u=−KPywD−KI [γ(x)+κ]−KDy˙wD (2)
where the gains KP,KI ,KD are constant, symmetric
and positive definite matrices of appropiate dimen-
sion, κ ∈Rm is a free constant vector and γ :Rn→Rm
satisfies
γ˙ = ywD.
• To identify under which circumstances the system Σ,
given in (1), in closed-loop with the PID-PBC in (2)
preserves the passivity property, but with a new en-
ergy function with an isolated minimum at the de-
sired equilibrium point. Thus, if this former condi-
tion holds, the new energy function qualifies as a Lya-
punov function for the closed-loop system. Finally, a
further analysis is carried out to claim asymptotic sta-
bility of the equilibrium point.
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1 Introduction
The LED it be 50%-project aims at reducing the energy
use in tomato greenhouse horticulture with at least 50%, by
the smart use of LED lighting. To optimize the efficiency,
amongst other activities within the project, a management
support system (MSS) will be designed. The MSS will pro-
vide the grower with an optimal strategy for the control of
LED lights and the climate management equipment. The
provided strategy will aim to maximize the benefits of LED
light on crop production. The core of the MSS will consist
of a controller, synthesized using optimal control strategies.
2 Greenhouse Climate Control
To control the growth of the crop, growers create setpoint
trajectories for relevant climate variables, such as: temper-
ature, humidity and CO2 concentration. SISO controllers
are used to realize the created setpoint trajectories. To cope
with the interaction between various climate variables, con-
ditional statements are used. Generating these setpoint tra-
jectories and conditional statements takes a considerable
amount of time and requires a lot of knowledge and expe-
rience. In literature several methods have been presented
which aim at automating this process, e.g.: MPC [1], neu-
ral networks, gain scheduling, of which most did not make
it to common practice. In [2], van Straten et al. argue
that these methods cannot be made understandable for the
grower, which is of importance when taking over the con-
trol of their crops. In [3], van Beveren et al. mention that
the models for the model-based approaches have not ma-
tured enough. This research aims at tackling some of these
factors, towards automated greenhouse climate control.
3 Crop Modeling
The crops in the greenhouse vary from each other, because
of: spatial differences in the greenhouse (e.g. temperature
and light distribution) and human disturbances (e.g. har-
vesting leafs and fruits). Because of interaction between the
crops (e.g. shade avoidance syndrome), these variations are
even increased. To be able to guarantee performance for the
variation in the crops, a model is required which quantifies
this variation. In [4], Gary et. al. argue that deterministic
crop models, combined with spatially variable climate infor-
mation have a potential for allowing more precise growing.
4 Greenhouse System
The climate in the greenhouse is mostly influenced by the
outdoor climate, to control the climate inside the greenhouse
it is important to have predictions of the outdoor climate.
Just like the normal weather forecasts these predictions will
be uncertain, no perfect models describing the weather exist,
yet. Aside from this uncertain forecast also: auction and en-
ergy prices play a big role, but also here accurate predictions
are still missing.
5 Controller Synthesis
Combining the previous two sections: this research is con-
cerned with the design of robust greenhouse climate control
system, which is able to cope with the variation in green-
house crops and the uncertain forecasts. To do this, we have
selected one of the current state-of-the-art methods: Model
Predictive Control, during the synthesis of which, specific
care will be taken to ensure robust performance with respect
to the crop variation and the uncertain forecasts. Methods
such as Economic MPC and Stochastic MPC will be em-
ployed to synthesize such a controller.
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1 Abstract
A low-carbon urban energy system is characterised by a
high share of intermittent renewable energy in the energy
mix. The stochastic production from intermittent renewable
energy poses challenges to the balance between electricity
supply and demand in the urban electricity system. The
stability of the urban electricity system needs controllable
power generation technologies to provide the flexibility. A
demand-driven bio-hydrogen production and storage system
has the potential to be both controllable and carbon-neutral
[1]. It can contribute to the balance of the urban electricity
system that is faced with the challenge of integrating inter-
mittent renewable energy such as wind and solar energy.
Figure 1: One of the configurations of the biobased hybrid renew-
able energy system (off-grid design)
The objective of the study was to develop optimal energy
management strategies based on model predictive control
(MPC) approach for a biobased hybrid renewable energy
system (HRES) in an urban environment. We developed
three possible configurations of HRES containing micro
wind turbines, photovoltaic (PV) cells, a fermentation sys-
tem, and a hydrogen storage module. As an illustration,
we present Figure 1 in this abstract, which shows one of
the possible HRES configurations. The electricity system
works in an off-grid mode in this configuration. The goal of
the model predictive control is to keep the hydrogen storage
level in the tank within a safety range while guaranteeing the
stability of the electricity system. The control input is the
glucose concentration of the biomass feed-in system. The
model output is the storage level of the hydrogen tank. By
using an MPC approach [2], the disturbances and system be-
haviours were studied. A receding horizon optimisation was
run for a whole year with a time step of one hour. The con-
trol horizon is 4 days, and the prediction horizon is 14 days.
The disturbance inputs are wind speed, PV cell tempera-
ture, solar irradiation, and the electricity demand. Model
predictive controller uses the historical data, weather fore-
cast, and mathematical models to predict system behaviour
and to manage energy flows. We illustrated the methodology
by conducting a case study in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Advantages and disadvantages of three different configura-
tions were compared. Furthermore, the biobased HRES was
also compared with a natural gas based urban electricity sys-
tem.
In this study, we demonstrated the usefulness of the MPC
approach in managing a bio-based HRES. The model pre-
dictive controller was found to be able to keep the hydrogen
storage level within the predefined safety range and to bal-
ance the electricity system. We found that the required size
of the hydrogen storage tank is reduced when applying a
model predictive controller. We also found that the biobased
HRES is robust when the level of glucose concentration in
the biomass feed-in system is between 25 to 28 g/L.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this work is to utilize iterative learning algo-
rithms to improve the parameter accuracy of a linear pa-
rameter varying (LPV) model that can be used in model-
based control applications for batch processes. In order to
improve the model predictions, and hence control perfor-
mance, the varying parameters are re-estimated in between
batches, such that changes in the plant are taken into consid-
eration. With the updated parameters, the reference tracking
performance via model predictive controllers (MPC) is de-
sired to be improved.
2 Research problem formulation
In various industrial applications, batch processes are gen-
erally used for producing specialized products in smaller
quantities. Models of these processes can be derived by
using the first principle laws for utilizing the model in a
greater range of operating points. These models provide ac-
curate predictions, yet, they are generally complex and non-
linear. To use these models for control purposes, it has been
shown in [1] that the extent transformation casts these com-
plex models in the LPV setting.
Using LPV models usually is problematic because the pa-
rameter identification is an expensive task. For repetitive
batch processes, the parameters can be estimated in between
batches by using the inputs-outputs. By repeating this es-
timation between the batches, the parameter can be learned
more accurate over time, while still being able to adjust for
the changes in the plant/physical parameters such as instal-
lation/vessel degradation.
For the control of the temperature and MPC controller is
used that penalizes the predicted reference tracking error for
a specific output temperature profile. This MPC controller
includes the process input and output constraints within
multivariate control problems.
3 A case study
In this case study, the temperature control of a nonlinear



















Which is transformed in the parameterized model Eq. (1)
for use in the MPC.
x˙ = −θx+θu+ r (1)
y = Cx
The input and output data show the reference tracking im-
provement of the MPC controller after the updating the pa-
rameter θ in between batches.
















































Table 1: Estimated parameter θ
Batch 1 2 3 5 10
θ 3.0000 0.1096 0.1131 0.1133 0.1135
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1 Introduction
Efficient water use is one of the main issues within agricul-
ture. To prevent the crop from water stress, many growers
tend to over-irrigate as a form of risk aversion. This may
lead to drainage, which in turn may transport harmful pesti-
cides and fertilizer into the groundwater. Hence the irriga-
tion strategies currently followed by growers are usually not
optimally water efficient, and promote pollution.
From a Systems and Control perspective, an optimal con-
trol approach is the most straightforward way to achieve the
objective of minimizing drainage without crop stress. How-
ever, this will likely result in continuous irrigation which
might be unhealthy for soil ecology. Furthermore, a grower
will likely not accept a strategy that differs too much from
what he is used to.
To circumvent these barriers, we look for irrigation strate-
gies using a model based scenario study. This will serve as
a first step towards practical optimal irrigation that balances
between crop stress and drainage.
2 Approach
Three simulated strategies were compared. The first strategy
was observed from a regular grower. The second strategy
used the same amount of water as strategy 1, and consisted
of equal water dosages applied every three days. The third
strategy was similar to strategy 2, but used 25 percent less
water. The performances of all three strategies were com-
pared with respect to crop stress events, and drainage.
The modelled water transport system consisted of crop
stress, soil moisture content, and weather. Water trans-
port through soil and crop was described by an integrated
model combining Richard’s equation for water flow in the
soil [1], and the Penman Monteith equation for evapotran-
spiration [2]. The model describes four soil layers, where
the first layer represents the top soil, and the bottom layer
represents the groundwater. Drainage was defined as the
outflow from the third layer to the groundwater. Crop stress
was modelled via the FAO adjusted evapotranspiration equa-
tion [3].
First, the model was validated using actual greenhouse
drainage and weather data from August 2016. Thereafter,
the performances of the three strategies were compared.
3 Results
The model showed good prediction accuracy. The predicted
total drainage was 250 litres per square meter, against a mea-
sured value of 260. The grower strategy did not result in
crop stress according to our model, it required 1590 litres,
and resulted in 250 litres drained. Strategy 2 did also not re-
sult in crop stress, with 217 litres drained. The third strategy
resulted in only 164 litres drained, however here crop stress
was predicted to occur.
4 Discussion
This study predicts three things. First, the grower’s strat-
egy was already quite balanced with respect to crop stress.
Second, with respect to drainage a considerable reduction
can be obtained. Third, the balance between crop stress and
drainage is a delicate one; a modest reduction in water gift
will already lead to crop stress.
5 Outlook
Two valuable next steps would be to 1) validate the model
predictions in practice, and 2) compare the robustness of
the performance outcomes towards unforeseen variations in
weather and soil properties. In this way, we will be able to
assess the performance of different strategies, as well as the
risks of performance loss they bring along under uncertain
circumstances.
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1 Introduction
Cyber-physical systems have become increasingly complex
due to an increase in safety requirements and required func-
tionality. As a result, controllers for these systems are get-
ting more complex as well. Formal methods, such as super-
visory control theory from [1] can help in overcoming this
growing complexity. A model of the uncontrolled system
and a model of the control requirements are used to obtain
a minimally restrictive supervisor that per construction ad-
heres to the requirements, and is controllable and nonblock-
ing.
Supervisory control theory is an active research topic, yet re-
alistic applications are few in number. The reasons for this
are the computational complexity of synthesis procedures
and the lack of experience with discrete-event modeling for
industrial systems [2]. In this paper, a realistic case study re-
lated to modeling and synthesizing a supervisory controller
for the Algera Lock and the Algera Bridge is reported on.
2 Case study description
The Algera Complex, located in the Hollandsche IJssel, con-
sists of a bascule bridge, a lock, and two storm surge barri-
ers, see Figure 1.
Figure 1: The Algera Complex [beeldbank.rws.nl].
In case of extremely high sea water, the storm surge barriers
are closed to protect the inlands. In such a situation, the ad-
jacent lock is used to transport vessels between the different
water heights. Additionally, the lock in combination with
the movable bridge is used as a route for vessels that are
too high to pass under the storm surge barriers. In this case
study, only the bascule bridge and the lock are considered.
3 Results
The plant model of the Algera Lock and the Algera Bridge
are successfully modeled using extended finite state au-
tomata. The control requirements imposed on the system
are modeled using logic state-based expressions. From these
models, a supervisor has been synthesized. Furthermore, a
supervisor for the Algera lock-bridge could easily be syn-
thesized from the combined models and some additional re-
quirements. Table 1 shows the number of states in the un-
controlled system, the number of requirements and the num-
ber of states remaining in the controlled system.
Table 1: Size of the models.
Uncontrolled Req. Controlled
Lock 4.2×1034 247 3.2×1022
Bridge 1.9×1023 112 9.4×1019
Lock-bridge 7.8×1057 362 3.0×1040
Simulation-based analysis supported by visualization is
used to successfully validate the supervisor. This is done
by performing test cases on the simulation model.
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Prediction-based delay compensation for staged crystallization
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Traditionally, the crystallization of active pharmaceutical in-
gredients (API) and other chemical specialities has been op-
erated in batch or semi-batch mode under strictly regulated
recipes. However, batch operations have disadvantages such
as lack of batch to batch reproducibility, long processing
times, scale up issues, poor controllability and observabil-
ity [1]. Continuous operation can overcome these draw-
backs, although a higher degree of automation and a more in
depth process understanding is required for successful con-
tinuous API production. Therefore, recent research efforts
are directed towards the design of continuous crystallization
processes. Multistage mixed suspension mixed product re-
moval (MSMPR) crystallization might be the most conve-
nient route of transition from batch to continuous operation,
since current crystallizers in industry are of the stirred tank
type [2]. Majority of the work in this area has studied the
steady state properties of these systems whereas only a few
works deal with the process dynamics and control of these
units. In this work, an advanced control scheme for aver-
age crystal dimension control in industrial-scale two stage
MSMPR crystallizers is proposed and tested in simulation.
2 Control problem
The particle size distribution (PSD) is an important property
of a crystalline product. It can determine the efficiency of
the downstream operations, as well as end-use properties,
such as bioavailability. The control of the full PSD is not
possible in practice. However, some of its attributes (aver-
age size, coefficient of variation, fines fraction, etc.) can be
controlled. The scope of this work is to achieve the control
of the average crystal length d43. To this end, we opted for a
control scheme that combines feedback control with process
predictions. This is an effective and simple way to upgrade
low level PI controllers to the level of advanced process con-
trollers (APCs) that should not require highly skilled person-
nel for controller commissioning and maintenance [3].
3 Prediction-based time delay compensator
The core of the control scheme is presented in Fig. 1, and
consists of a PI controller (d43C block) which manipulates
the temperature setpoint in the first crystallizer jacket (T SP1 )
such that the average crystal length d43 is maintained at the












Figure 1: Block diagram of the advanced d43 controller. The block d43C
is the linear PI controller with modified error signal εS; the
block NDC is the nonlinear delay compensator which can in-
corporate exogenous disturbance measurements d.
in the industrial operation, a large time delay td between
manipulated and controlled variables can exist, resulting in
limitations in the performance of this standard PI controller.
Hence, a delay compensator is designed to improve closed
loop performance by taking into account an additional error
signal for future d43(t+td) deviations. The delay compensa-
tion block (NDC in Fig. 1) for average crystal length predic-
tion consists of the nonlinear dynamic model of the first five
PSD moments, solute concentration and temperature in the
two crystallizers, with simulation horizon equal to the time
delay. Measured disturbances, if available, can be provided
to this model-based block for further performance improve-
ments. A good control performance indicator is the ITAE
which, in this case, is reduced at least by a factor of 4 by
upgrading the PI controller with the NDC.
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Introduction
In recent years, a lot of attention has been given to the prob-
lem of controlling dynamical systems over channels with
limited communication capacity. In this work, we present a
communication scheme for the state estimation of nonlinear
uncertain systems over channels with limited communica-
tion rates. We design a coder/decoder scheme that is robust
towards communication losses, in the sense that it is able
to function over a one-way communication channel where
some losses possibly occur.
Problem statement
We study nonlinear discrete-time time-invariant dynamical
systems with an uncertainty in the initial condition. The
system is connected to a remote location through a com-
munication channel as depicted in Figure 1. The system
has a state vector x(t). The communication channel sends
coded messages e(t) through which the decoder reconstructs
an estimate of the state xˆ(t). The objective is to design a
coder/decoder scheme that has the following properties
• The messages e(t) must be part of a finite-size alpha-
bet. The size of the alphabet must to be as small as
possible in order to limit the resulting communication
rate.
• Through the communications, one must be able to ob-
tain estimates that are arbitrarily close to the real state.
More precisely, for any given precision, the commu-
nication scheme must guarantee the precision of the
estimate without exceeding the maximum allowable
communication rate.
• The reconstruction of the state at each time step must
be based exclusively on the current message and not
on the previous estimates. This property ensures that
the communication scheme is robust towards com-
munication losses on one-way channels i.e. channels
without communication feedback from the decoder to
the coder.
Figure 1: The system and the communication channel.
Solution and simulations
We developed a communication scheme that satisfies the
three aforementioned criteria. This communication scheme
is based on the upper box dimension [2] of the attractor of
the dynamical system. The resulting communication speed
involves the upper bound on the largest Lyapunov exponent
of the system Λ as well as the upper box dimension of the
attractor of the dynamical system dB. The coder/decoder
scheme we developed functions on any channel with rate
above ΛdB/2. The main result is the usage of the second
Lyapunov method in order to obtain analytical bounds on
the communication rate.
The communication scheme has been tested through simu-
lations on the smoothened Lozi map [1][3]. Using estimates
for the upper box dimension and the largest Lyapunov ex-
ponent, we computed the minimum communication rate for
the communication scheme. We were able to implement the
communication protocol with arbitrary precision on a chan-
nel with rates very close to the minimum communication
rate.
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Cooperative adaptive cruise control: an observer-based approach to





















A promising way to optimise the use of highways, by reduc-
ing the distance between vehicles, is the cooperative adap-
tive cruise control (CACC). Enabled by wireless communi-
cation between vehicles, CACC increases highway through-
put, safety and comfort, by automatically regulating the ac-
celeration of vehicles in a platoon to achieve a desired speed
profile. By allowing the vehicles to share their motion and
control information through wireless communication, the
minimum allowable inter-vehicular time headway can be
decreased [1]. However, the wireless medium that is used
to share this information is unreliable. Therefore, the phe-
nomenon of the packet loss should be taken into account for
a safe and comfortable behaviour. In this work we present
1) the combination of a local and cooperative controller to
achieve stable behaviour for a platoon of vehicles and 2) we
explore the use of an observer to reduce the impact of losses
on the disturbance rejection among the string.
2 Problem formulation
A way to increase highways throughput is to allow vehicles
to drive as close as possible to each other, while keeping the
platoon dynamics stable. To do so, a speed dependent time
spacing policy is adopted [2]: defining the required distance
between vehicle i and its preceding one i−1 as
dr,i(t) = ri+hvi(t)
where h is the time gap, vi(t) is the speed of vehicle i and ri is
the standstill reference distance, we can find a controller to
bring the error di(t)−dr,i(t) to zero. To achieve such objec-
tive, we use a local controller, described by a discrete time
transfer function D(z) and a feedforward filter, described a s
F(z), such that:
ui(z) = D(z)ei(z)+F(z)ui−1(z)
where ei(z) = qi−1(z)− qi(z)− hvi(z) and ui−1(z) is the in-
put of the previous vehicle transmitted over the wireless
medium.
3 Losses and observer
When the local and cooperative controller are employed,
the performances of the system are satisfactory: the platoon
is stable and the disturbances are rejected along the down-
stream direction of the string. However, if some packets
(i.e. some ui−1) are lost, the system is stable but not string
stable anymore. When the system is not string stable, dis-
turbances grow bigger over the string: potentially a small
disturbance acting on a vehicle at the beginning of the string
might lead to a traffic jam at a different position in the string.
To prevent this unwanted behaviour, we design an observer
to estimate – from locally available measurements – the in-
formation transmitted by the preceding vehicles, and we use
it when the communication is not available. Using the esti-
mate only when a packet is not received leads to an hybrid
observer, which can jump asynchronously when an incom-
ing communication is available.
4 Conclusion
The use of an hybrid observer does increase the robust-
ness performances of the system, reducing the vehicle dis-
tance while stabilising the platoon for smaller time head-
ways. However, current work is focussing on a finer model
to explicitly take string stability concept into account in the
controller and observer design.
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1 Introduction
Controlled nuclear fusion has been considered as an
alternative, clean, and sustainable source of energy
for several decades. The most developed machine
to achieve controlled nuclear fusion is the tokamak,
which uses magnetic fields to confine a hot plasma.
In a tokamak reactor plasma control system (PCS),
a supervisory controller takes decisions about pulse
segment scheduling, exception handling, prioritized
simultaneous control tasks and actuator sharing [1][2].
Many failure modes of a tokamak are comprised of
consecutive events including plasma stability limit
violations, deviations from references, and actuator
failure [3]. It is key to interrupt sequences that can
lead to detrimental plasma disruptions.
2 Main contributions
We implemented a real-time state monitor, supervisory
controller and actuator allocator for MIMO feedback
controllers with shared actuators on the TCV
tokamak [4]. The state monitor provides a finite-state
representation of the continuous-valued plant and
measurements. A phase locked loop was developed
to estimate the frequency of variable-frequency
magnetohydrodynamic disturbances. Based on the
plasma state, the supervisor takes decisions from
user-defined rules about the activation and relative
priorities of low-level control tasks.
3 Results
We present first experimental results of several use
cases of the state monitor and the supervisor on
TCV plasmas. First, we show results of simultaneous
control of plasma pressure and magnetohydrodynamic
disturbance on TCV. Although the individual feedback
controllers are decoupled, they must share a common
set of actuators. Here, experimental tests demonstrate
satisfactory behaviour of the interconnection of
the supervisory controller, an actuator allocator
and the feedback controllers [5][6]. Second, we
show real-time capable detection and frequency
estimation of magnetohydrodynamic disturbances
using a phase-locked loop on TCV data.
4 Conclusions
This work provides a first demonstration of centralized
state monitoring and supervisory control on TCV. The
interconnection of real-time controllers allows more
intricate experiments on plasma physics and stability.
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1 Introduction
The State-of-Charge (SoC) of a battery cannot be measured
directly. Instead, the SoC is typically estimated online using
an Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM) combined with e.g., an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). In [1], it has been shown
that the EKF already achieves a close-to-optimal estimation
accuracy (i.e., close to the Crame´r-Rao lower bound). This
suggests that the quality of the state estimates mostly de-
pends on the quality of the ECM used in the estimator.
2 Problem statement
In order to capture the relevant battery dynamics that corre-
spond to a certain application, real application data should
be preferred for estimation of the ECM parameters. Sur-
prisingly, a widely used approach to the (offline) parame-
ter estimation of ECMs is to use standard tests, such as a
Pulsed-Current Test (PCT), which might not be representa-
tive. Therefore, we study the experiment design for estima-
tion of ECM parameters and quantify its impact on the qual-
ity of state estimation [2]. To do so, we will use an E-bike
experiment where two sets of data were recorded: (1) a PCT
on a single battery cell under laboratory conditions and (2) a
field test with an E-bike on the entire battery pack with both
high-precision sensors as well as production-grade sensors.
3 ECMModelling and SoC Estimation
The input for the ECM is the battery current Ibatt, the out-
put is the battery voltage V batt and VEMF(SoC) denotes the
nonlinear EMF-SoC relation. Subsequently, we can write
V batt =V op +VEMF(SoC), (1)
whereV op denotes the overpotential of the battery. An input-
output model of the overpotential V op can be constructed by
using an ARX model of the form





where the model parameters b0, b1 and a1 can be identi-
fied for different input-output data, i.e., a PCT or E-bike
data. Subsequently, the model can be rewritten to a canoni-
cal state-space representation and the SoC dynamics can be
added with an additional state. Then, the model can be used
in combination with an EKF to perform SoC estimation.
1This work has received financial support under the grant 3Ccar.
4 Results
Using a PCT for parameter estimation is compared to using
field-test data from the E-bike. In Fig. 1, the measured and
estimated battery voltages are shown for two second-order
models, a PCT-based model and a model based on the E-
bike data. The estimated SoC and pseudo-measured SoC
are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the model based on
the E-bike data yields more accurate estimation results.




















Figure 1: Measured and modelled battery voltage.




















Figure 2: Measured and modelled battery SoC.
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1 Introduction
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are employed in various ap-
plications thanks to their high energy density and long ser-
vice life. The Li-ion battery models can be broadly classified
into two groups: equivalent circuit models and electrochem-
ical models. The circuit models are relatively simple, but do
not represent the physical phenomena inside the battery. The
electrochemical models explain the internal physical behav-
ior of the battery. For instance, the Doyle-Fuller-Newman
model, which is a popular electrochemistry-based Li-ion
battery model, represents solid-state and electrolyte diffu-
sion dynamics and accurately predicts the current/voltage
response. However, the mathematical structures of the elec-
trochemical models are quite complex for observer design,
such as state of charge (SoC) estimation. In this work, we
study recurrent neural networks (RNNs), a family of artifi-
cial neural models, for SoC estimation in Li-ion batteries.
The RNNs are able to capture dynamical behavior of the
system by learning from the input-output data.
2 Recurrent Deep Learning Method
Artificial neural networks is a data-driven technique in ma-
chine learning that is used widely in several domains of data
science as well as for sequential data modeling and analysis
of time series signals. Recently, several studies investigated
the possibility of applying different architectures of the neu-
ral networks for modeling and SoC estimation in Li-ion bat-
teries [1, 2]. In this work, we design a deep recurrent neural
network based on long short-term memory (LSTM) mod-
ules [3]. An LSTM network is well-suited to classify, pro-
cess and predict time series given time lags of unknown size
and duration between events. Relative insensitivity to gap
length gives an advantage to LSTM over alternative RNNs.
We investigate different network configurations with respect
to the type of inputs-outputs and the impact of inputs length
for SoC estimation. Figure 1 illustrates a sample structure of
the studied recurrent neural networks with two inputs: cur-
rent and voltage and one output: state of charge.
Figure 1: A sample structure of the recurrent neural network for
state of charge estimation in the Li-ion batteries
3 Neural Network Implementation
We design an LSTM network with current and voltage as the





where f is a nonlinear function, i(k − 1), v(k − 1), and
SoC(k− 1) are the current, voltage, and state of charge at
time step k−1. The main goal of the deep learning network
is to learn the nonlinear function f , which represents the re-
lation between the inputs and outputs. However, the type of
inputs as well as the length of inputs play an important role
on the estimation accuracy. In this network, we study the
impact of the current length, hence the battery currents in
the last p steps are given as the network input.
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1 Introduction
Estimating the attitude of a rigid body, based on sensor
data from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), is crucial
in many applications and in particular in the context of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The IMU consists of
(three-axes) accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetome-
ters.
Measurements from the accelerometer and magnetometer
can be combined to give an algebraic estimate of the atti-
tude, under the assumptions of negligible body accelerations
and magnetic disturbances. This vector estimate contains
noise with a mainly high frequency content, caused by mo-
tor vibrations. By integrating the gyroscope measurements,
another estimate can be derived, containing a low-frequency
disturbance component caused by the integration process.
A common technique for attitude estimation is the com-
plementary filter (CF), because it is easily tunable and has
a simple form. It consists of low-passing the vector esti-
mate and high-passing the gyroscope estimate with each fil-
ter having the same, stationary, break frequency, combining
the strengths of both.
However, under high accelerations or magnetic distur-
bances, a CF with large gain (φˆL) will have distortions,
whereas a CF with a small gain (φˆS) will suffer from the
gyroscope bias. This is shown in Figure 2, at 25 and 40 sec-
onds, respectively. Therefore, when using a stationary CF a
trade-off has to be made between dynamic distortions or a
long term bias.
2 Our Approach
In order to overcome the limitations of a stationary CF, we
added a novel adaptation scheme to the filter proposed in [1],
which is a stationary, nonlinear complementary filter imple-
mented directly on the special orthogonal group. A linear
representation of a CF with adaptation is shown in Figure 1.
The adaption is based on the following observation:
If the angular estimate achieved from integrating the gyro-
scope measurement is similar to the angular estimate de-
termined from the accelerometer and magnetometer mea-
surements over a time window, then the accelerometer and
magnetometer measurements are not distorted.
In order to quantify the similarity between the angle vec-
tor and gyroscope measurement, a similarity measure is in-
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Figure 2: Motivation for adaptive gain strategy using a simulated
quadcopter. (top) Typical angle estimates obtained using the vector
φv and gyroscope φg measurements, together with the actual angle
φ . (bottom) Normalized deviation from normal of acceleration,
showing the connection between accelerations and deviations for
the vector estimate.
3 Future Work
This work is currently being expanded to incorporate a
machine-learning based adaptation scheme, which will use
a similar convergence proof.
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1 Introduction
Pharmacokinetics is a particular field of clinical pharmacol-
ogy that studies the link between the dose and the (systemic)
concentration time course of drugs. In our research, we aim
to use control and system theory to develop a method for op-
timal (i.e. effective) dosing to ensure its applicability in clin-
ical practice. Approaches for individualized drug dosing are
suggested. We focus on treatments with repeated adminis-
tration by intravenous infusion of a fixed dose. Meropenem,
a beta-lactam antibiotic used in lung disease, is used as case
drug.
2 Population modeling
In a previous work [2], a compartmental pharmacokinetic
(PK) model was developed to describe the pharmacokinetic
of the drug in patients with severe nosocomial pneumonia.
A two-compartment model with an additional compartment
for the site of effect (ELF) has provided an adequate fit of the
data (consistent with [1]) and was internally and externally
validated.
Based on this model, a reduced1 physiologically-based
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model was developed to describe
drug concentrations. It is built on physiological and anatom-
ical considerations, and the model parameters include real
volumes and blood flows. Such a model is intended to
be used to extrapolate drug exposure in other groups of
patients. Some of the model parameters will be modi-
fied/adapted for the purpose.
The PBPK model was both internally and externally vali-
dated with numerical and visual tools, including bootstrap
procedures and visual predictive checks. External validation
with data from other groups of patients such as neonates is
ongoing.
3 Dosing adjustment
The developed models are used as starting point to design
control strategies to achieve and maintain concentrations at
target levels. The analytical asymptotic response is used
1The developed model is made of six compartments.
to derive a closed-form formula2 designed to compute the
dose, given the patient’s characteristics and the target mini-
mal concentration.
Time [h]
















25th and 75th percentiles
median
Meropenem is a time-dependent antibiotic, meaning that the
pharmacodynamic parameter corresponds to the time over
the MIC (minimal inhibitory concentration). To ensure a
bactericidal efficacy, it is required to maintain meropenem
concentration above the MIC for at least 40% of the dosing
interval [1].
4 Outlook
The first objective of the developed PBPK model is to be
used to extrapolate the dosing recommendations in other
groups of patients such as children, neonates and pregnant
women as well as in other indications. Typically, the main
goal is to compute doses for populations for which PK data
(i.e. clinical studies) are not available. The impact of the
model adaptation on the results will be established.
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Introduction
Hyperthermia is an additive therapy that can enhance the ef-
fects of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in cancer treatments
without increasing toxicity in healthy tissue [1]. Herein, the
temperature in the tumor region is raised to 39-45 degrees
Celcius for approximately 90 minutes. The target tissue
is heated using radio-frequency (RF) or high intensity fo-
cused ultrasound (HIFU) applicators. Magnetic resonance
thermometry (MRT) can provide on-line non-invasive mea-
surements of the 3D temperature distribution.
In this project, we aim at developing estimation and control
tools that enable achieving the desired 3D temperature dis-
tribution in the patient, even in the presence of patient- and
time-varying tissue properties.
Control
Control over the 3D temperature distribution in the human
body is essential to ensure treatment quality and avoid lo-
cal hotspots in healthy tissue. As spatially distributed tis-
sue properties are patient specific, and even vary in time be-
tween and during treatments, an advanced adaptive control
approach is required.
A model predictive control (MPC) approach is chosen, due
to the presence of critical temperature constraints in the pa-
tient’s tissues and unilateral actuator constraints. Based on
the present temperature state, the MPC controller uses a pa-
tient specific thermal model to compute a future actuator
input sequence that realizes the desired target temperature
while actuator and state constraints are satisfied. Our MPC
implementation extends and improves previous work [2, 3].
State estimation
Accurate knowledge of the current temperature distribution
is required in the model-based control algorithms developed
in this project. Unfortunately, the MRT measurements suf-
fer from significant measurement noise. Therefore, model-
based state estimation is desired to reduce the propagation
of measurement noise towards the controller. Herein, model














Philips Sonalleve system for
MR-guided HIFU. Image: philips.com
Figure 1: Illustration of state estimation and model predictive
control in MR-guided HIFU.
Results and conclusions
The performance of the state estimation and control algo-
rithms is evaluated in extensive simulation studies for MR-
guided HIFU. We will also show preliminary experimental
results obtained in phantom experiments on a Philips Sonal-
leve system (see Figure 1) at the Uniklik Ko¨ln. These results
encourage further development of adaptive models and algo-
rithms as well as more extensive experimental validation.
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Introduction
We introduce the One-click Calibration project within the
BiDMed project (application of Big Data digital technolo-
gies in the Med-Tech context), which aims to reduce the
costs and improve the performance of proton therapy. The
BiDMed project includes three work packages associated
to the equipment lifecycle. In this project, we aim to im-
prove the equipment installation process by integrating au-
tomated machine learning technologies into the beam cali-
bration procedures.
1 Proton Therapy
Proton therapy uses a beam of protons irradiate the diseased
tissues. It is an attractive cancer treatment modality for its
precision and low overall toxicity as opposed to the conven-
tional X-ray radiotherapy. Recently, a compact proton ther-
apy technology, called Proteus®ONE, has been developed
by IBA, world leader in proton therapy. Figure 1 shows the
configuration of Proteus®ONE, which consists of a static
and dynamic part. The static part is called the extraction
beam line. The dynamic part is a rotating structure with
an excursion angle of 220◦ and is also called the compact
gantry. The gantry is equipped with energy selection and
beam transport elements.
Figure 1: Proteus®ONE Configuration
2 Problem Formulation: Beam Line Calibration
The goal of calibration is to tune the parameters of the ele-
ments in the beam line in order to produce the proton beam
1Raphae¨l M. Jungers is a FNRS Research Associate. He is supported by
the French Community of Belgium, the Walloon Region and the Innoviris
Foundation.
with desired characteristics. By manipulating the parame-
ters, we aim to steer the beam distribution to some targeted
distribution with certain constraints. The main issue is that
there is no accurate physical model of the beam line, al-
though the proton trajectory can be described by physical
dynamical equations [1].
3 Controlling a Time-Evolving Distribution
To control the beam distribution, one has to solve a multi-
input/multi-output problem where the state is a multivari-
ate probability distribution that undergoes several nonlin-
ear transformations.. In [2], the behaviour of the beam in
a magnetic element is approximately reduced to a process
of matrix multiplication. An example of a pair of focusing
quadrupoles is given below. The input beam distribution is a
truncated gaussian and is given in Figure 2(a)(only the his-
togram in X-axis is given). By manipulating the currents,
the focusing output beam distribution, a narrowed truncated
gaussian, can be obtained as shown in Figure 2(b). However,
this approximated model may lead to calibration error. To
minimize the calibration error, a data-driven calibration pro-
cedure should be established to combine physical data and
the information from some approximated physical models.
(a) Input (b) Output
Figure 2: Beam Distributions
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1 Introduction
We propose a set of variants of classification algorithms
for EEG signals, an important task for the development of
brain computer interfaces (BCI). In our approach, temporal
frames of the EEG are represented as covariance matrices,
which turns the problem into a classification problem on the
manifold of symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices.
BCI are very promising tools to enable physically dis-
abled people to control a large variety of devices, such as
wheelchairs, exoskeletons, and robotic arms. Those inter-
faces record and analyze brain signals, and translate them
into control commands. We consider here interfaces based
on EEG signals, which result in non-invasive, wearable, and
low-cost systems. However, analyzing and decoding EEG
signals is difficult, due to the important noise and the large
variability of the signal. The latter can indeed highly vary
from hour to hour for a subject, and is highly variable from
one subject to another. Consequently, the problem of EEG
classification (i.e., determining the intention of the subject
based on his EEG) is particularly challenging.
In [1], the EEG, represented by a sequence of covariance
matrices, is classified using the minimum distance to mean
(MDM) classifier that rely on a definition for the mean of a
set of SPD matrices and for the distance between two SPD
matrices. We propose to equip this classifier with a family
of means, based on the inductive mean, which enables us to
produce an incremental learning algorithm for online clas-
sification of EEG, to cope with the significant hour-to-hour
variability of the signals. This might also allow to reduce
calibration time, by classifying the first covariance matrices
using a generic classifier (calibrated on a set of typical sub-
jects) and adapting it progressively, to become user-specific.
2 Experimental setup
We consider here a BCI relying on steady-state visual
evoked potentials (SSVEP), that is, brain responses to vi-
sual stimuli. A subject is looking at a screen, on which there
might be a stimulus blinking at some frequency (13Hz, 17
Hz or 21 Hz), or no stimulus at all. The blinking stimulus
will elicit the appearance of waves with the same frequency
in the EEG. The goal is to detect those waves, to determine
at each time instant which frequency has the visual stimulus.
3 The MDM classifier
Let C be a covariance matrix representing a temporal frame





where ncl is the number of classes (here, equal to four: three
frequencies and a resting state), δ (A,B) is a distance func-
tion between A and B, and Σk is the mean of the covari-
ance matrices assigned to class k. In [1], several means def-
initions (and associated distance functions) are considered,
e.g., the Euclidean and LogEuclidean means, the Rieman-
nian barycenter with respect to the classical affine-invariant
metric, and means based on matrix divergences.
We equip the MDM classifier with the inductive mean, ob-
tained by computing a succession of geodesics. The induc-
tive mean XN of a set of N SPD matrices Ai, i = 1, . . . ,N,
is obtained by defining X1 = A1, and Xi = Xi−1#1/iAi, for
i = 2, . . . ,N, where A#tB := A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)tA1/2, with
t ∈ [0,1], is the geodesic between A and B, evaluated at
time t. We also consider the variants of the inductive mean
provided in [2]. The distance function δ (A,B) used in
the MDM classifier is the classical affine-invariant distance
(see [3] for more information).
Endowing the MDM classifier with the inductive mean pro-
vides competitive results with respect to the other means
considered, regarding the computation time vs classification
accuracy criterion. In the online setting, we trained the clas-
sifier on the data of some subjects, and used it then on a
new subject, adapting the classifier as new data of the sub-
ject considered are available. For some subjects, we observe
a progressive improvement of the classification with time,
while not for others, which seems to be due to the instabil-
ity of the adaptation process. We plan to investigate other
online adaptation algorithm in the future.
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1 Problem Formulation
Proton therapy is an alternative to radiotherapy where a
beam of protons is applied to a tumor instead of X-rays. It
has the advantage of subjecting tissue surrounding the target
zone to less radiation than radiotherapy, and so causing less
severe side effects and being usable near critical organs and
on young children.
To create a magnetic field strong enough to accelerate pro-
tons, proton therapy machines use a superconducting elec-
tromagnetic coil. To remain superconductive, the coil has to
stay a very low temperatures (around 4K). A magnet quench
happens when the coil’s temperature rises above the point
where it goes from its superconductive to its resistive state.
This then causes a large emission of heat as the current in the
coil is suddenly pushed through some nonzero electrical re-
sistance. Quenches are quite harmful, as after they happen,
the system has to be cooled for approximately 24 hours. Op-
erations programmed during this time must be rescheduled
or replaced by conventional radiotherapy, which can have
harmful effects.
Quenches can have many causes, such as too low or too high
pressure of the cooling liquid, a defective auxiliary cool-
ing system, human error, displacement of the coil’s cables,
degradation of the cold heads, etc. Our goal is to create a
warning system that announces when quenches are likely to
happen in the near future, and sends a warning to human op-
erators so that they may undertake any actions necessary to
prevent them.
2 Data and Approach
Data signals are available to try to extract trends that would
show an upcoming quench. Our data comes from an actual
proton therapy center built by IBA, and consists of temper-
ature measurements taken at 8 different physical locations
within the machine over one year, with a time resolution of
one minute.
We chose a classification approach: we group every temper-
ature measurement over 90 consecutive minutes, and create
such an instance starting every 15 minutes. An instance is
considered positive if a quench happened in the next 90 min-
utes after its end, and negative if not. As a result, we have
249 positive and 35674 negative instances.

















N   Number of components
Figure 1: Comparison of classification performance with differ-
ent numbers of principal components
3 Classification Results
We first report preliminary results for logistic regression. To
counteract the fact that the classes are heavily unbalanced,
we weigh the classes so that the total weight of each class is
constant. We use precision and recall as performance met-
rics, and obtain a recall of 44.6% and a relatively low preci-
sion of 4.8%.
We are able to improve the results by reducing the data’s di-
mensionality with PCA. We find that three components are
enough to capture 99.95% of the variance of the 8 temper-
ature signals (this was expected, because six of the temper-
ature sensors are immersed in the cooling liquid). Figure 1
shows that this reduction also significantly improves the re-
sults, with a recall of 60.6% and a precision of 6.2% when
using 3 principal components.
4 Future Work
We will incorporate electrical current and tension measure-
ments when they become available, as these should allow us
to infer the usage state of the system and hopefully improve
the prediction. We also plan to introduce an economic model
describing the effect of both false and undetected positives,
in order to better understand the tradeoff between precision
and recall. We also plan to use to apply other structure-
exploiting dimensionality reduction techniques.
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1 Introduction
Advancement in control algorithms and sensor technology,
in addition to increasing computational power, have enabled
robots to perform complex tasks such as force-based assem-
bly. However, programming the skills to execute such tasks
is still tedious and requires considerable robotics knowl-
edge. Furthermore, the skills’ implementations are typically
ad-hoc and do not adhere to a certain framework, thus pre-
venting them from being reusable. This research aims to al-
leviate this problem by proposing a framework for program-
ming complex robot skills. It enables robot skill program-
mers to design a new composite skill from existing, proven
sub-skills.
In designing the framework, we favor a bottom-up approach
starting from existing skills previously developed and tested
at KU Leuven Robotics Group. The patterns shared accross
different skills are analyzed and the common software com-
ponents/entities are extracted. The description of these com-
ponents is addressed in Section 2. A motivating example of
an assembly task of industrial parts is provided in Section 3.
2 The Skill Pattern
We define composite skill as a coordinated sequence of
smaller sub-skills. The smallest granularity, called atomic
skill, is a continuous-time task specification implemented as
a constrained optimization problem (set of constraints and
objective) in eTaSL/eTC libraries [1]. For instance, move
joint space or move cartesian space is considered an atomic
skill. The framework extends the 5C’s composition pattern
proposed in [2]. A composite skill comprises the following
entities:
• Sub-skills: A composite skill consists of
multiple smaller sub-skills. For example,
an insert_object skill may contain
move_cartesian, move_guarded and
insert_with_force sub-skills.
• Composer: The composer deploys and initializes the
necessary components for a composite skill to run.
1The PMA Robotics Research Group is a university core lab of Flanders
Make. This work was supported by the Flanders Make ICON FINROP
(Fast and Intuitive Robot Programming) project.
Figure 1: An example sequence of skills used for assembling a
part.
For instance, a contour following skill might require a
filtering component for state estimation.
• Scheduler: The scheduler is an event-based finite state
machine (FSM) that regulates the activity of the sub-
skills. It manages which skills should be active at a
given time.
• Coordinator: The coordinator regulates the life cycle
of a composite skill. The life cycle is a five-state FSM
as described in [2].
• Configurator: The configurator provides read and
write access to the parameters a skill contains. For in-
stance, move_cartesian’s parameters include its
speed, acceleration and target pose.
3 Use-Case: Assembly of compressor parts
Figure 1 shows the FSM for assembly of a compressor
part. Note that two composite skills pick part and
insert part comprise a number of atomic skills. Fur-
thermore, thanks to the common interface, they can be fur-
ther reused to compose a more complex skill.
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1 Introduction
Due to the rigidity that is inherent in traditional robotics, re-
searchers explore the possibility of implementing soft mate-
rials in robotics; this branch of robotics is referred to as ’soft
robotics.’ Soft robots exhibit continuum body motion, large
spatial displacements, and they offer high compliance con-
cerning traditional robots. Although the advantage of soft
robots is their softness and compliance, the inherent flex-
ibility complicates the development of accurate dynamical
models. Moreover, soft robots are highly non-linear sys-
tems, and the sensitivity of the hyper-elastic material can
easily cause a change in the dynamics of the system. In this
work, we present a generalized approach to model and con-
trol a soft robot manipulator as shown in Fig 1. We advance
the area of soft robotics by exploiting the passivity of soft
robotics with the intent of accurate and robust control.
2 Method
We considered a continuum-bodied soft robot manipulator
capable of spatial movement in three-dimensional space.
Similar to the maneuverability of elephant trunks, the flexi-
ble manipulator can vary its length and curvature. The sys-






where length of the soft robot is denoted as l(t), and the cur-
vatures in x−z plane and y−z plane are denoted respectively
as kx(t), ky(t). To represent the manipulator’s deformation,
we introduce a spatial curve (i.e., the backbone curve) pass-
ing through the geometric center of the cross-sections. Let
s ∈ R+ be a point on the backbone curve, such that it satis-
fies s = [0, l(t)], and let p(s, t) be the mapping of R+×R+
into R3, that is,
p(s, t) : R+×R+ 7→ R3. (2)
Consequently, the set
{
p(s, t) ∈ R3 |s ∈ R+
}
draws a spatial
curve at any given time t. An accurate approximation of the
flexible hyper-redundant robot can be obtained by discretiz-
ing continuous models resulting in multiple slices. Every
slice at each point s is linked to individual mass, moment of
inertia, and stiffness properties. It shall be clear that the me-
chanical behavior of hyper-elastic materials plays a crucial
role in the development of soft robot models. Thus, finite el-
ement methodologies (FEM) are employed to obtain mathe-
matical relations for the non-linear stiffnesses of the system
Figure 1: Elephant-inspired soft robot manipulator made from
flexible material. Video: https://goo.gl/bJJJvu
imposed by both the hyper-elasticity and geometry. The po-
tential and kinetic energy of the total system can be acquired
by summations of each contribution from the slices. From
the Euler-Lagrange formalism, the dynamics can be com-
pactly written as
D(q) q¨+C(q˙,q) q˙+N(q) = τ(t), (3)
where D(q), C(q˙,q), and N(q) are nonlinear system matri-
ces. The true values of these of physical parameters can be
difficult to obtain due to material impurity, and design im-
perfection; therefore, only the estimates of the true system
Dˆ(q), Cˆ(q˙,q), and Nˆ(q) can be acquired. Passivity-based
adaptive control is a control method that exploits the passiv-
ity of systems to ensure stability and robustness in the face
of parameter uncertainty. Let pˆ(t) be the time-varying pa-
rameter estimation vector. As proposed by [1], the passivity-
based adaptive control approach is synthesized as
τ = Dˆ(q)q¨r+Cˆ(q˙,q)q˙r+ Nˆ(q)−Kp e−Kd er, (4)
˙ˆp=−ΓY T er, (5)
where qd(t) is a smooth trajectory vector, q˙r = q˙d −Λe the
reference velocity vector, er = q˙− q˙r, er(t) the reference ve-
locity error, Y (·) the regressor matrix, and Λ, Γ, Kp, Kd are
positive definite matrices.
3 Result and Future Work
Numerical simulations showed that passivity-based control
achieves good performance, and future work involves im-
plementation of the control scheme into real systems.
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1 Introduction
As product diversity increases and new designs succeed one
another more rapidly than ever before, the value of recon-
figurable manufacturing systems (RMSs) cannot be denied.
Though the idea of RMSs exists already for a very long
time [1], few of such systems have actually been developed.
This abstract addresses the development and deployment of
such a system, paying special attention to the key aspects
of RMSs: modularity, scalability and integrability. The de-
veloped RMS, presented in Figure 1, consists of two AGVs
collecting orders at the movable work stations. A modular
ceiling camera system posts position measurements on the
network, allowing the AGVs to plan their path and dock near
the right work station. On top of this, a central coordinator
gathers tasks and dispatches them to the appropriate agent.
The next sections briefly describe the different subsystems.
2 Central coordinator
The central coordinator’s responsibility is to dispatch tasks
to the different agents within the system. When a new task
enters the system, the coordinator splits it in several sub-
tasks, e.g. a pick-and-drop task intended for a work sta-
tion and a move-to task for an AGV. Rather than dispatch-
ing tasks based on central intelligence, a bidding system is
installed to optimize the overall performance of the system.
For instance, when a work piece is to be collected at one
of the work stations, a bidding request is sent to all AGVs.
All AGVs respond with an actual bid which reflects the esti-
mated required effort for the task. The lowest bid is granted
the task. This task dispatching strategy offers two advan-
tages. The dispatching is independent of the number of
agents within the system, implying scalability. Moreover
different types of AGVs are integrated seamlessly provided
they have the same notion of effort (integrability).
3 Transportation
Many production lines rely on a classic conveyer belt
whereas more involved transportation systems are based on
AGVs following predefined routes. Since these solutions are
both restricting the overall flexibility, free motion planning
becomes a requirement. The implemented motion planning
algorithm is based on the approach of [2]. This method
parametrizes the motion as a spline and computes its co-
efficients to obtain a time-optimal and collision-free path
Figure 1: Overview of the developed RMS.
towards the target position. Since multiple AGVs are now
sharing the workspace, anti-collision between the different
AGVs should also be enforced. This is achieved in a decen-
tralized way by prioritizing vehicles depending on their cur-
rent motion: AGVs with lower priority actively avoid AGVs
with higher priority. This approach ensures the modularity
of the system as AGVs can enter or leave the system at will.
4 Vision-based localisation
Within a reconfigurable manufacturing environment, moni-
toring is a vital aspect. Due to their high information density
and low cost, cameras hooked to a small single-board com-
puter, are opted for. A marker which is detected by the smart
cameras is installed on all AGVs and work stations. By cal-
ibrating all cameras w.r.t. the same world coordinate frame,
they form a decentralized localization system in which each
agent is capable of providing global position information.
The latter again implies modularity and scalability as more
cameras are easily added to or removed from the network.
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Variable stiffness actuators are a class of actuation systems
that embeds tunable physical compliance in the mechani-
cal structure, making them the key enabling technology for
robots that physically interact with an unknown dynamic
environment or humans [1]. Benefits for using mechani-
cal stiffness over active stiffness on this type of robots are
energy efficiency, robustness, and safety.
2 The variable stiffness joint
This work presents a novel rotational variable stiffness joint
that relies on one motor and a set of variable stiffness
springs, as sketched in Figure 1 and presented in [2]. The
variable stiffness springs are leaf springs with a layered
design, i.e., an electro-active layer of electrospun aligned
nanofibers of poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene-
chlorotrifluoroethylene) surrounded by two electrodes of
aluminum and held together by inactive material. To achieve
a variable stiffness, different voltages and, therefore, differ-
ent electric fields, are applied to the springs.
3 Electromechanical characterization of the variable
stiffness springs
The variable stiffness springs have been electromechanically
characterized. More specifically, in the voltage-deflection
characterization, different voltage signals are applied to the
PVDF-based spring sample and the resulting deflection is
measured. This is done to find the relationship between the
applied electric field and the developed strain and, thus, to
model the sample’s dynamic behavior. It was noted that the
bending response is not proportional to the voltage level but
approximately proportional to the square of the applied elec-
trical field. This quadratic relationship between electric field
and strain suggests that the active material can be considered
as electrostrictive. Moreover, the samples exhibit creep be-
havior, which means that the material continues to bend after
the voltage has reached a steady level.
In the force-deflection characterization, different displace-
ments are imposed on the PVDF-based spring sample and
the resulting force is measured at different voltages. This
is done to find the force-deflection curves at different volt-
ages, showing different stiffness characteristics and, there-
fore, variation of the stiffness. It was noted that the higher
Figure 1: The variable stiffness joint (front and back views).
the applied voltage is, the higher the generative forces are
for a certain imposed deflection. This means that the sam-
ples get stiffer as the electric field increases.
4 Experiments
Figure 2 shows the torque-deflection curve of the VSJ pro-
totype when different voltages are applied to the samples
and when the deflections are limited between 0◦ and 4◦ ≈
0.07rad. The experimental tests show that, thanks to the
variable stiffness springs, the VSJ has increasing output
























Figure 2: Torque response of the VSJ prototype for different voltages for
deflections between 0◦ and 4◦ ≈ 0.07rad.
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Agriculture has commonly been pioneer in the use of new
technologies to improve productivity. This contribution
aims at presenting some of the research activities withing
the H2020 project PANTHEON. This project is to develop
the agricultural equivalent of an industrial Supervisory Con-
trol And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system to be used for
the precision farming of orchards. By taking advantage
of the technological advancements in the fields of control,
robotics, remote sensing, and big-data management, our ob-
jective is to design an integrated system where a relatively
limited number of heterogeneous unmanned robotic com-
ponents (including terrestrial and aerial robots) move within
the orchard to collect data and perform typical farming oper-
ations. The information will be collected and stored in a cen-
tral operative unit that will integrate the data coming from
the different robotic (ground and aerial) vehicles to perform
automatic feedback actions (e.g. to regulate the irrigation
system) and to support the decisions of the agronomists and
farmers in charge of the orchard. Figure 1 illustrates the
foreseen concept.
Figure 1: Idea of the SCADA system for agriculture.
We expect that the proposed SCADA system will be able
to acquire information at the resolution of the single plant.
This will permit to drastically increase the detection of pos-
sible limiting factors for each individual plant, such as lack
of nutrients or pests and diseases affecting the plant health,
and to react accordingly. Compared to the current state of
the art in precision farming, we believe that the proposed
SCADA infrastructure represents a relevant step ahead in
the context of orchards management and maintenance. In
fact, the capability of monitoring the state and the evolu-
tion of each single tree will be the enabling-technology to
allow more focused interventions. This will result in a bet-
ter average state of health of the orchard and in an increased
effectiveness of Integrated Pest Managements . In conclu-
sion, the proposed architecture has the potential to increase
the production of the orchard while, at the same time, being
more cost-effective and environmentally-friendly.
2 Optimal trajectory planning
Beside the technology to be developed, several research ac-
tions are necessary for the development of a working sys-
tem. In this talk we will overview some of our research ac-
tivities concerning path and mission planning for the ground
and aerial robots. The main challenge is to determine which
are the optimal trajectories[1] to be followed to collect a suf-
ficient amount of data to evaluate the state of each plant.
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Abstract
We show that projected-gradient methods for the distributed
computation of generalized Nash equilibria in aggregative
games are preconditioned forward-backward splitting meth-
ods applied to the KKT operator of the game. Specifically,
we adopt the preconditioned forward-backward design, re-
cently conceived by Yi and Pavel in the manuscript “A dis-
tributed primal-dual algorithm for computation of general-
ized Nash equilibria with shared affine coupling constraints
via operator splitting methods” for generalized Nash equi-
librium seeking in aggregative games. Consequently, we
notice that two projected gradient methods recently pro-
posed in the literature are preconditioned forward-backward
methods. More generally, we provide a unifying operator-
theoretic ground to design projected-gradient methods for
equilibrium seeking in aggregative games.
1 Generalized aggregative games
Aggregative game theory is a mathematical framework to
model the interdependent optimal decision making prob-
lems for a set of noncooperative agents, or players, when-
ever the decision of each agent is affected by some aggre-
gate effect of all the agents. This feature emerges in several
application areas, such as demand side management in the
smart grid, e.g. for electric vehicles and thermostatically
controlled loads, demand response in competitive markets
and network congestion control.
Existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibria in (aggrega-
tive) noncooperative games is well established in the liter-
ature. For the computation of a game equilibrium, several
algorithms are available, with both distributed protocols and
semi-decentralized schemes. Overall, the available meth-
ods can ensure global convergence to an equilibrium if the
coupling among the cost functions of the agents is “well be-
haved”, e.g. if the problem data are convex and the so-called
pseudo-gradient game mapping is (strictly, strongly) mono-
tone.
2 Projected-Gradient Algorithms
A popular class of algorithms for Nash equilibrium seek-
ing is that of projected-gradient algorithms. Whenever
the pseudo-gradient game mapping is strongly monotone,
projected-gradient algorithms can ensure fast convergence
to a Nash equilibrium, possibly via distributed computation
and information exchange. It follows that projected-gradient
methods have the potential to be fast, simple and scalable
with respect to the population size. At the same time, in the
context of Nash equilibrium seeking, the convergence anal-
yses for the available projected-gradient methods are quite
diverse in nature.
3 Operator theory: a unifying framework
In this paper, we aim at a unifying convergence analysis
for projected-gradient algorithms that are adopted for the
computation of generalized Nash equilibria in aggregative
games. Specifically, we adopt a general perspective based
on monotone operator theory [1] to show that projected-
gradient algorithms with sequential updates belong the class
of preconditioned forward-backforward splitting methods.
The main technical contribution of the paper is to conceive a
design procedure for the preconditioned forward-backward
splitting method. Since the convergence characterization of
the forward-backward splitting method is well established,
the advantage of the proposed design is that global con-
vergence follows provided that some mild monotonicity as-
sumptions on the problem data are satisfied.
Remarkably, we discover that two recent projected-gradient
algorithms for Nash equilibrium seeking in aggregative
games, [2] and [3], can be equivalently written as precondi-
tioned forward-backward splitting methods with symmetric
implementation matrix, despite their algorithmic formula-
tion is “asymmetric”.
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Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are widely employed as
a part of material handling system (MHS) for transporting
items between workstations in manufacturing systems and
warehouses or for transfer of cargo on container terminals.
Their main benefits in comparison with manned ones are
lower long-term costs and higher operation efficiency.
The chosen routing method has a great impact on the effi-
ciency of the operating system. The goal of our study is to
perform a numerical comparison of the fixed-path strategy,
which represents a route between key locations as a zones
sequence, and free-range routing, when vehicle can choose
any possible path between its current position and a target.
As all tasks should be done in a limited time, an applied
motion strategy should prevent the deadlocks and collisions
of AGVs. Otherwise, all working processes may stall, that
could lead to large financial losses. Especially often these
problems occur in a dense environment (with a large num-
ber of vehicles in a limited space). Moreover, the em-
ployed method should provide the better utilization of the
workspace and satisfy the scalability condition, i.e. to per-
form well with increasing number of workstations or vehi-
cles.
The free-range routing guarantees the motion along the
shorter path than the fixed strategy. Therefore, it is suit-
able when vehicles drive over a large area. However, this
strategy significantly reduces the vehicles speed in crowded
regions. To deal with mentioned drawback the AGVs sys-
tem requires traffic rules, similar to those imposed in the
guided-path method.
To increase the performance of a MHS it is necessary to
improve the efficiency of the AGVs. It can be achieved by
developing a mixed routing strategy, which will combine the
benefits of the above-mentioned approaches and eliminates
their disadvantages. For this purpose, it is important to per-
form the numerical comparison of their performance crite-
ria (throughput, cycle time) [1]. However, such analysis still
has not got enough attention in the literature. The authors
of [2] performed the similar comparison, but they were con-
centrated on the scenario when a traffic jam problem occurs
only near loading/unloading stations. In fact the congestion
situations could happen in any region of the workspace with
increasing the number of workstations and vehicles.
For a case study, we focus on the cargo transshipment tasks
on the container terminal. A schematic overview of the
working area is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1: A container terminal layout [3]
The vehicles move within the transport area, which repre-
sents a long narrow area with the length of 2000m and width
- 40m. On the seaside 20 quay cranes execute discharging
and loading operations of vessels. On the opposite side 66
yard stackers store the containers. An assigned task for each
vehicle is a sequence of container transportations between
quay and yard areas.
In the presentation, a simulation model of routing strategies
for the above-mentioned scenario with different number of
AGVs will be presented.
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Exact Potential of Nonlinear Public Good Games on Networks





Evolutionary dynamics of (nonlinear) public good games
are often used to describe how complex social behavior
emerges when groups of selfish agents interact between one
another. We show that two typical models admit a poten-
tial function that implies (finite time) convergence to a Nash
equilibrium for a variety of stochastic and deterministic evo-
lutionary dynamics that may govern these self-organizing
systems.
2 Exact potential games
Consider a finite number of players given by the set V =
{1,2, . . . ,n}. Each player i ∈ V has a pure strategy set
that is denoted by Si = {1,2, . . . ,mi}, for some integer
mi ≥ 2. A vector s of pure strategies s = {s1,s2, . . . ,sn},
where si ∈ Si, is called a pure strategy profile. The set of
pure strategy profiles denoted by S is given by the Carte-
sian product of the players’ pure strategy sets. The notation
s−i ∈S −i ,× j∈V /{i}S j indicates the pure strategy profile
excluding the pure strategy of player i. Each player i ∈ V
has a payoff function pii :S → R that maps each pure strat-
egy profile s ∈S to a payoff of player i, i.e., pii(s). We will
write (si,s−i) ∈S for the strategy profile in which player i
plays strategy si ∈ Si while the other players play accord-
ing to the profile s−i ∈ S −i. Correspondingly, pii(si,s−i)
indicates the payoff of player i for playing strategy si ∈Si
against the pure strategy profile s−i ∈ S −i. We indicate a
game by the triplet Γ = {V ,S ,pi}. A function P :S → R
is an exact potential [1] for Γ, if for every i ∈ V and for
every s−i ∈S −i and every si,s′i ∈Si
pii(si,s−i)−pii(s′i,s−i) = P(si,s−i)−P(s′i,s−i) (1)
holds. Γ is called an exact potential game if it admits a po-
tential.
3 Public goods games on networks
We consider evolutionary games on simple networks. Let
G = (V ,E ) be the graph representing the interaction net-
work. The set of nodes V = {1, . . . ,n} represent players.
We denote by di andNi the degree and the set of neighbors
of agent i ∈ V , respectively. Corresponding to each agent i,
the edge set E defines a group of agents ¯Ni =Ni∪{i}. At
each time step t, a subset of these groups play a (nonlinear)
Public Good Game (PGG). In this work, two well known
models are considered: the linear PGG and the threshold
PGG. In both versions of the PGG, players either defect or
cooperate (i.e., Si = {0,1}, for all i ∈ V ). In the linear
PGG, the public good scales linearly with the number of co-







− (di +1)csi, (2)
where ncj is the number of cooperators in N j, (i.e., n
c
j =
∑l∈N j sl). In the threshold PGG, a minimum number of co-
operators is required in order for players to obtain a benefit








θ j(s− j,s j,τ j)− (di +1)csi,
(3)
∀i ∈ V : θi(si,s−i,τi) =
{
1, if nci + si ≥ τi
0, otherwise
.
Here θ j is a step function depending on ncj and τ j ∈ Z de-
fined to be the required number of cooperators in ¯Ni.
4 Exact potentials
Let Θ,D be diagonal matrices such that Θii = θi, Dii = di,
for i = 1 . . .n. The following Proposition gives the exact
potential of the public good games defined on a simple net-
work.
Proposition 1 Both the linear and the threshold public
good games on a simple network G, with payoff functions
(2) and (3) are exact potential games. Moreover, the poten-
tial is given by
P(s) = 1>n
(
rcΘ(s)(D + I)−1(A + I)s− c(A + I)s) ,
where, for the linear PGG,Θ(s) is equal to the n×n identity
matrix.
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A stochastic matrix P is an SIA matrix (Stochastic1 Inde-




exists and all of its rows are equal, i.e., the limit is a rank-
one matrix. These matrices play a fundamental role in the
theory of Markov chains as they correspond to chains con-
verging to unique limiting distribution [3]. They also arise
in discrete-time consensus systems, systems representing
groups of agents trying to agree on some value by iterative
averaging [4]. Such systems can be modelled by the update
equation
x(t +1) = P(t)x(t), (1)
where x(t) is the vector of the values of the agents at time
t and P(t) is a stochastic transition matrix representing how
agents compute their new values. Markov chains and con-
sensus systems are often time-inhomogeneous, i.e., the tran-
sition matrix P(t) can be different at different steps t, where
P(t) typically belongs to a finite set of stochastic matrices
S = {A1,A2, . . . ,Ak}. It can be shown that System (1) can
be brought to convergence by controlling the switching sig-
nal if and only if the corresponding setS has an SIA prod-
uct. In this work we study the shortest SIA products of sets
of stochastic matrices. We define the SIA-index of a set of
stochastic matrices as the length of its shortest SIA product.
2 Results
We show that the largest value of the SIA-index among all
SIA sets of n×n stochastic matrices, sia(n), is O(n3). More-
over, we show that sia(n) grows at least as n. We conjecture
that the actual growth rate is closer to the provided lower
bound and support this statement by performing an exhaus-
tive search for small values of n on a computer grid. The
largest SIA-index for each dimension n is presented in Fig-
ure 1.
We show that a SIA set has a scrambling, a Sarymsakov and
a positive-column product, and, conversely, a set that has a
1Raphae¨l Jungers is an FNRS associate.
1A matrix is stochastic if it is nonnegative and the sum of the elements
on each row is 1.
Figure 1: Maximum SIA-index for pairs of matrices (blue) and
the curve y = 2n (red).
scrambling, a Sarymsakov or a positive-column product is a
SIA set. As a consequence, the same polynomial-time pro-
cedure can be used to decide whether a given set of stochas-
tic matrices has any of the aforementioned products. We
show the SIA-index is NP-hard to compute, even if all ma-
trices inS have a positive diagonal. Matrices with positive
diagonals appear in consensus applications and many prob-
lems are computationally easier for these matrices [1]. We
also show the SIA-index is NP-hard to approximate within
a factor of O(log(n)).
Finally, we show that the (n−1)st power of any SIA binary
stochastic matrix has a positive column and that the (n2−
3n+3)rd power of any SIA matrix has a positive column.
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Abstract
We discuss the results of [1] where we consider the prob-
lem of diffusion on temporal networks, where edges acti-
vate instantaneously and independently. We show that the
null-model usually considered as a baseline of comparison
present themselves correlations they are supposed to bee
free of. In particular, we exhibit the tendency of a walker
to backtrack (return to the last visited node) at each jump
step even though edges are uncorrelated, and the resulting
effect on the exploration of the network by the walker.
We consider a standard random walker (RW) taking the first
available edge at every step, where the time between two
consecutive activations of an edge is random and follows a
probability density function f (t).
The waiting time distribution g(t), i.e., the time that the ran-
dom walker arriving on a node has to wait before a given










τ f (τ)dτ is the mean inter-activation time.
The observation that g(t) may have larger mean than f (t) is
known under the name of bus paradox, or inspection para-
dox [2].
This paradox applies to every edge on a random walk, with
the notorious exception of the edge i j that has just been
taken by the walker, for which the time before next acti-







Figure 1: Illustration of the backtracking bias on an edge i j.
When the walker arrives on j via i j, the next activation time
t of the edge i j is given by the distribution f (t), whereas
the next activation time τ of another independent edge jk is
given by the distribution associated to the bus paradox g(t).
The waiting-time distribution for j to i is thus the inter-
activation distribution f (t), while it is g(t) for other edges,
inducing a backtracking bias toward or against a specific
edge at each step of the walk, depending on the inter-
activation distribution f .
As human interactions distributions tend to be broad, or
bursty, the backtracking bias turns out to be positive for ran-
dom walks on human-related networks. As we show analyt-
ically, as well as through empirical data from [3] (see Table
1), non-Markovian dynamics may significantly slow down
the diffusion due to this biased backtracking, as exhibited
by a reduction of the spectral gap, which controls the num-
ber of steps required to reach the stationary distribution.
Data Spectral Gap of Spectral Gap of





Table 1: The reduction of the spectral gap due to the back-
tracking bias reflects the slow-down of the exploration of the
network by the walker.
This work highlights the existence of a neglected, yet im-
portant, correlation taking place in a null model actually
designed to destroy temporal correlations in temporal net-
works. The whole concept of ’standard simplest model’ on
temporal networks with bursty activity is questioned since
correlations between events cannot be avoided, either in the
jumping or in the activation process.
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In order to achieve high position-tracking performance in
industrial machines, flexibilities and play in the drive-train
are minimized as much as possible. For example, stiff shafts
and gearboxes with small play are preferred. However, this
might have some negative consequences for the overall de-
sign of the machine: i) Stiff components and low play gear-
boxes are expensive and ii) the connection of these stiffer
components can pose difficulties with intercepting align-
ment errors causing equipment damage and premature fa-
tigue of the components.
To address this problem, a co-design approach of hard-
ware and control is desirable. Advancements in control
can recover performance for hardware that is designed with
more flexibility and play. Therefor this study focuses on
the mitigation of torsional vibrations and backlash of the
drivetrain by means of non-linear feed-forward control tech-
niques. The results are validated and demonstrated in a real
test rig consisting of a small modular drive-train (SMD).
Figure 1: Top: Control configuration; Middle & bottom-left:
Hardware configuration; Bottom-right: Motor position
reference θm .
2 Approach
Models describing the flexible behavior are obtained by
means of proper system identification methods. Backlash
effects of the components with play are also characterized.
Feed-forward control laws are computed from these mod-
els. The main challenge here is the detection of the zero-
crossings of the load torque, i.e., the instants of backlash
gap opening. Therefore, load models are also developed. To
track well at non-collocated/ load side θl , quick and smooth
gap traversal [1] is applied at the collocated/ motor side θm.
The proposed control structure can be seen in figure 1.
3 Results and Conclusion
The proposed control technique is applied on the SMD.
Here, a motor drives an oscillating disturbance load through
a gearbox (with backlash) connected to a flexible drive-
shaft, see figure 1. With the load position reference θl a
simple ramp, the motor position reference θm is adjusted
with a steep s-curve correction profile θb, see the motor
position reference. With the applied backlash compensa-
tion technique, the maximum tracking error is reduced from
0.11[rad] to 0.035[rad], see the tracking error plot. This
however, costs extra torque, i.e., peak torques of 7[Nm] at
every zero-crossing, see the motor torque plot. The feed-
forward torsional vibration compensation technique also re-
duces the tracking error significantly. Also here significant
torque demand is requested to keep tracking accurately, es-
pecially when the shaft is excited at the anti-resonance. The
applied techniques do recover performance, but not fully.
Nevertheless, the results do illustrate a possible trade-off be-
tween high performance and overall machine design.
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1 Introduction
In this project the characteristics that are relevant for fixed
trajectory following are investigated for an electric vehicle
designed for logistic operations in greenhouses (Figure 1).
All physical and electrical constraints of the system’s drive
train determine the theoretically achievable performance of
a trajectory controller. This work describes the identification
of the drive train. The results are twofold: the possible ac-
curacy and bandwidth of the trajectory controller have been
quantified and the components that are restrictive for a better
performance have been identified.
The trajectory of the vehicle mostly consists of straight lines
with a constant forward velocity. Therefore it is particularly
interesting to analyze the effects for the rotational (yaw)
movement. The identification is performed using two ap-
proaches: a theoretical analysis of the setup and an exper-
imental verification of the identified transfer function. A
similar approach for a different type of robot is described
in [1].
2 Theoretical analysis of the setup
The vehicle is a two-wheel differential drive system. The
analysis of the setup occurs in two stages. In the first stage
all electrical equipment is investigated. This includes an
analysis of the motors and their drives. In the second stage
the mechanical properties are characterized. A dynamic
model of the movement is derived from the equations of mo-
tion, whereof the parameters are calculated from the robot
characteristics (mass, dimensions).
Figure 1: Electric vehicle
These two stages are put together to define the complete
model of the vehicle. The result is a transfer function that
describes the relation between the desired motor velocities,
which are the setpoints for the motor drives, and the rota-
tional (yaw) velocity of the vehicle.
3 Experimental validation
From the theoretical analysis the structure of the trans-
fer function is known. This structure is verified by ex-
periments based on black-box system identification meth-
ods. The input generation and experiment analysis is
carried out with an open source linear control toolbox
(‘LCToolbox’) for MATLAB [2], which is available at
www.github.com/meco-group/lc toolbox. Ad-
ditional nonlinear effects like time delay are derived from
the experimentally estimated transfer function.
4 Use of the results
The results allow us to determine the vehicle’s ability of
suppressing disturbances when following a trajectory. Be-
cause of the insights gained by the theoretical analysis, an
overview of components that could be changed for a better
performance is provided.
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The increasing market of battery-powered devices demands
batteries with a longer lifespan and shorter charging times.
Most of the charging techniques are based on commonly-
used protocols, such as Constant Current (CC), Con-
stant Current-Constant Voltage (CC-CV) or Constant Power
(CP). Although, these ad-hoc commercial charging algo-
rithms are broadly used, they do not take into account ex-
plicitly the State of Charge (SOC) or the impact of the cur-
rent profiles on battery degradation mechanisms.Thus, these
ad-hoc strategies can accelerate aging processes and hence
the loss of capacity.
Accounting for the SOC and aging processes into the charg-
ing mechanism leads to a new control problem. It can be
described as calculating the appropriate amount of current
such that the battery can be charged in the shortest time pos-
sible avoiding side reactions that cause aging.
In this study, to model the battery, we used the so-called
Equivalent Hydralic Model (EHM) which is an Electro-
Chemical Model (EChM) for lithium-ion batteries deduced
from the Single Particle Model (SPM). The main feature of
this model with respect to other models is that, although it is
just a simple reduced model, the states have a clear physical
meaning. This allows stating the operational constraints on
the current (I), the State of Charge (SOC−) and the Critical
Surface Concentration (CSC−).
The constrained control charging problem is usually solved
by resorting to a classical Model Predictive Control (MPC)
scheme. However, due to the high-computational cost of
MPC a simpler strategy is the implementation of a Scalar
Reference Governor (SRG) scheme, as it has been proposed
by [1] . The SRG has the capability of fulfilling operational
constraints while avoiding online optimization.
The goal of this research is to validate experimentally
the simulation results of this charging SRG strategy [1] on
real commercial batteries and to compare its performance
against CC-CV and MPC strategies.
For this task, Turnigy 160mAh LCO batteries were iden-
tified within the EHM and the various charging strategies
were implemented. The experimental results presented in
Table 1. Fig. 1 presents the admissible region of the con-
strained problem defined by current and CSC limits.
As Table 1 shows, the SRG achieves the same charging time
(Charg. time) as the MPC while dramatically lowering the
computational time (Comput. avg. time). Although MPC and
SRG keep the operating point inside of the admissible re-
Table 1: Experimental results of charging strategies
Charg. Max. Max. Final Max. Max. Comput.
time [min] I [A] V [V] V [V] CSC− ∆T [◦C] avg. time[s]
CCCV@1C 58.017 0.160 4.155 4.136 0.694 0.854 0.0010
CCCV@3C 24.917 0.480 4.204 4.165 0.715 1.343 0.0007
MPC 16.050 0.769 4.126 4.033 0.605 1.099 0.4653
SRG 15.983 0.784 4.131 4.028 0.605 1.099 0.0008
gion, these schemes push the charging process with higher
currents at low values of CSC in contrast with the first stage
of a traditional CC-CV (Fig. 1).
Both MPC and SRG strategies have no temperature con-
straints. Nevertheless, temperature did not experience rel-
evant increases with respect to the traditional CC-CV at 1C.
As it can be observed through the temperature difference
between the environment and the surface of the battery (Max.
∆T) in Table 1.
Usually, CC-CV strategies are considered as cautious ap-
proaches to maximize the charge of the battery. Neverthe-
less, Fig.1 also reveals how these techniques violate the side
reaction constraints (Max. CSC−) possibly accelerating aging
processes.
From these experimental results, it can be concluded that the
proposed SRG scheme is a simple and effective way to cope
with the constrained charge of commercial Li-ion batteries.





















Figure 1: Charging algorithms performance against constraints
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Electrical networks such as power grids are generally mod-
elled by considering dynamics over a weighted graph. The
weights in these graphs correspond to conductances of the
lines. In this work we are interested in exploiting the under-
lying graph structure in the study of such models.
We consider two types of buses in such models: load buses,
which drain power from the grid, and generator buses,
which provide power to the grid.
The ratio of the number of lines and buses in benchmark
models for power grids typically does not exceed 2:1. How-
ever, in the literature we see that power grids are sometimes
assumed to be radial (i.e. a tree) [1, 2], which roughly cor-
responds to a 1:1 ratio. This assumption is not only made
for the sake of analysis, but also serves the nature of power
grids; The underlying graph tends to be sparse.
We assume that the number of cycles among load buses is
“not too large”, which means that the lines-to-buses ratio for
load buses is close to 1:1.
2 Preliminaries
A spanning tree of a graph is a subgraph which is a tree and
contains the same nodes (buses) as the original graph. To
each such spanning tree we correspond a weight, which is
the product of the weight of the edges (lines) in the tree.
The sum over the weights of all spanning trees is known as
the weighted spanning tree number of the graph, while the
number of spanning trees of a graph is the spanning tree
number.
Let VL,VG be the potentials at the load and generator buses






the weighted Laplacian matrix repre-
senting the interconnection between buses over the lines.
We consider the simple dynamical system described by
V˙L =LLLVL+LLGVG, IG =LGLVL+LGGVG,
which models a power grid where grounded capacitors of
unit capacitance are connected to the loads.
The transfer function from the potentials at the loads VG to
the outgoing currents at the loads IG is given by
HG(s) :=LGG−LGL(LLL− sI)−1LLG.
The main issue is the computation of (LLL−sI)−1, which is
known as the resolvent of the linear operatorLLL. A general
method for computing this rational matrix in the variable s is
by computing the spectral decomposition of the symmetric
matrixLLL.
3 Contribution
We use a formula which relates the weighted spanning tree
numbers of the subgraphs of a graph to a diagonal up-
date of its Laplacian matrix to obtain an expression for
(LLL − sI)−1. This formula was derived by the author in
a separate paper that is currently being prepared for submis-
sion. The described method avoids computing the spectral
decomposition of the Laplacian matrix of the graph.
Since the connected components of the graph induced by the
load buses has a spanning tree number which is assumed to
be “not too large”, the number of subgraphs which should be
considered in the formula mentioned above is quite limited.
We ask when this method is computationally feasible com-
pared to the spectral decomposition approach, and how we
can incorporate the matrices LLG and LGL to improve the
computation of HG(s).
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1 Introduction
Modern motion systems are capable of achieving high ac-
celerations while retaining a small positioning error. While
these properties are a design trade-off, in high-end industries
stringent performance goals render both unequivocally im-
portant. For example, in semiconductor industry these goals
are realized by accelerations of more than 4g and a position
error during scanning phase of less than 20nm [1].
The current state-of-the-art motion systems are realized by
a combination of a long-stroke, moving-coil magnetic lev-
itation system, together with a short-stroke stage. At the
Eindhoven University of Technology a one-stage, moving-
magnet prototype was designed and realized in the recent
years (Fig. 1). The main goal is to investigate the possible
benefits and limitations of this setup by deploying a control
architecture tailored for this system.
Figure 1: The moving-magnet prototype (NAPAS)
2 Data-driven modelling and control
The developed Nanometer-Accurate Planar Actuation Sys-
tem (NAPAS) can be modelled as an interconnection be-
tween an electromagnetic part, that describes the relation be-
tween the stationary coils and the moving magnet, together
with a mechanical part that describes the motion dynamics
of the latter one (Fig. 2). For the decoupling of the rela-
tion between the supplied currents and the resulting forces
a position-dependent commutation block is added. The po-
sition of the magnet is achieved using Laser Interferome-
ters, which are fixed to the metrology frame, leading to a
position-dependent relation between the states and the mea-
sured output. Through the rigid body position estimation
block, the 6 degrees-of-freedom are controlled by means of
feedforward and feedback action.
In order to increase the performance an experimental estima-
tion of the frequency response is essential. Especially the
spatial deformations due to the position-dependent, asym-
metric distribution of forces on the magnetic plate can po-
tentially lead to instability. For this reason, a grid-based FRF
identification was performed.
Figure 2: Block diagram of the NAPAS experimental setup
For the control design, the Sequential Loop Closing (SLC)
framework is employed since it can directly make use of the
non-parametric data. The loop-shaping based design was
performed in an iterative manner such that the performance
specifications are satisfied with respect to the local FRFs,
leading to a 100Hz bandwidth controller in x, y and ζ (rota-
tion around z). The performance was validated on the exper-
imental setup and it was compared with the previous, 16Hz
controller, resulting in approximately 200nm error under a
0.2m/s speed motion (Fig. 3).
Figure 3: x, y reference profiles and position errors in x, y, z
axes for the initial 16Hz and the 100Hz, SLC controller.
Finally, Machine Learning techniques were employed to
compensate disturbances through a position dependent feed-
forward action. Simulation and experimental results showed
that indeed this is a viable way of capturing disturbances.
3 Conclusions
In this paper a non-parametric frequency domain identifica-
tion was used, followed by an SLC based control approach
such that the specified requirements are locally satisfied. Fi-
nally, Machine Learning based approaches to compensate
disturbances were examined. Next steps include the para-
metric modelling and LPV embedding of the local FRFs,
which will enable an LPV control design approach.
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1 Introduction
The complexity of high-tech systems has increased due to
increasing market demand for verified safety, shorter time-
to-market, and better performance. Model-based systems
engineering approaches provide advantages for supervisory
controller design. We consider discrete-event system (DES)
models for which supervisory controllers need to be devel-
oped. The supervisory control theory of Ramadge-Wonham
provides an approach to synthesize supervisors such that the
controlled behavior of the system is restricted to specified
behavior [1].
One of the major drawbacks of synthesizing supervisory
controllers is the step where the supremal controllable lan-
guage is calculated. There exist multiple attempts to over-
come these computational difficulties. One of them is mul-
tilevel supervisory control synthesis [2]. A problem with
multilevel synthesis is that the system should be modeled
with a tree structure.
Recently, we proposed to use Dependency Structure Matri-
ces (DSMs) to exploit the dependencies within a system to
transform it into the tree structure needed for multilevel syn-
thesis [3]. We analyze the relationship between the plant
models and requirement models. For finite state automata,
there is a relationship between a plant model and a require-
ment model when they share an event.
2 Result
We propose to enrich the method from [3] to analyze ex-
tended finite state automata (EFSAs). In EFSAs, discrete
variables can be used and guards on edges can refer to loca-
tions in other EFSAs. Furthermore, requirement models can
be formulated with state-based expressions.
For EFSAs, there is a relationship between a plant model
and a requirement model if they share an event, share a
variable, or the requirement refers to a location in the plant
model.
We are able to structure DES models of industrial-size sys-
tems using EFSAs. An example of such system is a water-
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Figure 1: The clustered DSM of a waterway lock
way lock as presented in [4]. Figure 1 shows the clustered
DSM of this waterway lock.
By using multilevel synthesis in combination with DSM-
based clustering, we can reduce the state-space size. The
uncontrolled state-space has 6.0× 1032 states. The mono-
lithic supervisor for this system has 6.0× 1024 states. For
multilevel synthesis, we can reduce the state-space of the
supervisors together to 3.5×107 states.
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1 Introduction
In this paper the stability and L2-gain properties of pe-
riodic event-triggered control (PETC) systems including
time-varying delays are studied, which summarizes the re-
sult of [1]. These PETC systems can be captured in a general
framework that encompasses a class of hybrid systems that
exhibit linear flow, aperiodic time-triggered jumps (possi-
bly with different deadlines) and arbitrary nonlinear time-
varying jump maps. Interestingly, the class of hybrid sys-
tems captured by this framework is a generalization and uni-
fication of those found in [2, 3]. Inspired by ideas from lift-
ing, it is shown that the internal stability and contractivity in
L2-sense of a continuous-time hybrid system in the frame-
work is equivalent to the stability and contractivity in `2-
sense of an appropriate time-varying discrete-time nonlinear
system.
2 PETC systems with varying delays
The PETC setup of Figure 1, with continuous-time linear
plant P and controllerC, is considered. The event-triggering
mechanism decides each sample based on y(t) and yˆ(t) if the
new measurement output is updated to the controller or not.




y(tk), when ζ (tk)>Qˆζ (tk)> 0,





]> is the information available at
the event-triggering mechanism (ETM) and tk, m ∈ N, are









Figure 1: Schematic representation of an event-triggered control
setup with communication delay (block D).
tk = kh, k ∈ N, with h the sampling period. Although the
system has a constant sampling period h, the delay causes
unequal inter-jump times (related to a transmission on tk and
an update on tk+τk). Due to this it is not possible to capture
this PETC systems in the class of hybrid systems discussed
in [2]. The delay varies such that τk ∈ {d1,d2, ...,dnd}, k ∈N
All possible delays, d j ∈ R≥0, j ∈ {1,2, ...,nd} satisfy the
small delay assumption d j ≤ h, i ∈ {1,2, ...,nd}.
3 Lifting based approach exploited for PETC systems
with varying delays
By using lifting techniques it can be shown that the internal
stability and contractivity of the original continuous-time
system is equivalent to the internal stability and contractivity





k Qχk > 0
A2lkχk+Blkwk when χ
>






k Qχk > 0
C2lkχk+Dlkwk when χ
>
k Qχk ≤ 0,
(2b)
lk ∈ {1,2, ...,nd}, k ∈ N, (note that lk switches arbitrarily).
It is possible to analyse the internal stability and contractiv-
ity of (2), by exploiting versatile piecewise quadratic Lya-
punov/storage functions. Hence, the lifted discrete-time ver-
sion of a continuous-time PETC system with varying delays
can be analysed to conclude on the internal stability and con-
tractivity properties of the original system.
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1 Introduction
The demand for high quality, and affordable food production
in high quantities is putting tremendous pressure on our agri-
cultural production system as well as on our environment.
Precision Farming (PF) offers a solution to this problem by
means of precise management in time and space - ranging
from field or barn level to individual crops and animals.
The systems and control paradigm offers some strong con-
cepts and algorithms (such as input-state-output modelling,
performance criteria, open loop and feedback control, data
assimilation, and model identification) that are useful to PF
research, as well as practical implementation.
Current model based algorithms deal well with dynamic and
nonlinear system response. However, the difficulty lies in
disturbance factors such as weather, diseases, spatial and bi-
ological variation, sensor noise, and model errors. These
disturbances may undermine algorithm performance [1, 2].
Usually, their influence is ignored or oversimplified in re-
search studies. Yet, they form an integral part of any farm-
ing system. Underestimating their roles can easily lead to
miscalculations and mismanagement in practice, or even ob-
struct development of new farming systems [3].
2 Approach
We present a case study of signal filtering to improve cli-
mate monitoring inside a greenhouse. Spatiotemporal cli-
mate variations combined with sensor noise cause erroneous
sensor readings. With the aim to filter out these errors, we
tested three filters - an extended Kalman filter, an unscented
Kalman filter, and a moving average filter. The filters were
tested with in total one and a half year of five minute temper-
ature and humidity data from sensor grids inside two green-
houses. The model based filters were supported with a state
of the art greenhouse climate model [4].
3 Results
None of the filters filtered out the signal errors consistently.
Moreover, the overall accuracy of all three filters was worse
compared to when no filtering was applied. Moving aver-
age filtering performed worst overall, due to the erroneous
assumption that signal errors and system dynamics have sep-
arate frequency bands. The Kalman filters did not perform
well because 1) the signal errors were strongly autocorre-
lated, which violates the assumptions the filter algorithms
are based upon, and 2) the model errors were far larger than
the sensor errors. We predict that a Kalman filter can reduce
a signal error by 50 per cent, only if the climate model is
improved such that the state error covariance is reduced by
a factor 10. Furthermore, the nature of the errors needs to
be explicitly modelled such that the remaining model and
sensing errors are not autocorrelated. In other words, an
enormous model improvement is required.
4 Discussion
The question arises whether it is possible to create a filtering
algorithm to deal with autocorrelated noise reliably, or that
the model should be improved. This example illustrates the
possibility of applying systems and control methodology to
improve farming systems, but also reveals challenges: How
to deal with error structures our algorithms are not designed
for? How to deal with multiple errors interacting and prop-
agating through the sensing and control loop?
5 Conclusion
The combination of nonlinearity, dynamics, and unex-
plained or uncertain disturbances encountered in hi-tech
farming systems opens up new prospects and challenges for
the field of Systems and Control. A new set of methods
is needed that combines the existing nonlinear dynamic sys-
tems approach with a probabilistic perspective to enable sys-
tematic precision farming research.
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1 Introduction
The control engineering opportunities of robust linear
controller synthesis based onH∞ performance criteria have
been thoroughly explored over the past decades. As a
result, a mature theoretical understanding and efficient
solution algorithms are available by now. Not only have
promising (experimental) results appeared in literature,
recent research has also shown that different classes of
time-varying and nonlinear systems could be dealt with
using a similar problem formulation. Nevertheless, these
modern approaches seem not to get adopted by control
engineers in industry.
Attempting to make theH∞ paradigm more attractive, some
software packages, both commercial and open-source,
provide implementations of the required solution
algorithms. A well-known example is the so-called Robust
Control Toolbox that is integrated in The Mathworks’
MATLAB. Although these tools are very useful for users who
are familiar with the advanced mathematical background of
modern controller synthesis, control engineers in industry
are still left with tedious pre- and postprocessing steps.
Furthermore, linear parameter-varying (LPV) models
currently only have limited support, while the design
procedure is almost identical (for the end user). Some
effort has already been made to develop a bridging interface
that makes the design procedure more intuitive, unifies the
syntax for different algorithms, and shields the user from
pre- and postprocessing as much as possible [1].
LCToolbox
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the capabilities of LCToolbox
and its interface to existing software packages.
In this work, we present ‘LCToolbox’, a linear control
toolbox for MATLAB, which is based on the work presented
at the 36th Benelux Meeting on Systems and Control [2]. In
addition to facilitating the issues mentioned earlier, this new
toolbox version also aims at supporting the control engineer
throughout the entire design procedure from identification
up to verification of the results. This is conceptually
illustrated in Figure 1 and will be presented through a
mechatronic case study. The support for LPV models has
been further improved as well.
2 Features of LCToolbox
2.1 Identification
Since an accurate model is required for H∞ controller
synthesis to reach its full potential, the linear control
toolbox interfaces several algorithms helping the user to
obtain an LTI or LPV model with the desired accuracy.
At this point, the software mainly focuses on frequency
domain identification methods. Apart from a model, these
methods usually also allow to estimate the uncertainty on the
model, which can be exploited in the robust control problem
formulation.
2.2 Controller design
In order to define the control topology, the user can simply
define signals, connect systems to each other and define
performance channels as an input-output relation between
signals. The control problem formulation is then easily
formulated as a set of objectives and constraints on these
(weighted) channels. The toolbox constructs the generalized
plant and automatically selects an appropriate (third-party)
solver for the problem.
2.3 Simulation
The toolbox environment also supports the user to close
a feedback loop with, for example, a nonlinear model or
a linear nonparametric (measured) model. As such, it is
possible to verify the performance of the controller both in
the time domain and in the frequency domain with a more
accurate model than the design model.
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1 Introduction
CasADi [1] is an open-source symbolic framework for algo-
rithmic differentiation and numerical optimization, available
in C++, Python, MATLAB and Octave. Its scalability, flex-
ibility and efficiency make it an attractive tool for numeri-
cally solving nonlinear Optimal Control Problems (OCP).
The software has been used successfully in academia and
industry for (a) prototyping formulations [2], (b) building
black-box solvers on top of it [3], and (c) teaching [4].
In CasADi, some modeling steps are left to the user so as to
offer design freedom that suits use case (b). In this abstract,
we present an abstraction layer added in CasADi 3.3 that
makes the software easier for use cases (a) and (c).
2 Formulation and solution of an NLP in CasADi




subject to g≤ g(x, p)≤ g, (1)
with decision variables x∈Rn, parameters p∈Rq, objective
function f : Rn×Rq 7→ R and constraint function g : Rn×
Rq 7→ Rm.
After constructing symbolic primitives, the user declares the
vector expressions x, p, f (x, p),g(x, p),g,g, and retrieves a
solution vector x? as numerical vector (a CasADi numeric
data-type in fact).
The proposed Opti stack abstraction layer offers an alterna-
tive that (a) allows natural syntax for constraints, (b) hides
the task of indexing/bookkeeping of decision variables, and
(c) returns the numerical data-type of the host language.
As a demonstration, we provide a MATLAB implementa-
tion of a hanging chain problem, consisting of N = 25 point
masses on a 2D plane, connected with rigid links of length
L, suspended at coordinates (−2,1) and (2,2), with an im-
penetrable curve at the bottom:
o p t i = c a s a d i . Op t i ( )
x = o p t i . v a r i a b l e (N)
y = o p t i . v a r i a b l e (N)
1Simple bounds on decision variables omitted for brevity.















Fig. 2. Sparsity of ∂g∂x
o p t i . min imize ( sum ( g∗m∗y ) )
o p t i . s u b j e c t t o ( ( x ( 1 : N−1)−x ( 2 :N ) ) . ˆ 2 + . . .
( y ( 1 : N−1)−y ( 2 :N ) ) . ˆ 2 . . .
==L ˆ 2 )
o p t i . s u b j e c t t o ( [ x ( 1 ) ; y ( 1 ) ] = = [ −2 ; 1 ] )
o p t i . s u b j e c t t o ( [ x ( end ) ; y ( end ) ] = = [ 2 ; 2 ] )
o p t i . s u b j e c t t o ( y>=cos ( 0 . 1 ∗ x )−0 .5)
Figure 1 shows the numerical solution, produced with
o p t i . s o l v e r ( ’ i p o p t ’ )
s o l = o p t i . s o l v e ( )
p l o t ( s o l . v a l u e ( x ) , s o l . v a l u e ( y ) , ’−o ’ )
Introspection of the underlying standard form is possible:
Figure 2 shows the sparsity of the constraint Jacobian, pro-
duced with
spy ( s o l . v a l u e ( j a c o b i a n ( o p t i . g , o p t i . x ) ) )
Further details can be obtained from opti.casadi.org.
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Welcome
The Organizing Committee has the pleasure of welcom-
ing you to the 37th Benelux Meeting on Systems and
Control, at Kontakt der Kontinenten in Soesterberg,
The Netherlands.
Aim
The aim of the Benelux Meeting is to promote re-
search activities and to enhance cooperation between
researchers in Systems and Control. This is the thirty-
seventh in a series of annual conferences that are held
alternately in Belgium and The Netherlands.
Scientific Program Overview
1. Mini course by Murat Arcak (University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, USA) on Networks of dissipa-
tive Systems: Compositional certification of
stability, performance, and safety.
2. Plenary lectures by Tamas Keviczky (Delft Uni-
versity of Technology, The Netherlands) on Dis-
tributed stochastic model predictive control
for large-scale smart energy systems.
3. Plenary lectures by Dongheui Lee (Technical Uni-
versity of Munich, Germany) on: Robot learn-
ing through physical interaction and human
guidance.
4. Contributed short lectures. See the list of sessions
for the titles and authors of these lectures.
Directions for speakers
For a contributed lecture, the available time is 25 min-
utes. Please leave a few minutes for discussion and room
changes, and adhere to the indicated schedule. In each
room LCD projectors are available, as well as VGA and
HDMI cables. When using a projector, you have to pro-
vide a notebook yourself.
Registration
The Benelux Meeting registration desk, located in the
foyer, will be open on Tuesday, March 27, from 10:00
to 14:00. Late registrations can be made at the Benelux
Meeting registration desk, when space is still available.
The on-site fee schedule is:
Arrangement Price
only meals (no dinners) e375
one day (no dinner) e275
The registration fee includes:
• Admission to all sessions.
• A copy of the Book of Abstracts.
• Coffee and tea during the breaks.
• In the case of accommodation arrangement: lunch
and dinner on Tuesday; breakfast, lunch, dinner
on Wednesday; breakfast and lunch on Thursday.
• In the case of only meals (no dinner) arrangement:
lunch on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.
• In the case of one day (no dinner) arrangement:
lunch on Tuesday, or Wednesday, or Thursday.
• Free use of a wireless Internet connection (WiFi).
The registration fee does not include:
• Cost of phone calls.
• Special ordered drinks during lunch, dinner, in the
evening, etc.
Organization
The meeting has been organized by Raffaella Carloni
(University of Groningen), Bayu Jayawardhana (Univer-
sity of Groningen), and Mircea Lazar (Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology).
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The meeting is supported by the following organizations:
• Dutch Institute for Systems and Control (DISC).
• Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
(NWO).
Conference location
The lecture rooms of Kontakt der Kontinenten are sit-
uated on the ground and first floors. Consult the map
at the end of this booklet to locate rooms. During the
breaks, coffee and tea will be served in the St. Janzaal in
the ground floor. Announcements and personal messages
will be posted near the main conference room. Accom-
modation is provided in the conference center. Break-
fast will be served between 6:30 and 9:30 AM. Room
keys can be picked up at the reception from Tuesday at
12:30, and need to be returned before 9:30 on the day
of departure. Parking is free of charge.




Best junior presentation award
Continuing a tradition that started in 1996, the 37th
Benelux Meeting will close with the announcement of
the winner of the Best Junior Presentation Award. This
award is given for the best presentation, given by a ju-
nior researcher, and it consists of a trophy that may be
kept for one year and a certificate. The award is specifi-
cally given for quality of presentation rather than qual-
ity of research, which is judged in a different way. At
the meeting, the chairs of sessions will ask three vol-
unteers in the audience to fill out an evaluation form.
After the session, the evaluation forms will be collected
by the Prize Commissioners who will then compute a
ranking. The winner will be announced on Thursday,
March 29, in room Steyl, 13:10-13:25. The evaluation
forms of each presentation will be returned to the junior
researcher who gave the presentation. The Prize Com-
missioners are Bart Besselink (University of Groningen),
Alessandro Saccon (Technical University of Eindhoven),
and Johan Schoukens (Vrije Universiteit Brussel). The
organizing committee counts on the cooperation of the
participants to make this contest a success.
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Website
An electronic version of the Book of Abstracts can be
downloaded from the Benelux Meeting web site.
Meetings
The following meetings are scheduled:
• Board DISC on Tuesday, March 27, 19:30 – 21:00
(during dinner).
• Management Team DISC on Tuesday, March 27,
room Angola, 21:00 – 22:30.
DISC certificates and best thesis
award
The ceremony for the distribution of the DISC certifi-
cates and for the Best Thesis Award will be held on
Thursday, March 29, room Steyl, 12:50–13:10. The jury
of the Best Thesis Award is formed by Hans Zwart (Uni-
versity of Twente), Manuel Mazo (Delft University of
Technology), and Dennis Schipper (CEO Demcon).
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